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Entrainment Characteristics
of Transient Turbulent Round,
Radial and Wall-Impinging Jets:
Theoretical Deductions
Expressions for the mass entrained in transient turbulent radial and wall-impinging jets
are derived by employing scaling laws derived for quasi-steady jets. Quantitative values
of the mass entrained in these jets are compared with that in the round jet through an
analytical study. In the case of the round jet, the expression has been derived and reported
in the literature. It is shown that the ratio of mass entrained in transient radial and round
jets for the same mass and momentum flow rates has a constant value with respect to time.
In the case of the wall-impinging jet, it is shown that the ratio of the mass entrained in the
jet to that in the round jet is a function of the impinging distance and time. The increase
in entrained mass with increase in jet penetration in the fully developed region is slower
in the wall-impinging jet than in the round jet.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593707#

Introduction
The study of transient turbulent jets is relevant in the context of

several engineering applications. These include direct-injected in-
ternal combustion engines, fans, mixers, and various spraying de-
vices. In some of these applications, for example in the engines,
the jets may interact with the wall. Such interactions may influ-
ence heat, mass and momentum transfer rates. Jet-wall interac-
tions have been a subject of research in diesel engines where the
interactions have been shown to affect the fuel-air mixing process
and the formation and oxidation of pollutants,@1–4#. Our work is
motivated by our interest in impinging jets in diesel engines.

In this work, axisymmetric transient turbulent round jets, radial
jets and wall-impinging jets will be studied. Figure 1 shows sche-
matics of the three jets. The different regions of each jet are indi-
cated. In the case of the round jet~see Fig. 1~a!!, there are the
developing region of the jet which may extend to about 10 effec-
tive diameters from the orifice, the fully developed region and the
transient head vortex region. The developing and fully developed
regions are quasi-steady and the developed region shows self-
similar properties,@5–7#. The transient head-vortex region of the
jet may occupy about 25% of the total length of the jet,@8#.
Similar characteristics are shown by the radial jet~see Fig. 1~b!!,
@9–11#. In the case of the wall-impinging jet~see Fig. 1~c!!, the
region upstream of the impingement point typically behaves like a
free jet. Where the jet impinges on the wall, a stagnation flow
region is formed. The wall jet region has a fully developed quasi-
steady region which shows self-similar behavior and a transient
head vortex region,@12,13#. The objective of our work is to derive
expressions for entrained mass in the transient jets and compare
them. The approach involves employing relationships in the quasi-
steady region of the jet to derive the expressions for the transient
jets. There are assumptions employed in this approach and their
validity will be discussed in the paper.

Figure 1~a! also shows the velocity profile and jet half-width,
y1/2, in the fully developed region of the round jet. The half-width
in any axial plane is defined as the radial distance from the cen-
terline to the position where the velocity is half its centerline
value. For the round jet emerging from a nozzle into a stagnant

fluid, the width of the jet is proportional to the axial penetration
distance,x, and the centerline velocity is proportional tox21 in
the developed region where the jet displays self-similar behavior.
According to the hypothesis of Prandtl for free turbulent flows,
the turbulent diffusivity can be assumed to be a product of the
maximum difference in the time-mean velocities in the direction
of the jet and a length proportional to the jet width. With this
hypothesis, the turbulent diffusivity will be assumed to be con-
stant and the velocity profile can be derived by solving the bound-
ary layer equations,@5#. Much attention has been paid to velocity
profiles and entrainment rates of round jets,@5,8,14–16#. The en-
trainment constant,k, is a variable that is employed to relate the
entrained flow rate to the orifice diameter and density ratio, at any
axial location,x, through the following equation:

ṁ~x!2ṁi

ṁi
5kS x

D D S ra

r i
D 1/2

(1)

whereD is the orifice diameter,ṁi is the injected mass flow rate,
the term (ṁ(x)2ṁi) is the entrained mass flow rate, andra /r i is
the ratio of the ambient density to the injected density.
D(r i /ra)1/2 is also defined as the effective diameter,De . The
greater the entrainment constant, the greater the mass entrained. A
review by Abraham@15# showed that the measured entrainment
constant, as reported in the literature, varied in the range of 0.2 to
0.457. This variation is likely to arise from differences in mea-
surement techniques and in differences in the region of the jet
where the measurement are carried out. Integrated measurements
are likely to reflect changes in the values of the entrainment con-
stant with axial distance. Studies of near-field entrainment rate
constants show that the values of the constant in the near-field are
lower than the values in the self-similar region of the jet with the
values increasing monotonically from the orifice to the self-
similar region,@8,16#.

Figure 1~b! shows a schematic of a radial jet generated by the
radial flux of fluid from a point source. Radial jets have received
attention in the literature not only because of their practical appli-
cations but also because they are well-structured fundamental free
turbulent flows. In the internal combustion engines, a hollow-cone
jet that is generated by a pintle nozzle with 180-deg included
angles can be regarded as a radial jet. The limiting case when the
number of orifices in the Diesel injector is increased, with a spray
orientation of zero degree with respect to the engine head, may
also approximate a radial jet. Poreh and Cermak@17# used a

1To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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simple turbulent diffusivity model which followed the hypothesis
of Prandtl and derived a solution for the radial jet velocity profile.
The velocity distribution that they obtained along the direction of
the flow is similar to that for plane jets which are generated by
fluid flux from a plane nozzle. Hunt and Ingham@10# considered
the effect of nozzle geometry and obtained an analytical solution
for the velocity profile in the region near the origin of the jet and
in the far-field region at large distance along the jet axis from the

orifice. The asymptotic solutions for the velocities in the two re-
gions were matched in the intermediate region. The theoretical
prediction showed good agreement with measurements. Witze and
Dwyer @18# presented a review of turbulent radial jets and also
made measurements of the mean velocity and turbulence intensity
distributions in the jet. In their measurements, radial jets were
generated by the impingement of two axisymmetric jets. Follow-
ing impingement, a radial jet resulted. When the two injectors
were relatively close to each other, the resulting jet was found to
have the same spreading rate as that of radial jets. The spreading
rate of the jet is commonly defined as the rate of growth of the
half-width. When the injectors were further apart, the resulting jet
did not show the expected characteristics of a radial jet. Compu-
tational studies carried out by several workers for radial jets show
that thek-« turbulence model predicts a spreading rate of the jet
within the range of measured values,@19–22#.

Figure 1~c! shows a schematic of a wall-impinging jet. The
radial wall jet can be generated by a central source of mass and
momentum on the wall and the fluid spreading radially outwards
or by the impingement of a round jet on a flat plate. In the case of
an impinging jet, the presence of the wall has no apparent effect
on the shape of the jet until just prior to contact,@4,23,24#. A
radial wall jet will be formed after the stagnation zone. Glauert
@12# carried out the first analytical study of the wall jet. The flow
field was divided into two distinct regions. The inner region close
to the wall, where the effects of the wall are dominant, was as-
sumed to follow the empirical formula of Blasius based on a study
of turbulent pipe flow and the 1/7 power-law velocity profile was
employed. The outer region, characterized by the features of free
turbulent flows, was assumed to follow the mixing length hypoth-
esis due to Prandtl and a constant turbulent diffusivity was em-
ployed across the region. The resulting expressions obtained for
the maximum radial velocity and jet half-width were in the form
of Vm}ym, x1/2}yn, wherey is the radial distance from the ori-
gin. The exponents differ about 10% from unity and depend on
the local Reynolds number. But the variation of the exponents
with radial distance is very small and within experimental error.
The matched solution of the velocity profile agrees well with mea-
surements,@13,25–27#.

Poreh et al.@25# carried out measurements in the wall jet region
of an impinging jet and considered effects of jet Reynolds number
on the velocity distribution perpendicular to the wall at several
radial distances from the point of impingement. Orifice diameters,
D, of 2.54, 5.08, and 7.60 cm were employed in their measure-
ments. The jet orifice was placed at a distance,L, of about 61 cm
from the wall giving nondimensional distances,L/D, of 8 to 24
from the flat surface for the different orifice diameters. Mean ve-
locities and turbulence intensities were measured with a constant-
temperature hot-wire anemometer at radial distances that were at
4 cm to about 175 cm from the point of impingement. These
distances, when nondimensionalized by the impinging distance,
L, correspond to values of 0.4 to 2.9. The jet Reynolds number
based on the mean injection velocity, orifice diameter, and air
diffusivity varied from 1.23105 to 3.33105. The measured maxi-
mum radial velocity and half-width were shown to fit power laws
just as in the measurements of Bakke@13#.

Witze and Dwyer@26# also employed an impinging jet and
measured the maximum radial velocity and half-width. The dis-
tance,L, from the orifice to the flat plate was 9.53 cm. The nozzle
diameter,D, was 0.3 cm giving a nondimensional impinging dis-
tance,L/D, of 31.7. The velocities were obtained at nondimen-
sional radial distances from 0.1 to 1.0. The jet Reynolds number
was about 1.83105. The measured constants in the expressions of
maximum radial velocity and half-width were shown to be close
to those of Bakke@13# and Poreh et al.@25#.

The measurements of Tanaka and Tanaka@27# considered ef-
fects of nozzle dimensions on the flow structure by injecting gas
from annular nozzles with various openings. The nozzle diameter,
D, varied from 6 cm to 12 cm. The impinging distance,L, varied

Fig. 1 Schematics of round, radial, and wall-impinging jets
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from 0.6 cm to 0.8 cm. In their cases, the impinging distances are
small such that the round free jet regions were not present. Mean
velocities were measured with hot-wire anemometer at nondimen-
sional radial distances of 2 to 100 for Reynolds number of 8.5
3104 to 2.33105. The rates of decay of maximum radial velocity
and growth of half-width were found close to the results from
Bakke @13# and Poreh et al.@25#.

The Contribution of This Work
In this study, expressions for the penetration rates and mass

entrainment rates of transient turbulent radial and wall-impinging
jets are derived. These expressions are compared with each other
and with those for round jets. In deriving these expressions, the-
oretical velocity profiles in the fully developed quasi-steady re-
gion of the jets, where self-similar velocity profiles are achieved,
are employed. The validity of this assumption and possible inac-
curacies are discussed. It is shown that multiplying constants are
required in the expressions to achieve agreement of predicted and
measured jet penetration. In the next section of this paper, the
expressions for penetration and entrainment rate of round jets are
summarized and those for radial and wall-impinging jets are de-
rived. In the following section, the expressions are compared to
each other with the objective of relating the entrainment rate of
wall-impinging jets to those of round jets and radial jets. This
paper closes with summary and conclusions.

Analysis

1 Round Jet. The axial velocity as a function of radial and
axial distances in a round jet can be derived by assuming a self-
similar velocity profile and by employing conservation of momen-
tum, @5#. In the case of a transient jet, by defining the position of
the jet tip as the point where the instantaneous centerline velocity
has reached a certain fraction,Cf , of the local steady centerline
velocity, expressions for the tip velocity,U tip , tip position,xtip ,
and entrained mass,Me , can be derived,@15#. Here, we rewrite
the relations as a function ofK,x, andt.

U tip5
Cf3

8pCt
S K

r i

ra
D 1/21

x
(2)

xtip
2 5

2Cf3

8pCt
S K

r i

ra
D 1/2

t (3)

Me5
1

Cf
S 8p

3 D 2

Ct
2raxtip

3 523/2Cf
1/2S 8pCt

3 D 1/2

raS K
r i

ra
D 3/4

t3/2

(4)

whereK is the kinematic momentum flux of the round jet leaving
the orifice, x is the axial distance,t is the time after start of
injection, andra /r i is the ratio of injected density to ambient
density. The constantCt relates the jet diffusivity to the jet kine-
matic momentum. Schlichting@5# selected a value of 0.0161 by
fitting experimental spreading rate. This choice ofCt corresponds
to an entrainment constant of 0.457 in Eq.~1!. Abraham@15# in a
review showed that the measured entrainment constant varied in
the range of 0.2 to 0.457 in the far field and that the precise value
of Ct appears to be known only within a factor of about 2.

Comments on the Validity of the Approach.As mentioned ear-
lier, the expressions for entrainment rates are derived by employ-
ing self-similar properties which exist only in the fully developed
quasi-steady region of the jet. The expression for tip penetration is
derived with the assumption that the tip velocity is some fraction,
Cf , of the quasi-steady centerline velocity. This approach has
been employed in prior works,@15,28,29#. Figure 2 shows mea-
sured and predicted penetration for a round transient gas jet. The
measurements are those of Fujimoto et al.@24#. Acetylene was
injected with a velocity of 63103 cm/s through an orifice of di-
ameter 0.16 cm into air at standard atmospheric conditions. The

injected to chamber density ratio is approximately 1.0. The pre-
dicted curve is obtained by employing Eq.~3!. It may be seen
from Eq. ~3! that different combination ofCf and Ct will give
identical expressions for penetration. We employedCt50.0113
andCf50.305 to achieve the agreement shown in Fig. 2. In this
case,Cf /Ct527.0. A value of 0.0113 forCt corresponds tok
50.32 in Eq.~1!. This value ofk has been widely quoted in the
literature,@8,14,15#. It is interesting to note that Iyer and Abraham
@29# employedCt50.0161 andCf50.40 to achieve agreement of
measured and predicted penetrations for vaporizing diesel sprays
for a wide range of injection velocities and density ratios.Ct
50.0161 is the value proposed by Schlichting@5#. In this case,
Cf /Ct524.8. What these results show is that it is possible to
predict transient turbulent round jet penetration with the assump-
tions made. This does not imply, however, that the approach can
achieve the same level of accuracy when predicting entrained
mass.

As pointed out earlier, the self-similar behavior of the jet is not
shown in the developing region of the jet which may extend to
about ten effective diameters downstream of the orifice,@30#. It is
also not shown in the unsteady head vortex region. This unsteady
head vortex region may occupy about 25% of the total penetration
of the jet,@8#. Furthermore, in a transient starting jet, self-similar
behavior is not achieved for an initial period of time after start of
injection. This time period may be about 100 nondimensional time
units, @8,31#. The nondimensionalization parameter for time is
De /U0 whereDe is the effective orifice diameter andU0 is the
injection velocity. We can conclude from this discussion that there
is a period of time after start of injection where the approach
adopted here to estimate mass entrained will not be valid. This
period is probably much longer than 100 nondimensional time
units. Beyond this period of time, inaccuracies are likely to arise
because self-similarity is not applicable for the entire length of the
jet. Whether the constants,Cf andCt , which appear in Eq.~4! are
adequate to compensate for these accuracies is not known. It is not
apparent that there should not be an additional correction factor
that may depend on time. We will discuss this further below.

2 Radial Jet. We follow the same approach as for the round
jet in deriving the expressions for transient penetration and en-
trained mass. From the simplified boundary layer equations which
describes the flow field in a radial jet, with the assumption of a
constant turbulent viscosity, the self-similar velocity profile of a
radial jet in the developed region can be expressed by the follow-
ing equation,@17#:

V~x,y!5
2n t

y
a2 sech2S a

x

yD (5)

Fig. 2 Measured, †24‡, and predicted tip penetrations of a
round jet
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whereV is the radial velocity,y is the radial distance from the
origin, andx is the axial distance from the origin,n t is the turbu-
lent diffusivity anda is a constant of integration. We employ the
conservation of momentum by assuming the gas density in the
developed region is the same as the ambient density. The kine-
matic momentum,K, may then be expressed as

K5
ra

r i
2pyE

0

`

V2dx5
32pn t

2a3

3
. (6)

The constanta can be expressed as

a5S 3K

32pn t
2

r i

ra
D 1/3

. (7)

We then substitute the above expression fora into Eq. ~5! and
obtain the following expression for velocity distribution:

V~x,y!5
2n t

y S 3K

32pn t
2

r i

ra
D 2/3

sech2S S 3K

32pn t
2

r i

ra
D 1/3x

yD . (8)

This expression is consistent with that given by Schwarz@9#
who obtained the similarity solution to the equations of motion
with boundary layer approximations for the incompressible radial
jet. Equation~8! is only valid in the fully developed region where
the self-similar velocity profile has been established. The velocity
characteristics of the near-field are related to the injection condi-
tion and have to be studied separately. The measured spreading
rate, which is the ratio of jet half-width,x1/2, to radial distance,y,
where the velocity is half its centerline value, varies from 0.098 to
0.115 with an average value of 0.107 according to a review by
Wood and Chen@19#. Here we take the value of 0.106 from the
measurements of Witze and Dwyer@18#. With this value of
spreading rate, if we assume that the virtual origin of the similar-
ity velocity is at the orifice, then an expression for the half-width,
x1/2, is

x1/250.106y. (9)

From the velocity distribution derived in Eq.~8! and the jet
half-width growth rate in Eq.~9!, the following relationship can
be found at the jet half-width:

S 3K

32pn t
2

r i

ra
D 1/3

0.10650.881. (10)

Hence we have the following relationship between the turbulent
diffusivity and the kinematic momentum:

n t5CtS K
r i

ra
D 1/2

, (11)

whereCt50.0072 when the spreading rate value of 0.106 is em-
ployed. The value of the constantCt for the radial jet will be
different, and varies about65%, if other measured spreading
rates (0.098;0.115) are considered.

Defining the position of the tip as the point where the instanta-
neous centerline velocity has reached a certain fraction,Cf , of the
local steady centerline velocity~i.e., at x50), the tip velocity
becomes

Vtip52CfCtS 3

32pCt
2D 2/3S K

r i

ra
D 1/21

y
. (12)

This equation can be integrated to show the relation for the jet
tip position.

ytip
2 54CfCtS 3

32pCt
2D 2/3S K

r i

ra
D 1/2

t. (13)

The volume flow rate at a distancey from the origin is given by

Q̇e52pyE
2`

`

Vdx58pCtS 3

32pCt
3D 1/3S K

r i

ra
D 1/2

y. (14)

Since the entrained mass flow rate can be related to the volume
flow rate as

Ṁe5raQ̇e , (15)

after an integration, the entrained mass in the jet as a function of
time can then be obtained as

Me5
4p

3Cf
S 3

32pCt
2D 21/3

raytip
3 5Cf

1/2Ct
1/6S 32p

3 D 1/3

raS K
r i

ra
D 3/4

t3/2.

(16)

3 Wall-Impinging Jet. The expressions for the maximum
radial velocity and half-width of the wall jet that were derived by
Glauert @12# had proportionality constants that had to be fitted
with measured data. Poreh et al.@25# carried out a dimensional
analysis of the variables and obtained a nondimensional form of
the velocity profile in the following form:

VmL

AK
5FmSAK

n D S y

L D m

(17)

x1/2

L
5FnSAK

n D S y

L D n

(18)

wheren is the kinematic viscosity of the gas.L is selected to be
the distance between the geometrical origin of similarity of the
circular jet and the wall and can be approximated as the impinging
distance as shown in Fig. 1(c). The nozzle diameter is not con-
sidered as an independent variable for the wall jet. This assump-
tion is valid when the jet reaches its developed state before it
impinges on the wall.

In order to account for the difference in density between the
injected and the ambient gas, we substituteK(r i /ra) instead of
the kinematic momentum itself into Eqs.~17! and ~18!. Defining
the position of the jet tip as the point where the instantaneous
centerline velocity has reached a certain fraction,Cf , of the local
steady centerline velocity, the tip velocity of a wall-impinging jet
can be expressed as

Vtip5CfFmS K
r i

ra
D 1/2

L2(11m)ym. (19)

This equation may be integrated to show the jet tip position as

ytip
12m5~12m!CfFmS K

r i

ra
D 1/2

L2(11m)t. (20)

The velocity profile at a radial location,y, can be assumed to
follow that from Glauert@12# as

V

Vm
5 f ~h! (21)

whereh is the distance from the wall nondimensionalized by the
local jet half-width

h5
x

x1/2
. (22)

The variation of the volume flux of the jet with the radial dis-
tance may be calculated from Eqs.~19! and ~20! assuming the
velocity profile of Glauert@12#,

Q̇e52pyVmx1/2E
0

`

f ~h!dh

5~1.092!2pyVmx1/2

5~1.092!2pyS K
r i

ra
D 1/2

FmFnS y

L D m1n

, (23)
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where 1.092 is value of integration of the nondimensionalized
velocity term when a typical wall jet velocity profile,@12#, is
employed.

Then Eqs.~19! and~23! can be used to get the expression of the
total entrained mass as a function ofK and t.

Me5ra

2p~1.092!

Cf

Fn

n12
L12nytip

21n

5ra2p~1.092!Cf
~11m1n!/~12m!

Fn

n12
L ~113m12n!/~m21!

3F ~12m!FmS K
r i

ra
D 1/2

tG ~21n!/~12m!

(24)

As we did in the case of the round jet, we will now show
comparisons of measured and predicted tip penetrations of wall-
impinging jets. The measurements are those of Fujimoto et al.
@24# which we discussed earlier. Figure 3 shows the measured and
predicted tip penetrations for three impinging distances,L: 1.5
cm, 2.0 cm, and 3.0 cm. Other conditions employed in the mea-
surements were given earlier when we discussed the round jet
measurements. In this figure, the tip penetration of the wall im-
pinging jet after impingement is defined as the summation of the
impinging distance,L, and the distance from the tip of the wall jet
to the point where the centerline of the free jet meets the wall.
Predicted and measured tip penetrations agree within 10% for the
three cases. The constants employed in Eq.~20! to achieve this
agreement areFm51.11, m521.12, andCf50.305. Fm51.11
andm521.12 are constants of Witze and Dwyer@26#. However,
identical predictions may be obtained withFm51.32,
m521.10, andCf50.25 where these values ofFm andm are the
measured ones of Poreh et al.@25#. We will discuss these con-
stants and entrainment predictions in the next section.

Comparison of Entrainment Characteristics of Round,
Radial, and Wall-Impinging Jets

In this section, we compare the entrainment characteristics of
the jets with the same injected momentum. Quantitative compari-
sons are made at the same time after start of injection for the
round and radial jets and after start of impingement for a wall-
impinging jet. Values of the constants which have been obtained
by fitting the analytical expressions to measured data are em-
ployed.

The values ofCt are taken as 0.0113 for the round jet and
0.0072 for the radial jet, respectively. We assume that the two jets
have the same values ofCf andCf50.305. With these values for

the constants, the ratio of penetration of the radial jet to the round
jet can be shown to be a constant from Eqs.~3! and ~13!:

ytip,radial

xtip,round
50.31. (25)

The ratio of entrained mass in the radial jet to that in the round jet
can be shown from Eqs.~4! and ~16! to be

Me,radial

Me,round
51.63. (26)

It is reasonable that the penetration is less and entrained mass is
more for the radial jet than the round jet because the radial jet
spreads circumferentially from the orifice and has greater surface
area.

The wall-impinging jet may be approximated as a half of a
radial jet. The difference between the two arises from momentum
loss at the wall for the wall-impinging jet. It is interesting to
compare the penetration and entrained mass of a half-radial jet
with that of a round jet. The momentum of the half-radial jet is
kept to be that of the round jet for this comparison. This would
imply that in Eqs.~20! and~24! the momentum flow rate has to be
doubled for the radial jet so that the half-radial jet has the same
momentum flow rate as the round jet. In this case it may be shown
that

ytip,half-radial

xtip,round
50.37 (27)

Me,half-radial

Me,round
51.37 (28)

The derivations of Eqs~20! and~24! employ measured velocity
profiles in wall-impinging jets and hence they would include the
effect of wall momentum loss. In this case, from Eqs.~3! and~20!
and Eqs.~4! and ~24!, respectively, the expressions for the ratios
of penetration and entrained mass of the wall-impinging jet to the
corresponding parameters of the round jet can be shown to be
related to the jet momentum and time. The results can also be
expressed in terms of the ratio of the penetration to the impinging
distance,L. The timet in the expressions is after start of injection
for the round jet, and after start of impingement for the wall-
impinging jet.

ytip,wall

xtip,round
5S ~12m!Cf ,wallFm

3Cf ,round

4pCt

D 1/2S ytip,wall

L D ~11m!/2

(29)

Me,wall

Me,round
5

Cf ,wall
1/2 2p~1.092!

Fn

n12

Cf ,round
1/2 Ct

2S 8p

3 D 2

3S ~12m!Fm

3

4pCt

D 3/2S ytip,wall

L D 3(11m)/2 1n21

(30)

The constants employed for the velocity in the expressions of
Eqs. ~17! and ~18! can be obtained from measurements. Table 1
summarizes the measured constants given in the literature,@25–
27#. The flow structure of the jet in the experiments of Tanaka and

Fig. 3 Measured, †24‡, and predicted tip penetrations of wall-
impinging jets for three impinging distances „L …

Table 1 Measured constants in wall-impinging jets

Experimental reference Fm Fn M n

Poreh et al.@25# 1.32 0.098 21.10 0.90
Witze and Dwyer@26# 1.11 0.0946 21.12 1.01

Tanaka and Tanaka@27# 1.52 0.095 21.09 0.97
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Tanaka@27# is not strictly that of a wall-impinging jet, since the
impinging distances were small compared to the nozzle diameter
such that a round jet was not present prior to impingement. In the
case of their results, the characteristic length scale in the expres-
sions is selected asAA, whereA is the exit area of the nozzle slot,
instead of the impinging distance.

With these constants from measurements, we can obtain quan-
titative expressions for the ratios of penetration and entrained
mass of the wall-impinging jet to those of the round jet. These
expressions are summarized in Table 2. As indicated earlier,Cf
50.25 andCf50.305 are employed with measured constants of
Poreh et al.@25# and Witze and Dwyer@26#, respectively. We
employed values ofCf50.305 andCt50.0113 for the round jet
which corresponds to an entrainment constant ofk50.32 in Eq.
~1!, @8#. Similar expressions can be obtained with the measured
constants of Tanaka and Tanaka@27# if the value ofCf is deter-
mined by comparing predicted and measured penetrations.

Comparing the expressions in Table 2 with Eqs.~27! and ~28!,
it may be seen that the primary difference is the presence of the
terms involvingytip,wall /L for the wall-impinging jet. At relatively
small values ofytip,wall , the ratios of penetration and entrained
mass of the wall jet to the half-radial jet are close to 1.0. However,
asytip,wall increases in value, i.e., as the jet penetrates further, the
tip penetration of the wall-impinging jet and the mass entrained in
the wall-impinging jet become smaller than the corresponding
quantities in the half-radial jet. This is due to the loss of momen-
tum to the wall in the wall-impinging jet.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of the penetrations of the half-radial jet
and the wall-impinging jet to that of the wall-impinging jet, i.e.,
ytip /xtip,round, as a function ofytip,wall /L for the same momentum

flow rate. In generating this figure and also Figs. 5 and 6 below, it
is assumed that the round jet, half-radial jet, and wall-impinging
jet are starting jets.ytip,wall50 corresponds to start of injection for
the round and half-radial jets. In the case of the wall-impinging
jet, it starts out as a wall jet from the impingement point. Notice
that the ratio of tip penetration of the half-radial jet to the round
jet is a constant given by Eq.~27! and is shown only for reference.
Tip penetrations of wall-impinging jets based on the constants
derived from the measurements of Poreh et al.@25# and Witze and
Dwyer @26# are shown as curves A and B, respectively. The ratio
of the tip penetration of the wall-impinging jet to that of the round
jet decreases with increasing wall jet penetration as a result of
momentum loss to the wall. Results are shown for nondimensional
impinging distances greater than 0.5. For shorter distances, the
ratio increases sharply as the distance decreases. The factor
(ytip,wall /L)(11m)/2 on the right hand side of Eq.~29! increases in
value whenytip,wall goes to zero asm,21.0. In any case, the
expressions are unlikely to be valid in the stagnation region. Fig-

Table 2 Ratios of tip penetration and entrained mass of wall-
impinging jets to round jets

Experimental reference
ytip,wall

xtip,round

Me,wall

Me,round

Poreh et al.@25# 0.33S ytip,wall

L D 20.05

1.12S ytip,wall

L D 20.25

Witze and Dwyer@26# 0.33S ytip,wall

L D 20.06

0.90S ytip,wall

L D 20.17

Fig. 4 Ratios of tip penetrations of half-radial and wall-
impinging jets to that of the round jet. „CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0113
for the round jet; CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0072 for the half-radial
jet; CfÄ0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve
A; CfÄ0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for
curve B ….

Fig. 5 Ratios of entrained mass of half-radial and wall-
impinging jets to that of the round jet. „CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0113
for the round jet; CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0072 for the half-radial
jet; CfÄ0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve
A; CfÄ0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for
curve B ….

Fig. 6 Ratios of entrained mass of half-radial and wall-
impinging jets to that of the round jet. „CfÄ0.434, CtÄ0.0161
for the round jet; CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0072 for the half-radial
jet; CfÄ0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve
A; CfÄ0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for
curve B ….
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ure 5 shows the variation of the ratio of entrained mass of the
half-radial jet and wall-impinging jet to that of the round jet.
Again, the result for the half-radial jet is shown for reference only
as it has no dependence onytip,wall /L. The effect of the different
values of the constants on the results is reflected in this figure
as well just as it was in Fig. 4. The consistent trend to note is
the decrease in the ratio of entrained mass as the penetration
increases.

As pointed out earlier, we have employedCf50.305 and
Ct50.0113, corresponding tok50.32 in Eq.~1!, for the round jet.
We may consider a different set of values for these constants. If
the values,Cf50.434 andCt50.0161 are selected such thatk
50.457 for the round jet, the ratios of entrained mass will de-
crease by about 30%, respectively, with the second set of con-
stants relative to the first set. Figure 6 show the variations in ratios
of entrained mass of the jets with the second set of constants for
the round jet.

A challenging and interesting question at this point is: Which
jet entrains more—the round jet or the wall-impinging jet? We
will provide some insight by considering two extreme cases. We
consider two jets that start out as round free jets att50 and one of
the two jets impinges on a wall at timet5t0 . The mass entrained
in the jet that impinges is determined differently. In one case
~Case I!, it is assumed that the wall-impinging jet starts as a start-
ing wall jet from t5t0 after impingement. In the other case~Case
II !, it is assumed that the wall-impinging jet starts from a wall jet
that had already developed from timet50 to t5t0 . We will con-
sider conditions where the ratio of injected density to ambient
density,r i /ra , is 4. The orifice diameter is 0.02 cm. The imping-
ing distance is 4 cm. The injection velocity is 3.03104 cm/s. The
impinging distance and injection velocity are comparable to those
in diesel engines.

Figure 7 shows the tip penetration,xtip,roundfor the round jet and
ytip for the wall-impinging jet as a function of timet. The tip
penetration of the wall impinging jet after impingement is defined
as the summation of the impinging distance,L, and the distance
from the tip of the wall jet to the impingement point. In the case
of the wall-impinging jet, the two sets of constants employed in
Figs. 4 and 5 are again employed. It may be seen that impinge-
ment occurs at about 0.73 ms. Subsequent to this impingement, it
is assumed that the wall-impinging jet develops as a starting wall
jet ~Case I!. As pointed out in earlier discussions, identical pen-
etrations are obtained with the two set of constants. Figure 8
shows the mass entrained in the round jet and in the wall-
impinging jet as a function of time when it is assumed that after

impingement, the jet starts out as a starting wall jet~Case I
above!. In this case, the mass entrained in the wall-impinging jet
is defined as

Me5Me,round~ t0!1Me,wall~ t2t0! (31)

wheret0 is the time of impingement. Both curves A and B show
that immediately after aboutt510 ms, the wall-impinging jet en-
trains less than the round jet which is because of the momentum
loss of the wall-impinging jet and also because of less time for the
development of the wall-impinging jet compared to the round jet.

Figure 9 shows the mass entrained in the round jet and in the
wall-impinging jet as a function of time in Case II. In this case,
the mass entrained in the wall-impinging jet is defined as

Me5Me,round~ t0!1Me,wall~ t !2Me,wall~ t0!. (32)

Curve A shows that for a certain time period, i.e.,t,17 ms, the
wall-impinging jet entrains more air than the round jet. Recall that
in this case, we are assuming that the wall-impinging jet starts
from a wall jet that had already developed from timet50 to
t5t0 . It is also seen that as the jet penetrates beyond a certain
distance, the rate of increase of mass entrained is slower for the

Fig. 7 Tip penetrations of the round and wall-impinging jets as
a function of time. „CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0113 for the round jet; Cf
Ä0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve A; Cf
Ä0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for curve B ….

Fig. 8 Entrained mass of the round and wall-impinging jets as
a function of time „CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0113 for the round jet; Cf
Ä0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve A; Cf
Ä0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for curve B ….

Fig. 9 Entrained mass of the round and wall-impinging jets as
a function of time. „CfÄ0.305, CtÄ0.0113 for the round jet; Cf
Ä0.25, FmÄ1.32, FnÄ0.098, mÄÀ1.10, nÄ0.90 for curve A; Cf
Ä0.305, FmÄ1.11, FnÄ0.0946, mÄÀ1.12, nÄ1.01 for curve B ….
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wall-impinging jet relative to the round jet. The region of uncer-
tainty leading to these different estimates is the stagnation region
where the jet impinges on the wall~see Fig. 1~c!!.

Summary and Conclusions
Theoretical expressions for the penetration rates and entrained

mass of transient turbulent radial and wall-impinging jets are pre-
sented. In deriving these expressions, theoretical velocity profiles
in the fully developed, quasi-steady region of the jets, where self-
similar velocity profiles are achieved, are employed. This assump-
tion is likely to lead to inaccurate answers, in particular for esti-
mates of entrainment. The validity of the assumption and
inaccuracies are discussed. It is shown that multiplying constants
are required in the expressions to achieve agreement of predicted
and measured jet penetration. For the radial jet, a constant that
relates the turbulent diffusivity to the kinematic momentum is
estimated from the measured spreading rate. For the wall-
impinging jet, the jet maximum radial velocity and the spreading
rate employed are obtained from measurements, and the similarity
velocity profile is obtained from the analytical solution. With a
selected set of constants, predicted and measured tip penetration
of transient round jets and wall-impinging jets agree with 10% for
a range of condition. With the selected constants, it is shown that
the penetration of a wall-impinging jet smaller than that of a half
radial jet because of momentum loss at the wall. The entrained
mass of a starting wall jet is higher than that of a starting round jet
for relatively smaller values of wall jet tip penetration and lower
for higher values of tip penetration. The higher entrainment is due
to a greater surface area for the wall jet relative to the round jet.
However, as the jet penetrates beyond a certain value, the wall
momentum loss overwhelms this greater surface area effect.

It is shown that it is difficult to reach a firm conclusion regard-
ing the relative magnitude of entrained mass in round free and
wall-impinging jets as our theoretical work does not clarify the
structure of the jet immediately following impingement, i.e., in
the stagnation region. However, it can be firmly said that the rate
of increase of entrained mass in the fully developed region is
slower than that in the fully developed round jet.
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Nomenclature

A 5 exit area of the nozzle slot
Cf 5 constant, Eqs.~2!–~4!, ~12!, ~13!, ~16!, ~19!, ~20!,

and ~24!
Ct 5 constant, Eqs.~2!–~4!, ~11!–~14!, and~16!
D 5 orifice diameter

De 5 effective orifice diameter
Fm 5 function of Reynolds number, Eq.~17!
Fn 5 function of Reynolds number, Eq.~18!

k 5 entrainment constant, Eq.~1!
K 5 kinematic momentum
L 5 impinging distance

Me 5 entrained mass
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
m 5 constant, Eq.~17!
n 5 constant, Eq.~18!
t 5 time after start of injection

U 5 axial velocity
U0 5 injection velocity
V 5 radial velocity

Vm 5 maximum radial velocity
x 5 axial distance

x1/2 5 half-width for radial and wall-impinging jets

xtip 5 jet tip penetration in thex direction
y 5 radial distance

ytip 5 jet tip penetration in they direction
a 5 constant, Eqs.~5!–~7!
n t 5 turbulent diffusivity, Eq.~5!
n 5 kinematic viscosity, Eqs.~17! and ~18!

r i 5 injected fluid density
ra 5 ambient fluid density
h 5 nondimensional distance from the wall, Eq.~22!
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The Discharge Coefficient of a
Planar Submerged Slit-Jet
The discharge coefficient, CD , of a planar, submerged slit-jet has been determined ex-
perimentally over a relatively wide range of Reynolds number values: Re5100–6500,
where the slit width (w) and the average streamwise velocity (^U&) at the exit plane are
used to define the Reynolds number. The CD values exhibit a strong dependence on Re for
Re,800. For Re.3000, CD achieves an apparent asymptotic value of 0.687 for the
present nozzle design. This value is about 12% higher than the potential flow value. In
contrast, the velocity distribution along the centerline was in excellent agreement with
that of the potential flow solution. The experimental techniques that were used to evaluate
the CD~Re! values, their numerical values, the corresponding uncertainties, and the
possible influence of the geometrical design of the nozzle on the results are presented.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593712#

Introduction
The discharge coefficient,CD , of a nozzle or other constriction

is a characteristic of practical significance. For low-subsonic
flows, CD depends both on the flow-field geometry and flow Rey-
nolds number. Blevins@1# provides representative values. The dis-
charge coefficient of a planar, or quasi-two-dimensional, sub-
merged slit-jet is considered in the present communication. A two-
dimensional slit-jet, which can be easily simulated using a large
aspect ratio:BN /w@1, opening in the wall of a plenum, has been
analyzed using potential flow methods; see Birkhoff and Zaran-
tonello @2# and Vallentine@3#. The analytical value of the dis-
charge coefficient of a slit-jet, which delivers an inviscid fluid
from an ‘‘infinite’’ plenum, is 0.611. The effect of a finite plenum
width ~H!, for a two-dimensional orifice, has been analytically
evaluated by Ali@4# using potential flow methods. These calcula-
tions show that CD(H/w>10) is negligibly different from
CD(H/w5`). The minimum value ofH/w for the present study
was selected as 18 which removes the influence of this parameter
on theCD value.

The development of a vena-contracta, with the corresponding
contraction of the separating streamlines and the acceleration of
the centerline fluid elements to the maximum velocity magnitude
U0 , is a distinctive feature of both circular and planar~as studied
herein! sharp-edged orifices. For the flow of an inviscid fluid
through a slit jet, the separating streamlines continue to contract,
and the vena-contracta is asymptotically approached. However,
for a physical submerged jet, the vena-contracta has been found to
occur at about one slit-width downstream from the exit plane; see
Ali @4#. Physical jets also exhibit natural instabilities which result
in the formation of symmetric and ‘‘two-dimensional’’ vortices
along the shear layers. These vortex motions have been studied by
Beavers and Wilson@5#, Clark and Kit@6#, Foss and Korschelt@7#,
and Ali @4#.

For a slit-jet, the discharge coefficientCD is defined as

CD5

E
A
V~0,y,z!• idA

U0Aj
, (1)

whereV(0,y,z) is the time-mean velocity vector at the exit plane
of the jet,i is the unit vector in the streamwise~x! direction,U0 is
the maximum velocity on the centerline (ū(x,0)→U0 for x'w

and for sufficiently large Re values!, and Aj is the area of the
orifice given by the product: (wxBN), where BN denotes the
breadth of the nozzle. In terms of the spatial average velocity,^U&,
which is defined as

^U&5
1

Aj
E

A
V~0,y,z!• idA, (2)

the discharge coefficient becomes

CD5
^U&
U0

. (3)

The measurement techniques to determine^U& and U0 are de-
scribed in the following section.

The purpose of this paper is to

i. present the experimentally determined values of the dis-
charge coefficientCD of the present submerged slit-jet over
the Reynolds number range: 100<Re<6500,

ii. compare the experimental results with the potential flow
solution of the slit-jet flow field emanating from a finite
width ~H! plenum as shown in Fig. 1,

iii. discuss the influence of the nozzle plate geometry—as ex-
pressed by its thickness (tN) and the inclination angle (aN)
of the relieved surface~see Fig. 1!—on the value ofCD ,
and

iv. present an explanation for the differences~as well as the
elements of agreement! between the experimental results
and the corresponding quantities in the potential flow solu-
tion.

Experimental Configuration
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the flow facility that

was used in this investigation. It was designed withH/w.10, so
that the influence of the ‘‘outer’’ side walls on the development of
the jet is minimal. Water or a water-sugar mixture were used as
the working liquids in this finite duration, gravity driven,
‘‘steady’’ flow facility. ~This unique experimental facility has been
fully described by Ali and Foss@8#!. As shown in Fig. 1, the
present flow facility is comprised of two major units:~i! a glass
tank~A!, and~ii ! a clear plastic structure called the nozzle housing
~NH! which is given the code description ‘‘C’’ in Fig. 1. The two
nozzle plates with beveled edges are supported at right angles to
the jet-axis by the NH; the nozzle plates form the planar slit-jet.
The tank is filled with a working liquid such that its level is above
the nozzle plates under the conditions of static equilibrium. The
liquid-filled space above the nozzle plates is designated ‘‘the ple-
num;’’ the space below is called ‘‘the receiver.’’ The portion of the
enclosed space above the nozzle plates, that is not liquid filled, is
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termed the ‘‘low pressure cavity~D!.’’ The NH has partially open
sides below the plane of the nozzle plates~see the outflow to the
receiver in Fig. 1! and an air tight cover plate~above the nozzle
plates! which supports a bleed valve~E!. There are two additional
openings in the cover plate:~i! a pressure tap connected to a
pressure transducer~F!, and ~ii ! a vacuum tank connection~I!.
The latter is used to lower the pressure inD thus raising the liquid
head~h! in the NH. The slit-jet flow is caused by allowing atmo-
spheric air to enter at a controlled rate through the bleed valve.
This valve is operated by a computer controlled stepper motor to
ensure a satisfactory approximation to a time steady exit flow
from the plenum during the data acquisition period. Specifically,
the pressure inD is linearly increased with respect to time in order
to compensate for the linear decrease in the differential elevation,
h, between the plenum and the receiver. In combination, the net
effect isdU0 /dt50 during the period of data acquisition.

Concurrent measurements were made over a wide range of Re
~100–6500! to determine the two velocities,^U& andU0 . Specifi-
cally, a single channel laser Doppler velocimeter~LDV ! was used
to measure the time average velocity on the centerline,U0 , at
x/w>2. The spatial-average velocity^U& was determined by us-
ing a novel device, a volume flow sensor~VFS!, as shown by ‘‘B’’
on the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The air, that is trapped in the
inverted cup, is pressurized as the water level in the receiver tank
is increased during the ‘‘run time’’ of the experiment. Since a
precise relationship, as described in the next section, can be ex-
perimentally established between water level and the pressure in
the inverted cup, and since the water level in the receiver in-
creases slowly, the air pressure:pl(t), value from the cup pro-
vides a reliable measure of the time-dependent volume of fluid in
the receiver and, hence, its time derivative that is equal to the
discharge flow rate,**u(x50,y,z,t)dydz.

Ideally the nozzle plates should be very thin. However, for
practical reasons of strength, the nozzle plates were fabricated
using tN512.7 mm stock. The plates were beveled at an angle
aN560 deg with respect to the plane of the nozzle plates, see Fig.
1 for the definition ofaN . Two values were used for the width,w,
of the slit-jet: 12.7 mm and 25.4 mm. Hence, the ratiotN /w was
1 and 0.5, respectively. The aspect ratio,BN /w, was equal to 21.7
and 10.8, respectively.

Evaluation of CD

The companion paper, Ali and Foss@8#, provides a detailed
description of the flow control process that provides a steady-state
slit-jet flow for an elapsed time that is sufficient to record statis-

tically stationary centerline velocityū(x/w52,0)5U0 and the jet
exit average velocitŷU&. These values represent the flow behav-
ior at a given Re andtN /w.

The LDV measurements ofu(x/w52,0,t) are averaged over
the same time period,Dt, as that for^U& to yield U0 . In this
manner, theCD(Re,tN /w) values can be obtained as shown in Eq.
~3!. The evaluation of thêU& and theU0 values, that are to be
used in establishingCD5CD(Re,tN /w), are the essence of the
present contribution. As such, considerable care will be taken in
identifying the source of these values including the bases for their
uncertainty estimates. These considerations are given in the fol-
lowing subsections.

Evaluation of U0

A Thermo Systems Inc., 35 mW He-Ne LDV system~primitive
by today’s standards but adequate for the task at the time of its
execution and for the required purpose of providingu(x/w
52,0,t) as an accurately determined quantity! was used in this
study. A counter-system~Model TSI 1980! was used to determine
the Doppler shift frequency of the small particles that reliably
follow the fluid velocity in this benign (U0]U0 /]x50) environ-
ment. The fixed volume of liquid in the glass tank identified byA
in Fig. 1, made it a relatively simple matter to obtain a densely
seeded environment; polyvinyltoluene particles with a mean di-
ameter of 2m were used to provide the scattering centers. Hence,
the preset counter output frequency: 308 Hz was readily met with
updated velocity values. For reference, at a Re value of 3000 and
jet width w512.7 mm, this sample rate nominally provides a
measured velocity value each 0.77 mm or 0.06 w. For the same Re
value andw525.4 mm, the spacing is 0.38 mm or 0.015 w.

Individual u(x,0,t) measurements are, in principle, subject to
the LDV phenomenon of velocity bias~where high-speed fluid
elements have a larger probability of being ‘‘captured’’ by the
instrument!; see, e.g., Adrian@9#. This effect is, of course, exac-
erbated if the velocity variation at a given location exhibits a
‘‘wide’’ probability density function~pdf! and if there are signifi-
cant time delays between data samples. The above discussion
shows that the latter effect is not a factor in these measurements.
The measured intensities~Ali @4#! were of order 0.1(5ũ/U0) at
the x/w52 measurement location. Hence, velocity bias effects in
the present experiment will not influence the integrity of theU0
measurements.

Evaluation of ŠU‹

A single device, the volume flow sensor~VFS!, was used to
determinê U& for the present experiments. The VFS takes advan-
tage of two intrinsic attributes of this experiment:~i! the receiving
reservoir ~G of Fig. 1! is characterized by an area:Ar , that is
313Aj for w525.4 mm ~or, 623Aj for w512.7 mm), and~ii !
air, at low-pressure rise values, is incompressible. Hence, the VFS
of Fig. 1, will remain void of liquid as the liquid level around it is
raised in the experiment. The air pressure, however, will be in-
creased in proportion to the increasing submerged depth,hl , of
the VFS. This correlation between the rise in the liquid level and
the rise in the pressure in the inverted cup was used to calibrate
the VFS. The calibration method is described below:

Consider that the nozzle opening is blocked for a condition
where the initial water level:ho(1), in ‘‘G’’ is known. If a con-
trolled amount of water (Mc) is added to the reservoirG, then the
water level rise (ho(2)2ho(1)) can becorrelated with the added
water. The inverted cup of the VFS will be slightly submerged for
the condition:ho5ho(1). There will be a corresponding voltage
(Ep(1)) from the pressure transducer. Following the addition of
the water, the voltage increment

DEp~1!5@Ep~2!2Ep~1!# (4a)

5Cprg@ho~2!2ho~1!# (4b)
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will be recorded as the output from the pressure transducer; here,
Cp is the calibration constant for the pressure transducer. Hence,
the first controlled mass of water:Mc(1), will be proportional to
the increment inEp as

Mc~1!;DEp~1!. (4c)

This provides a calibration technique:

Mc;DEp . (4d)

If the confining walls of the glass tank are vertical, then

DEp5CmrArDho . (4e)

This calibration procedure included measurement of the density
of water using a picnometer. ForMc , a top-loading weighing
scale was used to measure water in amounts of 15 pounds~6.8
kg!, or 30 pounds~13.6 kg! at a time to pour into the tankG. The
height of the water in the four corners ofG was measured using a
steel rule, and the laboratory computer was used to digitizeEp .
An average height,hG , of the water in the tank was found for
each addition ofMc . Using the measured density of the water, the
volume of water poured,VC , was determined fromMC for each
case;VC was then used to determine the area of the receiver
Ar(hG) at each heighthG . The average value ofAr was found to
be 0.2136 square meter with standard deviation equal to 0.0004
square meter or nominally 0.2% of the mean area.

A linear regression analysis between the measured voltageEp
and the average heighthG yielded

hG5b01b1Ep (5)

whereb0 andb1 are the coefficients of the linear regression. The
estimates ofb0 andb1 were 0.03255 mm and 25.2201 mm/volt,
respectively, and the corresponding estimates of standard error
were found to be 7.933E-3 mm and 3.572E-3 mm/volt.

In a given experiment, the voltage increaseDEp , correspond-
ing to the pressure rise in the cup, was measured over a given time
interval Dt, which is the same as the interval for which the cen-
terline velocity datau(x52w,y50,t) were acquired using the
LDV system described above. UsingD(Ep)/D(t) in the calibra-
tion equation yielded the average rate of rise of water in the re-
ceiverVr :

Vr5DhG /Dt5b1DEp /Dt. (6)

The use of the continuity equation to equate the outflow from the
plenum to the receiver-inflow yielded the temporal/spatial average
velocity of the jet^U&, which is expressed as

^U&5b1

Ar

Aj

DEp

Dt
. (7)

Uncertainty Analysis
A conservative estimate of relative uncertainty inCD ,

dCD /CD , can be obtained from the general error propagation
formula:

dCD /CD5@~d^U&/^U&!21d~U0 /U0!2#1/2, (8)

whered^U&/^U& anddU0 /U0 are the relative uncertainties in the
spatial/temporal average velocity and the maximum centerline ve-
locity of the jet, respectively. It will be shown at the end of this
section that the uncertainty in̂U& is the dominant term and rep-
resents the uncertainty inCD .

The relative uncertainty in̂U&: d^U&/^U&, was determined us-
ing the general error propagation formula applied to Eq.~7!. It is
expressed as

d^U&

^U&
5F S d~DEp

DEp
D 2

1S d~Dt !

Dt D 2

1S dAr

Ar
D 2

1S dAj

Aj
D 2

1S db1

b1
D 2G1/2

. (9)

The first term, of the five terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~10!,
is the largest. It depends upon the execution of the experiment at
a given Re, and the characteristic of the pressure transducer used.
For the present work, the first term was evaluated from the char-
acteristic of the Validyne DP15-22 pressure transducer and the
measured voltage differenceDEp in the cup for each experiment.
More specifically, the estimate of errord(DEp) was obtained
from the linearity specification: 0.2% of the full scale of the pres-
sure transducer; this translated to60.01016 volt. A conservative
estimate: 0.0212 volt was used ford(DEp), for evaluation.

The time:Dt513.3 seconds, was used in all measurements for
Re,4000. For higher Re values,Dt was reduced to shorter times
of about eight seconds to accommodate the height of the inverted
cup. Specifically, the larger flow rates required a shorter elapsed
time for the given volumetric restriction imposed by the inverted
cup. The influence of this reduction in time is discussed later in
this section. The error inDt, related to the error in computer clock
timing, is negligibly small in all cases.

The estimate of standard deviation found in the area of the
receiver,Ar ~see section titled ‘‘Evaluation of̂U&’’ ! was used as
the estimate of the errordAr , namely,dAr50.0004 m2 and Ar

50.2136 m2. The normalized error (dAr /Ar) remained constant
for jets of both widths. The error in the area of the jet,dAj , was
determined from conservative estimates of errors in the spanBN ,
and the width,w of the jet. The jet widths were measured care-
fully several times during the course of this investigation. The
estimates of standard deviation of the measured values were de-
termined and used as estimates of errordw. Table 1 lists the
values ofdw for the two jets. The spanBN was common for both
jets; a conservative value ofdBN50.5 mm has been used to de-
termine dAj in each case. Extreme combinations ofBN and w
were used to compute the estimate of errordAj . Table 1 also
lists the estimates of the areasAj and the corresponding error
estimatesdAj .

The last term in the error propagation formula~Eq. ~9!! relates
to the error in the coefficient of linear regression used in the
correlation of the VFS voltageEp and the head of water column
hG in the reservoirG. The corresponding estimates of standard
error were determined using the method described by Beck and
Arnold @10#, p. 43, for both coefficients:b0 andb1 . The estimate
of standard error were determined. The estimate of standard error
in b1 was used fordb1 ; the values were:b1525.22 mm/volt and
db153.571931023 mm/volt.

Figure 2 presents the estimates of relative uncertainty in the
measurements of^U& made in jets withw512.7 mm and 25.4 mm
using water and water-sugar mixture. A similar, and strong depen-
dence on Re is evident for both water jets. The beneficial effect of
using the more viscous water-sugar mixture over water is also
observed for low Re cases. Around Re51000, the relative uncer-
tainty in ^U& for a water jet is about twice the corresponding value
for a water-sugar jet; this factor increases with decreasing Re. For

Table 1 Estimates of errors in the width w, span B N , and the area of the jet A j for the two jets

w
m

dw
m

BN
m

dBN
m

Aj
m2

dAj
m2

0.0127 431025 0.275 531024 3.483631023 3.464431025

0.0254 631025 0.275 531024 6.994631023 6.841631025
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a given Re, the high viscosity water-sugar mixture has to be run at
a higher velocitŷ U& as compared with a water jet at the same Re.
For a given jet widthw and run timeDt, the higher velocity
water-sugar jet results in a higher volume flow from the jet result-
ing in a higher voltage differenceDEp . This reduces the relative
uncertainty in^U&. In addition, the higher density of the water-
sugar jet causes a higher hydrostatic pressure as compared with a
water jet thus producing a favorable condition of reducing mea-
surement uncertainty.

Figure 2 shows that the estimates of relative uncertainty in^U&,
with increasing Re, tend to assume an asymptotic value of about
1%; however, an increase to nominally 1.5% is observed at Re
.4200. This is caused by the reduction in the run timeDt dis-
cussed earlier in this section.~This shows that the relative uncer-
tainty at low Re could have been reduced by regulating the run
time Dt.)

Regarding the uncertainty in the measurement of the velocity
on the centerline of the jet,d(U0)/U0 , it is noted thatU0 was
measured using a laser Doppler velocimeter~LDV !. This device,
unlike other instruments, is not required to undergo calibration.
However, in order to gain confidence that all elements of the LDV
system were functioning as expected. The system was checked by
measuring the linear velocity of a clear plastic wheel mounted on
a speed regulated DC motor. The velocities reported by the LDV
measuring system compared quite well with the velocities of
the disk.

Hence, considering Eq.~9!, the uncertainty ind^U&/^U& is
taken to represent the uncertainty indCD /CD .

Results and Discussion
Laser Doppler velocimetery measurements along the centerline

of the jet: ū(x,0), as described by Ali@4# have been executed for
500<Re<2900. The experimental protocol for these measure-
ments produced one time series ofu(x,y50,tk) values for each
experiment at eachx location and each sample time (tk) for the
LDV measurement. Hence, there are corresponding uncertainties
in the ū, the^U&, and thex locations for each data set. The uncer-
tainties in the two velocities have been discussed in the previous
section. The agreement betweenū(x,0) for the experimental and
the potential flow cases is considered to be quite strong as shown
in Fig. 3; the reported values are the best estimates of the results
with a 95% confidence and with a nominal uncertainty of the

order of 1%. The strong agreement shown in Fig. 3 between the
experimental and the potential flow results does not extend to the
CD values as noted below.

Figure 4 presents the values of discharge coefficient,CD , as a
function of Re. The relative uncertainty in the determination of
CD has been estimated in the previous section to vary from 1% to
nominally 9% for the lowest Re values with a confidence interval
of 95%. At low values of Re~,800!, CD shows a strong Re
dependence in whichCD increases as Re decreases. Given the
results of the uncertainty analysis presented in the previous sec-
tion, especially for Re,1000, it is important to consider the influ-
ence of uncertainty on the trend ofCD just described. For Re
between 300 and 1000, the plot in Fig. 4 contains data from three
independent jets. The uncertainties for water as the working fluid
and for both widths were relatively large: 3%–9%. However, the
uncertainty for the water-sugar jet was significantly lower 1.5%–
2.5%, as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, theCD data~see Fig. 4! in
the same range of Re exhibited similar values for jets of both
liquids and both widths. In other words, even though the uncer-
tainty estimates ofCD for the low Re data are relatively high, the
trends shown by theCD values for the three independent jet
widths are in quite good agreement.

The observation thatCD depends strongly on Re for Re,800,
can be made rational by noting that the boundary layer thickness,
at the separation lip, will increase as the Re value is decreased.
Since the fluid near the nozzle wall will have less inertia than that
of the unsheared fluid, and since the physical extent of the former
will be increased as the Reynolds number is decreased, the near
wall fluid will be able to execute a curved path with a smaller
radius of curvature as the Reynolds number is decreased. In this
regard, it can be expected that the jet width at the vena-contracta
will be larger for smaller Re values. This interpretation of the
physics of the flow is compatible with the observed increase in the
CD values as the Re value is decreased below a nominal value of
800. By extension, this physical reasoning would suggest that the
value ofCD would approach 0.611, the value ofCD for a slit jet
flow of an inviscid fluid, in the limit as the Re value becomes
large. This expectation was not, however, supported by the mea-
surements. As shown in Fig. 4,CD apparently achieves an
asymptotic value of 0.687 for Re>2000 and for thetN /w50.5
nozzle configuration. TheCD values fortN /w51.0 configuration
are larger~for Re>1500) and the limited Re range does not per-
mit a corresponding limiting value to be confidently inferred, al-

Fig. 2 The relative uncertainty in the measurements of ŠU‹ as a function
of Re
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beit a value of 0.717 is suggested by the trend of the available
data. This suggests that the contraction of the jet is greater for
tN /w50.5 than in the case oftN /w51. The 0.687 value is about
12% larger than the 0.611 value predicted by the potential flow
analysis.

Idelchik @11# quotes, without further attribution, a range of dis-
charge coefficients: 0.598–0.609, for a thin slit-jet (tN less than or
equal to 0.03 w! that separates an upstream plenum from a down-

stream receiver. For the reasons stated above, the present authors
consider the potential flow value:CD50.611, to be the minimum
possible value for this geometric configuration. It is, therefore,
inferred that:~i! the Idelchik values represent a bias error in the
experimental procedure~unspecified! that was used to obtain
them, or~ii ! the orifice was not sharp edged.

The apparent asymptotic approach to 0.687 in Fig. 4 suggests
the presence of a geometry-dependent effect on theCD values.

Fig. 3 Normalized mean velocity distribution along the centerline of the jet.
The solid line represents the potential flow velocity distribution. The accu-
racy of the measured velocity is estimated to be within Á1%.

Fig. 4 Distribution of discharge coefficient CD as a function of Re in jets with
two different nozzle configurations: †w,t N Õw,B N Õw ‡ †12.7 mm, 1, 21.7 ‡ and
†25.4 mm, 0.5, 10.8 ‡. Note that two different working liquids were used for the
jet with wÄ12.7 mm. See Fig. 2 for the corresponding estimates of uncertainty
in CD . The solid line represents the potential flow solution for CD .
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Specifically, it is inferred that the values are influenced by the
thickness,tN , of the nozzle plate, and by the wedge angleaN , for
this relatively thick nozzle. See Fig. 1 for thetN and aN defini-
tions.~This latter value is 60° in the present study and it is appar-
ent that this angle will influence theCD value asaN→90 deg.!
Support for the inference of the (tN /w) effect is provided by the
CD data in which two different slit-widths were used.

The influence of the nozzle-plate geometry onV(0,y
'6w/2,z) for Re.1500 was suspected to be caused by an alter-
ation of the entrainment path in the near-field of the jet. In the
case of the relatively thicker nozzle plate (tN /w'1), there will be
more obstruction to the entrainment flow than in the case of the
relatively narrower nozzle plate (tN /w'0.5). Variations in the
entrainment flow can alter the pressure field in the vicinity of the
jet exit which, it is inferred, allows the relatively thicker nozzle
plate flow to contract less at its vena-contracta as compared to the
flow contraction associated with relatively thinner nozzle plate.
The overlapping of theCD values, for the two jets, below Re
'1500 suggests that for these values of Re the viscous effects are
dominant, and therefore, the near-field is less sensitive to the ge-
ometry of the nozzle. The present results suggest that the flow
field for Re,1500 may be ‘‘universal’’ in nature, i.e., free from
geometry-dependent effects. This inference has not been experi-
mentally evaluated.

The inference, thattN /w is the causal factor for the experimen-
tal CD values to be larger than the potential flow value, is given
support by the thickness constraint quoted by Idelchik@11#.
Namely, the present experimental thickness values: 0.5w and
1.0w, are significantly larger than the largest acceptable value:
0.03w, given in that reference.

It is known from the previous studies,@4–7#, that the sub-
merged jet becomes unstable and develops symmetric~and span-
wise! vortex motions for Re values greater than 250. Figure 4,
however, shows a continuous decrease in theCD values with in-
creasing Re without a marked variation around Re'250. It is
therefore inferred that the formation of the vena-contracta is in-
fluenced only by the development of the boundary layers on the
nozzle plates and not by the formation of vortices downstream of
the exit plane.

Reference was made at the beginning of this section to the
excellent agreement between the calculated and the measured
~over a sixfold range of Re! values ofū(x/w,y/w50)/U0 ; see
Fig. 3. The velocity field:u(x,0,t), that is time-averaged to obtain
these observed values, can be reliably described by the Euler ‘‘s’’
equation since the conditions of ‘‘inviscid flow behavior’’ and
‘‘incompressible flow’’ are clearly valid from the upper plenum to
the vena-contracta. The third constraint: steady flow, that would
be required for the derivation of the Bernoulli equation is not
strictly valid for this flow condition given the presence of the
vortex motions. The Bernoulli equation, for this flow, would be

pk~x,0!1r
ū2

2
~x,0!5pk~plenum! (10)

wherepk5p1rgx is the ‘‘kinetic pressure’’ introduced by Potter
and Foss@12# as an appropriate variable that combines the local
static pressure and the gravitational body force effect in the dif-
ferential momentum equation.

The LDV data of Ali @4# show that the velocity fluctuation (ũ)
levels are nominally: (ũ)/Uo50.041 atx/w51. Hence, it is rea-
sonable that the experimental data show qualitative agreement
with the ‘‘steady-state’’ conditions of Eq.~10!.

Considering the good agreement~shown in Fig. 3! between the
calculated and the measured longitudinal velocity distribution
over the Re range 500–2900, the strong dependence ofCD on Re
over the same Re range shows that the influence of shear effects
~development of boundary layers! on the nozzle plates is offset by
some other physical effect. The Euler-n equation relates the cen-
terline pressure,pk(x,y50), to the radius of curvature,R, and the
velocity, V, along a curved path ‘‘n’’ which is everywhere normal

to the local streamlines and which extends from the atmosphere
~1! to the jet centerline~2!. This trajectory is shown schematically
in Fig. 5. The centerlinepk distribution is given by

pk~x,0!5pk-amb1E
1

2 rV2

R
dn (11)

where pk-amb is the ambient pressure in the receiver.~See, for
example, Potter and Foss@12#, for the kinetic pressure as well as
the Eulern equation development.! It has been argued above that
the radius of curvature of the separating streamline~near x50,
y56w/2) increases with increasing value of Re. Hence, the in-
tegration path 1–2 shown in Fig. 5 will also change with Re.
Apparently, this change occurs such that the nondimensional pres-
sure distribution along the centerline remains independent of Re.
In other words, an adjustment in the curvature of the streamlines
in the vicinity of the exit plane of the jet is believed to be respon-
sible for the quantitative agreement of the viscous and the poten-
tial flow pk(x,y50) distributions. Note that in this description
pk-amb has been assumed to be constant along the curved path of
the separating streamline. However, given the results of difference
in the values ofCD for the two jets, and the fact that the
asymptotic value ofCD is different from CD (tN /w'0), it is
conjectured thatpk is smaller than the ambient value in the corner
between the beveled surface of the nozzle plates and the separat-
ing streamlines. This will cause the jet to deflect outward from the
centerline thus resulting in a larger value ofCD . The complete
inference is, then, that a combination of the modified streamline
trajectories and the reduced pressure near the separation point, are
responsible for the increasedCD value. These effects would be
difficult to experimentally assess. An accurate numerical simula-
tion may be the most effective way to test this hypothesis.

Conclusions
The discharge coefficient,CD , of a submerged two-

dimensional slit-jet shows a strong Re dependence for Re,800.
For higher values of Re and for the nozzle design:tN /w50.5,
aN560 deg,CD achieves an asymptotic value of 0.687, which is
nominally 12% higher than the potential flow value: 0.611.~The
measurement uncertainty is61.5% for Re.2000 with a confi-
dence interval of 95%!. The experimental data also suggested an
asymptotic value ofCD50.720 fortN /w51.0 albeit the data are
not sufficiently complete to fully test this inference. Hence, a geo-
metric, as well as a Reynolds number, dependence is inferred for
the slit-jet CD values. The convergence of theCD values for Re
,1500 suggests the limited influence of the geometric parameter:

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the influence of Re on the
trajectory of the separating streamline. The curve 1–2 repre-
sents the path of integration normal to the streamline.
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tN /w, for low Re values. Conversely, it is conjectured that a geo-
metric parameter: the shape of the downstream portion of the
nozzle, influences the entrainment path of the fluid for Re
.1500. This shape is inferred to alter the pressure field near the
exit plane which, in turn, increases the discharge coefficient in
response to these entrainment/pressure field effects.
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Nomenclature

A,B,C,D,
E,F,G,I 5 elements of the experimental facility~see Fig. 1!

Aj 5 area of slit-jet5w3BN
BN 5 breadth of nozzle
CD 5 discharge coefficient of the slit-jet~see Eqs.~1!

and ~3!!
g 5 acceleration due to gravity
h 5 head of liquid column in the NH above the liquid

level in the receiverG ~see Fig. 1!
hI 5 head of immersion depth in the volume flow sen-

sor B ~see Fig. 1!
hG 5 head of liquid in the receiverG
H 5 distance between the walls of the channel-like ple-

num ~see Fig. 1!
i 5 unit vector in the streamwise direction
n 5 outward direction normal to stream line~see Fig.

5!
pk 5 kinetic pressure~see Eq.~11!!
pl 5 pressure in the inverted cup of the volume flow

sensorB ~see Fig. 1!
p0 5 kinetic pressure at vena-contracta whereū5U0

~see Eq.~11!!
R 5 radius of curvature of the separating streamline of

the jet ~see Eq.~11!!

Re 5 Reynolds number based onw and ^U&
tN 5 thickness of nozzle plate~see Fig. 1!

^U& 5 spatial/temporal average velocity of the jet atx50
~see Eq.~2!!

U0 5 ū (x'xm ,y50); xm'w for a viscous fluid, and
xm→` in the potential flow case

ū 5 time mean of the longitudinal velocityu(x,y,t)
u8 5 fluctuating component ofu(x,y,t)
V 5 magnitude of velocity

Vr 5 velocity sensed by the cup of the volume flow sen-
sor B ~see Fig. 1!

V 5 time mean velocity vector
w 5 slit width

x, y, z 5 streamwise, lateral, transverse coordinates

Greek Symbols

aN 5 bevel angle~see Fig. 1!
b0 ,b1 5 coefficients of linear regression~see Eq.~5!!

y 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
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Entrainment Velocity in an
Axisymmetric Turbulent Jet
Mean radial and turbulent radial velocity profiles were measured in a circular jet at up to
40 jet diameters downstream of the jet exit using an LDA. The mean radial velocity in the
ambient reservoir (the entrainment velocity) is found to be inversely proportional to the
radial distance from the jet centerline. The coefficient of proportionality, c, increases in
the zone of flow establishment and reaches a constant after the transition zone. It is
suggested that the traditional definition of entrainment velocity, which maintains direct
proportionality to the local jet velocity by the entrainment coefficient, should be aug-
mented by this inverse function.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1595674#

Introduction
Using the equation of continuity, one can show profiles of mean

radial velocity in a turbulent jet to be ‘‘double S,’’ or antisymmet-
ric curves. Examining one half of the jet from the centerline out-
ward in a radial direction, the radial velocity is zero at the center-
line, increases to some maximum directed away from the
centerline and then passes through zero once again. This point
shall be defined as the radial velocity inversion: The average po-
sition where turbulent jet spreading equals nonturbulent inflow
towards the jet. After passing the inversion, the velocity changes
sign and flow is now directed toward the jet centerline. The radial
velocity continues to increase to some maximum and then de-
creases, asymptotically approaching zero as the radial distance
approaches infinity. Mih@1# has shown that jet radial velocity
equals zero whenr /x equals 0 and 0.115 by assuming a Gaussian
axial velocity distribution in axisymmetric flow and integrating
the equation of continuity to yield

V

Uc
5

C1

hM
Fe2hM

2 S 1

2
1hM

2 D2
1

2G (1)

whereV is the radial velocity,r is the radial distance,x is the axial
distance,hM5r /C2x and C2 is 0.103 ~an experimentally deter-
mined constant!. The turbulent fluid has a radial component away
from the centerline that flows no further than the liner /x equals
0.115~the radial velocity inversion!.

Many researchers do not measure the mean radial velocity com-
ponent directly. Instead, they compute it by integrating mean axial
velocity data and using the equation of continuity,@2,3#. This
method functions only within the radial distance to which accurate
axial velocity measurements are taken. In addition, most investi-
gators do not measure axial velocity beyond the jet periphery
because the axial velocity beyond the jet boundary is very small,
difficult to measure accurately, and subject to measurement bias
from recirculation within the region. While Fukushima et al.@4#,
Kassab et al.@5#, and Sami et al.@6# report some directly mea-
sured radial velocity data beyond the inversion, Kimura et al.@7#
and Liepmann and Gharib@8# are representative of radial velocity
data taken at significant distances from the jet periphery.

Entrainment flows are generally inviscid flows directed towards
the jet axis. Entrainment is the inclusion of fluid from outside the
jet boundaries into the main turbulent stream. The consequence of
entrainment is that mass flux increases with increasing distance
from the jet exit,@9#.

Sir Geoffrey Taylor first introduced the entrainment hypothesis,
which maintains that the mean inflow velocity across a turbulent

interface is proportional to some characteristic velocity at the
boundary of inflow,@10#. Assuming the inflow occurring at the
boundary of the jet is some fraction,a, of the mean flow, one can
write

Ve5aUc (2)

and

dQ

dx
52pbwaUc (3)

whereVe is the magnitude of the entrainment velocity,Q is the
mass flux,bw is the jet half-width, anda is the entrainment coef-
ficient, @11#. It should be noted thatUc andbw are defined by the
type of mean axial velocity profile chosen~i.e., Gaussian, polyno-
mial! and thereforea also depends on the profile chosen,@12#.
Values fora range from 0.024 to 0.118. The most accepted value
for a is 0.057.

Expressing the rate of entrainment in terms of the radial veloc-
ity by integrating the equation of continuity yields

dQ

dx
5 lim

r→`

2prV. (4)

The right side of Eq.~4! can be rearranged to show that the radial
velocity is inversely proportional to the radial distance by some
constant,c, as follows:

V5
c

r
. (5)

The constant,c, with the units m2 s21, is the rate at which the
radial velocity falls to zero as radial distance increases. Combin-
ing Eq. ~4! and Eq.~5! results in

dQ

dx
5 lim

r→`

2prV52pc. (6)

Using Eq.~3!, the entrainment coefficienta can be related toc as
follows:

a5
c

bwUc
. (7)

Using the mass flux equation, dimensional analysis can be used to
show that

dQ

dx
5C3

Q0

D
. (8)

This is commonly referred to as the jet dilution equation whereQ0
is the initial flow at the jet exit, andC3 is a dilution constant
typically determined by integrating the Gaussian approximation of
axial velocity profiles. Typical values forC3 range from 0.1 to
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0.23 in the zone of flow establishment, and 0.185 to 0.34 in the
zone of established flow. This equation links the mass flow at any
axial distance to the initial flow.

It is generally accepted that jet exit conditions and Reynolds
number affect the rate of entrainment. However, evidence on the
degree and manner of these effects varies,@13–18#. Ricou and
Spalding@19# show that entrainment decreases for Reynolds num-
bers less than 25,000, where it levels off. Hussein et al.@20# state
that there is no reason to regard the entrainment rate of a jet as
universal.

The lack of a comprehensive study of a jet’s radial entrainment
velocity has prompted the current investigation. The objective of
this investigation is to obtain and analyze the radial velocity com-
ponent in the ambient region surrounding a turbulent jet; establish
a direct relationship between mean radial velocity, radial position,
and mean axial velocities; and consequently, establish a relation-
ship between mean radial velocity and jet entrainment.

Apparatus
A submerged axisymmetric nonbuoyant turbulent jet of water

issues into a flume that acts as a nonstratified ambient reservoir.
The flume is 21.3 meters long, 0.6 meters wide and 0.5 m deep
with 1.5 m long glass-walled sections, and is filled to a height of
0.46 m~Fig. 1!. One end of the flume holds a constant head tank
fed by a pump from the flume, with an overflow spillway 2.16 m
above the flume bottom. Water flows through a straight 9.44 meter
long, 25.4 mm diameter copper pipe at the bottom of the constant
head tank. The pipe diameter is reduced to 12.7 mm at a distance
of two meters prior to the exit. The jet exit diameter is 12.7 mm,
and exits at a height of 230 mm above the flume bottom.

Velocity is measured with a one-dimensional Dantec 55X
modular optics LDA using a Dantec FVA covariance signal pro-
cessor. The LDA is powered by a 20 mw HeNe laser and uses a 40
MHz frequency shift. Optical access is achieved via the glass
walls that form the flume’s sidewalls. Measurements were taken in
backscatter mode using a 310 mm lens, and the data was
residence-time weighed. The LDA is mounted on a computer-
controlled traverse with three degrees of motion. A titanium diox-
ide and mica powder with a density of 2.9 gm/cm3 and an average
particle size of 54mm is used as velocimetry tracer particles. A
particle frequency response analysis has determined that the aver-
age tracer particle follows flow frequencies up to 100 Hz—higher
than what is expected beyond the jet periphery. A transparent co-
ordinate grid is overlaid on the flume wall section in which the jet

exit is located. Flow visualization by the addition of methylene
blue dye to the jet is photographed concurrent with the grid over-
lay to produce scaled photographs.

The estimate of uncertainty in the results from measurements
made by the instrumentation is based on standard principles out-
lined in ASME @21# and Coleman and Steele@22#. In the present
study, the number of samples was selected to ensure the uncer-
tainty of the mean radial velocity was a maximum of 10%~0.001
m/s typical! based on two standard deviations. Each sample was
separated by two integral time scales to ensure statistical indepen-
dence,@23#. The integral time scale was found by integrating the
area under the autocorrelation curve for the time series of the
acquired data. Typical values of the integral time scale in this
experiment are 0.431023 sec in the jet and 1831023 sec beyond
the jet periphery.

Kassab et al.@5# maintain that bias correction is not necessary
to correct radial velocity results when the radial velocity compo-
nent contains high velocity fluctuations relative to the mean trans-
verse velocity, and a small magnitude compared to the total ve-
locity vector. An analysis has been performed to compare typical
mean radial velocity profiles via resident time-weighed, and un-
weighed. The results agree with Kassab@5# in that profiles are
perfectly coincident except within areas of turbulence. The results
presented are calculated using the resident time-weighing tech-
nique, discussed in detail by Buchave et al.@24# and George@25#.

Results
A series of 84 experiments is performed and radial velocity data

is obtained over the range 0,x/D,40. Each experiment consists
of a centerline axial velocity measurement and radial velocity
traverses. The average number of samples taken at each location is
greater than 2000. Measurements within the jet are included for
continuity.

The average exit velocity of the jet is 2.4 m/s and it can be
considered a top-hat profile. The exit pipe diameter is 12.7 mm
and the average Reynolds number is 27,000. Mean and turbulent
axial velocity profiles for the same jet can be found in Rodko and
Cataldo@26#. The potential core ends between 4 and 5 diameters
downstream of the jet exit. The centerline decay rate,C1 , cor-
rected for confinement as per Capp@12#, is 6.38. The half-width,
bw , is equal to 0.095x and forms an angle of 5.43 deg with the jet
centerline. The half-width constant,C2 , is equal to 0.114. The
computed dilution constant,C3 , is 0.332. Mean axial velocity

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental apparatus
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similarity begins at 22 jet diameters and turbulent axial velocity
similarity begins at 38 diameters. The present experimental appa-
ratus conserves 98% of the jet’s initial momentum at a distance of
20 diameters, and 91% at 40 diameters downstream. Within the
range of this investigation, it is a reasonable model of a jet in an
infinite environment, as per Hussein et al.@20#.

The profiles shown in Fig. 2 are sample plots of mean radial
velocity, V, versus the radial distance,r, from the jet centerline at
a specific axial distance from the jet exit. These profiles follow the
approximate ‘‘double S’’ shape. The location of the radial velocity
inversion has been determined for 48 mean radial velocity pro-

files. For presentation, the absolute value of the inversion location
has been plotted in Fig. 3. A straight line has been fit to the
inversion data obtained from the LDA measured radial velocity:

r

D
50.114

x

D
10.462 (9)

with a correlation coefficient,R2, of 0.813. The slope of 0.114
agrees with the computed value of 0.115 reported by Mih@1#.
Using the value of 0.114 forC2 from @26# and Eq.~1!, the com-
puted slope of the inversion line is 0.128. This is within 10% of

Fig. 2 Example of mean radial velocity profiles

Fig. 3 Nondimensional mean radial velocity inversion
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the experimentally obtained value. The angle that the radial veloc-
ity inversion forms with the jet centerline is 6.50 deg~Fig. 3!. This
is greater than the jet half-width angle~5.43 deg! and implies that
the jet is still undergoing radial expansion at the half-width. The
width of the jet is also measured by scaled photographs of the dye
flow visualization experiments~Fig. 3!. The limit of radial dye
spreading follows the velocity inversion data from the jet exit to
12 jet diameters. Its magnitude is smaller thereafter. There is no

reason given for this discrepancy. The limit of dye spreading was
difficult to determine at distances greater than 25 diameters due to
dilution.

The mean axial centerline velocity is used to normalize the
mean radial velocity profiles at the axial distance where the profile
is taken. Although there is a significant amount of scatter in the
data, the radial velocity within the turbulent jet appears to become
concurrent beyond 12 diameters~Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!!.

Fig. 4 „a… Normalized mean radial velocity profiles at distance Ë12 jet diameters. „b… Normalized mean
radial velocity profiles at distance Ð12 jet diameters.
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The radial velocity at distances less than, and greater than the
velocity inversion is defined as the spreading and entraining ve-
locity, respectively. The normalized maximum entraining velocity
~MEV! and normalized maximum spreading velocity~MSV! are
plotted ~Fig. 5!. The MEV increases up to 20 jet diameters and
appears to level off to a constant of 0.05 thereafter. This agrees
with the accepted value fora of 0.057, the proportionality con-
stant betweenV and U ~Eq. ~2!!. The MSV is always greater in
magnitude than the MEV. It increases similarly to the MEV and
also appears to level off at 0.05 at an axial distance greater than 20
jet diameters.

The mean radial velocity beyond the jet periphery~the entrain-
ment velocity! is curve fit using the inverse function,~Eq. ~5!!, for
each profile. Figure 6 presents an example of the radial velocity
data curve fit. The inverse function constant,c, has been deter-
mined for each profile. The average correlation coefficient is
greater than 0.9 for axial distances less than 16 jet diameters, and
greater than 0.7 for distances between 16 and 40 jet diameters,
inclusive. The inverse function constant is normalized by the mul-
tiplying by D/Q0 , and plotted~Fig. 7! along with the normalized
c derived from several other researchers. The normalizedc for
axial distances less than 16 diameters is

Fig. 5 Normalized maximum spreading and entraining velocity

Fig. 6 Detail of inverse function curve fit for radial velocity at 1 jet diameters
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c

DU0
520.00009S x

D D 2

10.003
x

D
10.012 (10)

and for values of greater than 16 diameters:

c

DU0
50.037 (11)

with a correlation coefficient of 0.78 for each. Equation~6! and
Eq. ~8! are combined with Eq.~10! and Eq.~11! to obtain the
dilution factor,C3 from zero to 16 diameters:

C35
D2pc

Q0
520.0007S x

D D 2

10.024
x

D
10.096 (12)

and a constant of

C350.297 (13)

for axial distances greater than 16 jet diameters. It is within 4% of
Papanicolaou and List@27#, 1.7% of Crow and Champagne@13#,
and 11% of Rodko and Cataldo@26#, who use the same experi-
mental apparatus and calculateC3 by axial velocity profile
integration.

Equation~7! is used withUc , bw , c, and the half-width data of
Rodko and Cataldo@26# from the end of the potential core to the
beginning of mean axial velocity similarity, to provide an equation
for the entrainment coefficient,a:

a520.0001S x

D D 2

10.0064
x

D
20.0006 (14)

for less than 20 diameters, and

a50.06 (15)

for greater than 20 diameters. It is evident from Eq.~14! thata is
not constant in the ZFE. Jet entrainment has a nonlinear behavior
from zero to 16 jet diameters, which is in agreement with the
range of values from Hill@15# and Fisher et al.@28#. The mea-
surement of entrainment via mean radial velocity falls within the
range of previous entrainment measurements that used more indi-
rect methods, such as numerical integration of axial velocity pro-

files and axial pressure gradient data. Furthermore, the entrain-
ment hypothesis~Eq. ~2!! can be misleading: It implies a constant
radial velocity at any radial distance, but it is actually a definition
for a velocity scale. These authors suggest that it should be aug-
mented with the inverse function definition.

The turbulent radial velocity,v8, is plotted against radial dis-
tance from the jet centerline. Turbulent radial velocity profiles
exhibit the expected double peak for axial distances less than or
equal to six jet diameters, which agrees with Boguslawski and
Popiel @29#. The turbulent radial velocity profiles have been nor-
malized by centerline velocity and plotted againstr /x ~Figs. 8~a!
and 8~b!!. The centerline values reach a maximum of 0.22 at 12
diameters, the beginning of turbulent radial velocity self-
similarity. This maximum is within 4% of the values presented by
Hussein et al.@20# and Rodi@30#. The location is less than other
researchers, whose values range from 20 to greater than 150 jet
diameters. These authors can find no justifiable reason for this
deviation from theory.

Conclusions
Mean radial velocity profiles in an axisymmetric, turbulent jet

have been measured with an LDA. The profiles are in the shape of
‘‘double S’’ curves. The position where the radial velocity changes
sign, the radial velocity inversion, is plotted against axial distance.
The slope of this line agrees with empirically computed values
reported in previous work. Using characteristic jet constants, the
slope of the inversion is analytically determined and falls within
10% of the experimental value. The angle that the radial velocity
inversion forms with the jet centerline is 6.50 deg, which is
greater than the jet half-width angle of 5.43 deg, implying that the
jet is still spreading at the half-width. The radial velocity inversion
is a more meaningful and definitive measure of jet width than the
arbitrary half-width. The spreading distance of Methylene blue
dye has also been used to measure the radial velocity inversion.
When plotted against axial distance, it approximates the LDA-
measured radial velocity inversion.

The maximum entraining velocity~MEV! is defined as the
maximum mean radial velocity within the radial distance beyond

Fig. 7 Normalized plot of c versus axial distance
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the velocity inversion. The maximum spreading velocity~MSV! is
defined as the maximum mean radial velocity within the turbulent
jet. The MSV is always larger in magnitude than the MEV. Their
normalized values appear to level off at a value of 0.05 at axial
distances greater than 20 jet diameters.

The entrainment velocity profiles were curve fit using the in-
verse of the radial distance. The inverse function constant,c, of
each profile was plotted against axial position. The normalized
inverse function constant,cD/Q0 , increases nonlinearly and
reaches a constant of 0.037 at an axial distance of 16 jet diam-

eters. The jet dilution constant,C3 , was computed directly from
the inverse function constant, and found to be 0.297. This falls
within the expected range of 0.185 to 0.34.

The inverse function constant was used to find the entrainment
coefficient,a, which increases nonlinearly and reaches a constant
of 0.06 at 16 jet diameters. The present value ofa agrees with the
value of 0.057 reported by most investigators. However, the en-
trainment constant is a misleading concept, in that there is no
constant entrainment velocity that is directly proportional to the
local axial velocity by a factor ofa for all jet locations. The

Fig. 8 „a… Turbulent radial velocity profiles „8 to 14 jet diameters …. „b… Turbulent radial velocity sections „16 to 40 jet
diameters ….
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entrainment velocity profile has been shown to be an inverse func-
tion of radial distance at any given axial location. Therefore, the
concept of entrainment defined bya should be augmented with
the inverse function definition.
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Concentration Probe
Measurements in a Mach 4
Nonreacting Hydrogen Jet
A new probe technique is introduced for the measurement of concentration in binary gas
flows. The new technique is demonstrated through application of the probe in a Mach 4
nonreacting jet of hydrogen injected into a nominally quiescent air environment. Previous
concentration probe devices have mostly used hot wires or hot films within an aspirating
probe tip. However, the new technique relies on Pitot pressure and stagnation point
transient thin film heat flux probe measurements. The transient thin film heat flux probes
are operated at a number of different temperatures and thereby provide stagnation tem-
perature and heat transfer coefficient measurements with an uncertainty of around65 K
and 64% respectively. When the heat transfer coefficient measurements are combined
with the Pitot pressure measurements, it is demonstrated that the concentration of hydro-
gen within the mixing jet can be deduced. The estimated uncertainty of the reported
concentration measurements is approximately65% on a mass fraction basis.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1595671#

Introduction
Concentration measurements are needed in many environments

where mixing and combustion occurs. Nonintrusive laser-based
techniques such as laser-induced fluorescence are currently used
in many laboratories to measure concentrations of species such as
OH and NO. However, probe measurements can still make valu-
able contributions in many situations due to their low cost, and
ease of installation and operation.

For concentration measurements in subsonic isothermal flows,
various techniques based on hot wire anemometry have been dem-
onstrated. For example, McQuaid and Wright@1,2# used exposed
hot wire sensors for velocity and concentration measurements in
subsonic jet flows. In general, at least two different overheat ratios
are necessary if concentration measurements are to be obtained
from exposed hot wire devices. However, if an aspirating probe is
operated at choked conditions, then a single hot wire located
within the probe is sufficient for concentration measurements pro-
vided the stagnation pressure and temperature do not vary. Brown
and Rebollo@3# developed such a probe for subsonic mixing layer
measurements. Shock tube calibration tests indicated a response
time of around 0.2 ms for the Brown-Rebollo device,@3#.

For concentration measurements in compressible flows, aspirat-
ing devices have also been used. Swithenbank@4# discussed a
concentration probe which utilized pressure transducers to moni-
tor the flow rate through a choked orifice which was located
downstream of the aspirating probe tip. Ninnemann and Ng@5#
used a hot wire upstream of a choked orifice with independent
measurements of total pressure and temperature to measure con-
centration variations across a compressible shear layer. The maxi-
mum bandwidth for aspirating probes is limited to around 20 kHz
because of the need to establish a quasi-steady choked flow within
the probe,@6,7#.

The current article introduces a new probe technique for con-
centration measurements in binary gas flows. The probe arrange-
ment utilizes transient thin film heat flux gauge technology and
represents a natural extension of the fast-response stagnation tem-
perature probe technique that has been reported previously,@8#.
When operated as either a stagnation temperature probe or a con-

centration probe, the device is robust and is well suited to com-
pressible flow measurements. In the current work, the operating
principles are first discussed and then the technique is demon-
strated by describing stagnation temperature and concentration
measurements in a nonreacting hydrogen free jet arrangement.

Measurement Technique

Transient Thin Film Probes. Platinum films were hand-
painted onto the rounded end of fused quartz rods with a diameter
of about 3 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Three transient thin films
were used in the present work. Low resistance gold leads were
also painted onto the quartz and the active film length was less
than 1 mm in each case.

The films were operated in a constant current mode so that the
voltage drop across each film indicated the film resistance and
thus its temperature. Each film was calibrated over its full range of
operating temperatures and a quadratic temperature-resistance re-
lationship was established for each film. The measurement tech-
nique~see Measurement ofT0 andh! requires heat flux measure-
ments at different surface temperatures. To generate the different
surface temperatures, an external preheating unit was positioned
over film 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This preheating unit was
swung away just prior to the probes traversing the jet.

Measurement ofT0 and h. When the stagnation enthalpy of
the flow is relatively high, it is usual to express the convective
heat transfer in terms of an enthalpy difference across the stagna-
tion point boundary layer,@9#. However, because of the modest
enthalpies encountered in the current application, the gases remain
calorically perfect which means it is reasonable to express the
stagnation point heat transfer as

q5h~T02Tw!. (1)

Due to the low velocity at the edge of the stagnation point bound-
ary layer, it is appropriate for the stagnation temperature to appear
in the governing relationship, Eq.~1!. Since the entire length of
each film cannot be precisely at the stagnation point, the flow
velocity at the boundary layer edge will actually be nonzero for
the majority of the film length. However, for the present films
which were within 20 deg of their respective stagnation points, the
actual flow temperature at the edge of the boundary layer will be
within about 0.5% ofT0 , even forM`→`, the hypersonic limit,
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@10#. ~The hypersonic limit produces the largest departure of the
recovery temperature fromT0 for a given distance from the stag-
nation point.!

A single transient thin film heat flux probe will produce mea-
surements of bothq andTw , so if two thin films are operated at
different values ofTw , then bothh andT0 can be identified since
h is virtually independent ofTw in the current experiments~see
Measurement of Concentration!. In the current work, three films
were operated at a number of different temperatures so that RMS
measurements of fluctuations could be obtained.

Measurement of Concentration. This section demonstrates
how the concentration of a binary gas mixture can be identified
from the transient thin film heat transfer coefficient measure-
ments. Theoretical results,@9#, suggest that the stagnation point
heat transfer coefficient for a sphere at any Mach number can be
correlated using

Nu50.763Pr0.4Re0.5C0.1S KD

u`
D 0.5

(2)

where

Nu5
hD

ke
(3)

Pr5
cpme

ke
(4)

Re5
reu`D

me
(5)

K5
due

dx
(6)

C5
rwmw

reme
. (7)

Pitot pressure measurements are routinely made in typical experi-
ments, and the current work is no exception, so it is convenient to
rearrange the heat transfer coefficient in terms of the Pitot pres-
sure. Assuming measurements are made within a perfect gas,ppit
enters Eq.~2! through the Reynolds number~Eq. ~5!! using

re5
pe

RTe
5

ppit

RT0
. (8)

The undisturbed freestream Mach number is

M`5
u`

~gRT`!0.5 (9)

and

R5
g21

g
cp . (10)

Hence, it is possible to rearrange the heat transfer coefficient in
Eq. ~2! with the aid of Eqs.~8!–~10! as

h50.763D20.5f ~M` ,g! f ~ thermophysical properties!ppit
0.5

(11)

where

f ~M` ,g!5g0.5~g21!20.25~M`!0.5S T`

T0
D 0.25S KD

u`
D 0.5

(12)

and

f ~ thermophysical properties!5cp
0.15ke

0.6me
20.1C0.1T0

20.25.
(13)

Equation~12! indicates that for subsonic flows, the heat transfer
coefficient is a strong function of the Mach number but it rapidly
becomes independent of the Mach number for supersonic flows as
illustrated in Fig. 2 for a flow withg51.4. Equation~12! is there-
fore an important result because it indicates that in supersonic
flows, it is not necessary to have a precise measurement of the
Mach number in order to estimate the stagnation point heat trans-
fer coefficient with reasonable accuracy. To obtain the result pre-
sented in Fig. 2, the temperature ratioT` /T0 in Eq. ~12! was
evaluated using the usual isentropic relationship, and the velocity
gradient term was determined using

KD

u`
'3~120.252M`

2 20.0175M`
4 ! for M`,0.8 (15)

and

KD

u`
'S 8r`

re
D 0.5

for M`.1.2 (16)

with an interpolation between Eq.~15! and Eq. ~16! for 0.8
,M`,1.2. The stagnation point velocity gradient expressions
given by Eq.~15! and Eq.~16! are approximate relationships sug-
gested by White@9#.

If the Pitot pressure is measured and the Mach number has been
identified such thatf (M` ,g) is known with sufficient precision,
then f (thermophysical properties) can be identified from the heat
transfer coefficient measurements~Eq. ~11!! since the effective
diameter of the probe is known or can be identified through a
suitable calibration. The thermophysical properties of the flow are
a function of the gas composition and Eq.~13! indicates that for
gases with sufficiently dissimilar thermophysical properties, the
measurement of convective heat transfer coefficient can be used to
indicate the concentration of a binary gas mixture. Equation~13!

Fig. 1 Illustration of the probe arrangement

Fig. 2 Sensitivity of heat transfer coefficient to Mach number
as indicated by f „M` ,g… for gÄ1.4
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is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the mole fraction and
mass fraction of a hydrogen-air mixture withT05290 K and
Tw5290 K. In Fig. 3, the viscosity and conductivity of
the hydrogen-air mixture have been evaluated using the Wilke
formula.

Experiment and Data Acquisition
Experiments were performed using the free jet arrangement il-

lustrated in Fig. 4. The contoured Mach 4 injection nozzle had a
throat diameter of 9.42 mm and was designed using the method of
characteristics. The nozzle exit diameter was 29.5 mm and the lip
thickness was 0.5 mm. The injection nozzle was located in the test
section of the Oxford University Gun Tunnel. Either nitrogen or
hydrogen was supplied to the Mach 4 nozzle from an unheated
Ludwieg tube. Prior to a run, the test section was evacuated to
approximately 1.2 kPa, and the slug of gas in the Ludwieg tube
was isolated from the low pressure test section by a fast-acting
valve.

A short time after opening the fast-acting valve, a pressure
rise was indicated by the injection pressure transducer and the
injection static pressure measured 3 mm upstream of the nozzle
lip decreased during flow establishment and then increased
back up to the steady injection value—see Fig. 5~a!. The Ludwieg
tube filling pressure was chosen so that the steady injection static
pressure was approximately the same as the initial test section
pressure.

The thin film and Pitot pressure probes were initially located
above the centerline of the jet and were driven across the jet at
around 70 ms after the fast-acting valve was opened—Fig. 5~b!.
The traverse speed was approximately 1.7 m/s and the physical

separation of film 1 and the Pitot probe was 27 mm. Traverses
were performed at 4 locations:x51, 100, 200, and 300 mm. The
Pitot pressure probe utilized a commercial piezoresistive trans-
ducer with a perforated screen and was about 2.5 mm in diameter.

As previously mentioned, the measurement technique requires
heat transfer measurements at different surface or film tempera-
tures, and this was achieved in the current work using an external
preheating unit as illustrated in Fig. 1. Although the preheating
unit was positioned over film 1, the temperatures of films 2 and 3
also increased through radiative heat transfer from the unit. The
temperature of film 1 was monitored during the preheating pro-
cess, and when the required surface temperature was achieved, a
run was manually initiated.

Prior to sampling, the amplified signal from the Pitot probe was
low pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of about 60 kHz. Signals
from all transducers were recorded at 8 kSamples/s and subse-
quently analyzed to yield the time averaged results. For the analy-
sis of fluctuating results, signals from the thin film temperature
probes were processed by electrical heat transfer analogue units,
@11#, and were then sampled at 500 kSamples/s. The bandwidth of
the heat transfer analogue units extends to about 85 kHz.

The matching of injection static pressure and test section pres-
sure remains somewhat uncertain because during a traverse of the
jet, the test section pressure transducer registered a value lower
than the initial test section pressure prior to flow establishment
~Fig. 5~a!!. During the traverse, the average test section pressure
registered by the transducer was 1.05 kPa for the nitrogen jet and
1.08 kPa for the hydrogen jet. The difference between injection
and test section pressures leads to the development of shock-
expansion cells within the jet flow and some uncertainty in the
static pressure within the jet forx5100, 200, and 300 mm sta-
tions. The shock and expansion waves appear to have little influ-
ence on any of the probe measurements; no such waves were
visible in schlieren flow visualisation of the jet flows.

Fig. 3 Sensitivity of heat transfer coefficient to the concentra-
tion of the mixture as indicated by f „thermophysical properties …

for a hydrogen-air mixture at T0Ä290 K

Fig. 4 Illustration of the Mach 4 free jet arrangement

Fig. 5 Typical signals obtained during the experiments
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Estimates of the Mach 4 nozzle exit flow parameters are pre-
sented in Table 1. These values are based on measurements of the
static pressure, Pitot pressure, and the flow total temperature as
discussed in the next section. The uncertainties quoted in Table 1
are based on the estimated uncertainties and spatial variation of
the measured quantities atx51 mm. For the stations:x5100,
200, and 300 mm, the uncertainty in static pressure is614% for
the nitrogen jet and632% for the hydrogen jet~substantially
larger than quoted in Table 1! due to the mismatch of pressures
discussed previously. These uncertainties in static pressure are
substantial, but it is still possible to extract meaningful results
from the measurements, as will be demonstrated in the remainder
of this article.

Time-Averaged Results

Transient Heat Flux Analysis. The transient thin film heat
flux probes provide a measurement of probe surface temperature
that must be converted into a heat flux using an appropriate model
for the transient heat conduction processes within the probe sub-
strate. In the present work, the heat flux was identified from the
surface temperature signals using a finite difference routine,@12#,
which accounts for the temperature-dependent thermal properties
and the hemispherical geometry of the quartz substrates. It is im-
portant to properly account for the temperature-dependent thermal
properties of the quartz because of the elevated surface tempera-
tures encountered during the experiments and large probe surface
temperature variations during jet traverses, particularly in the case
of the hydrogen jet, Fig. 5~c!. The hemispherical geometry can
also be significant because the heat penetrates a significant dis-
tance relative to the probe radius during the 50 ms or so taken by
the probe to traverse the jet, Fig. 5.

Typical examples of thin film temperature and corresponding
heat flux measurements are illustrated in parts~c! and ~d! of Fig.
5. The minimum heat flux~Fig. 5~d!! occurs earlier than the mini-
mum probe surface temperature~Fig. 5~c!! because in its simplest
form, the heat flux can be expressed as an integral involving the
derivative of the surface temperature,@12#.

The time-averaged components of the probe temperature and
heat flux data were identified by digitally low-pass filtering the
data such as that illustrated in Fig. 5~c! and ~d!. The cutoff fre-
quency of the digital filter was varied with the traverse location:
1.0 kHz for x51 mm, 0.5 kHz forx5100 mm, 0.2 kHz forx
5200 mm, and 0.1 kHz forx5300 mm.

Stagnation Temperature and Heat Transfer Coefficients.
At each of the four locations downstream of injection (x51, 100,
200, and 300 mm!, a number of traverses—either, three or four—
were performed at different initial probe temperatures. In princi-
pal, only two different probe temperatures are required for the
identification of the flow total temperature and heat transfer coef-
ficient ~see Measurement ofT0 and h!. However, as the spatial
separation of the thin film probes was on the order of 10 mm,
which is on the same order as the half-width of the jet, the fluc-
tuations in heat flux at the different probes are poorly correlated so
it is necessary to adopt an RMS analysis for the identification of
fluctuations. While, the motivation for the use of multiple probe
temperatures was principally the RMS fluctuation analysis, the
analysis of the time-averaged results is also enhanced by the ad-
ditional data at different probe temperatures. The same results

could have been obtained using a single probe traversing the jet a
number of times. The use of multiple probes within the same
device reduced the number of traverses that were required.

To identify the flow stagnation temperature and probe heat
transfer coefficient distribution at each traverse location, the spa-
tial variation of the probe temperature and heat flux data from
each probe was referenced to the center line of the jet via the
appropriate probe displacement measurement~e.g., Fig. 5~b!!. A
linear regression for the heat flux versus probe temperature data
was performed at each position across the jet. Figure 6 illustrates
the regression at two locations across the hydrogen jet atx
5300 mm. The data presented in this figure were obtained from
three traverses of the jet at the points in time when each film
passed the locationsy50 and y5220 mm. The film tempera-
tures appear to be almost identical at these locations (y50 and
y5220 mm) because the transient response of the films to the
convective cooling resulted in relatively small differences in film
temperature at the indicated locations~see Fig. 5 parts~b! and
~c!!. The intercept of the regression line and the vertical axis in-
dicates the flow stagnation temperature~at that point within the
jet! and the inverse of the slope of each regression line indicates
the heat transfer coefficient of the probes~at that point within the
jet!.

The stagnation temperature and heat transfer coefficient results
obtained in this manner are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. The bars
illustrated on these figures indicate the magnitude of the 95%
confidence intervals derived from the statistical analysis of the
linear regression data~e.g., see Chatfield@13#!. At the center of
the nitrogen and hydrogen jets, the estimated uncertainty derived

Table 1 Injection parameters

Parameter Nitrogen Jet Hydrogen Jet

M` 3.760.1 3.860.1
T` ~K! 7864 7264

p` ~kPa! 1.2060.04 0.8160.07
u` ~m/s! 664610 2450640

r` (31023 kg/m3) 5263 2.760.3

Fig. 6 Illustration of heat flux for various probe temperatures
at two points across the hydrogen jet for xÄ300 mm

Fig. 7 Time-averaged stagnation temperature measurements
in the hydrogen jet at 4 stations downstream of injection
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from this regression analysis was around65 K for the stagnation
temperature, and63.5% for the heat transfer coefficient. Gener-
ally, the relative measurement uncertainty in both stagnation tem-
perature and probe heat transfer coefficient increases with distance
from the jet center line because the magnitude of the heat flux
approaches zero~Fig. 5!. For example, see the bars reported in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 atx5300 mm. The average uncertainties aty
5620 mm are610 K and66% in stagnation temperature and
heat transfer coefficient, respectively.

The stagnation temperature measurements for the hydrogen jet,
Fig. 7, indicate the existence of significant spatial variations on
the order of610 K. Similar results are obtained in the nitrogen
jet, but the variations are less significant,@14#. Spatial variations
in the stagnation temperature of jet flows have previously been
observed in subsonic,@15#, and Mach 2,@16#, jet flows. Such
effects have been described as ‘‘temperature separation’’ and can
be explained in terms of either vortex or shock-vortex interaction
processes,@15,16#.

Concentration Measurements. Concentration can be identi-
fied from the heat transfer coefficient measurements provided the
Pitot pressure is measured and Mach number is known to a rea-
sonable precision, as indicated by Eq.~11!. The distribution of
flow properties identified from the Pitot probe~as with the data
from the three heat transfer probes! are referenced to the jet center
line with the aid of the probe displacement measurement for each
traverse~e.g., Fig. 5~b!!.

Pitot pressure measurements within the nitrogen jet were com-
bined with static pressure measurements in order to identify the
Mach number distribution within the jet flow. Static pressure was
taken as equal to the value indicated by the injection static pres-
sure transducer for the traverse atx51 mm, however, for the
remaining traverse stations (x5100, 200, and 300 mm!, the static

pressure within the jet was taken as the average value between the
injection static pressure and the test section pressure values. The
function described in Eq.~13! was then evaluated for the nitrogen
using Sutherland’s law for the viscosity and conductivity, assum-
ing the flow stagnation and probe temperatures were both 290 K.

The heat transfer coefficient~Eq. ~11!! was then evaluated with
the effective probe diameterD taken as 2.88 mm. The diameter of
2.88 mm was chosen so that the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient predictions in the nitrogen jet atx51 mm matched the thin
film measurements, Fig. 8~a!. The 3 mm diameter is only nominal
and the stagnation point radius of curvature is generally less than
1.5 mm for these devices,@17#. Thus, the nitrogen jet atx
51 mm has been used to calibrate the probes—an effective diam-
eter of 2.88 mm is physically reasonable.

At subsequent stations in the nitrogen jet~Fig. 8~c!, ~e!, and~g!!
predicted heat transfer coefficient distributions are in close agree-
ment with the distributions identified from the thin film probes.
Differences between the predictions and the measurements are
apparent in the outer regions of the jet, for example, fory
.20 mm in Fig. 8~e! and Fig. 8~g!. In these regions the Mach
number is transonic or subsonic, and hence inaccuracies in the
Mach number estimate~which arise due to uncertainties in the
flow static pressure! will have a strong influence on the heat trans-
fer coefficient prediction~Eq. ~12!, Fig. 2!. Another obvious de-
viation between the measured and predicted results occurs atx
5200 mm~Fig. 8~e!! towards the center of the jet. The magnitude
of this deviation is on the same order as the estimated uncertainty
in the thin film heat transfer coefficient measurements of around
3.5% near the center of the jet.

In the case of the hydrogen jet, Mach number distributions were
identified from the pressure measurements as for the nitrogen jet.
In Fig. 8, two heat transfer coefficient predictions based on the
Pitot pressure measurements and Eq.~11! are presented. The
higher of the two heat transfer coefficient predictions is for the
case of pure hydrogen, and the lower result is for the case of air.
Clearly, the thin film heat transfer coefficient measurements in the
hydrogen jet generally fall between these two limits.

To identify the concentration of hydrogen at each position, the
value of f ~thermophysical properties! was effectively evaluated
using Eq.~11! with the thin film value ofh, the measured values
of ppit , the Mach number distribution estimated using the ratio of
Pitot and static pressure, andD52.88 mm ~identified from the
nitrogen jet experiments!. Having obtainedf~thermophysical prop-
erties!, the concentration of hydrogen was identified from Eq.~13!
which is principally a function of concentration as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Results from the concentration analysis are presented in
Fig. 9 at each station downstream of injection in terms of both
mole fractions~the solid lines! and mass fractions~the dots!.

On the jet center line, the results in Fig. 9 indicate that the

Fig. 8 Time-averaged heat transfer coefficient results at four
stations downstream of injection. Solid lines: thin film probes;
dots: Pitot probe predictions.

Fig. 9 Time-averaged hydrogen concentration profiles. Solid
line: hydrogen mole fraction; dots: hydrogen mass fraction.
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hydrogen concentration is around 0.998 in terms of mole frac-
tions, or around 0.98 in terms of mass fraction. It is expected that
the actual hydrogen concentration in the jet core wasXH2
.0.999 orYH2.0.99 because high purity hydrogen was used and
care was taken to evacuate and thoroughly flush out the Ludwieg
tube prior to final filling with the hydrogen. The fact that the
concentration of hydrogen within the core wasYH2'0.98 is in-
dicative of the level of accuracy that can be anticipated with this
technique, rather than a contaminated hydrogen stream.

The primary source of uncertainty in the measurement of con-
centration is the measurement of the thin film convective heat
transfer coefficient of the probes and the estimation off (M` ,g)
3ppit

0.5 using the Pitot and static data. The uncertainty in the thin
film heat transfer coefficient measurements has been estimated as
around64% in the jet core and uncertainty inf (M` ,g)3ppit

0.5

predictions based onppit andp` is estimated as around63%. This
leads to an uncertainty in the value off ~thermophysical proper-
ties! of around65% within the jet core. Givenf~thermophysical
properties! remains a reasonably linear function of hydrogen mass
fraction, Fig. 3, the uncertainty inYH2 remains at around65%
over the entire range of concentrations. However, asf~thermo-
physical properties! is a far more nonlinear function of hydrogen
concentration when expressed on a mole basis~Fig. 3!, the uncer-
tainty in mole fraction varies between about62% for XH250.9 up
to about625% for XH250.4, assuming the uncertainty inf~ther-
mophysical properties! remains at65% over this range of con-
centrations.

Fluctuation Results

Transient Heat Flux Analysis. High bandwidth stagnation
point heat flux results were identified from the analogue voltage
signals using an appropriate analogue sensitivity which varied
with the time-averaged probe temperature. This is a reasonable
approach because at frequencies higher than about 1 kHz, the heat
penetrates only a small distance relative to the probe radius, and
the associated temperature fluctuations are not large enough to
induce significant variable thermal property effects. Similar ap-
proaches have been used in previous studies with transient thin
film probes,@14,17#.

Fluctuations in the stagnation point heat flux were then identi-
fied by treating the sampled high bandwidth signals with the digi-
tal filters discussed previously~see Time-Averaged Results! in
order to first identify a time-averaged result. This time-averaged
result was then subtracted from the original high bandwidth re-
sults to obtain the fluctuating component.

Fluctuation Analysis. Resolving the total stagnation point
heat flux into mean and fluctuating components,

q5q̄1q8, (17)

and treating the heat transfer coefficient and temperatures in Eq.
~1! in a similar manner, it is found that the fluctuations in the heat
flux are related to the fluctuations in heat transfer coefficient and
stagnation temperature according to

q82

h̄2
'

h82

h̄2
~T02Tw!212

h8T08

h̄
~T02Tw!1T08

2. (18)

To achieve the result expressed in Eq.~18!, it was necessary to
neglect higher order terms and to recognize that the probe tem-
perature fluctuationsTw8 are less than 0.4% ofq8/h̄ for the present
conditions, and hence can be neglected.

If the heat flux probes are operated at a temperature very close
to the flow stagnation temperature, then Eq.~18! indicates that the
RMS stagnation temperature fluctuations can be directly identified
from the fluctuations in heat flux and the time-averaged heat trans-
fer coefficient measurements according to

~T08
2!1/2'S q82

h̄2 D 1/2

. (19)

If a number of different thin film probe operating temperatures are
used, then each of the fluctuation terms on the right hand side of
Eq. ~18! can be identified from the measured fluctuations in the
stagnation point heat flux and the measured time-averaged quan-
tities. In supersonic flows, the fluctuations in the heat transfer
coefficient will be primarily due to fluctuations in concentration
and Pitot pressure, since the sensitivity to fluctuations in Mach
number is low for supersonic flows, Eq.~12! or Fig. 2. However,
the actual magnitude of the concentration fluctuations cannot be
easily identified using the current approach because the term
f 8 (thermophysical properties)ppit8 cannot be readily estimated.

If fluctuations in concentration are of interest in future applica-
tions, a better approach would be to reduce the spatial separation
of the thin film probes and Pitot probe. A spatial separation of
heated and unheated films of around 1 mm has already been dem-
onstrated,@10#. Inclusion of a Pitot probe in close proximity to
such a configuration would allow instantaneous concentration
measurements to be made and by pass the treatment of fluctua-
tions using mean-square quantities. However, for the time being,
fluctuation measurements from the probe are restricted to stagna-
tion temperature fluctuation results.

Results. Stagnation temperature fluctuations identified from
the probe measurements according to Eq.~19! are presented in
Fig. 10 for three different probe temperatures ranging fromTw
5315 to 350 K. Taking the time-averaged flow stagnation tem-
perature as aroundT̄05290 K ~a reasonable approximation forx
5100, 200, and 300 mm, Fig. 7!, the difference (T̄02Tw) for the
data represented by the different lines in Fig. 10 typically varies
between about225 and260 K. Given that the stagnation tem-
perature results identified using Eq.~19! are very similar regard-
less of the actual probe temperatures within this range, it is con-
cluded that results in Fig. 10 are a good representation of the
actual stagnation temperature fluctuations.

The largest difference in RMS stagnation temperature fluctua-
tions identified by using the different probe temperature occurs at
x5300 mm, Fig. 10. At this station, stagnation temperature fluc-
tuations were also identified by curve fitting a quadratic function
to the (T̄02Tw) versusq82/h̄2 data for all of the probe tempera-
tures up toTw'610 K as suggested by Eq.~18!. Results from this
quadratic analysis are presented in Fig. 11 where a comparison is
made with results obtained using the approximation given in Eq.
~19!. These results provide additional confirmation that the results
in Fig. 10 are a valid representation of the actual stagnation tem-
perature fluctuations.

Fig. 10 Stagnation temperature fluctuations at four stations
downstream of injection for three different values of T0ÀTw
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Conclusions
The present work introduces a new concentration probe mea-

surement technique for use in binary gas flows. The technique is
based on the measurement of the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient associated with nominally identical stagnation point tran-
sient thin film heat flux gauges. Pitot pressure measurements are
used in conjunction with a heat transfer correlation and the heat
transfer coefficient measurements to identify the concentration of
the mixture. The stagnation point heat transfer correlation indi-
cates that at supersonic speeds the convective heat transfer coef-
ficient is virtually independent of the flow Mach number. Thus, it
is not essential to have accurate measurements of static pressure
provided the binary gas flow is supersonic.

As a demonstration of the new technique, the probe was oper-
ated in Mach 4 nitrogen and hydrogen free jets issuing into a low
pressure air environment. The nitrogen jet results demonstrated
that accurate predictions of the thin film probe heat transfer coef-
ficient were made within the supersonic portion of the jet based on
Pitot pressure measurements and estimates of the static pressure
within the jet. When the probe was applied in the hydrogen jet,
concentration measurements of aroundYH250.98 were obtained
within the jet core flow—a slightly lower hydrogen concentration
than anticipated. However, this result is quite good considering
that the uncertainty in mass fraction measurement is estimated as
around65% for the technique in its present application. Hydro-
gen concentration measurements are presented for four stations
downstream of the Mach 4 nozzle:x51, 100, 200, and 300 mm.

Stagnation temperature measurements have also been obtained
using the probe. Although there was reasonable spatial uniformity
of stagnation temperature across the hydrogen jet core flow atx
51 mm, significant peaks and troughs are apparent at the down-
stream stations. Similar spatial distributions of stagnation tem-
perature have been observed previously in free jets flows at much
lower Mach numbers and have been attributed to vortex-induced
energy separation effects,@15,16#. RMS fluctuations in stagnation
temperature have also been identified from the probe measure-
ments. At the exit of the injection nozzle, RMS fluctuations of
around 1 K are apparent, while at the last station (x5300 mm),
RMS fluctuations of between about 5 K and 15 K occur within the
central portion (y,620 mm) of the hydrogen jet flow.

The thin film probes are robust and have a frequency response
that extends to around 100 kHz, and the measurement technique
appears well suited to supersonic flow environments. However,
two factors that may preclude the application of the present con-
centration probe arrangement in other supersonic mixing configu-
rations are~1! the absence of a local static pressure measurement
and~2! the operation of the external preheating unit. An additional
cone or wedge pressure probe could be incorporated into the ar-
rangement in cases where local static pressure measurements are

necessary. The external preheating unit could be replaced by an
internal heating system in a hollow quartz probe,@17#, or by ex-
citing one film with a relatively high current pulse,@10#. The
pulsed heating arrangement of@10# offers the additional advantage
of higher spatial resolution, and if a pitot pressure transducer were
incorporated into such a configuration, instantaneous measure-
ments of concentration would also be possible.

Nomenclature

cp 5 specific heat
C 5 Chapman-Rubesin parameter, defined in Eq.~7!
D 5 probe diameter
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
k 5 conductivity
K 5 stagnation point velocity gradient, defined in Eq.~6!
M 5 Mach number
n 5 exponent in power-law viscosity expression

Nu 5 Nusselt number, defined in Eq.~3!
p 5 pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number, defined in Eq.~4!
q 5 surface heat flux
R 5 specific gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds number, defined in Eq.~5!
T 5 temperature

T0 5 stagnation temperature
u 5 velocity
x 5 distance from jet exit, or distance along probe surface

from stagnation
X 5 mole fraction
y 5 distance from jet centerline
Y 5 mass fraction
g 5 ratio of specific heats
m 5 viscosity
r 5 density

Subscripts

e 5 boundary layer edge
pit 5 Pitot
w 5 surface value
` 5 undisturbed freestream
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Modeling of Turbulent Fluid Flow
Over a Rough Wall With or
Without Suction
The turbulent flow close to a wall with two-dimensional roughness is computed with a
two-layer zonal model. For an impermeable wall, the classical logarithmic law compares
well with the numerical results if the location of the fictitious wall modeling the surface is
considered at the top of the rough boundary. The model developed by Wilcox for smooth
walls is modified to account for the surface roughness and gives satisfactory results,
especially for the friction coefficient, for the case of boundary layer suction.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593705#

1 Introduction

Although numerical modeling of turbulent flows is continu-
ously progressing, some questions remain open and need further
investigation in many practical situations. Among them, the prob-
lem of modeling the flow over rough surface corresponds to a
very common situation in industrial or geophysical applications
and it has therefore received much attention from many research-
ers. A review of the different works on this subject can be found in
Patel @1#. The simplest way of modeling high Reynolds number
wall flows, and historically the oldest one, is to use a wall-
function approach and to match the mean velocity profile to the
logarithmic law near the wall. When a rough wall is considered,
the velocity profile is well described by introducing a shift, called
the roughness function and denotedDB, in the logarithmic law of
the wall,@2,3#. Such a wall-function approach is desirable in many
situations since it avoids detailed computations of the flow in the
viscous sublayer and in the buffer layer and therefore saves large
computation time. However, Patel@1# underlines ‘‘the uncertainty
in the dependence ofDB on the size and type of roughness and
also in the effective location of the fictitious wall, from which the
distance is measured.’’ Patel showed some inadequacy of the loga-
rithmic law for modeling a turbulent flow over a wavy wall, which
can be considered as a kind of rough surface and application
of the wall-function approach is questionable for this type of
surfaces.

Turbulent flows over porous walls with blowing or suction have
been extensively investigated. A simple model was proposed by
Stevenson@4# and in a modified version by Simpson et al.@5#.
Wilcox @6# suggested modifying the von Karman’s constant and
obtained results consistent with the experimental investigations of
Andersen et al.@7#. However, these models did not specify the
surface roughness and to our knowledge the problem of modeling
a turbulent flow over a very rough wall with suction has not been
considered yet.

The present study is concerned with turbulent flows over a wall
with two-dimensional periodic roughness. This type of roughness
is used in the paper and pulp industry and in industrial heat ex-
changers, for example. The purpose of this work is twofold, first
to clarify the issue of the effective location of the wall for this

type of very rough impermeable surface and secondly to propose
a modification of the suction or blowing laws when they are ap-
plied to such rough walls.

The flows were computed by using the Fluent™ CFD software
with a two-layer zonal turbulence model, which is suitable for
modeling the flow in the near-wall region. The law of the wall
commonly used in the wall-function approach was compared to
the results of the numerical computation.

2 Numerical Approach

2.1 Flow Conditions. The present study is motivated by op-
timization of the flow in pressure screens, which are used in the
recycling paper industry to filter the paper pulp,@8#. In these de-
vices, the pulp is forced to pass through very fine slots~width 0.1
mm!, which are machined in the screen wall in order to retain the
contaminants whereas the useful fibers are entrained by the flow
across the slots. In order to avoid floculation of fibers, a tangential
motion parallel to the wall is imposed to the flow~for details, see
@8#!. This tangential velocity component is due to the entrainment
of the fluid by two-dimensional foils moving in the pulp close to
the wall ~typical distance: 12 mm!. In a reference frame fixed to
the screen wall, the flow near the surface may be considered as a
steady shear layer of uniform thickness perturbed periodically by
the passage of the foils. Unsteady phenomena are localized during
the passage of the foils and may be disregarded during the rest of
the time in a first approach. As a result, the wall region is modeled
in the present study as a layer of uniform thickness submitted to
steady flow conditions.

The shape of the rough wall in the present work corresponds to
that of industrial pressure screens. It consists of a periodic jagged
profile ~Fig. 1!. The geometry considered and the flow are two-
dimensional. The flow rate across the slots and the flow rate of the
tangential motion are adjusted independently in the computation
as well as in the industrial situation. The particular case of null
flow rate across the slots corresponds to impermeable wall.

2.2 Computation Domain and Boundary Conditions. The
wall profile is characterized by periodic steps of heightks , equal
to 1.2 mm and of wavelengthL, equal to 3.2 mm~Fig. 1!. Only
three waves of the pattern are considered in the computation do-
main. The domain heightH is kept constant for all the computa-
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tions, according to the assumptions discussed above. A more gen-
eral case would correspond to the problem of developing
boundary layers, but is not considered here.

The computed flow is assumed to be fully developed in the
x-direction. It is therefore supposed to repeat periodically with the
wavelength of the wall profile. Since the length of the computa-
tion domain is a multiple of the wavelength, periodic boundary
conditions are assumed at the inlet and outlet sections~i! and ~o!
of the domain. In the case of impermeable wall, the flow rateQ
per unit span across these sections is prescribed. In addition, a
condition of symmetry is assumed on the upper boundary~u! of
the domain, which is located at a distanceH from the bottom of
the troughs of the rough surface~Fig. 1!.

When suction is applied through the wall, the velocity distribu-
tion in the slots is assumed to be uniform~suction velocityVp). A
uniform downward velocityVpor through the upper boundary is
introduced in order to balance the outflow through the slots:

Vpor5Vpd/L. (1)

It is worth noting that the suction velocityVpor is constant along
the upper boundary in keeping with the assumption thatu is in-
dependent ofx along the computation domain. Strictly speaking,
the velocity field is periodic inx, but the influence of the jagged
profile is limited to a narrow band near the surface~Section 3.1!.

In the case of suction, it was no longer possible to set simulta-
neously a condition of symmetry and the above condition~Eq.
~1!! on ~u!. A constant tangential velocityVt was then assigned on
~u! ~details are given in Section 3.3!.

2.3 Turbulence Model. The numerical computation em-
ployed the two-layer zonal model~denoted TLZM thereafter! first
developed by Wolfstein@9# and later by Chen and Patel@10#. The
present version is a combination of thek-« RNG ~renormalization
group! model used far from the wall and a mixing length model
used near the wall. The boundary between the two layers is de-
fined by a turbulent Reynolds number, Rey1

, based on the distance
y1 of a point ~cell center in the numerical computation! to the
nearest wall

Rey1
5rk1/2y1 /m (2)

wherek is the turbulent kinetic energy.
For Rey1

,200, the one-equation model of Wolfstein is used.
The turbulent viscosity is computed from

m t5rCmk1/2l m

l m5c1y1~12exp~2Rey1
/Am!!. (3)

The dissipation rate« is modeled by introducing a second length
scalel «

«5k3/2/ l « .

l «5c1y1~12exp~2Rey1
/A«!!. (4)

The constants proposed by Chen and Patel@10# are

c15kCm
23/4, Am570, A«52c1 (5)

with k50.41,Cm50.09

2.4 Numerical Scheme. We employed a hybrid mesh in or-
der to optimize accuracy while insuring a reasonable time of com-
putation. Rectangular cells were used near the wall in order to
control most efficiently the distance to the wall and to have suf-
ficient accuracy in the viscous sublayer. At least ten cells were
placed in the near wall region (Rey1

,200). Triangular cells were
used in the external flow (Rey1

.200) in order to minimize the
cells number while keeping a low cells skewness when the size of
the cells was increased. The whole mesh consisted of about
15,000 cells.

The equations were discretized by means of a second-order
accurate finite volume method. As these equations are nonlinear, a
SIMPLE ~semi-implicit pressure linked equations! algorithm was
used. This algorithm is based on a prediction-correction method,
which allows the equations to be linearized. The drawback of this
iterative method is the convergence slowness. It was checked in
these calculations that the number of iterations is proportional to
the number of cells. The computation started with uniform values
of the various physical quantities. The software Fluent™ V6.0
was used on a PC HP Vectra Xu.

2.5 Numerical Accuracy. Tests were conducted for a typi-
cal case of flow with a moderate suction rate (Vp53.5 m/s, Vt
515 m/s). The kinetic turbulent energyk and the rate of dissipa-
tion of the turbulent kinetic energy« are the physical quantities,
which converge with the slowest rate. The level of normalized
residuals fork and« reached 1024 for both quantities after 2500
iterations, 5 1026 and 1025, respectively, after 10,000 iterations.
Additionally, the flow rate near the wall was computed to follow
the convergence of the calculations. It was defined in a cross
section over a wall crest (x5L) by

qw5E
y50

y50.5 mm

udy (6)

The variation ofqw during 25,000 iterations showed that a mini-
mum ~26% relative to the final value! was reached after 2500
iterations. The asymptotic value was approached with a good ac-
curacy~12%! after 10,000 iterations.

A first computation~case 1! was conducted with a grid of
15,700 cells, then the grid was refined in the region of high dis-
sipation rate~downstream of the separation point at the wall
crest!. This case 2 used 18179 cells. Further refinement~case 3,
20,555 cells! was considered near the stagnation point, near the
vortex center~Section 3.1! and in the region of high values ofk.
Finally, the grid of case 2 was otherwise refined~case 4, 19,118
cells! near the separation point and in the shear layer, which de-
velops in the downstream direction behind this point. The influ-
ence of the resolution of the grid on the mean velocity profile over
the wall crest was then investigated. Table 1 compares the com-
puted values of thex-velocity with the results of case 4, which
was considered as the more accurate solution, for several dis-
tances to the wall. According to Table 1, the mean velocity profile
is computed with an accuracy better than 1% over most of the test
section for cases 2 and 3. Errors can be estimated to 2–3% for

Fig. 1 Computation domain

Table 1 Influence of the grid resolution on the velocity profile
over the wall crest. Differences with the results of case 4 are
given in %.

y/ks V/Vt ~Case 4! DV/Vt ~Case 1! DV/Vt ~Case 2! DV/Vt ~Case 3!

0.005 0.255 26.6 24.4 24.2
0.106 0.382 21.9 0.2 0.5
0.537 0.571 22.7 0.15 0.5
4.958 0.944 20.9 0.05 0.2
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case 1. The differences with the most refined case grow to 4–7%
very near to the wall. The skin-friction coefficient is also slightly
affected by the grid refinement~differences less than 1% between
cases 2, 3 and 4, 7% between cases 1 and 4!.

3 Results

3.1 Description of the Flow. A typical result showing the
mean flow field is drawn in Fig. 2 for a moderate suction rate
(Vp /Vt51/3). The back-facing steps produce flow separation and
create recirculation bubbles between two successive crests. Two
particular streamlines may be considered for helping description
of the flow. A streamlineLA starting slightly upon a wall crest
ends at a stagnation point A on the opposite side of the wall
profile. On the other hand, a streamlineLB starting at a wall crest
C ends at a stagnation point B on the backside of the wall profile.
LB is then the boundary of the recirculation bubble.LA and LB
determine a streamtube corresponding to the flow through the slot.
When the wall is impermeable, the flow features are essentially
the same, except that only one particular streamlineLA is to be
considered. In this case,LA starts from C and it is the boundary of
the recirculation bubble.

It is worth noting that the mean streamlines are only slightly
perturbed by the wall even for small distances to the crests~Fig.
2!.

3.2 Check of the Logarithmic Law for Impermeable
Rough Wall. The purpose of the present section is to compare
the mean velocity profile resulting from the preceding TLZM
computations with the logarithmic law which is used in the wall-
function approach for the case of impermeable wall (Vp50). In
this approach, the mean velocity profile is described in the fully
rough regime,@3#, by

u~Y!/u* 51/k ln~Y/ks!1B (7)

whereu* denotes the friction velocity equal toAtw /r (tw is the
wall shear stress!. B58.5 for very rough walls,@3#.

Y is the coordinate normal to the wall. In fluid mechanics text-
books, the origin ofY is not always clearly defined. In fact, the
formulation of Eq.~7! implies that the wall is represented by a
fictitious plane surface, which corresponds to the origin ofY. For
very rough walls, it is crucial to clearly specify the effective lo-
cation of this fictitious plane surface when using Eq.~7!. The
complementary issue of the present discussion concerns therefore
the position of the fictitious wall which gives the best agreement
of the logarithmic law with the mean velocity profile as given by
the previous numerical computations. For sake of clarity, the re-
sults will be compared in a reference frame which origin is lo-
cated at the top of the rough surface~point C of Fig. 1!. y is the
ordinate in this reference frame. Ifyw denotes the location of the
virtual surface introduced in the logarithmic law~Fig. 1!, Y andy
are related by

Y5y2yw . (8)

The mean velocity profile is then given by

u~y!/u* 51/k ln~~y2yw!/ks!1B. (9)

In order to compare the solutions associated to different posi-
tions of the virtual wall,u* was adjusted for each value ofyw in
Eq. ~9! so as to give the prescribed mass flow rateQ through the
cross section CM~Fig. 1! over a crest. The relation betweenQ and
u* was obtained by integrating the logarithmic law~Eq. ~9!! from
y50 to H2ks . The following relations are obtained:

u* 5
Q

D~H2ks ,yw!2D~0,yw!1B~H2ks!
(10)

with

D~y,yw!5~y2yw!~ ln~~y2yw!/ks!21!/k (11)

Vt /u* 51/k ln@~H/ks212yw /ks!#1B. (12)

In addition, the skin-friction coefficient was obtained from the
above relations by

Cf52~u* /Vt!
2. (13)

The equivalent coefficient was computed with TLZM by inte-
grating the total stress exerted on the wall profile contourC in the
computational domain~1: curvilinear abscissa, element of length
dl!.

Cf5
1

rVt
2/2

1

3L S E
C
pnxdl1E

C
txdl D (14)

where p is the pressure,nx and tx are, respectively, the
x-components of the normal unit vector and of the computed wall
shear stress.Cf includes the pressure and friction effects for this
nonhorizontal surface. This definition of an equivalent friction co-
efficient is the same as in Taylor et al.@11#. It is here nondimen-
sionalized with the length 3L of the equivalent plane virtual wall.

The above calculations were performed forks51.2 mm, H
512 mm, Q50.15 m3/s/m which were of industrial interest. The
Reynolds number based on external velocity and half-channel
height isVtH/n52.105. It should be noted that the present geom-
etry corresponds to a very rough wall (ks

1'1000).
Table 2 and Fig. 3 show the results obtained for two extreme

positions of the virtual wall, at the crests (yw50) and at the

Fig. 2 Pattern of streamlines close to the screen basket. Vp ÕVtÄ1Õ3.

Table 2 Influence of the position of the virtual wall on the fric-
tion velocity, axis-velocity, and friction coefficient

u* ~m/s! Vt(H-k)/Q Cf* 100

yw52k 1.131 1.15 0.99
yw50 1.219 1.21 1.04

Numerical
computations

1.21 1.20 1.04
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bottom of the troughs (yw52ks) of the actual wall profile. The
mean velocity profile computed over a crest by TLZM is also
plotted in Fig. 3.

For this type of roughness, Fig. 3 clearly shows that the best
agreement with the numerical results is obtained when the virtual
wall is placed at the crests of the actual wall.

This conclusion is confirmed when computed velocity profiles
are considered at three evenly distributed sectionsL/3 apart~Fig.
4!. The velocity profiles almost collapse when the normalized dis-
tance to the wall,y/ks is higher than 0.4. Again the logarithmic
law used withyw50 ~Eq. ~9!! gives a good approximation of the
velocity profiles. The actual mean velocity profile departs, how-
ever, significantly from the semi-logarithmic law fory/ks,0.3.
Velocities are higher in this region because a mixing layer devel-
ops between the upper part of the flow and the recirculating vortex
near the wall.

These results show that the details of the flow between the
crests~separation, reattachment! as shown on Fig. 2, have little
effect on the mean flow field at a sufficient distance ('0.4ks) to
the wall. It is important to remark that the logarithmic plot of all
the profiles uses the same mean friction velocity defined by Eq.

~13! and~14! and not the local value of the shear stress. This latter
choice would have led to incoherent results since the shear stress
is extremely variable on the wall and may even be equal to zero at
the stagnation point A~Fig. 2!.

For the case of an impermeable wall and for the present type of
roughness~jagged wall profile!, it may be concluded that the loga-
rithmic law is a good approximation of the mean velocity profile
over the whole rough surface. In this case, the location of the
virtual wall modeling the rough surface must be taken at the top of
the ridged wall.

3.3 Suction Effects. When suction is applied through the
regularly spaced slots of the basket, the features of the flow are
not very different from the impermeable case, as it was remarked
in Section 3.1. In particular, the streamline pattern of the mean
flow over the wall crests is not strongly affected by suction.
Therefore, modeling suction effects over this rough wall may be
tentatively undertaken by considering uniform suction through a
fictitious plane porous wall. Considering the results of the imper-
meable case, it seems appropriate to locate this virtual wall at the
crests of the wall.

The problem of suction through a smooth wall was studied by
Stevenson@4# who proposed a mixing-length approach to model
the flow. In this model, the mixing length is still supposed propor-
tional to the distance to the wall whereas a source term due to
suction is introduced in the momentum budget in the near-wall
region. Integration iny of the x-momentum equation results in

rk2y2U]u

]yUS du

dyD5ru* 22rVporu (15)

whereVpor is related to the suction velocity by Eq.~1!.
Integrating Eq.~15! in y yields

2/Vpor
1 ~~11Vpor

1 u1!1/221!51/k ln~y1!1C (16)

whereVpor
1 52Vpor /u* .

The constant of integrationC is obtained by matching Eq.~16!
to the logarithmic law for smooth impermeable walls whenVpor

1

tends to 0. This givesC5B55.5.
When a rough wall is considered and modeled by a virtual

porous plane surface, the same method may be applied, but the
right-hand side of Eq.~16! has to be matched with the logarithmic
law corresponding to rough surfaces. In this case, we obtain

C5B2DB55.521/k ln~110.3ks
1! (17)

Fig. 3 Influence of the position of the virtual wall on the mean
velocity profile at xÄ0

Fig. 4 Mean velocity profiles at different positions along the wall
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whereDB is the shift of the logarithmic law for a rough surface.
For the very high values ofks

1 considered in the present study
(ks

1'1000), 1 is neglected in the logarithm in Eq.~17!.
So finally, Stevenson’s law modified for a rough surface is

u1~y,ks!51/k ln~y/ks!1B2Vpor
1 /4~1/k ln~y/ks!1B!2.

(18)

We tried another approach by modifying Wilcox’s formulation
@6# for smooth surfaces with suction.

Starting from the experimental work of Andersen et al.@7#,
Wilcox obtained a good approximation of the velocity profiles by
introducing the following variation of the von Karman’s constant:

kÃ5k/~11JVpor
1 !

with J53.1110.61 ln~y1! (19)

For very rough impermeable surfaces, roughness effects lead to
destruction of the viscous sublayer and the distance to the wall is
then correctly scaled with the roughness heightks instead of the
viscous sublayer thicknessn/u* . Assuming the same physical
process for rough surfaces with suction, we propose to modify the
law of Wilcox by replacingy1 by y/ks in Eq. ~19!. The mean
velocity profile is then described by

u1~y,ks!51/k ln~y/ks!1B

2Vpor
1 /k~3.1110.61 ln~y/ks!!ln~y/ks!. (20)

The similarity between the modified Stevenson’s~Eq. ~18!! and
Wilcox’s laws ~Eq. ~20!! is apparent.

Using one of these two laws, it is possible to calculate the
friction velocity and the flow rate across the computation domain
defined in Section 2.2 if the tangential velocityVt is given.

When the modified Stevenson’s law~Eq. ~18!! is used, the fol-
lowing expression is obtained for the friction velocity:

u* /Vt51/Z1Z/4Vpor /Vt (21)

with Z5l/k1B

l5 ln~H/ks21!.

When the modified Wilcox’s law~Eq. ~20!! is considered,u* is
given by

u* /Vt5~111/kVpor /Vt~3.1110.61l!l!/Z. (22)

The flow rate is easily deduced from the above expressions of the
friction velocity u* by integrating, respectively, the Eq.~18! and
~20! over the domain height,H2ks .

As in the case of impermeable wall, the flow was also com-
puted by using the two-layer zonal model. When suction is ap-
plied through the wall, it is necessary to compensate the suction
flow rate in order to keep a constant streamwise flow rate and
periodic conditions on~i! and~o! ~Fig. 1!. This implies the intro-
duction of a normal velocity at the boundary~u! of the flow do-
main. However, as mentioned before, this condition is incompat-
ible with the previous assumption of symmetry on the upper
boundary. The solution used in this simulation is then to replace
the condition of symmetry on~u!, by a so-called VELOCITY
INLET boundary condition. This condition implies the setting of
two velocity components and the turbulence quantities on~u!. In
this case, it is still necessary to set the streamwise flow rateQ in
order to complete the boundary conditions. In the present numeri-
cal procedure,Q was computed with the modified laws of Steven-
son and Wilcox~Eq. ~18! and~20!!. Finally, the INLET turbulent
quantities introduced are the turbulence length scale and intensity
usually observed in a channel flow. The computation starts with a
value of 5% for the turbulence intensity on~u!. This quantity is
adjusted slightly during the computation by using the result ob-
tained far from the wall.

Figure 5 compares the friction velocityu* obtained by the
above computations with the results of the TLZM numerical simu-

lations for a range of suction ratios of industrial interest.u* is
given by Eqs.~13! and ~14! and is normalized by the velocityVt
at the upper boundary. There is clearly an excellent agreement of
TLZM results with the modified Wilcox’s law~Eq. ~22!! for low
to moderate suction ratios. For the highest suction ratio considered
in this study (Vpor /Vt.0.01), a more pronounced difference of
9% is observed between the two results. The prediction of the
modified Stevenson’s law overestimates the friction velocity.

It should be noted that roughness effects are stronger than suc-
tion effects for the present conditions. In fact, the nondimension-
alized friction velocity was computed by using the Blasius law for
a smooth wall in a channel of half-widthH and center velocity
Vt . Compared to this smooth wall value~'0.04!, the roughness
effect gives a 80% increase inu* /Vt . On the other hand, the
highest suction ratio gives only a 23% increase inu* /Vt in com-
parison to the rough impermeable case.

Figures 6 and 7 show mean velocity profiles over the crests
computed by the different methods for two values of the suction
ratio. For a moderate suction ratio (Vpor /Vt50.0073), Fig. 6 in-
dicates a good agreement of the TLZM results with the velocity
profile given by the modified Stevenson’s law~Eq. ~18!!. Equation
~20! slightly overestimates the mean velocity. The shape of the
mean velocity profile as given by TLZM is considerably modified
for the highest suction ratio~Fig. 7, Vpor /Vt50.0104). The stiff-
ness of the velocity profile observed fory/ks.3 is accounted for
by neither the modified Wilcox’s law nor by the Stevenson’s law.
In this case, Eq.~20! ~Wilcox’s law! compares well with the nu-
merical results fory/ks,2, but the corresponding velocity profile
deviates significantly from the computed one in the outer part of
the flow. Equation~18! does not give better agreement.

It should be remarked that the good agreement of TLZM with
Eq. ~18! observed in Fig. 6 deteriorates significantly whenu is
nondimensionalized by the friction velocity~Fig. 8!. The differ-
ences in the velocity profiles reflect the discrepancy betweenu*
as given by the two methods.

4 Conclusions
In the present study, the flow near a ridged wall was computed

by using a two-layer zonal model. The mean velocity profiles
obtained by these two-dimensional computations are in very good
agreement with the semi-logarithmic law for impermeable rough
walls, provided the ordinatey used in this law is counted from a
virtual wall located at the crests of the wall. Moreover, the friction
coefficient is computed with a good approximation by using the
logarithmic law throughout the flow. These results then justify the
wall-function approach for this type of two-dimensional rough-

Fig. 5 Influence of suction on the friction velocity
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ness. The shape of the wall gives rise to a sharp separation at the
crests. Moreover the reattachment zone is much smaller than the
separation region. This explains most likely why the best choice
for the origin of the ordinatey is at the top of the rough surface
(yw50). This result, which is useful for the paper and pulp in-
dustry, may also be relevant to transverse-rib roughness, which is
used in tubes for enhanced heat transfer,@12#. In this case, the rib
spacing will significantly affect the flow and the above conclusion
should apply to small values of this parameter, which correspond
to limited regions of reattachment, if any.

For three-dimensional roughness, as for Nikuradse’s roughness,
it is expected that the effects of separation will be weaker and
consequently that the virtual origin will be located below the top
of the surface (2ks,yw,0).

The adaptation of the laws with suction from smooth to very
rough walls seems also to be satisfactory if we assume that the
numerical simulations are accurate. The adapted Wilcox’s law
gives the best results for the friction velocity and reasonable
agreement for the mean velocity profiles. The proposed modifica-
tion is very simple since it consists to replacing the viscous length
scale by the roughness height in the modeling of the von Kar-

man’s constant. Further confirmation of this model would require
comparison of the present results with experiments.

The present work considered a layer of uniform thickness
height,H to model the industrial problem of the flow in pressure
screens. A more general case would correspond to developing
turbulent boundary layers. However, longitudinal advection ef-
fects may be considered as small compared to friction effects as in
Stevenson’s analysis~Eq. ~15!! in such flows. It is then thought
that the present results would be only slightly affected by slow
x-variations ofH.

This method seems to be successful in the present case of two-
dimensional roughness. It would be interesting to extend the con-
clusions of the present study in the following directions:

• further work could test the effect of the crest spacing on the
position of the virtual wall.

• three-dimensional roughness could be considered, but it
would require a significantly greater effort owing to the three-
dimensional calculations, which would be necessary in this
case.

Fig. 6 Mean velocity profile at xÄ0 for a moderate suction ratio. Vpor ÕVtÄ0.0073.

Fig. 7 Mean velocity profile at xÄ0 for a high suction ratio. Vpor ÕVtÄ0.0104.
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Nomenclature

B 5 constant in the logarithmic law
DB 5 roughness function
Cf 5 skin-friction coefficient

d 5 width of the slots
H 5 height of the computation domain
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

ks 5 roughness height
L 5 distance between two crests or two slots
p 5 pressure
Q 5 flow rate per unit length in the normal direction

qw 5 flow rate per unit length near the wall~Eq. ~6!!
u 5 mean velocity

u* 5 friction velocity
Vt 5 tangential velocity at the upper boundary of the com-

putation domain
Vp 5 suction velocity

Vpor 5 equivalent velocity for a uniformly porous wall
x 5 abscissa counted from the wall crest
y 5 ordinate counted from the wall crest

yw 5 ordinate of the virtual wall in the logarithmic wall
y1 5 distance to the nearest wall
Y 5 ordinate counted from the virtual wall
« 5 rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy

k 5 von Karman’s constant
r 5 fluid density

tw 5 wall shear stress
m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
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Numerical Study of Sheet
Cavitation Breakoff Phenomenon
on a Cascade Hydrofoil
Two-dimensional unsteady cavity flow through a cascade of hydrofoils is numerically
calculated. Particular attention is focused on instability phenomena of a sheet cavity in
the transient cavitation condition, and the mechanism of the breakoff phenomenon is
examined. TVD-MacCormack’s scheme employing a locally homogeneous model of com-
pressible gas-liquid two-phase medium is applied to analyze the cavity flows. The present
method permits us to treat the entire cavitating/noncavitating unsteady flowfield. By ana-
lyzing the numerical results in detail, it becomes clear that there are at least two mecha-
nisms in the breakoff phenomenon of the sheet cavity: one is that re-entrant jets play a
dominant role in such a breakoff phenomenon, and the other is that pressure waves
propagating inside the cavity bring about another type of breakoff phenomenon accom-
panying with cavity surface waves.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1596239#

Introduction

Cavitation is usually observed in high-speed liquid flows
around such obstacles as the impellers of fluid machinery. It is
well known that cavity flow causes vibration, noise, damage, and
a decline of efficiency in hydraulic systems. The improvement of
the predictability of cavity flow is a common subject of study for
designers of high-speed fluid machinery. In recent years, large-
scale computations have become possible with the increased so-
phistication and speed of computers, and thus improvements in
the prediction of cavity flow using numerical simulations is ex-
pected. However, because cavity flow includes complex and
strong unsteady phenomena with phase changes, fluid transients,
vortex shedding, and turbulence, equations to express cavity flow
are expected to be very complex. Therefore, a mathematical mod-
eling method is necessary for the numerical analysis of high-speed
gas-liquid two-phase flow. Proposed mathematical models can be
divided roughly into two categories, the single-phase and two-
phase models~see Avva, Singhal, and Gibson@1#!. The single-
phase model~see, for example, Deshpande, Feng, and Merkle@2#!
solves only the liquid phase outside the cavity, and hence is able

to describe clearly the liquid-vapor interface. On the other hand,
the two-phase model treats the flowfield inside and outside the
cavity as a mixture, and is better suited to unsteady analysis. A
number of studies using this model have been published, for ex-
ample, Kubota, Kato, and Yamaguti@3# have used this method
taking bubble inception, growth, and destruction into account, and
Reboud and Delannoy@4# have used it taking the barotropic rela-
tionship into account. The examination of the validity and appli-
cability of these numerical methods is being steadily advanced.

In this study, a numerical method based on a ‘‘locally homoge-
neous model’’ of a compressible gas-liquid two-phase medium
~see, for example, Shin and Ikohagi@5#!, which belongs to the
two-phase model, is applied to cavity flow through a cascade of
static hydrofoils, the most fundamental element of turbomachin-
ery ~see, for example, Watanabe and Tsujimoto@6#!. Particular
attention is paid to the breakoff phenomenon~see, for example,
Le, Franc and Michel@7# and Hofmann et al.@8#! of the sheet
cavity in the transient cavitation condition and the mechanism of
this phenomenon is examined for several cascade arrangements.

Numerical Method for Cavity Flow

Physical Modeling. The equation of state for the liquid phase
can be expressed with the following equation proposed by
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Tammannn@9#:

pl1pc5r lK~Tl1T0!, (1)

wherepl , r l , andTl are pressure, density, and temperature of the
liquid ~the subscriptl representing the liquid phase!, pc andT0 are
the pressure and temperature constants of liquid, andK is the
liquid constant. When the gas phase is assumed to be an ideal gas,
the equation of state is

pg5rgRTg , (2)

whereR is the gas constant and the subscriptg represents the gas
phase.

Generally, the void fraction~volume fraction of gas phase! a is
expressed as follows, using bubble radiusR and number densityn:

a5
4

3
pR3n. (3)

In the locally homogeneous model of this study, the gas-liquid
two-phase medium inside the cavity is treated as a locally homo-
geneous pseudo-single-phase medium. By supposing a limiting
case of the control volumeDV being infinitely small,R being
infinitely small andn being infinitely large with the locala value
being kept constant, a locally homogeneous medium can be ob-
tained in an infinitely small volume element. The concept of this
model is shown in Fig. 1. In practical calculations, by distributing
the infinite number of infinitesimal bubbles in each computational
cell having a different local void fraction, the gas-liquid mixture
condition is specified macroscopically. Applying this model to the
mixture condition inside the cavity, it is expected that unsteady
and complex cavity flows can be simulated.

The mixture densityr of a two-phase medium is expressed by
combining linearly a gas phase densityrg and a liquid phase
densityr l with the local void fractiona,

r5~12a!r l1arg . (4)

Then, assuming the local equilibrium conditions,p5pl5pg and
T5Tl5Tg , the equation of state becomes, from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and
~4!,

r5~12a!
p1pc

K~T1T0!
1a

p

RT
. (5)

Also, the following relation is obtained between the local void
fraction a and the quality~mass fraction of the gas phase! Y:

r~12Y!5~12a!r l , rY5arg . (6)

Using Y from Eq. ~6!, the equation of state for a locally homoge-
neous compressible gas-liquid two-phase medium can be ex-
pressed as

r5
p~p1pc!

K~12Y!p~T1T0!1RY~p1pc!T
. (7)

Since the temperature change of the usual cavity flow is negli-
gible, the speed of soundC under isothermal conditions is ex-
pressed as

C25
dp

dr
5

p~p1pc!

r

3
YR~p1pc!1~12Y!Kp

YR$~p1pc!
22Kp%1Y~12Y!rKRpcT01Kp2

. (8)

Fig. 1 Concept of the locally homogeneous model

Fig. 2 Speed of sound under isothermal condition of T
Ä293.16 K
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In Fig. 2, the relation between the speed of soundC to the void
fractiona at 20°C is shown for different pressures. Also shown in
Fig. 2 are experimental measurements of the speed of sound~see
Karplus@10#! for a number of different void fractions. These mea-
surements correspond well with the calculated values.

The viscosity coefficientm, @11#, is given by

m5~12a!~112.5a!m l1amg . (9)

Fundamental Equations. The governing equations for the
two-phase medium mentioned above are the two-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes equations to which the mass conser-
vation law of the gas phase is added:

]Q

]t
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]~E2Ev!

]j
1

]~F2Fv!

]h
50, (10)

where the unknown variable vectorQ, the flux vectorsE and F
and the viscous termsEv andFv are
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In Eq. ~11!, u and v are the velocity components in Cartesian
coordinates (x,y), t is viscous stress tensor,J5jxhy2hxjy is the
Jacobian, andU and V are contravariant velocity components in
curvilinear coordinates~j,h!.

Numerical Method. In this study, unsteady cavity flows are
simulated by solving the above governing Eq.~10! using the finite
difference method. It is also necessary to simulate stably high-
speed cavity flows with such discontinuities as a gas-liquid inter-
face with a large density jump. Thus the TVD scheme is used to
ensure monotonicity of the solution; specifically, the TVD-
MacCormack scheme~Yee @12#!, with second-order accuracy in
time and space, is used. Furthermore, the time splitting method is
used to improve the stability of the solution in multidimensional
problems, such that two-dimensional problems can be reduced to
one-dimensional problems. When the governing equations are
made discrete by using the TVD-MacCormack scheme, time inte-
gration of the predictor-corrector step in both thej and h direc-
tions and TVD processing are done in order to modify the solu-
tion. Only thej direction is shown below because theh direction
has the same form.

Predictor step: Qi
~1!5Qi

n2
Dt
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n2Ei 21
n !2~Ev i 11/2

n

2Ev i 21/2
n !!, (12)

Corrector step: Qi
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TVD step: Qi
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21 ~2!F i 11/2

~2! 2Li 21/2
21 ~2!F i 21/2

~2! !,
(14)

where the matrix of left eigenvectors]E/]Q is represented byL,
and the function for the TVD-MacCormack scheme,@12#, is rep-
resented byF.

A stator condition of the constant angle of attack and a constant
total pressure condition is applied to the inlet boundary, and the
constant pressure condition are applied to the outlet boundary.
Furthermore, a cyclic boundary condition between each cascade
passage and a nonslip condition on the hydrofoil surface is
imposed.

Results and Discussion

Validation of the Present Method „Comparison With Ex-
perimental Results…. The present numerical method can be ap-
plied to the analysis of complex cavity flows because it can treat
the whole flowfield at once. On the other hand, we can’t help
handling a so-called noncavitating flow approximately as a low
Mach number flow because we use a compressible numerical
scheme. Therefore, in both cavitating and noncavitating condi-
tions, the applicability of the present method has been found by
comparing the numerical results with experimental results.

Cavitating flow around a single hydrofoil and noncavitating
flow around hydrofoils in a cascade were considered. The hydro-
foil geometry used was ClarkY with a thickness ratio of 11.7%
~see Knapp, Daily, and Hammitt@13#!, the performance data of
which are available for comparison. The computational grid of the
cascade hydrofoils with a pitch/chord ratio oft/c50.9 and a stag-
ger angle ofg530 deg is shown in Fig. 3. This is an H-type grid
system with a 220371 mesh point and the cascade passage geom-
etry can be composed cyclically. The length of the computational
region is set to be a two-chord length from the inlet boundary to
the leading edge and a five-chord length from the trading edge to
the outlet boundary. In the case of a single hydrofoil, an H-type
grid having the same cyclicity was used, that is, a single hydrofoil
condition is fulfilled approximately by setting a sufficiently large
t/c, such ast/c520. In this case, the grid system has a 3203131
mesh point and the computational region is set to be a three-chord
length from the inlet boundary to the leading edge and a five-
chord length from the trading edge to the outlet boundary.

First, the cavitating flow around a single hydrofoil (t/c520,
g50 deg! was simulated for various cavitation numberss and an
angle of attacka i55 deg. The cavitation numbers is defined as

s5
p`2pv

1

2
r`uU`u2

, (15)

with the reference pressure, density, and velocity evaluated on the
outlet boundary. The inlet flow velocity isU in510 m/s and the
Reynolds number is Re57.03105. The time-averaged lift and
drag coefficientsCL and CD were calculated from numerical re-
sults, and comparison with experimental data at the same Rey-
nolds number by Numachi, Tsunoda, and Chida@14# was made, as
shown in Fig. 4. Generally, it is known thatCL decreases dramati-
cally whens becomes smaller than a certain critical value~the
so-called cavitation breakdown!. The numerical results can predict
the qualitative trends ofCL andCD againsts, although quantita-
tive differences are seen. Our method tends to underestimate the
value ofCL and overestimate the valueCD , and as a result, the
present method tends to overestimate the cavity volume.

Next, noncavitating cascade flows forU in54.3 m/s and Re
55.03105 were calculated for angles of attacka` based on the
geometrical mean velocity of 1.4 deg, 4.3 deg, and 7.6 deg. The
time-averaged lift and drag coefficients were calculated from the
numerical results. A comparison with the values of the wind tun-
nel experiment of Kikuchi@15# is shown in Fig. 5. The numerical
results show a qualitative tendency even thoughCL andCD values
tend to be somewhat overestimated and underestimated, respec-
tively, as in the case of the cavitating cascade above. The pressure
distributions on a hydrofoil surface for these three values ofa`
are shown in Fig. 6, along with the experimental measurements at
a` values near to those of the numerical results. The tendencies of
the numerical results coincide well with those of the experimental
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data of the surface pressure distribution. However, because this
method is a compressible numerical method, the computation of
the noncavitation flowfield for Mach numbers less than 0.1 be-
comes unstable and numerical oscillation appears.

The comparison of the numerical results with the experimental
data shows that the present numerical method is effective in
evaluating the time-averaged characteristics of single and cascade
hydrofoils for both noncavitation and cavitation conditions. How-
ever, discrepancies exist between the numerical and experimental
data and hence further work is required to improve the quantita-
tive accuracy.

Sheet Cavitation Breakoff Phenomenon. Numerical analy-
sis of the aspect of cavity flow was carried out by examining the
unsteady flow through a flat-plate cascade, which is closely re-
lated to that of the inducer. Particular attention was paid to the
breakoff phenomenon of the sheet cavity in the transient cavita-
tion condition where the unsteadiness becomes quite strong. In
this section, the reference pressure, density, and velocity were
evaluated on the inlet boundary to obtains.

First of all, the transient cavitating flow through the flat plate
cascade (t/c50.9, g530 deg! was analyzed fors/2a i51.95 and
a i57 deg, with a ratio of the maximum cavity lengthl max to the
chord length of aboutl max/c50.28. The time evolution of the void
fraction, mass flux vectors, and pressure distributions on the suc-
tion side of the flat-plate cascade hydrofoil are shown in Fig. 7.
Mass flux vectors are employed to distinguish between the sepa-
rated flow and the re-entrant jet inside the cavity. Sheet cavitation
formed from the leading edge on the suction surface~Frame 1 in

Fig. 3 Computational grid around cascade hydrofoils „Clark Y 11.7%, t ÕcÄ0.9, gÄ30 deg …

Fig. 4 Time-averaged lift and drag coefficients of a single hy-
drofoil at several cavitation numbers „Clark Y 11.7% …
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Fig. 7! develops toward the trailing edge~Frame 2!. Then, a re-
entrant jet forms due to the steep adverse pressure gradient near
the cavity termination, and the re-entrant jet with a finite width
moves toward the leading edge of the sheet cavity~Frames 3 and
4!. In the vicinity of the leading edge, the jet impinges on the
cavity surface layer, the thickness of which becomes smaller than
the width of the jet. At this moment, a rapid pressure increase
occurs around the impinging position near the leading edge of the
cavity due to the water hammer effect, as explained later. Further-
more, a surface wave is also observed on the cavity surface near
the leading edge~Frame 5!. Subsequently, the sheet cavity begins
to break off from the suction surface~Frame 6!, and finally the
cavity is detached from the suction surface and is shed in the
downstream~Frame 7!. At this time, another sheet cavitation has
already begun to develop in a similar manner~Frame 8!. Thus, a
breakoff phenomenon due to re-entrant jet formation can be
clearly simulated. The pressure jump on the suction surface near
the impinging position (x/c50.01, y/c50.001) at the time of
Frame 5 in Fig. 7 is aboutDCp50.42. Generally, the water ham-
mer pressure increase isDpw5krCuUu, where 0.5,k,1. Here,
the water hammer pressure coefficient was evaluated to be 0.32
,DCpw,0.64 from the present numerical data; the value ofDCp
given above is in this range. On the other hand, the stagnation
pressure coefficient due to the re-entrant jet at same position was
estimated to beDCps50.21, and does not correspond to theDCp
value. Therefore, the pressure jump is believed to be caused by the
water hammer action of the re-entrant jet.

Fig. 5 Time-averaged lift and drag coefficients of a cascade of
hydrofoils „Clark Y 11.7%, noncavitating state …

Fig. 6 Time-averaged pressure distribution of cascade hydrofoils „Clark Y 11.7%, noncavitating state …

Fig. 7 Time evolutions of void fraction contours „left …, mass flux vectors „center …, and pressure distri-
butions „right … around flat-plate cascade hydrofoils „t ÕcÄ0.9, gÄ30 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.95, time interval Ä1.2
ms …
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The time evolution of the cavity length, the tip position of the
re-entrant jet and the lift coefficient are shown in Fig. 8. The lift
fluctuates during the breakoff behavior, but roughly speaking the
lift begins to increase gradually after the sheet cavity breaks off
from the suction surface and decreases when the cavity is shed
downstream. The velocity of the most accelerated re-entrant jet is
3.5 m/s. Since the average inlet velocity is 10.8 m/s, the re-entrant
jet velocity is about 30% of the inlet velocity. The frequency of
cavity shedding isf 5114 Hz, so that the Strouhal number (St)c
of cavity shedding based on chord length is about 0.75 and the
Strouhal number (St)l based on maximum cavity length is 0.21.
Furthermore, the power spectrum of the pressure in the center of
the cascade throat in Fig. 9 has its peak at 110 Hz. It is believed,
therefore, that the breakoff phenomenon is repeated regularly be-
cause of the evident peak. However, it should be noted that the
breakoff phenomenon does not occur in the case ofa i53 deg
and 1.29,s/2a i,2.10, for which a stable attached cavity was
formed in the present simulation.

Next, transient cavitating flow (s/2a i51.27 anda i53 deg)
through the flat-plate cascade (t/c50.5, g575 deg!, as shown in
Fig. 10, was analyzed. In this cascade arrangement the stagger
angle is larger, the pitch/chord ratio is smaller and the cascade
interference becomes more intense than that of the previous cas-
cade. In this case, the maximum cavity length is aboutl max/c
50.43, and the trailing edge of the cavity is located in front of the
cascade throat. The time evolution of the void fraction on the
suction side of cascade hydrofoils is shown in Fig. 11. The brea-
koff phenomenon can be observed even in this case. However, no
evident re-entrant jet occurs, unlike in the previous case. As
shown in Fig. 12, pressure fluctuations can be seen on the hydro-
foil surface inside the cavity at each time corresponding to each
time interval of Fig. 11. By plotting these fluctuations carefully in
Fig. 13, it is can be seen that pressure waves propagate inside the
cavity, and that one of these waves causes part of the attached
sheet cavity to break off~the breakoff wave!. The local angle of
attacka local near the leading edge and local throat pressurepl at
the center of the cascade throat are also shown in this figure.
When the breakoff cavity passes through the cascade throat, the
throat width becomes narrow~see Fig. 10!. Then, the liquid flow
accelerates locally and the pressure in the cascade throat de-
creases. After the breakoff cavity is shed, the throat pressure re-
covers. Such pressure fluctuations cause a great variation in the
local angle of attack of a neighboring hydrofoil. Furthermore, this
rapid change of the local angle of attack causes cavity thickness
fluctuations near the leading edge, and at the same time pressure
waves are produced one after another from the leading edge of the
cavity directed into the cavity. Finally, the cavity tends to break
off due to the instability of the cavity surface associated with these
pressure wave propagations. It is believed that the breakoff phe-
nomenon is repeated by this mechanism in this case. At this time,
the cavity shedding frequency is aboutf 529.6 Hz, so that (St)c is
about 0.24 and (St)l is 0.11. In the power spectrum of the cascade
throat pressure shown in Fig. 14, the power spectrum around 30
Hz is slightly high, although there is no evident peak. Hence, it is
believed that this type of breakoff phenomenon is repeated some-
what irregularly.

Furthermore, the transient cavitating flow (s/2a i50.23 and
a i55 deg) in the same cascade arrangement was analyzed. In
this case, the maximum cavity length is aboutl max/c51.1, and the
trailing edge of the cavity is located in the rear of the cascade
throat as shown in Fig. 15. This is similar to the previous case in
that the evident re-entrant jet does not occur and pressure waves
can be seen inside the cavity. Thus, the breakoff phenomenon
seems to be caused by the same mechanisms as in the previous
case. As shown in Frame 1 of Fig. 15, a small cavity occurs on the
pressure side of the hydrofoil. This is because the passage distance
of the cavity surface and the pressure side of the neighboring
hydrofoil become narrow due to a large fluctuation of the cavity
volume; the local pressure rapidly decreases and cavitates slightly.
Even in this case, the breakoff phenomenon is repeated
irregularly.

Strouhal numbers of cavity shedding are shown in Fig. 16,
where the circles represent the case of a re-entrant jet dominant
breakoff phenomenon (t/c50.9,g530 deg! and the triangles rep-

Fig. 8 Time evolutions of cavity lengths, re-entrant jet and lift
coefficient „t ÕcÄ0.9, gÄ30 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.95…

Fig. 9 Power spectrum of pressure at cascade throat center
„t ÕcÄ0.9, gÄ30 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.95…

Fig. 10 Instantaneous void fraction contours around flat-plate
cascade hydrofoils „t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.27…
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resent the case of a pressure wave dominant breakoff phenomenon
(t/c50.5, g575 deg!. In the former case, (St)c based on the
chord length increases ass/2a i , while (St)l based on the maxi-
mum cavity length is almost constant at 0.2 and does not depend
on s/2a i ~see, for example, Le, Franc, and Michel@7#!. On the
other hand, in the latter case, both (St)c and (St)l values are
scattered from 0.2 to 0.3 because of the somewhat irregular nature
of the breakoff.

Conclusions
Comparing the numerical and experimental results of the time-

averaged characteristics, it is can be shown that the present nu-
merical method based on a locally homogeneous model is effec-

tive for the simulation of complex cavitating flows. However, the
problem of improving the qualitative accuracy of the predictions
remains for a later study.

Some trends of breakoff phenomena of sheet cavities on cas-
cade hydrofoils were shown and discussed. The main results ob-
tained can be summarized as follows:

1. It is clear that there are at least two mechanisms in the
breakoff phenomenon of a sheet cavity. One is that the re-entrant
jets play a dominant role in the breakoff phenomenon, and the
other is that pressure waves propagating inside the cavity bring
about another type of breakoff phenomenon accompanied by cav-
ity surface waves.

2. In the case of the re-entrant jet dominant breakoff phenom-

Fig. 11 Time evolution of void fraction contours around flat-plate cascade hydrofoils „t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75
deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.27, time interval Ä2.0 ms …

Fig. 12 Time evolution of pressure distribution on suction side of flat-plate cascade hydrofoils „t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75
deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.27, time interval Ä2.0 ms …
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enon, the impingement of the jet on the cavity surface layer is
repeated regularly, and the pressure jump on the hydrofoil suction
surface near the position of impingement is brought about by the
water hammer action of the re-entrant jet. However, such a
breakoff phenomenon does not occur in the case of a smaller
angle of attack, in which a stable attached cavity is formed.

3. In the case of the pressure wave dominant breakoff phenom-
enon, a portion of the cavity tends to break off due to an instabil-
ity of the cavity surface layer associated with pressure wave
propagation. Pressure waves are produced by the fluctuation of the
cavity thickness near the leading edge, which follows the time
variation of the local angle of attack due to the throat area varia-
tion caused by the shedding of the breakoff cavity. This type of
breakoff phenomenon is repeated somewhat irregularly.

4. Strouhal numbers of cavity shedding based on maximum
cavity length remain constant at approximately 0.2, while Strouhal
numbers based on the chord length increase depending on the
cavitation number.

Fig. 13 Time evolutions of pressure waves inside cavity and cavity length
„t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.27…

Fig. 14 Power spectrum of pressure at cascade throat center
„t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75 deg, sÕ2a iÄ1.27…

Fig. 15 Instantaneous void fraction contours around flat-plate
cascade hydrofoils „t ÕcÄ0.5, gÄ75 deg, sÕ2a iÄ0.23…

Fig. 16 Strouhal number of cavity shedding on flat-plate cas-
cade hydrofoil
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord length
C 5 isothermal speed of sound

CD 5 drag coefficient
CL 5 lift coefficient
CP 5 pressure coefficient

f 5 frequency
J 5 Jacobian5jxhy2hxjy
K 5 liquid constant

l max 5 maximum cavity length
p 5 pressure

pc 5 pressure constant of liquid
pv 5 vapor pressure
R 5 gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds number
(St)c 5 Strouhal number of cavity shedding based on chord

length5f c/uUinu
(St)l 5 Strouhal number of cavity shedding based on maxi-

mum cavity length5f l max/uUinu
t 5 pitch

T 5 temperature
T0 5 temperature constant of liquid

u, v 5 velocity components in Cartesian coordinates (x,y)
uUu 5 velocity5Au21v2

U, V 5 contravariant velocity components in curvilinear co-
ordinates~j,h!

Y 5 quality ~mass fraction of gas phase!
a 5 void fraction

a i 5 angle of attack
a local 5 local angle of attack near the leading edge

a` 5 angle of attack based on geometrical mean velocity
g 5 stagger angle
m 5 mixture viscosity coefficient
r 5 mixture density
s 5 cavitation number

t 5 viscous stress tensor

Subscripts

g 5 states of gas phase
in 5 inflow condition
l 5 states of liquid phase
t 5 cascade throat condition

` 5 reference condition
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Influence of Roughness on the
Two-Phase Flow Structure of
Sheet Cavitation
The purpose of this work is to describe the two-phase flow structure of sheet cavitation.
The experimental study is performed in a cavitation tunnel equipped with a Venturi-type
test section. Data treatments based on the analysis of transit time histograms and local
time fraction histograms have been used. The rate of vapor production required to sustain
the cavities is estimated. Wall pressure measurements and visualization techniques are
also used to perform momentum balance. The influences of the roughness and the geom-
etry of the divergent part located beneath the cavity on the internal two-phase flow are
investigated. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1596240#

1 Introduction
The purpose of this work is to describe the two-phase flow

structure of sheet cavitation. Cavitation is a sequence of vaporisa-
tion and condensation processes, related to the high acceleration
of a liquid flow induced by the presence of a fixed or moving
body. The knowledge of the two-phase structure of the flow is
essential to estimate the interactions of the cavitation phenomenon
with either the outer flow or the solid structures: The hydraulic
unsteadiness as well as the erosion of the solid surfaces are re-
lated, respectively, to the entire volume of vapor and to the inten-
sity of the phase transitions. The vaporisation process extracts
heat from the surrounding fluid. It leads to temperature and vapor
pressure reduction and thus limits the length of the cavity. This
thermal effect depends on the rate of vapor production.

Experimental studies on sheet cavities are generally limited to
the external liquid flow. The pressure and temperature at the wall,
the external flow velocity, and the cavity shapes have been widely
studied~Laberteaux et al.@1#, Merle @2#, and Le et al.@3#!. The
two-phase flow structure of attached cavities has been the subject
of few measurements. Velocity measurements have been per-
formed in natural and ventilated cavity conditions using a double
hot wire velocimeter at a fixed point on a foil section~Kamono
et al. @4#!. Ceccio and Brennen@5# used silver epoxy electrodes
flush-mounted on the surface of two-dimensional hydrofoil to de-
tect individual bubble velocity. The thickness of the re-entrant jet
has been measured using an ultrasonic method~Callenaere@6#!.

A double optical probe device was developed to study the
change in local variables such as void fraction, flow velocity, and
bubble size within vapor or ventilated cavities~Stutz and Reboud
@7#!. It consists in two joined single probes fixed at a known
distance from each other in the flow direction, the probes working
independently. Each probe detects the phase surrounding its tip.
Such a technique is based on the Snell-Descartes law. Infrared
light is emitted inside each optical probe. Some part of this light is
reflected back from the tip of the probe and measured. The inten-
sity of the refracted light depends on the index of refraction of the
medium surrounding the probe. The refractive indices of liquid
and vapor are quite different and enable the phase detection. The
tangential velocity of the fluid is estimated from the measured
convection time of the liquid-gas interface moving from one
probe tip to the other. A transit time found between the most

probable and the average time delay between the two stochastic
signals is deduced using a cross-correlation technique~Serisawa
et al. @8#!. This method is accurate for steady bubbly flows. Bias
may be introduced in measuring the mean value when the flows
are unsteady~Galaup@9#!. The widening of the cross-correlation
peak is related to the velocity fluctuations, but it depends also on
the bubble sizes, the void fraction, the fluctuations of the chord
size between the two probes. Therefore it is not possible to esti-
mate the velocity fluctuations using such a technique; thus the bias
in measuring the mean value of the velocity cannot be rectified.
Moreover the stability of the cavity shapes and the pressure mea-
surements are rarely sufficient to allow conclusions concerning
the stability of the internal two-phase flows~Stutz and Reboud
@10#!. New methods have been developed to estimate the time-
averaged value and the standard deviation of the velocity, the
time-averaged value and the standard deviation of the vapor phase
within cavitating flows from double optical probe measurements.
The methods consist in building histograms from which statistical
values are calculated. They have been validated by studying peri-
odic self-oscillating cavitating flows~Stutz and Reboud@11#!. The
purpose of this work is to apply such methods to sheet cavitation
that look stable. The influence of the roughness and the geometry
of the divergent part located beneath the cavity on the internal
two-phase flow are investigated. The rate of vapor production
required to sustain the cavities is estimated from the local
measurements.

This work is an extension of previous work on the two phase
flow structure of sheet cavitation,@10#. The data treatment tech-
niques have been modified in order to reduce the bias induced by
the velocity fluctuations,@11#.

2 Measuring Techniques and Experimental Facility

Experimental Setup. The experiments were conducted in a
closed loop at the Hydraulics and Mechanics School of the Institut
National Polytechnique de Grenoble. The test section is 520 mm
long, 44 mm wide, and 50 mm high at the inlet. A free-surface
reservoir is used as a resorber. The total air content is kept near
saturation during the experiments. The flow rate is set and con-
trolled with an electro-magnetic flowmeter connected to the train-
ing pump through a microcomputer. The pressure is lowered until
the desired cavitation number is reached. The upper and the side
walls of the cross section are flat, whereas the height of the lower
wall varies in order to form a convergent-divergent nozzle. The
height of the throat section is 43.7 mm. In the present experiment

1Currently at Center de Thermique de Lyon, UMR CNRS 5008, Institut National
ses Sciences Applique´es, 20 av. Albert Enstein, 69 621 Villeurbanne, France.
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the angle of the convergent part of the lower wall is 4.3 deg, and
the angle of the divergent part is close to 4 deg~Fig. 1!.

The turbulence level of the freestream flow was controlled by
LDA and is about 1%. Taps are provided in the bottom of the
convergent-divergent nozzle downstream from the throat. They
can be equipped with Druck DPI 260 piezoresistive pressure
transducers or with the double fiber optical probe,@10#. The ex-
periments are performed with a mean cavity length of 80 mm, and
a mean velocity at the throat of the test section of 12.4 m/s. The
data acquisition system consists of a fast A/D data acquisition
board Keithley DAS-1800 and a Pentium 180 microcomputer. The
sampling rate is 130,000 samples per second and per channel.

Five different profiles including three straight profiles~a pol-
ished, a rough, and a striated one!, and two convex profiles~a
circle arc profile and a polynomial profile! have been studied in
order to modify the geometry and the roughness beneath the cav-
ity. The polynomial profile is a one-piece bottom. It has been the
subject of previous study~Stutz and Reboud@7#! and is therefore
considered as the reference profile. The pressure distribution along
the reference profile is analogous to the one existing on the suc-
tion side of an inducer blade. The three straight profiles and the
circle arc profile are interchangeable bases implanted on a second
bottom ~Figs. 1 and 2!. The geometry and the roughness of the
reference bottom and the second bottom upstream and down-
stream from the interchangeable bases are the same. The geometry
and the roughness of the downstream part of the four interchange-
able bases~located 80 mm downstream of the throat section! are
the same.

Local Measurements With Double Optical Probe. The
double optical probe consists of two 200mm joined single-stretch
glass probes placed inside a 0.8 mm stainless steel tube~Fig. 3!.
The distance between the tips is 2.02 mm60.02. The ends of the
fibers are stretched to provide 50mm hemispherical tips. The
double sensor probe is mounted inside a traversing mechanism
fixed on the test section bottom. It can be moved perpendicularly
to the lower wall of the test section with a micrometer screw
gauge. The two sensor tips are aligned parallel to the axial flow
direction. The position of the sensitive part of the probes is known
with the following accuracy: 0.1 mm in height, 0.2 mm in hori-
zontal direction and 5 deg in angle. The response time of the
optoelectronic circuit is about 1ms.

The local time fraction of the vapor phaseb(X,T) is defined as
the ratio of the gas phase residence time to the acquisition dura-

tion time T at geometrical pointX for short acquisition time~Eq.
~1!!. (TGi the residence time of theith gas structure crossing the
measurement pointX!:

b~X,T!5
( TGi

T
. (1)

b(X,T) is determined by treating the signal from the upper probe
and using a single threshold technique: this consists in determin-
ing the presence of gas when the signal is above a given trigger
level. This statistical method is accurate whatever the flow condi-
tions may be. The sampling frequency and the acquisition time
must be large enough to have a significant statistical population.
The optimal threshold level was determined by comparison with
measurements performed using a gamma-ray attenuation device
@7#, and was set to 10% of the signal amplitude: This threshold is
above the optoelectronic circuit noise level. The void fraction
a~X! is defined as the ratio of the gas phase residence time to the
acquisition duration time at geometrical pointX for long acquisi-
tion time and corresponds to the time average value ofb(X,T).
~This definition was previously used in Refs.@7# and @10#!. The
relative uncertainty concerning the void fraction is estimated at
about 15% of the measured value. The results are extremely re-
producible. The standard deviation ofb(X,T) is representative of
the two phase flow structure: Low fluctuation is representative of
a steady bubbly flow. High fluctuation is representative of a fluc-
tuating two-phase flow~slug flow for example!. The difficulty
consists in determining the optimum duration for the data blocks.
Unsteady cloud cavitation are characterized by the shedding fre-
quencyf leading to a constant Strouhal number based on the cav-
ity length Lcav and the velocity of the outer flowU:St5 f Lcav/U
'0.3 ~Stutz and Reboud@7#, Lush and Skipp@12#, and de Lange
et al. @13#!. The size of the data blocks is set to 1/5 of the shed-
ding cycle period given by this relation. Figure 4 shows examples
of the local time fraction histograms of the vapor phase~reference
profile!.

Local velocity histograms are computed from the transit time of
bubbles successively detected by the two probe tips. Similar tech-
niques were previously used by Serisawa et al.@8# and Revankar
et Ishii @14#. The probe signals are first altered to a square-wave
response by a trigger. The local velocity is then estimated by
measuring the passage time of an interface on both upstream and
downstream sensors. The range of transit times of successive
bubbles from one probe to the other is estimated using the cross-
correlation function on which a given trigger level is applied. The
threshold level is set to 20% of the maximum of the function.
Figure 5 shows examples of cross-correlation functions of the
optical probe signals corresponding to the measurement points of
Fig. 4.

The signature of a vapor structure impacting the upstream
probe is compared with the signal recorded by the downstream
probe in the range of the transit times previously estimated. Se-
quential signals detected by the two probes are assumed to belong
to the same bubble impacting the two probes if the resident times
of the gas phase at each measurement point are comparable. The
velocity histogram is characteristic of the velocity of bubbles hav-
ing impacted the two probes without having been deflected or

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the Venturi-type test section „di-
mensions are in mm …

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the interchangeable bottom of
the Venturi-type test section „dimensions are in mm …

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the double optical probe „dimen-
sions are in mm …
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having been subject to a significant shape change. The uncertainty
in determining of the transit time of vapor structures between the
two probes depends on the flow velocity~Eq. ~2!!. The relative
uncertainty is estimated at about 6% of the measured value for a
flow velocity of 10 m/s.

DV

V
5

Dd

d
1

Dt

t
'

Dd

d
1

V

d• f
(2)

Miscounting is assumed to occur randomly with respect to time. A
constant bias corresponding to this uniform background is there-
fore subtracted from the transit time histograms before calculating
the time average and the standard deviation of the velocity. Figure
6 shows examples of velocity histograms corresponding to the
measurement points of Figs. 4 and 5.

The sheet cavities are made with moving vapor structures. The
transfers of heat and mass between the liquid and the vapor phase
depend on the interfacial area, and thus on the shape and the size
of the vapor structures. The chord lengthl c(X) of the vapor struc-
ture crossing at a geometrical pointX is defined as the product of
the resident timeTG(X) by the velocityVG(X) of the vapor phase
crossing at that point:l c(X)5TG(X)•VG(X) ~Fig. 7!. The mean
chord lengthl c(X) of the bubbles detected by the probes is cal-

culated from the void fractiona~X!, the numbernb(X) of bubbles
impacting the upstream probe during the acquisition durationT
and the average of the absolute value of the velocityV(X) ~Eq.
~3!!.

l c~X!5
a~X!T

nb~X!
uV~X!u (3)

The determination of the size of the vapor structures from the
distribution of the chord length requires important hypotheses on
the shape of the structures, the probability of piercing, the velocity
of each structure,@15#. Therefore it can not be calculated in the
present experiment.

3 Experimental Results

Outer Flow. A photograph of sheet cavitation is shown in
Fig. 8 ~the Venturi test section is equipped with the reference
base!. Mean cavity shapes are provided by image processing. The
horizontal and vertical scales are determined using a reflecting tip
introduced through the Venturi bottom at a known position and its
height is being controlled. The roughness and the geometry of the
divergent part located beneath the cavity do not appear to influ-

Fig. 4 Histograms of the local time fraction of the vapor phase b. X is the distance from the throat of the test section
along the horizontal axis; Y is the distance from the throat of the test section along the vertical axis.

Fig. 5 Example of cross-correlation function Rab „t … of the optical probe signals
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ence the mean cavity shapes or the observations of the cavitating
flows even using a stroboscopic light. The three-quarters upstream
parts of the cavities are quite stable whereas the downstream quar-
ter fluctuates and sheds horseshoe vortices in the main flow.

The cavitation number is expressed as~Eq. ~4!!

s ref5
Pref2Pvap

0.5rVref
2

(4)

r, Pvap, Pref, Vref are, respectively, the water density, the vapor
pressure, the pressure, and the mean velocity in the reference sec-
tion Sref (Sref544 mm345 mm). Figure 9 shows the distribution
of the cavitation number as a function of the cavity length. The
maximum mean cavity length before choking is about 120 mm. It
occurs atss50.29560.005. The roughness of the base has no
significant influence on the relation between the cavity length and
the cavitation number. The thickness added to the base does not

modify the length of the cavity when it is located beneath the
cavitating flows. If it is longer than the cavitating flows, the added
base thickness reduces the cavity length.

Pressure fluctuations are measured along the wall of the test
section. Measurement taps are connected with 50 mm long rigid
tubes to Druck DPI 260 piezoresistive pressure transducers. No
characteristic frequency corresponding to cloud shedding can be
observed in the power spectrum of the pressure signals~the fre-
quency response of the measurement taps equipped with the pres-
sure transducers is about 1 kHz!.

Two-Phase Flow Within the Cavity. Figures 10, 11, and 12
show the distribution of local time fraction of the vapor phase, the
time-averaged tangential velocity, and mean chord length within
the cavity. The cavity length fluctuation is about 15%. The cavi-
tation number based on the mean velocity and the pressurePref in
the upstream section iss50.307. Three acquisitions of 3s have
been performed for each measurement point in order to verify the
reproducibility of the results. The tangential velocity measured at
the interface of the cavity is constant on the upstream 70% part of
the cavity where it reaches a value close to the throat velocity

Fig. 6 Examples of velocity histograms

Fig. 7 Chord length l c of vapor structure

Fig. 8 Photograph of sheet cavitation

Fig. 9 Influence of the geometry and the roughness of the
base on the relation between the cavity length L cav and the
cavitation number sÄ„PrefÀPvap…Õ„0.5rVref

2
…. „Cavity length of

80 mm corresponds to cavitation number s refÄ0.31….
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(P;Pvap). It decreases in the downstream part of the cavity
where the vapor condenses. The measurements at the interface of
the cavity are in good agreement with the one obtained with LDA
~Stutz and Reboud@10#!. ~Void fraction is smaller than 2% there
and the LDA signal isn’t much affected by the presence of
bubbles.! A reversed two-phase flow occurs along the solid sur-
face. It extends 10 mm downstream of the throat whereas it is

limited to about 15 mm downstream of the cavity. Under noncavi-
tating conditions, no reversed flow is observed. The velocity cal-
culated with the cross-correlation function on the entire signal
approximately equals the mean velocity estimated using transit
time histograms except for the positions characterized by large
fluctuations~in the closing part of the cavity! or alternate flows
~near the interface between the main and the reversed two-phase
flow!.

The maximum void fraction varies regularly from 80% at the
upstream end of the cavity to 10% in the downstream part. It is
generally maximum at mid-height of the cavity. No discontinuity
appears on the vertical distribution of void fraction between the
main and the reversed flow. Chord length is minimum near the
interface and in the upstream part of the cavity and becomes
maximum near the bottom of the cavity. Coalescence processes
may occur within the cavity~the bubble sizes growth whereas
void fraction remains constant or decreases!.

Figures 10 and 11 show the distribution of the standard devia-
tion of the local time fractionb and of the velocity within the
cavity. Velocity in the main two-phase flow is quite stable. Veloc-
ity fluctuations occur in the closure part of the cavity and in the
reversed two-phase flow, but no pulsing re-entrant jet has been
observed beneath the cavity. The two-phase flow structure of the
cavity looks like a flat vortex with length fluctuations. No signifi-
cant fluctuation ofb characteristic of significant vapor fraction
fluctuation can be pointed out.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the void fraction and mean
velocity within cavities having different bottom geometry and
roughness. A cavity shape has been provided by image processing
using a CCD video camera and a laser light sheet with the refer-
ence bottom profile. Its shape has been plotted on each diagram of
Fig. 13. Void fraction distribution agree well with this shape what-
ever the bottom may be: the interface of the cavity always corre-
sponds to a void fraction of about 2%. It confirms the fact that the
roughness and the thickness of the bottom located beneath the
cavity does not influence the shape of the cavity. No significant
differences between the cavitating two-phase flows appear in the
case of a striate, a rough or a polished bottom. The presence of
stria is not sufficient to affect the reversed two-phase flows. In-
vestigations where performed by Kawanami et al.,@16# to control
cloud cavitation by introducing obstacles on the suction side of a
cavitating foil. Only the insertion of obstacles with significant
height may stop the re-entrant jet. In case of steady cavitation and
Venturi-type test sections, the roughness of the bottom beneath the
cavity does not influence the cavitating two phase flow: No sig-
nificant difference appears on the distribution of the time average
or the root mean square of the local measurements.

The depth of the bottom does not influence the depth of the
reversed flow~the same depth is observed for a flat or a convex
bottom!. Therefore the distance between the cavity interface and
the reversed flow decreases when the bottom beneath the cavity is
thicker. Instabilities may occur with a thicker bottom if the re-
versed flow reaches the interface of the cavity.

The volume flow rate of vapor is estimated at each measuring
position, assuming two-dimensional flow and neglecting side wall
effects, by using the expressionQvap5*0

h(V(y)a(y))bdy whereb
andh are the width and the height of the two-dimensional cavity
in the cross section of the measurement axis. Results normalized
as Cq5Qvap/(VrefbLcav) are shown in Fig. 14. The maximum
vapor flow rate is measured atX/Lcav50.25. The vapor flow rate
distributions between the different profiles reach a value close to
Cq52•1023 in the rear part of the cavities. Differences appear
with results obtained previously,@10#. They are attributed to the
velocity measurement method: In the present case, velocity is
computed from transit time histograms, when it was computed
using a cross-correlation function in the past. The cross-
correlation technique induces significant bias in measuring the
time-average velocity when there are large velocity fluctuations as
in the case of reversed two-phase flow.

The difference of temperature between the liquid and the vapor

Fig. 10 Time average and standard deviation of the local time
fraction of the vapor phase b within the cavity. Cavity length
L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the upstream section VrefÄ12 mÕs. The
test section is equipped with the reference profile.

Fig. 11 Time average and standard deviation of the velocity.
Cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the upstream section
VrefÄ12 mÕs. The test section is equipped with the reference
profile.

Fig. 12 Time-averaged chord lengths l c of vapor structures
within the cavity. Cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the up-
stream section VrefÄ12 mÕs. The test section is equipped with
the reference profile.
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constitutes the thermal effect. It is particularly significant in cryo-
genic liquids such as those used in the turbo-pumps of a space
launcher. Vapor production extracts heat from the surrounding
fluid and induces temperature decrease. Conversely vapor conden-

sation gives heat to the surrounding fluid and induces temperature
increase. Vaporization processes occur during the entry of the liq-
uid in the cavitating area near the interface of the cavity and
within the reversed flow. The presence of liquid-vapor interfaces

Fig. 13 Influence of the geometry and the roughness of the bottom on the spatial distribution of void fraction a and of
time-average velocity within the cavity „cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the reference section VrefÄ12 mÕs…
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prevents metastable states. The vapor production required to sus-
tain a cavity is usually estimated by assuming that it is equal to
the noncondensable gas flow rate necessary to sustain a ventilated
cavity of identical geometry and is compared to the vapor flow
extracted from the cavity. Fruman et al.@17# determine that the
flow coefficientCq was constant and independent of the geometry
of the tested body with a value close to 5.231023. This value is
about twice that the vapor flow rate convected downstream calcu-
lated using the local measurements in the rear part of the cavity.

Mass and momentum balances may be determined using the
experimental data. The cavity is divided into five parts limited by
a boundary located outside of the cavitating flows, by the Venturi
faces and by the measurement sections~Fig. 15!. The continuity
and momentum balances are performed with the following as-
sumptions: The internal flow is taken to be two-dimensional; the
pressure is kept constant in the direction normal to the profile
~there is no transverse pressure gradient due to the small cavity
thickness!; the ratio of the density between the vapor and liquid
phases means that the contribution of the mass and momentum
influxes of vapor can be neglected in the integral balances; the
velocity shift between the liquid and vapor phases is neglected
since vaporization and condensation take place spontaneously, and
buoyancy forces are negligible in comparison with inertial forces.
The mass influx from the outer flow is deduced from the mass
balance~Eq. ~5!!.

rL•Qext5bE
C

D

~12a!•rL•V•dy2bE
A

B

~12a!•rL•V•dy

(5)

The momentum influx from the outer flow is deduced from the
mass balance~Eq. ~6!!.

bE
B

C

~12a!•rL•uVu•V•dy'rL•Qext•Vext (6)

The pressure distribution within the cavity is deduced from pres-
sure measurements. The shearing stressCxy at the boundaryBC is
neglected~the boundary position is determined where the velocity
gradient is zero!. The skin-friction dragFp on the lower wall of
the test section is estimated by momentum balance~Eq. ~7!!.

Fp5bE
A

B

~12a!•rL•uVu•V•dy2bE
C

D

~12a!•rL•uVu•V•dy

1rL•Qext•Vext2PAB•AB1PCD•CD2PBC•~hC2hB!

(7)

Figure 16 shows the momentum flux within the cavities. The
results are quite similar for the polished, the rough, and the stri-
ated bases. The lower momentum flux in the upstream part of the
cavity for the circle arc base is due to the thickening of the
geometry.

The skin friction drag is quite negligible in the upstream three-
quarters of the cavity~Fig. 17!. Its negative values in the middle
part of the cavity are due to the reversed flow in that area. Mean
velocity is oriented in the main flow direction in the upstream and
downstream parts of the cavity. The roughness of the bases lo-
cated beneath the cavities has no significant influence on the skin

Fig. 14 Influence of the geometry and the roughness of the
base on the distribution of the volume flow rate within the cavi-
ties. Cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the reference sec-
tion VrefÄ12 mÕs. Cq is the volume flow rate coefficient
„Ã103

….

Fig. 15 Partitioning of the cavity

Fig. 16 Influence of the geometry and the roughness of the
base on the distribution of the momentum flux M within the
cavities. Mean cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the refer-
ence section VrefÄ12 mÕs.

Fig. 17 Influence of the geometry and the roughness of the
base on the distribution of the skin friction drag F within the
cavities. Cavity length L cavÄ80 mm; velocity in the reference
section VrefÄ12 mÕs.
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friction drag. The presence of a great quantity of bubbles seems to
act as a ‘‘ball bearing’’ on the flow which reduces effects of
roughness.

Conclusion
The two-phase flow structure of steady attached cavities devel-

oping on the wall of a Venturi-type test section has been investi-
gated using a double optical probe. Data treatments based on the
analysis of transit time histograms and local time fraction histo-
grams have been used. The cavitating two-phase flow looks like a
steady vortex whose length fluctuates about615%. The upstream
part of the cavity is mainly filled with vapor. A reversed two-phase
flow occurs along the solid surface. Fluctuations of the velocity
and the time fraction of the vapor phase occur in the reversed
two-phase flow, but no pulsating re-entrant jet has been observed.
No significant vapor fraction fluctuation has been measured within
the cavity. The shape of the cavities, the distribution of void frac-
tion and time-average velocity are not significantly influenced by
the roughness of the bottom located beneath the cavity. The depth
of the bottom does not influence the depth of the reversed flow.
Instabilities may occur with thicker bottom if the reversed flow
reaches the interface of the cavity. The roughness of the bases
located beneath the cavities has no significant influences on the
skin friction drag. The presence of a great quantity of bubbles
reduces the roughness effects.
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Nomenclature

B 5 width of the test section~m!
Cq 5 volume flow rate coefficient

f 5 frequency~Hz!
F 5 skin friction drag~N!
h 5 height of the test section~m!
l c 5 chord length~m!

Lcav 5 cavity length~m!
M 5 momentum
P 5 pressure~Pa!
Q 5 volume flow rate~m3/s!

Rab 5 cross-correlation function
S 5 section~m2!

St 5 Strouhal number
T 5 time lag ~s!

TGi 5 resident time of theith gas particle atM (s)
V 5 velocity ~m•s21!
X 5 measurement point

X 5 distance from the throat of the test section~m!
Y 5 distance from the Venturi bottom~m!
a 5 void fraction measured atM
b 5 volume fraction of the vapor phase
r 5 density~kg•m23!

s ref 5 cavitation number

Subscripts

ext 5 external liquid flow
l 5 liquid

ref 5 reference section
vap 5 vapor
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An Evaluation of a Two-Fluid
Eulerian-Liquid Eulerian-Gas
Model for Diesel Sprays
A two fluid Eulerian-liquid Eulerian-gas (ELEG) model for diesel sprays is developed. It
is employed to carry out computations for diesel sprays under a wide range of ambient
and injection conditions. Computed and measured results are compared to assess the
accuracy of the model in the far field, i.e., at axial distances greater than 300 orifice
diameters, and in the near field, i.e., at axial distances less than 100 orifice diameters. In
the far field, the comparisons are of drop mean velocities and drop fluctuation velocities
and in the near field they are of entrainment velocities and entrainment constants. Ad-
equate agreement is obtained quantitatively, within 30 percent, and qualitatively as pa-
rameters are changed. Unlike in traditional Lagrangian-drop Eulerian-fluid (LDEF) ap-
proaches that are employed for diesel spray computations, adequate resolution can be
employed in the near field to achieve numerical grid independence when the two-fluid
model is employed. A major source of uncertainty in the near field is in the modeling of
liquid jet breakup and atomization.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593708#

Introduction
The numerical modeling of diesel sprays is a challenging prob-

lem because of the wide range of spatial and temporal scales
associated with the physics of the sprays. An approach that is
widely employed is the Lagrangian-drop Eulerian-fluid~LDEF!
approach originally proposed by Duckowicz@1# and implemented
for spray computations by O’Rourke and Bracco@2#. In the LDEF
approach, the droplets which are formed through the atomization
process of the liquid jet are tracked in a Lagrangian frame of
reference through Monte-Carlo methods whereas the gas phase is
described in an Eulerian frame of reference. Momentum, mass,
and energy equations are solved for each drop and collisions and
secondary breakup are modeled. The LDEF approach is, in prin-
ciple, valid only for dilute sprays when the local gas void fraction
is greater than 99 percent. This criterion is not satisfied in the
region close to the injector orifice in the case of diesel sprays, i.e.,
within about 50 orifice diameters, where the presence of an intact
liquid core and the dense spray regime results in relatively small
gas void fractions. Hence, relatively large computational grid
sizes are employed near the orifice to enforce the criterion. It has
been shown that these grids are inadequate to resolve the flowfield
in the near-nozzle region. This may give rise to unphysical results,
@3–6#. Hence, alternate approaches have to be pursued.

In this work, we present an evaluation of a two-fluid Eulerian-
liquid Eulerian-gas~ELEG! model, that we have developed for
sprays, by comparing measured and computed mean drop veloci-
ties, drop fluctuation velocities, and entrainment characteristics.
The numerical limitations highlighted above are minimized with
the ELEG approach. Prior applications of the model, with a lo-
cally homogeneous flow assumption, have focused on computing
liquid penetrations@7,8#. The detailed derivations of the two-fluid
modeling equations are given in several references@9–12#. In the
following section, the model is briefly discussed. In the section
that follows, details of the measurements will be given. The com-
putational conditions will then be discussed. Results and discus-
sions follow. The paper closes with summary and conclusions.

The Eulerian-Liquid Eulerian-Gas „ELEG … Two-Fluid
Model

The essential idea of ELEG modeling of sprays is to solve
continuum Eulerian equations for the liquid and gas phases. The
formulation involves averaging the local and instantaneous equa-
tions for each phase. Eulerian ensemble averaging is used where
the independent variables are the spatial coordinate,X, and time,
t. Comprehensive reviews of the subject are given by several
authors,@9–11#. Reference@12# gives the detailed derivation of
the specific equations employed in this work.

The ensemble-averaged conservation of mass equation for
phasek is written as

]akrk

]t
1¹•~akrkUk!5Gk (1)

whereak is the volume fraction of phasek, rk is the density of
phasek, and Uk its velocity. Gk is a source term due to phase
change.

The ensemble-averaged momentum equation for phasek is
written as

]akrkUk

]t
1¹•~akrkUkUk!52ak¹Pk1¹•ak~tk=1tk

t
=

!1GkUk,i

1~Pk,i2Pk!¹ak1M k
d (2)

M k
d represents the transfer of momentum from one phase to the

other due to forces at the interface. It includes the forces of drag,
virtual mass, Saffman lift, Basset and Magnus forces@11#. Pk is
the average pressure of phasek andPk,i is the average interfacial
pressure.Uk,i is the average interfacial velocity. In this work we
have considered only the drag force. The virtual mass force is
brought about by transient effects when the drop is accelerated
through the carrier fluid. This effect is important only if the den-
sity of the carrier fluid is greater than the density of the particle
such as in bubbly flows. For diesel sprays the droplet density is
about 30 times more than the gas density so the virtual mass effect
is not significant. The Basset force accounts for the delay in the
boundary layer development as the relative velocity changes with
time. This effect may be important near the orifice where the
droplets are accelerating the surrounding gas, but evaluation of
this force is computationally very intensive because it involves
integration over all previous times. Moreover this force is an un-
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steady one and not relevant for steady sprays. It may affect the
transient evolution and may be an interesting study for future
research. The Saffman lift and Magnus forces depend on drop
spin. The drop spin in diesel sprays is not known with any degree
of certainty.

When the drag force alone is considered, the ensemble-
averaged expression for the momentum transfer term is

Mg
d5Cf$a lag~Ul2Ug!2~a lh l1aghg!¹ag% (2a)

where the coefficient,Cf , is given by

Cf5
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dp
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24
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h l andhg are the turbulent diffusivities of the liquid and the gas,
respectively.Ur is the relative velocity between the two phases.
dp is the drop diameter. We have assumedh l5hg . The turbulent
diffusion of the drop may differ from the turbulent diffusion of the
gas when the relative velocity between the drop and the gas is
comparable to the turbulent kinetic energy of the gas,@13,14#. For
diesel spray with drop diameters of the order of 20 microns, the
ratio of the drop response time to the characteristic gas flow time,
i.e., the Stokes number, is very small so the drop essentially fol-
low the gas flow field. The relative velocity is small in this case.
The drop sizes are smaller than the Kolmogorov length scales that
are of the order of 100 microns for the flows considered here. So
the drops remain within the turbulent eddies and are transported
by them. So the liquid turbulent diffusivities are not expected to
be very different from the gas diffusivities.hg is obtained from
the k-« turbulence model. This correlation forCd is valid for 1
,Red,1000. This condition on Red is satisfied in the spray ex-
cept near the injector orifice. The sum of the momentum transfer
in the gas and the liquid is zero. SoMg

d1M l
d50.

Following Ref. @9#, the ensemble-averaged energy equation is
written as

]akrkEk

]t
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t !
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t
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where Ek , qk , and Qk are the specific energy (internal
1kinetic) of phasek, is the molecular heat flux of phasek, and
the interfacial energy transfer to phasek, respectively.

In the case of multicomponent flows, where both the phases can
consist of different components moving with the phase velocity,
conservation equations are needed to solve for the mass fractions
of all the components/species within each phase. The ensemble-
averaged equation for conservation of speciesj within phasek
can be formulated analogous to single phase species conservation
equations,@15#. The equation is written as

]akrkYk, j

]t
1¹•~akrkUkYk, j !5¹•~akhk, j¹•Yk, j !1Gk, j (4)

whereYk, j is the mass fraction of speciesj in phasek andhk, j is
the diffusivity of speciesj in phasek. In an ensemble-averaged
formulation of the equation for diesel sprays, only the turbulent
diffusivity is important in which case the diffusivities of all the
species within a phase can be considered equal.

The k-« model is employed to represent turbulence. Thek-«
model is reasonable for modeling gas-phase turbulence in shear
layers as encountered in jets and mixing layers. Turbulence in
diesel sprays is primarily produced in the shear layer of the jet, so
this model is widely employed for sprays. Thek-« model solves
for the turbulent kinetic energy,kg , of the gas-phase and the
dissipation rate of the gas-phase turbulent kinetic energy,«g , with
the transport equations given below.

]agrgkg

]t
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t
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The production term,G, is related to the mean velocity field of
the gas-phase by the relation:G5t= g

t :¹Ug . Also, ng
t 5Cmkg

2/«g .
Standard model constants are employed forC1 , C2 , Cm , Prk ,
and Pr« , @16,17#. Sk and S« are terms that represent turbulence
modulation. In our work, the contributions of these terms are ne-
glected. The effect of drops in a dilute spray is to induce an extra
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in the gas due to the
acceleration/deceleration of the drops. This is important only if
the drops are large enough that their response time to changes in
the gas flow is large. For diesel sprays where the drop diameters
are of the order of 20 microns, this effect may not be significant.
The effect of drops may be significant in the near injector region
where the spray is dense. However, there are no good models to
account for back effect of drops in a dense spray.

We have discussed, in prior publications,@7,8#, two models for
vaporization of the liquid phase. The first model, which we refer
to as the equilibrium vaporization model, is developed for a lo-
cally homogeneous flow~LHF! where the entire mixture of liquid
and gas is assumed to behave as a single fluid, i.e., the spray is
treated as a single-phase multicomponent flow with the liquid
fuel, vapor fuel, and the ambient air as the individual components,
@8#. State relationships are employed to determine the fraction of
liquid vapor and air for a given set of thermodynamic conditions.
Phase equilibrium between liquid and vapor is assumed. In the
second model, that we refer to as the nonequilibrium vaporization
model, the conservation of mass equation, Eq.~1!, is solved for
each phase. The vaporization source termGk is obtained by as-
suming aD2-law for droplet vaporization in each computational
cell. Reference@7# may be consulted for a complete description.

An equation for the surface area concentration has been derived
and employed in the work to capture the variation in drop sizes
due to vaporization, break-up and coalescence. According to Ishii
@9#, the interface is convected with the interface velocity. In the
case of dispersed two-phase flows, the interface velocity is ap-
proximately equal to the dispersed phase velocity. So we formu-
late a transport equation for the surface area concentration on the
assumption that it is convected with the mass-averaged liquid-
phase velocity,Ul :

]Ls

]t
1¹•~UlLs!5fv1fb1fc (7)

whereLs is the surface area concentration.fv , fb , andfc are
the source terms due to vaporization, atomization, and drop
breakup and coalescence, respectively.

To model atomization, we employ the blob-atomization model
of Reitz@18# in which liquid blobs are injected with a radius equal
to the orifice radius and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability then
leads to the breakup of the blobs. The breakup model postulates
that a parent blob of radius,r p , breaks to form new stable drop-
lets of radii r c where r c5B0L, where L represents the wave-
length of the fastest growing wave. The constantB0 is given a
value of 0.61 as suggested by Reitz@18# and Beale and Reitz@19#.
The breakup occurs in a characteristic time that is inversely pro-
portional to the growth rate of the fastest growing wave,V. Ac-
cording to Reitz@18#, the breakup timetb is given by

tb5
3.726B1r p

VL
(8)
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where the constantB1 has been given values ranging from 10 to
60 in comparisons of computed and measured results,@18,19#. For
practical purposes the constantB1 is considered as a model con-
stant that should be calibrated for a given set of conditions. The
rate of decrease of the drop radius is given by the following em-
pirical relation:

drp

dt
52

r p2r c

tb
for r c,r p , or 50 for r c>r p . (9)

In the two-fluid model, the breakup model is implemented by
deriving an expression for the rate of increase of the surface area
concentration due to the breakup of the drops. This is done as
follows. The surface area concentration is related to the local Sau-
ter mean radius of the drop byLs53a l /r p . The differentiation of
this expression with respect to time, keeping the volume fraction
of the liquid constant during the breakup process and substitution
of Eq. ~9! for the rate of breakup yields the following expression:

fb5Ls

12r c /r p

tb
. (10)

During the implementation of the blob model, the value of the
orifice radius,a, is initially set equal to the local Sauter mean
radius of the droplets,r p , at the injector orifice.

We have developed a methodology to model the outcome of
collisions between drops within the context of ELEG modeling.
Collisions between drops can change the surface area concentra-
tion and subsequently the interface transport rates of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy. Collisions can be important in the dense
spray regime since the frequency of collisions is proportional to
the number density of the drops. According to the kinetic theory
for granular flow,@2,20#, the frequency of collisions between two
classes of drops, denoted bya andb, is given by

nab5~N/V!a~N/V!bp~r a1r b!2uUabu (11)

where (N/V)a and (N/V)b are the number density of droplets,r a
andr b are the radii of the droplets in classesa andb, respectively,
anduUabu is the relative velocity between the two drop classes. In
the two-fluid model, we solve for the local Sauter mean radius of
the drops,r p , and we assume the classesa andb to be identical,
each having drops of radiusr p . We then obtain the mean colli-
sional frequency density,ncoll as

ncoll5~N/V!2p4r p
2uU8u (12)

where we have approximated the relative velocity between the
droplets with the average fluctuating velocity of the droplets,
uU8u. The outcome of a collision is determined by the probability
of coalescence,hc , once a collision has occurred. The probability,
hc , is obtained from the physical criterion that the colliding drops
separate if the rotational energy of the coalesced drop pair exceeds
the surface energy required to reform the original drops from the
coalesced pair. The expression forhc as given by O’Rourke@21#
is

hc5min~2.4g~j!/Wec,l ,1! (13)

wherej is the drop size ratior b /r a which is equal to 1 in our
model.g(1)51.3. Wec,l is the collisional Weber number given by
Wecl5r lU82r p /s l , wheres l is the surface tension coefficient.
Each coalescence event decreases the local number of droplets by
1. So the rate of decrease due to coalescence can be expressed as

d~N/V!/dt52hcncoll . (14)

The rate of decrease of surface area concentration due to coa-
lescence is obtained from Eq.~14! by relating the surface area
concentration to the number density. Eliminating the drop diam-
eter, the following relation may be obtained for the surface area
concentration@12#:

Ls
3/253A4pa l~N/V!1/2. (15)

Differentiating Eq.~15! keeping the volume fraction of the liquid
constant during coalescence, the following expression may be ob-
tained for the rate of change of surface area concentration due to
coalescence.

fc5~dLs /dt!coalescence52hcLs
2uU8u/12. (16)

In deriving Eq.~16!, the rate expression given by Eq.~14! is used
along with the expression for the collisional frequency given by
Eq. ~12!. The value of the average fluctuation in the drop velocity
is assumed to be proportional to the RMS of the liquid velocity
fluctuations,U rms5A2kl /3, wherekl is the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy of the liquid phase. A constant of proportionality is intro-
duced to allow for the uncertainties in the droplet velocity distri-
butions. Thus we obtain

uU8u5CcollA2kl /3. (17)

The ratio of the liquid turbulence to gas turbulence in a spray
depends on the density ratio and the response time of the drop. In
this work, we have assumed the liquid turbulence to be equal to
the gas turbulence which is generally true except very close to the
orifice, @12#. The constantCcoll is treated as a model constant in
this work that can be changed to study the effect of collisions and
coalescence on the spray behavior. We have employed values for
Ccoll so that the effect of collisions are relatively small. Iyer@12#
presents a detailed evaluation of the effects of collisions.

The equations given above for the ELEG model are supple-
mented by equations for thermal and caloric equations of state.

A finite volume numerical method based on staggered grid and
donor-cell convective fluxes is employed to solve the equations
above. The method follows the semi-implicit formulation of Pa-
tankar and Spalding@22#, Liles and Reed@23#, and Magi@24#. In
this method, the pressure, the momenta, and the energy are used
as primary dependent variables. A Poisson-type equation is formu-
lated for the pressure by manipulating the continuity and the mo-
mentum equations with the constraint of the equation of state.
This scheme is well suited to low Mach number flows because of
the weak linkage between the pressure and the density,@22,24#.
Staggered grid is employed for the vector quantities with respect
to the scalar quantities. The staggering avoids decoupling of the
pressure and velocity fields,@25#. The pressure based numerical
scheme employed in this work is accurate for Mach numbers less
than 0.3. It can be used for higher Mach numbers except that it
cannot capture the propagation of shock waves. The Mach num-
bers for the flows used in this work may be high, very close to the
orifice, but they decrease rapidly as the jet expands and diffuses
out. The Mach numbers are within the range of applicability of the
numerical scheme beyond about 10–20 orifice diameters down-
stream of the orifice.

Measurement Details
In this work, comparisons of computed and measured results

will be presented for two sets of measurements. One set of mea-
surements focuses on the far field of sprays~i.e., x/d.300)
whereas the second set focuses on entrainment characteristics in
the near field~i.e., x/d,100) wherex is the axial distance andd
is the orifice diameter.

Measurements of axial and radial drop velocities in steady
sprays were made by Wu et al.@26#. The fuel, n-hexane, was
injected into quiescent nitrogen at room temperature but at high
pressures such that the ratio of the gas density to the injected
liquid density is similar to that in a diesel engine cylinder at top
dead center, i.e., at the end of compression. The conditions in the
measurements are shown in Table 1. The spray was injected into a
constant volume chamber of 19 cm internal diameter and length of
90 cm. For more details on the measurement technique and the
laser-Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! optics employed, the reader is
referred to the experimental paper,@26#. The data was taken in a
time window between 0.5–1.0 s after start of injection~ASI!. The
authors of the experimental paper state that steady state is reached
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well before 1.0 s due to the high velocity and small sizes of the
drops. The characteristic time for steady state as reported by Wu
et al.@26# is about 0.03 s. Statistics of the mean axial velocity and
the mean fluctuations in the axial drop velocities were obtained
from the instantaneous LDV measurements. The estimated error
in the mean axial velocity was reported to be less than 2 percent
and the error in the fluctuation amplitude was reported to be less
than 3 percent. The statistics of the radial component of the drop
velocities were not reported due to a large error. The measure-
ments of the mean and fluctuating axial velocities were reported at
axial stations ofx/d5300, 400, 500, 600, and 800 downstream of
the orifice.

We will also present comparisons of computed and measured
entrainment velocities and constants in sprays. The measurements
are those of Cossali et al.@27# and Andriani et al.@28#. They
studied air entrainment in a transient diesel spray using LDV to
measure gas velocities. Their focus was to study the effect of gas
density and temperature. The spray was injected into a confined
quiescent environment and the entrainment flow rate was evalu-
ated by measuring the air velocity component normal to a cylin-
drical geometric surface surrounding the spray. The injection con-
ditions in the measurements are summarized in Table 2. The
closed cylindrical chamber had an internal diameter of 206 mm,
with injection along the axis of the cylinder. The duration of in-
jection was measured using laser beam obscuration and was mea-
sured as 3.3 ms. The average mass of fuel injected was obtained
as 0.0306 g per injection. Cossali et al.@27# estimated the injected
mass flow rate as a function of time from the total mass injected,
the injection duration, and the measured injection pressure history.
Figure 1 shows the estimated injected mass flow rate as a function
of time during the period of injection. The average injection ve-
locity obtained from the total mass injected and the injection du-
ration is 230 m/s as given in Table 2.

The injection conditions are kept constant for all the measured
cases. Five different measured ambient conditions were consid-
ered in the work of Cossali et al.@27# and are given in Table 3.
Each case given in Table 3 has a different combination of ambient
temperature and density. The ambient temperatures were varied
from 298 K to 473 K and the ambient densities were varied from
1.17 kg/m3 to 7.02 kg/m3. The objective of choosing the condi-
tions given in Table 3 is to study the independent effects of am-
bient temperature and ambient density on the entrainment charac-
teristics. For example, Cases 1, 3, and 4 have the same ambient
temperature of 298 K but different ambient densities. Cases 4 and
5 have the same ambient density but different ambient tempera-
tures. The maximum uncertainties in the measured temperatures
as stated by Cossali et al.@27# are65 K and the uncertainties in
the density are61.5 kg/m3.

Computational Conditions
The comparisons with the measurements of Wu et al.@26# are

performed in an axisymmetric chamber of length 20 cm and di-
ameter 10 cm. The farthest axial location in the measurements was
x/d5800 which corresponds to an axial distance of about 10 cm.
From our prior work, we know that keeping the length of the
domain at 20 cm is sufficient to ensure that the far downstream
boundary conditions do not affect the computed values up to a
downstream axial distance of 10 cm. The diameter of the compu-
tational chamber was kept to be 10 cm, though the diameter of the
chamber in the measurements was 19 cm. However, it was found
that the radial spread of the spray was less than 2.5 cm even at the
farthest downstream location for which comparisons were made.
Also, from prior work, a diameter of 10 cm has been shown to be
sufficient to minimize the effect of the side walls on the spray,@7#.
The computational grid is shown in Fig. 2. The axial grid resolu-
tion is uniform withDx50.1 cm. There is a stretching of the grid
in the radial direction with two cells in the orifice radius. The
radial grid size is 0.003 cm at the centerline and is stretched
to a maximum of about 0.3 cm beyond a radius of about 3 cm
from the centerline. The total number of grid cells in the radial
direction is 56.

The conditions in the computations are identical to the mea-
sured conditions that are shown in Table 1. The properties of
n-hexane are used for the liquid fuel and nitrogen is used as the
ambient. The initial ambient temperature is 300 K. The equilib-
rium vaporization model is employed because vaporization is not
significant in these sprays. The blob atomization model is em-
ployed with the constantB1520. Computations were also per-
formed with B1510, but the computed liquid velocity and the
turbulent kinetic energy values did not show a noticeable change
for axial locations greater than 300 orifice diameters. Compari-

Table 1 Conditions for velocity measurements in diesel
sprays, †26‡. Fuel: n-hexane, r lÄ665 kg Õm3, m lÄ3.2Ã10À4 N
"sÕm2 s lÄ1.84Ã10À2 NÕm, dÄ127 microns

Case P ~MPa! ra (kg/m3) U inj m/s

A 4.24 48.68 127
B 1.48 17.024 127
C 4.24 48.68 194

Table 2 Injection conditions for entrainment measurements,
†27,28‡

Orifice diameter,d 0.25 mm
Injected mass 0.306 g

Injection duration 3.3 ms
Density of injected fuelr l 820 kg/m3

Average injection velocityU inj 230 m/s

Fig. 1 Injected mass flow rate versus time. Measurements of
Cossali et al. †27‡.

Table 3 Ambient conditions for entrainment measurements,
†27,28‡

Case Temperature~K! Density kg/m3

1 298 7.02
2 413 5.06
3 298 1.17
4 298 5.06
5 473 5.06
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sons are made of the mean liquid axial velocity profiles and the
turbulent kinetic energy profiles. The turbulent kinetic energy is
related to the amplitude of the fluctuating velocity that is mea-
sured.

In the case of the comparisons with the measurements of Cos-
sali et al.@27#, computations are performed in a closed axisym-
metric chamber with a chamber radius of 10.3 cm as was the case
in the measurements. The chamber length was taken as 24 cm.
This length was sufficient to avoid spray impingement on the far
wall during the injection period. The structure of the computa-
tional grid is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. The number of
cells in the radial direction is 86 with four cells inside the orifice
radius that gives a minimum grid size of 3.12531023 cm inside
the orifice. The grid in the radial direction is stretched as shown in
Fig. 2 to a maximum radial size of 0.4 cm beyond a radius of 4 cm
from the centerline. This grid will be referred to as the lower
resolution grid. A finer grid referred to as the higher resolution
grid is also employed. The higher resolution grid has eight cells in
the orifice radius and a total of 130 cells in the radial direction.
Both the resolutions have a uniform axial grid size of 0.1 cm.

The orifice diameter, the total mass injected and the injection
duration in the computations are identical to those in the measure-
ments. A constant injection velocity equal to the average injection
velocity of 230 m/s as given in Table 2 is used in several of the
computations. A computation is also performed with the injection
rate as shown in Fig. 1. The ambient conditions corresponding to
the five cases given in Table 3 are used in the computations.
Tetradecane is used as the injected fuel to represent diesel fuel.
The density of the fuel is taken as 820 kg/m3 as given in the
measurements. The surface tension and viscosity of the liquid re-
quired in the core breakup model are 1.431022 N/m and 3.5
31025N•s/m2, respectively, values typical for tetradecane at
room temperature. Vaporization is predicted using the equilibrium
vaporization model.

Results and Discussions

Results in the Far Field „i.e., xÕdÌ300…. We now compare
the computed steady axial liquid velocities with the measurements

of Wu et al. @26#. Figure 3 shows the computed and measured
steady axial liquid velocity as a function of the radial distance
from the centerline at axial locations ofx/d5400 and 600 for
Case A. The computed and the measured velocities are maximum
at the centerline and decrease with increase in the radial distance.
The computations appear to underpredict the axial velocities near
the centerline by about 20 percent at both the axial locations.
Beyond a radial distance of 0.5 cm the computed and measured
values agree within 10 percent. The computed and measured ra-
dial spread of the axial velocity profile appear to show reasonable
agreement at both the axial locations. Figure 4 shows the com-
puted and measured steady axial liquid velocity as a function of
the radial distance for Case B. In Case B, the ambient density is
lower than that in Case A, the other conditions remaining the
same. Figure 4 shows that the axial liquid velocities near the
centerline (r 50) are greater than those for Case A at the same
axial locations in both measurements and computations. This is
expected since the spray penetrates more when the ambient den-
sity is lower and so the centerline liquid velocities are greater at
the same axial location. The computed axial liquid velocities for
Case B are higher than the measured values by about 20–30 per-
cent near the centerline. The agreement between the computed
and the measured values are better beyond a radius of 0. 5 cm.

Fig. 2 Computational grid. Parameters indicated are for com-
parisons with measurements of Wu et al. †26‡.

Fig. 3 Axial velocity versus radial distance: comparisons with
measurements: Case A

Fig. 4 Axial liquid velocity versus radial distance: compari-
sons with measurements: Case B
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Figure 5 shows the computed and measured steady axial liquid
velocity as a function of radial distance for Case C. The injection
velocity in Case C is greater than in Case A. So the axial liquid
velocities near the centerline are greater for Case C as compared
to Case A as shown in Fig. 5. The agreement between the com-
puted and the measured values is within 15 percent for Case C for
both the axial locations (x/d5400 and 600! considered.

Overall, there is reasonable agreement between the computed
and the measured velocity profiles for the three cases considered.
The maximum discrepancies are of the order of 20–30 percent
that can be attributed to a combination of uncertainties in the
measurements and the interface transport models, especially the
momentum transfer model that is the most relevant for the non-
vaporizing sprays considered in this study. Indeed the higher in-
jection velocity case, Case C, shows the closest agreement be-
tween the computed and the measured velocities since the
momentum transfer rates are faster at higher velocities and so the
flow field is close to that in a homogenous flow where the degree
of uncertainty is less. This is significant as the injection velocities
in diesel sprays which are of the order of 200–400 m/s are closer
to the conditions in Case C than in Cases A and B. So the com-
parisons presented in this section imply that the model shows
better agreement with measurements when conditions are closer to
those in diesel engines.

We now compare the computed steady turbulent kinetic energy
of the liquid with the measurements of Wu et al.@26#. It should be
noted that the assumption is made that the turbulent kinetic energy
of the liquid is same as that of the gas as equations for the mixture
turbulence are solved. The measurements were made of the RMS

of the liquid axial velocity fluctuations,AUx8
2. We assume isotro-

pic turbulence and relate the measured RMS of the fluctuations to
the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid. The turbulent kinetic
energy is then related to the RMS of the fluctuations by

kl5
3Ux8

2

2
. (18)

The kl so obtained from Eq.~18! is then treated as the measured
liquid turbulent kinetic energy that is compared with the computed
values. Figure 6 shows the computed and measured turbulent ki-
netic energy of the liquid as a function of the radial distance from
the centerline for Case A for axial locations ofx/d5400 and 600.
For each axial location, the turbulent kinetic energy is normalized
by the square of the centerline liquid axial velocity,Ulx0

2 , at that
location and is plotted against the radial distance normalized by
the half-width of the jet,r /r 1/2, at that axial location. The half-

width at an axial location is defined as the radial distance from the
centerline where the liquid velocity decreases to half its centerline
value at the axial location. Figure 6 shows that the computed
normalized turbulent kinetic energy reaches a maximum at a ra-
dial distance of about 0.5 half-widths from the centerline for both
the axial locations. The measurements show a similar trend. This
is because turbulence is generated in the region of large velocity
gradients that are located radially away from the centerline. The
computed values of the normalized turbulent kinetic energies at
the two axial locations are within 15–20 percent of each other.
This implies that the kinetic energy profiles are approximately
self-similar. There is more scatter in the measured data near the
centerline. The computed profiles agree quantitatively within 20
percent with the measured data beyondr /r 1/251. Nearer to the
centerline (r ,r 1/2) the computed values overpredict the measured
data by about 40 percent atx/d5400 and by about 20 percent at
x/d5600 indicating that the measured values reach a self-similar
state at a greater axial distance. For radial distances beyond the
half-width, the computed values appear to underpredict the mea-
sured data by about 20–30 percent.

Figures 7 and 8 show the normalized turbulent kinetic energy
profiles for Cases B and C respectively at the axial locations of
x/d5400 and 600. There is an overall agreement in trend for both

Fig. 5 Axial liquid velocity versus radial distance: compari-
sons with measurements: Case C

Fig. 6 Turbulent kinetic energy versus radial distance: com-
parisons with measurements: Case A

Fig. 7 Turbulent kinetic energy versus radial distance: com-
parisons with measurements: Case B
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these cases as in Case A. The profiles are close to self-similar for
both the cases because the values at the two axial locations do not
differ by more than 20 percent. The differences in the computed
values at the two axial locations are more near the centerline as is
the case with the measurements. Overall there is reasonable agree-
ment in trends between the computed and measured turbulent ki-
netic energy profiles for the three cases considered. The discrep-
ancies in quantitative values can be attributed to the uncertainties
in the measured data, to the assumption of isotropy in estimating
the measured turbulent kinetic energy and to the assumption that
the computed turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid is equal to that
of the gas.

Results in the Near Field„i.e., xÕdË100…

Comparisons of Computed and Measured Entrainment Velocity.
Details of the measurements of Cossali et al.@27# and Andriani
et al. @28# have been given earlier. They measured the radial ve-
locity of the gas at a radius of 10 mm from the centerline and
defined that as the entrainment velocity,Ve . The radius of 10 mm
was chosen as a compromise between the difficulties in measuring
velocities too close to the centerline and the large relative errors in
the radial velocities with increasing radial distance from the cen-
terline. The entrainment velocity,Ve , can be expressed as

Ve52Vg,r (x,r s ,t) (19)

where the radius of the control surface,r s , is 10 mm.Vg,r (x,r s ,t) is
the radial gas velocity at a surface located at radiusr s , at axial
locationx, and timet. The negative sign is used because entrain-
ment velocity is considered positive if the gas velocity is directed
radially inwards, i.e., towards the centerline of the spray. The
computed entrainment velocity is defined in an identical manner.

Figure 9 shows the computed and measured entrainment veloc-
ity as a function of time for Case 1. The entrainment velocity is
shown for three different axial locationsx522.5 mm, x
532.5 mm, andx557.5 mm.B1510 is employed in the atomi-
zation model. The figure shows that for the three axial locations
the computed and the measured entrainment velocities start de-
creasing to negative values after an initial period of zero entrain-
ment velocity. The decrease is associated with the passage of the
head vortex of the jet where the gas tends to be pushed radially
outwards by the incoming liquid jet. The velocity reaches a maxi-
mum negative value for all the axial locations shown and then
starts increasing. The entrainment velocity then becomes positive,
which implies that the head vortex has passed the axial location
considered and the jet is now entraining the ambient gas at that

location. It appears from Fig. 9 that the computed maximum nega-
tive entrainment velocity increases with increase in axial location
for the axial locations considered. This implies that the strength of
the head vortex as measured by the velocity with which the gas is
pushed out, increases as the vortex travels downstream from the
orifice. A similar implication is made by other researchers,
@28,29#, that the size of the head vortex increases because of the
quasi-steady jet that feeds it. Once the jet starts entraining, the
velocity increases with time and reaches a steady value before the
end of injection at 3.3 ms as shown by the computations in Fig. 9.
The computed steady entrainment velocity increases with increase
in axial location. The measurements and computed results show
the same trend. The computed steady entrainment velocities ap-
pear to be greater than the measured values, with the computa-
tions overpredicting the steady entrainment velocity by about 30
percdent atx557.5 mm. Figure 9 also shows the computed en-
trainment velocities as a function of time for the three axial loca-
tions when the higher grid resolution is employed. The computed
velocities are almost identical for the two resolutions atx
557.5 mm. The higher resolution appears to predict a lower
steady entrainment velocity forx522.5 andx532.5 mm. How-
ever, the differences in the computed velocities are not more than
10–15 percent.

The quantitative discrepancies between the computed and the
measured entrainment velocities shown in Fig. 9 may be attributed
to the uncertainties in the computational models used for atomi-
zation and interface transport. One particular model where uncer-
tainties are expected is the core breakup model. We now explore
the sensitivity of the entrainment velocity to the model constant
B1 . Figure 10 shows the computed and measured entrainment
velocities as a function of time for Case 1 at the three different
axial locations withB1520. The variation of the computedVe
with time appears similar to that shown in Fig. 9 but agrees more
closely with the measurements. The steady velocities atx
557.5 mm andx532.5 mm appear to agree with the measure-
ments within 15 percent and the steady velocity atx522.5 mm
appears to agree within 20–25 percent. Subsequent results will be
presented withB1520. The computed and the measured entrain-
ment velocities shown in Figs. 9 and 10 decrease after the end of
injection as expected. The computations show a sudden rise in
velocities after the end of injection before the velocity decreases.
This may be an unsteady effect due to the sudden stop of injection
after a constant injection rate. To investigate this possibility we

Fig. 8 Turbulent kinetic energy versus radial distance: com-
parisons with measurements: Case C

Fig. 9 Entrainment velocity versus time: computed „B 1Ä10…
and measured: Case 1: ¿, s, n measured; — computed, lower
resolution; --- computed, higher resolution
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performed a computation where we employ the injection rate pro-
file as estimated by Cossali et al., in their measurements and
shown in Fig. 1. This injection profile has a gradual decrease in
the injection mass flow rate towards the end of injection. Figure
10 also shows the computed and measured entrainment velocity as
a function of time for Case 1 when the computations are per-
formed with the measured injection rate profile. The computed
velocities do not show the sudden rise at the end of injection and
the decay of the entrainment velocity is in reasonable agreement
with the measurements.

Comparison of Computed and Measured Entrainment Constant
The entrainment constant,Ke , is a nondimensional entrainment
rate and is defined at a given location,x, as

Ke5
dṁe~x!

dx

d

ṁi
S r l

ra
D 1/2

(20)

whereṁe is the total mass flow rate of the entrained gas across the
cross section of the jet at axial location,x. d is the orifice diam-
eter.ṁi is the injected mass flow rate.r l andra are the injected
and ambient densities, respectively.dṁe(x)/dx may be written as
2prraVe , @30#. Notice that the entrainment constant as defined
by Eq. ~20! is relevant only in the steady portion of the jet. In the
measurements,@27#, Eq. ~27! with the substitution fordṁe(x)/dx
was used to calculate entrainment constant because the entrain-
ment velocity was the only data measured. However, in the com-
putations, it is convenient to employ Eq.~20! directly since the
entire velocity field is computed. For this purpose, the mass flow
rate across the jet cross section at an axial location,x, is defined
as the total positive mass flow rate ats, integrated radially across
the domain. Thus,

ṁe~x!5E
r 50

r 5Rc

2pragrg@@Vx~r !,0##dr (21)

whereRc is the chamber radius,Vx is the axial velocity, and the
operation@@a,b## represents the maximum ofa andb.

Computations are performed to evaluate the effect of ambient
density on the entrainment constant in sprays. The ambient con-
ditions corresponding to Cases 1, 3, and 4 are chosen for this
purpose. All these cases have the same ambient temperature of
298 K but different ambient densities. Figure 11 shows the com-
puted and measured entrainment constant as a function of the
axial distance from the orifice for Cases 1, 3, and 4. The computed

values are averaged in the time interval between 2 and 3 ms after
start of injection, i.e., once steady values are reached. The figure
shows that the measured entrainment constant decreases with de-
crease in ambient density at all the axial locations shown. The
computed entrainment constant shows a similar trend. Decrease in
ambient density increases the drop sizes and the breakup length.
So the transfer of momentum from the liquid to the gas is slower
as the ambient density is decreased. So it is expected that the
entrainment constant in the near field decreases with decreasing
ambient density. The quantitative agreement between the mea-
surements and the computations is good for Case 1. However, for
Cases 3 and 4, the computations appear to underpredict the en-
trainment constant by more than 40 percent at all the axial loca-
tions shown. This may be due to uncertainties in our knowledge of
atomization and break up processes in diesel sprays and it requires
more theoretical and experimental investigations.

It should be noted that the measurements of Cossali et al.@27#
are for ambient densities that are lower than those in diesel en-
gines near top dead center. Also, the measurements are for non-
vaporizing sprays. It would be of interest to investigate the behav-
ior of the entrainment constant for vaporizing diesel sprays for
different ambient densities. There are no reported measurements
of entrainment constant in vaporizing diesel sprays to our best
knowledge. So we can only look at the computed entrainment
constant under these conditions. Figure 12 shows the computed
entrainment constant as a function of the axial distance from the
orifice for five ambient densities range from 3.3– 60 kg/m3. The
five cases correspond to the spray penetration measurements per-
formed at the Sandia National Laboratories,@31#. The conditions
are shown in Table 4. The ambient temperature is 1000 K and the
injection pressure is 136 MPa. Figure 12 shows that the entrain-
ment constant increases with axial distance in the near field for all
the cases. However, for ambient densities greater than 14.8 kg/m3,
Ke reaches a steady value of about 0.32 within 1.5–2.0 cm, i.e.,
about 15 effective diameters downstream of the orifice. The value
of 0.32 is approximately the value of the entrainment constant in
steady gas jets as shown in prior works,@29,32,33#. For lower
ambient densities the steady value is reached at a further down-
stream location and the value ofKe in the near field is lower. Thus
it appears from Fig. 12 that under typical diesel conditions, (ra

514.8-30 kg/m3), the entrainment constant reaches a steady
value of about 0.32 for all densities within several diameters from
the orifice. A steady entrainment constant was not obtained in the
measurements of Cossali et al.@27#, because of the low ambient
densities and also because of the fact that the measurements were
confined to the near field.

Fig. 10 Entrainment velocity versus time: computed with mea-
sured injection rate profile for Case 1: ¿, s, n measured; —
computed with uniform rejection rate; --- computed with mea-
sured injection rate

Fig. 11 Entrainment versus axial distance: computed and
measured: effect of ambient density
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Figure 13 shows the computed and measured entrainment con-
stant as a function of the axial distance from the orifice for Cases
4 and 5 of Cossali et al.@27# shown in Table 3. Both these cases
have the same ambient density of 5.6 kg/m3 but Case 4 has an
ambient temperature of 298 K whereas Case 5 has an ambient
temperature of 473 K. The figure shows that the measured entrain-
ment constant for Case 5 is greater than that for Case 4 by as large
as a factor of 2 at the axial location of 4 cm from the orifice. The
computations also predict an increase in the entrainment constant
when the ambient temperature is increased from 298 K in Case 4
to 473 K in Case 5 but by about 30 percent, which is not as large
as in the measurements. Cossali et al.@27#, have mentioned that a
possible explanation for the increase in the entrainment constant is

that the increase in the gas temperature increases the laminar vis-
cosity of the gas and enhances momentum transfer by drag forces.
The increase in the laminar viscosity is about 30 percent when the
temperature is increased from 298 K to 473 K. There is also
another possible explanation: The liquid may vaporize at the
higher temperature, which may increase the efficiency of liquid-
gas momentum transfer due to the transfer of the momentum car-
ried by the evaporating mass. This fact has also been mentioned
by Cossali et al.@27#. To test the two possible explanations men-
tioned above, we performed two more computations that we de-
note by Case 5a and Case 5b. Case 5a is a computation for the
same ambient conditions as Case 5 but the laminar viscosity in
Case 5a is set equal to that at 298 K corresponding to that of Case
4. This exercise removes the dependence of the viscosity on the
temperature and helps us to test whether increase in viscosity is
the reason for the increase in the value of entrainment constant. In
Case 5b, octane is used as the injected fuel, the other injection and
ambient conditions remaining identical to those in Case 5. We
employ octane to assess the effect of vaporization. Octane being
more volatile than tetradecane should show an increase in entrain-
ment constant if vaporization is the cause for the increase in en-
trainment constant.

Figure 14 shows the computed entrainment constant as a func-
tion of axial distance from the orifice for Cases 4, 5, 5a, and 5b.
The figure shows that the entrainment constant for Case 5a is
similar to that for Case 5 excluding some minor fluctuations. If
increase in viscosity were the reason for the increase in entrain-
ment constant, then Case 5a should have predicted entrainment
constant values that are closer to Case 4. As that is not the case
according to Fig. 14, the effect of viscosity in increasing the mo-
mentum transfer due to drag is probably not significant for the
conditions considered. However, there appears to be an effect of
vaporization on the entrainment constant because Case 5b with
octane as the injected fuel predicts a significant increase in the
entrainment constant compared to Case 5. In fact, the behavior of
the entrainment constant for Case 5b is similar to that in vaporiz-
ing diesel sprays as shown in Fig. 12 in thatKe approaches a
steady value in the range of 0.3–0.33. Thus it appears that the
increase in the entrainment constant with increase in the ambient
temperature is most likely due to the vaporization of the fuel. It is
possible that the diesel fuel used in the measurements might have
had some volatile components that vaporizes at 473 K. So the
measured sensitivity ofKe to temperature is more than those pre-
dicted by computations with tetradecane as the injected fuel.
There can also be a possible effect of the temperature on the
atomization process for which no quantitative models exist,@27#.

Fig. 12 Computed entrainment constant versus axial distance
for vaporizing sprays: effect of ambient density

Table 4 Experimental conditions for vaporizing sprays, †31‡

Case ra (kg/m3) Ta ~K! r
l
(kg/m3) Pl ~MPa! d mm

A 3.3 988 706 137 0.257
B 6.85 1010 705 139 0.257
C 13.9 1001 703 142 0.257
D 28.1 1000 703 147 0.257
E 58.4 1002 699 121 0.257

Fig. 13 Entrainment constant versus axial distance: computed
and measured: effect of ambient temperature

Fig. 14 Computed entrainment constant versus axial dis-
tance: effect of drag and vaporization
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Summary and Conclusions
A two-fluid Eulerian-liquid Eulerian-gas model for diesel

sprays is employed to compute drop mean axial velocity and drop
velocity fluctuations in the far field of a spray, i.e., at axial dis-
tances that are greater than 300 orifice diameters, and entrainment
characteristics in the near field, i.e., at axial distances that are less
than 100 orifice diameters, of a spray. The results are compared
with measurements. The drop mean axial velocity values agree
within 20 percent. In the case of drop velocity fluctuations, the
agreement is within 40 percent at all radial distances. It is shown
that the agreement between computed and measured values im-
proves at chamber conditions closer to those in diesel engines. In
the near field, the trends in entrainment velocity and entrainment
constant are reproduced with adequate accuracy. Quantitative
agreement is achieved within 30 percent. However, the quantita-
tive results are sensitive to the choice of constants in the atomi-
zation model. Hence, there is a need to improve the understanding
of the physics of atomization. Most importantly, unlike in tradi-
tional LDEF approaches, adequate numerical resolution can be
employed in the near field with the ELEG model. This makes it
possible to study the physics without the difficulties associated
with numerical errors.
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Nomenclature

d 5 orifice diameter
dp 5 droplet diameter
Ek 5 ensemble-averaged specific energy (internal1kinetic)

of phasek
Ke 5 entrainment constant
kk 5 turbulent kinetic energy of phasek
Ls 5 surface area concentration

M k
d 5 averaged interfacial force density for phasek

Pk 5 average pressure of phasek
Pk,i 5 averaged interface pressure on phase,k side
Qk 5 interfacial energy transfer to phasek

qk ,qk
t 5 molecular and turbulent heat flux of phasek, respec-

tively
r p 5 radius of droplet
Re 5 Reynolds number
Uk 5 Favre-averaged velocity of phasek

x 5 axial distance in a jet
ak 5 volume fraction of phasek
«k 5 dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy of phasek
hk 5 gas-phase diffusivity of phasek
Gk 5 phase-change source term for phasek
nk

t 5 turbulent viscosity of phasek
rk 5 averaged density of phasek

t= k ,t=
k

t
5 molecular and turbulent stress tensor of phasek, re-

spectively

Subscripts

a 5 ambient fluid
g 5 gas
i 5 interface
j 5 componentj
k 5 phasek
l 5 liquid
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Effect of Reynolds Number and
Surface Roughness on the
Efficiency of Centrifugal Pumps
A procedure has been developed to predict the effects of roughness and Reynolds number
on the change in efficiency from a model or baseline to a prototype pump (‘‘efficiency
scaling’’). The analysis of individual losses takes into account different roughnesses of
impeller, diffuser/volute, impeller side disks, and casing walls in the impeller side rooms.
The method also allows to predict the effect of roughness and Reynolds number on the
hydraulic efficiency. The calculations are based on physical models but the weighting of
impeller versus diffuser/volute roughness and the fraction of scalable losses within im-
peller and diffuser/volute are determined empirically from the analysis of tests with in-
dustrial pumps. The fraction of scalable impeller/diffuser/volute losses is found to de-
crease with growing specific speed. Roughness effects in the diffuser/volute are stronger
than in the impeller, but the dominance of the stator over the rotor decreases with in-
creasing specific speed. The procedure includes all flow regimes from laminar to turbulent
and from hydraulically smooth to fully rough. It is validated by tests with viscosities
between 0.2 to 3000 cSt and Reynolds numbers between 1500 and 108. The hydraulic
losses depend on the patterns of roughness, near-wall turbulence, and the actual velocity
distribution in the hydraulic passages. These effects—which are as yet not amenable to
analysis—limit the accuracy of any efficiency prediction procedure for decelerated flows.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593711#

1 Introduction
As with the flow in a pipe or over a flat plate, energy losses in

turbomachinery depend on Reynolds number Re and relative sur-
face roughness«/d. The efficiencyh of a centrifugal pump is thus
affected by these parameters in various ways; it depends on size,
speed, viscosity and roughness. ‘‘Efficiency scaling’’ predicts the
efficiencies ofgeometric similar pumpsas a function of Reynolds
number and roughness. Important practical applications of said
dependency are:

1. ‘‘efficiency scaling,’’ i.e., the estimation of the efficiency
ha5 f (Rea , «a /da) of a prototype from the measured effi-
ciencyhM5 f (ReM , «M /dM) of a model or baseline pump.

2. estimation of the efficiency expected in the plant at higher
speed and/or different viscosity from a works test with cold
water at lower speed. A typical application would be a boiler
feed pump tested for example at 1500 rpm with water of
20°C running in the power station at 6000 rpm with water of
180°C.

3. estimation of pump performance with highly viscous liquids,
e.g., oil with 3000 cSt, from performance curves established
from cold water tests.

4. assessment of efficiency gain expected from a roughness
reduction versus extra costs involved in surface finish im-
provement.

5. impact of roughness of impeller versus volute or diffuser on
efficiency; i.e., answering the question, where efforts to im-
prove surface finish are best spent. This effect is expected to
depend on the type and the specific speednq of the pump.

While items 1 and 2 have been dealt with traditionally by for-
mulas for ‘‘efficiency scaling,’’@1–10#, pump performance with
highly viscous fluids~item 3! is estimated from empirical corre-

lations, @11#, or loss analysis,@12,13#. Due to the complexity of
turbulent flows over rough surfaces items 4 and 5 are less well
documented.

The energy losses in a pump consist essentially of head losses
in the hydraulic passages of impeller and casing, volumetric and
disk friction, as well as mechanical losses.

The objectives of the present contribution are thus:

• to present a unified procedure for estimating the impact of
speed, size, viscosity and roughness on efficiency in order to
handle applications as listed above under items 1 to 5;

• to provide also a method for scaling thehydraulic efficiency
as function of Reynolds number and roughness; this topic is
scarcely documented in a generic way.

• to cover the entire range from hydraulically rough~turbulent!
flows to laminar flows as well as the transition between tur-
bulent and laminar flow for technically rough surfaces;

• to include the effect of specific speed on loss distribution in
said procedure; and

• to predict efficiency if the various pump components have
different surface roughness.

2 Previous Work on Efficiency Scaling
Due to the important technical and economic impact of Rey-

nolds and roughness effects on efficiency a large number of pub-
lications have been devoted to this topic. A detailed review of
these efforts is beyond the scope of this contribution, but a short
overview of past work is given below in order to review the vari-
ous approaches taken and their limitations. Osterwalder and Hippe
@1–4# present detailed reviews of work done till the end of the
early 1980s and the limits of application as well as problems of
various approaches to efficiency scaling. In@2# and@4# 15 formu-
las of varying complexity for efficiency scaling are listed and
discussed. Scaling of theinner efficiencyh i5h/hm is physically
more meaningful than scaling theoverall efficiency.

Various methods are available to efficiency scaling,@5#:
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a. analytical ‘‘efficiency scaling’’ formulas of various complex-
ity based on drag coefficients of pipes or flat plates assuming
either hydraulically smooth or rough surfaces.

b. empirical formulas or graphs based on statistics of efficiency
as function of specific speed and design flow rate, which
intend to capture the effect of size and speed.

c. by a detailed analysis of all energy losses in the model
~‘‘baseline’’! and the prototype the dependence of the indi-
vidual losses on Reynolds and roughness is calculated and
the prototype efficiency determined.

d. numerical flow calculations of model and prototype.

2.1 Efficiency Scaling for Hydraulically Smooth Surfaces.
Earlier attempts considered the effect of the Reynolds number and
recognized that only a fractionV of the energy losses are Re
dependent:

12h i ,a

12h i ,M
5V1~12V!S ReM

Rea
D m

. (1)

Equation ~1! considers the inner efficiencyh i5Pu /Pi5h/hm .
For turbulent, hydraulically smooth flowm50.2 andV50.5 were
proposed. The main weakness of Eq.~1! is that the exponent m
depends on the Reynolds number and roughness as pointed out by
various authors~e.g., @1–5#!: In the fully rough flow region the
exponent would becomem50; in the general casem depends on
Reynolds and roughness and can vary between zero and 1.0 with
laminar flow. Wiesner@6# quotes 15 authors which have used Eq.
~1! to correlate their test data; these authors foundV50 to 0.57
andm50.1 to 0.5 depending on their individual test data.

2.2 Efficiency Scaling for Hydraulically Smooth and
Rough Surfaces. A more general approach is to use the ratio of
friction factorslR5 f (Re, «/d) rather than the Reynolds number
for efficiency scaling,@1–5#. This leads to formulas of the type
given for compressors by Strub et al.@7#:

12h i ,a

12h i ,M
5

V1~12V!
lR,a

lR`,a

V1~12V!
lR,M

lR`,M

lR5
1

S 1.7422 logF2«CLA

b2
1

18.7

ReAlR
G D 2 . (2)

In Eq. ~2! was set V50.3 and pipe friction datalR
5 f (Re, «/d) were taken; for explicit formula see@5#. lR is deter-
mined for Reb25u2b2 /n and the CLA~center line average! or AA
~arithmetic average! roughness«CLA . lR` is the friction factor for
fully rough flow at the relative roughness considered, calculated
from Eq. ~2! for Re5`.

Casey’s approach for compressors@8# can be written in terms
used for pumps as

Dh5
2Chh

c
~lR,a2lR,M ! with C55.0 for

b2* 5b2 /d2.0.06 and C5
15.5

1135b2*
for b2* ,0.06. (3)

In Eq. ~3! C accounts indirectly for the influence of specific
speed;C was determined empirically from tests with centrifugal
compressors. Casey uses Reb2 defined as above but determines the
friction factors for an equivalent sand roughness«52«CLA . Dif-
fuser and impeller roughness were averaged; disk friction rough-
ness effects are not considered separately.

3 Efficiency Scaling by Loss Analysis
In this approach hydraulic, disk friction and volumetric losses

are scaled individually as function of the relevant Reynolds num-
bers and roughness of hydraulic passages, impeller side disks, and
close running clearances. While volumetric and disk friction
losses are extensively documented, little consistent and generic
data is available on the influence of Reynolds and roughness on
the hydraulic efficiency.

Based on sample calculations Osterwalder and Hippe have de-
veloped graphs for efficiency scaling in an attempt to avoid
lengthy calculations,@2,4#. Guiton and Canvelis@9# as well as Ida
@10# have developed efficiency scaling formulas which attempt to
capture the effect of individual losses in a simplified way. The loss
analysis method has been used to correlate and predict the perfor-
mance of centrifugal pumps operating with highly viscous fluids;
it is described in detail in@5# and @12#; comparisons between
prediction and test data are given in@12#. Numerous other publi-
cations rely on a loss analysis for assessing and modelling pump
performance, e.g.,@2–4# and @13–17#.

3.1 Derivation of the Efficiency Scaling Factor. The
powerP absorbed at the coupling of a centrifugal pump~operating
without partload recirculation! is given by the useful powerPu
5rgHtotQ and all energy losses:

P5
rgHzstQ

hvolhh
1PRR1Pm h5

Pu

P
5

rgHzstQ

P
. (4)

The first term represents the work done by the impellers. Leakage
flows around the impeller and over the axial thrust balancing de-
vice are taken into account by the volumetric efficiencyhvol . The
term PRR represents thesumof disk friction losses onall rotating
parts of the rotor, which are wetted by the fluid;PRR includes
impeller side disks and axial thrust balancing devices~if any!. The
term Pm represents all mechanical losses of shaft seals and bear-
ings. Per Eq.~4! the efficiency can be written as

h5
hvolhh

11hvolhhS PRR

Pu
1

Pm

Pu
D . (5)

The quantitieshvol , hh , and PRR depend on Reynolds and
roughness, while thePm /Pu may be considered constant in the
present context. Thedeviationfrom the scaling laws of flow and
head i.e., the relation between prototype andscaledmodel may be
expressed by multipliers per Eq.~6!:

f Q5
wa

wM
f H5

ca

cM
f h5

ha

hM
f hh5

hh,a

hh,M
f hvol5

hvol,a

hvol,M

f hm5
hm,a

hm,M
. (6)

The factorsf Q and f H are traditionally applied for highly vis-
cous fluids; they capture the effect of the losses on flow rate and
head at the best efficiency point, for details see@12#.

The disk friction for the prototype isPRR,a5kRR,arav3r 2
5f geo

and for the modelPRR,M5kRR,MrMv3r 2
5f geo. The useful power

of the prototype isPu,a5ragHaQa and for the modelPu,M
5rMgHMQM . With f Q and f H from Eq. ~6! it follows Pu,A
5Pu,M f H f Qra /rM . Using these expressions we get

S PRR

Pu
D

a

5S PRR

Pu
D

M

kRR,a

kRR,M f H f Q
. (7)

Writing Eq. ~5! for prototype and model we can establish the ratio
ha /hM . Inserting Eqs.~6!, ~7! in the obtained expression the
efficiency scaling factorf h is derived:
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f h[
ha

hM
5

f hhf hvolF11H S PRR

Pu
D

M

1S Pm

Pu
D

M
J hvol,Mhh,MG

11H S PRR

Pu
D

M

kRR,a

kRR,M
1S Pm

Pu
D

M

rM f hm

ra
J 2

f hhf hvol

f H f Q
hvol,Mhh,M

. (8)

Equation ~8! is exact if all losses are included as described
above. For any given pump this equation can be evaluated by
using appropriate correlations to estimate leakage, disk friction,
and head losses in hydraulic passages,@5#. Often some simplifi-
cations are justified. In the present contribution it has been as-
sumed:~1! f hvol51.0 for lack of details of labyrinths~this as-
sumption is fulfilled exactly for evaluating roughness effects!; ~2!
f hm51.0 since effect is small and difficult to determine;ra5rM
~exact in the present investigation!; ~3! f H5 f hh as discussed be-
low; ~4! f Q5 f H which means that the flow at maximum efficiency
moves on the volute or diffuser characteristic as demonstrated by
test data analyzed in@12#. f Q and f H are significant only for high
viscosities, but their inclusion yields a consistent method for cal-
culating Reynolds and roughness effects for turbulent as well as
laminar flows.

Introducing these assumptions into Eq.~8! yields Eq. (T20) in
Table 1, which lists all equations used for evaluating the test data
and needed for efficiency scaling predictions.

The assumptionf H5 f hh needs further comments becausef hh
cannot be determined directly from tests with moderate viscosities
for the following reasons:~1! When the Reynolds number
changes, the leakage flows through the labyrinths change and this
gives a slight shift in theQ-H curve, since the actual flow through
the impellerQLa5Q/hvol is modified.~2! The impeller side disks
act like a friction pump: In the boundary layers the circumferential
velocity is close tou2 and the boundary layers thrownoff hub and
shroud thus add some moment of momentum to the main stream
leaving the impeller. The effect grows with decreasing specific
speed.~3! Even a roughness increase of the impeller passages has
been observed repeatedly to result in a small increase in head; in
such cases the roughness apparently had an effect on the slip
factor through an increase of the absolute velocity in the boundary
layers and an impact on secondary flow. With a double-entry im-
peller nq510 Varley @18# measuredf H51.1 when increasing the
roughness from«50.025 to 0.87 mm~while the efficiency factor
dropped tof h50.84). Withnq57 from the test data used in this
study the head increased over the entireQ-H curve by 2.0 m
~1.1%! when the impeller channel roughness was increased from
«CLA51.6 to 20 mm. Even tests withnq5135 showed also a
slight increase in head when the impeller channels where rough-
ened. Such effects were present also in the tests described in@19#
where the head increased when the viscosity was increased from 1
to 45 cSt; only above 100 cSt additional head losses due to vis-
cosity overcame the effects of reduced leakage flow and side disk
pumping!.

The effects of side disk pumping, shift in leakage flow, and
change in slip factor cannot be separated from the effect of hy-
draulic losses;it is therefore not possible to determine fhh
5(Re, «) from any differences in head measured between model
and prototype, when Rea /ReM,100.

3.2 Equivalent Sand Roughness and Friction Coefficients.
Friction coefficients are taken from flat-plate data per Eq. (T16)
rather than pipe correlations, since flow in the hydraulic channels
of a pump are considered by most authors as not fully developed.
Since onlyratios of friction factors are used in the relevant equa-
tions, the same Reynolds number Re5vr2

2/n is used for hydraulic
and disk friction losses.

The roughness of the pump components tested has been deter-
mined by ‘‘Rugotest’’ which gives the CLA~center line average!
roughness«CLA . In order to calculate the friction factors from Eq.

(T16) the equivalent sand roughness« must be used. The relation
between maximum roughness depth«max, average roughness
«CLA , and sand roughness« are given by Eq.~9!:

«5
«max

ceq
or with «max56«CLA «5

6«CLA

ceq
. (9)

The roughness equivalence factorceq depends on the structure of
the roughness; Grein provides the following values,@20#: Rough-
ness pattern perpendicular to flow direction:ceq52,6; roughness
pattern parallel to flow direction:ceq55.

For technical surfaces~machined, ground, or cast! there is no
relative minimum in the functioncf5 f (Re) in the transition be-
tween laminar and turbulent flow. Therefore the calculation
switches from Eq. (T16) to (T17) wherecf , laminar.cf ,turbulent.

3.3 Disk Friction, Volumetric and Mechanical Losses.
Disk friction lossesare evaluated with disk friction coefficients
from Eq. (T9) which has been discussed and validated in@21#.
This equation covers the whole range from laminar to turbulent
flow and agrees well with the four correlations given in@22# and
data from@23# as correlated by@24#. When impeller side disk and
casing wall have different roughness (« impellerÞ«casing) the core
flow in the impeller side room is affected: with« impeller.«casingthe
core flow is accelerated (ko increases! and when« impeller,«casing
the core flow is slowed down (ko decreases!. The advantage of
using Eq. (T9) is thus to include these effects. Four multipliers in
Eq. (T9) allow to take into account:~a! thermal effects when
handling highly viscous fluids (f therm from Eq. (T11) for details
see@12#!; ~b! pump-out vanes, if any, perf RS from Eq. (T10) or
more accurately by correlations given in@5#; ~c! the influence of
leakage through the impeller side room on disk friction perf L as
estimated from an empirical correlation Eq. (T12) from @5#; and
~d! the roughness of the impeller side disk by factorf R as calcu-
lated from Eq. (T7). The factor f R is derived from flat plate
friction coefficients described by Eq. (T16). At any given
Reynolds-numberf R is the ratio of the friction on a rough plate to
that on a smooth platef R5cf(«.0)/cf(«50). This formulation
is able to cover fully rough flow conditions as well as the transi-
tion from smooth to rough surfaces~if the roughness term be-
comes small in relation to the Reynolds term in Eq. (T7) f R tends
to 1.0!. Equations (T7) and (T9) agree reasonably well with test
data in@25# and @26# as shown in@21#.

When the impeller side disks and/or casing walls are machined
and roughness groves are thus in tangential direction the equiva-
lence factor for flow parallel to roughness pattern must be applied
(ceq55). Geis @27# found virtually no increase in disk friction
when increasing the roughness from a polished to a machined
surface with«max5120mm. For cast surfacesceq52.6 would be
used. The ratio of disk friction lossesPRR to the useful powerPu
is given by Eq. (T13).

Volumetric losses through the close running clearances between
rotor and stator can be calculated from various literature sources,
albeit with considerable uncertainty,@5#. Focussing on the effect
of roughness, in the present study they were estimated from Eq.
(T3) in most cases.

The volumetric efficiency is defined by Eq. (T4). In case of
multi-stage pumps the interstage leakageQs3 is multiplied by the
ratio DHs3(zst21)/(Hstzst) to account for the fact that the head
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DHs3 dissipated in this seal is a fraction only of the head per stage
Hst and that onlyzst21 stages are affected by this loss. Usually
DHs3 /Hst50.4 is a good estimation.

Mechanical losses were estimated from Eq. (T14), @5#; this
equation should be used with caution when considering very small
process pumps where the mechanical seal can absorb a consider-
able portion of the power at the coupling.

3.4 Hydraulic Losses. The hydraulic losses in inlet, impel-
ler and volute/diffuser are made up by scalable~‘‘friction’’ ! losses
zR5 f (Re, «), which depend on Reynolds-number and surface
roughness, and by losses created by exchange of momentumzM
whenever the velocity distribution is non-uniform. Such non-
uniformities ~for short ‘‘mixing losses’’! are caused by the work
transfer from the blades, deceleration of the fluid, incidence or
even local flow separation. Mixing losses usually are considered
as independent from the Reynolds-number.

According to basic centrifugal pump theory the theoretical head
coefficientc th is the sum of the coefficients of useful headc and
hydraulic losses, e.g.,@5#. Usually it is assumed that the theoreti-
cal head is independent of Reynolds-number and roughness. For
model and prototype it is thus:

c th5cM1zR,M1zM ,M5ca1zR,a1zM ,a (10)

By definitionzM stands for that part of the losses which are inde-
pendent of Reynolds-number and roughness; this means that
zM ,M5zM ,a cancel in Eq.~10!. The friction losses are propor-
tional to the friction factorscf ,a of the prototype andcf ,M of the
model. Equation~10! can thus be re-written in terms of the mul-
tiplier f hh :

f hh5
hh,a

hh,M
512

zR,M

cM
S zR,a

zR,M
21D512

zR,M

cM
S cf ,a

cf ,M
21D

(11)

The change in hydraulic efficiency due to variations in Reynolds-
number and/or roughness can thus be calculated from the friction
factorscf ,a and cf ,M and the ratio of friction losses to the head
zR,M /cM of the model. This ratio depends on the geometrical
features, the specific speed, the surface roughness and~weakly! on
the Reynolds-number. It may be estimated for any specific pump
geometry from simplified loss models such as presented in
@5,13,16,17#; but in the present contribution it was determined
empirically from Eq.~12!. The reasons for this choice are dis-
cussed in Section 6.

zR,M

cBEP
5H 1

hh,M
21J ~a12b1nqAf q! (12)

In Eq. ~12! the hydraulic efficiency of the modelhh,M is calcu-
lated in the usual way from the overall efficiency and the second-
ary losses, Eq. (T15). Sz/c5(1/hh21) is the sum of all hydrau-
lic losses, while the fraction of friction losses is defined by the
empirical coefficientsa1 andb1 derived from the test data, since
there is no sound theoretical way to determine that part of the
hydraulic losses which depends on Re and roughness.

The friction coefficients are evaluated from Eqs. (T16 andT17)
using Re as defined by Eq. (T2). In order to avoid any disconti-
nuity in the functioncf5 f (Re) always the larger value ofcf ,turb
and cf , lam was used. When impeller and diffuser or volute have
different roughness, a weighted average of the roughness has been
used as defined in Eq. (T6); the weighting factors are determined
experimentally as described below.

4 Analysis of Test Data

4.1 Roughness Test Data. A total of 19 pumps has been
evaluated~18 were industrial pumps, one pump from@28#!. From
these pumps 32 pairs of tests were available where the roughness
of impeller channels, impeller side disks, diffuser or volute and/or
casing side room walls have been changed. In most of the tests the
roughness of only one of the above components has been modified
at a time in order to determine the roughness influence of indi-
vidual surfaces. The roughness was modified by sand blasting,
grinding or by applying a coating~in @28# by gluing sand grains!.
During 232 tests the Reynolds number has been varied by speed
and/or water temperature. The test data cover the following range
of parameters:nq57 to 135;D25180 to 405 mm;n51200 to
7000 rpm;u25v r 2522 to 113 m/s;T520 to 160°C; Re52.5
3106 to 9.13107; average roughness«CLA50.4 to 75mm and
equivalent sand roughness«51 to 130mm.

4.2 Procedure for Test Data Evaluation. Using the formu-
las in Table 1 and with the assumptions described above, all test
data have been analyzed. For each of the 32 test pairs the data file
contains a ‘‘model’’ or ‘‘baseline’’ test~subscriptM! with one
roughness, speed and viscosity and a ‘‘prototype’’ test~subscript
a! with one or more of these parameters different. For each pair of
tests the ratios of measured overall and hydraulic efficiencies can
be determined:

f h,test5
ha,test

hM
f hh,test5

hha,test

hhM
. (13)

The predicted efficiency multiplierf h,predwas calculated from Eq.
(T20), while Eq. (T19) yields f hh,pred. The efficiency ratiosER
of prediction to test

Table 1 „Continued …

Eq.

Fraction of losses dependent on
roughness and Reynolds number

zR,M

cBEP
5H 1

hh,M
21J ~a12b1nqAf q!

a150.635
b150.0016

(T18)

Correction factor for hydraulic
efficiency fhh ,BEP512

zR,M

cBEP
S cf ,a

cf ,M
21D cf ,a andcf ,M from Eq. (T16) (T19)

Correction factor for efficiency
with: f hvol51.0

f hm51.0; ra5rM

f Q5 f H5 f hh

fh[
ha

hM
5

fhhF11HSPRR

Pu
D
M

1SPm

Pu
D
M
Jhvol,Mhh,MG

11H S PRR

Pu
D

M

kRR,a

kRR,M
1S Pm

Pu
D

M
J hvol,Mhh,M

f hh

if hvol,aÞhvol,M use Eq.~8!
from text

(T20)

Predicted efficiency ha5 f hhM f h from Eq. (T20) (T21)

Predicted hydraulic efficiency hha5 f hhhhM f hh from Eq. (T19) Note: f Q5 f H5 f hh for highly viscous fluids (T22)

The above efficiency scaling procedure is to be followed for the best efficiency point. The factorf h is then applied to the entire curveha(Qa)5 f hhM(QM).
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ER,h5
f h,pred

f h,test
ER,hh5

f hh,pred

f hh,test
(14)

are used to assess the accuracy of the prediction~when these
ratios are 1.0 prediction is equal to test!.

The roughness weighting factora« of Eq. (T6) and the empiri-
cal coefficientsa1 and b1 in Eq. (T18) have been optimized to
achieve an average of the efficiency correction factors
SER,h /Nt51.0 andSER,hh /Nt51.0 and to minimize the stan-
dard deviation (Nt5number of tests!.

4.3 Results. The ratios of predicted to measured efficiency
scaling factors defined by Eq.~14! are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2
against the specific speed, while Figs. 3 and 4 compare measured
versus predicted change in efficiency. The labels used for the vari-
ous data points in these graphs define which parameters had been
modified; ~‘‘all surfaces’’ means that roughness of impeller,
volute/diffuser, impeller side disks and side room casing were
modified. The results show:

• most of the predicted efficiency differencesDh lie between
61% ~band defined by dotted lines in Figs. 3 and 4!. This accu-
racy may deemed acceptable when large efficiency differences are
involved ~e.g., a drastic improvement in surface roughness for a

pump of moderate size! but it is not really sufficient to predict
a small improvement. Still, at present it may provide the best
estimate.

• standard deviation forER,h is 61.0% and forER,hh it is
61.5%.

• within the scatter all combinations of roughness modifica-
tions are equally well represented by the calculation. This includes
those cases where only the casing wall in the impeller side rooms
were modified~corroborating the choice of Eqs. (T7 to T9).

• scatter increases for low specific speed pumps because of the
uncertainty of predicting disk friction and volumetric losses which
gather importance asnq is reduced.

• for the same reason the scatter of hydraulic efficiency predic-
tion is larger than for overall efficiency prediction, sincehh , is
calculated from Eq. (T15) and depends thus strongly onPRR and
hvol for low nq .

• by a more rigorous analysis of volumetric losses and their
impact on disk friction the accuracy with lownq could possibly be
improved.

Fig. 1 Multipliers for overall efficiency versus specific speed

Fig. 2 Multipliers for hydraulic efficiency versus specific
speed

Fig. 3 Difference between predicted and measured overall
efficiency

Fig. 4 Difference between predicted and measured hydraulic
efficiency
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• varying the roughness equivalence factorceq or the ratio
«max/«a demonstrated that the values defined above with Eq.~9!
were about optimum, i.e., resulted in the smallest standard
deviation.

• the roughness weighting factor in Eq. (T6) decreases with
increasing specific speed, Fig. 5, which may be expected intu-
itively. The resulting dependencea«50.9820.0012nqAf q dem-
onstrates the preponderance of the diffuser or volute losses over
roughness effects in the impeller. For lownq pumps this finding is
no surprise; but even atnq5150 we finda«50.82 which suggests
that at high specific speeds diffuser roughness is still important,
even though the contribution of the diffuser to the head rise pro-
vided by the pump declines asnq grows. Although more test data
would be welcome to corroborate this finding, it is physically
plausible, since the deceleration in the diffuser or volute is much
more sensitive to changes in the boundary layer flow~e.g., by
roughness effects! than the impeller where boundary layers are
subject to strong centrifugal forces. It should be noted, however,
that a« is a factor only to determine a suitableaverageof rough-
ness effects in impeller and diffuser/volute; the weighting factor
doesnot implythat the absolute losses in the impeller are of little
concern with highnq pumps: When absolute losses in the impeller
are high ~which is expected at highnq) surface quality of the
impeller remains important.

• the fraction of scalable hydraulic losses as defined by Eq.
(T18) was found to decrease with the specific speed, Fig. 5, con-
firming the expectation that friction losses are most important for
low nq applications.

5 Highly Viscous Fluids
As mentioned above the loss analysis method,@12#, as applied

to pumps operating with highly viscous fluids has been refined in
the present contribution. It was therefore of interest to check
whether the new procedure could be used also for high viscosities.
Following the logic in Section 4.2 and@12# the test data reported
in @12,13,15,19,29,30# have been analyzed~using equations of
Table 1! with one modification: The mechanical losses of small
process pumps can be appreciably higher than estimated from Eq.
(T14); also the absence of detailed design data makes a calcula-
tion of the hydraulic efficiency from Eq.~15! uncertain; for these
reasons the hydraulic efficiency has been estimated fromhh
50.5(11h) if overall efficiency with water performance was re-
ported belowh50.5. Thus unrealistically high theoretical heads,
which would follow from very low hydraulic efficiencies, were
avoided. The predicted and measured correction factors for overall
efficiency and head have been plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 against a
modified Reynolds number (Remod) defined in Eq.~15!, which
accounts for the influence of specific speed and single versus
double-entry impellers.

Remod5Revs
1.5f q

0.75 (15)

The use of Remod reduces the data spread in plots like Figs. 6 or 7
and allows thus to compare tests with different pumps, but has, of
course, no impact on the prediction. Since test data from different
pumps were plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, not all of the data spread is
due to any difference between prediction and test. The actual ac-
curacy of the prediction in terms of standard deviation is about
615%. Overall the efficiency impairment is hence fairly well pre-
dicted in a wide range: 250,Remod,107 or 1500,Re,108. Ef-
fects of pump size, type, and specific speed are accounted for in a
first approximation. Some of the scatter is due to the fact that
roughness and axial side room clearances had to be assumed as
typical for industrial process pumps, since no design details of the
pumps analyzed have been available. Another source of uncer-
tainty are thermal effects: high wall shear stresses with fluids
above 1000 cSt lead to a local increase in fluid temperature and an
associated reduction in local viscosity and friction factor,@12,14#.
Applying the empirical factorf therm from @12# slightly improves
the prediction, but a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this
contribution. Any factorf therm would also depend on the rate of
heat removal from the boundary layer~hence Nusselt and Prandtl
numbers, pump design details!. The widely used statistical proce-
dure for viscous performance prediction of@11# or the loss analy-
sis procedure used in@13# witness to the difficulty of precise per-
formance prediction with highly viscous fluids.

Fig. 5 Fraction of scalable losses in hydraulic passages and
roughness function

Fig. 6 Predicted versus measured overall efficiencies for
highly viscous flows

Fig. 7 Predicted versus measured hydraulic efficiencies for
highly viscous flows
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When applying the procedure given in Table 1 to predict per-
formance with high viscosities~say above 100 cSt! it should be
noted that the best efficiency point moves on the diffuser/volute
characteristic to lower flow as the losses increase (f Q5 f H,1);
the complete procedure to estimate viscous performance curves is
described in@12#.

6 Discussion of Results
The large number of publications on efficiency scaling testifies

to the fact that this is essentially an unsolvable problem: One
attempts to predict accurately a small difference between two
comparatively large figures. Such attempts are inherently subject
to considerable uncertainties which are discussed below.

Testing uncertainties:Quite often the true efficiency difference
is in the range of 0.5 to 2%. If the prototype is scaled from a
model test to larger dimensions and/or speed, the testing is usually
done in different installations, e.g., a model test is compared to a
works test~or even plant test! with the prototype. The absolute
measuring errors of both tests stands clearly limit the effici-
ency difference due to scaling, which can be determined
with confidence, since the measured efficiency difference can
be in the range ofDhmeasured5Dh true6(da1dM) if Dh true is the
true ~unknown! scale effect andda , dM are the measuring
tolerances of prototype and model. In industrial pump testing
da5dM560.5% may be a good estimate; efficiency measure-
ment in plants may have tolerances of about61% but often
above.

In the present investigation~with one exception! any given
pump performance has been measured with different roughness
~or speed! in the same test loop; hence only the reproducibility of
the readings has affected the test data. The reproducibility is esti-
mated to about 0.2 to 0.3% at maximum.

When scaling the efficiency from cold to hot conditions the
thermal expansion of the impeller (d2 andb2) has an impact on
the head and power,@31#.

Statistical relevance:The method in Table 1 uses five empirical
parameters: Eqs. (T6) and (T18) andceq . Changing the opti-
mized parameters in various ways gives correlations of similar
accuracy~albeit with slightly increased standard deviation!. More
test data would be needed to improve the statistical relevance of
the empirical coefficients.

Roughness effectsmay be considered as most critical with re-
spect to scaling accuracy, because they are difficult to quantify for
a number of reasons:

1. The roughness has been determined by comparing the hy-
draulic component to a surface quality standard~‘‘rugotest’’! as
used in the industry. Such measurements are to some degree sub-
ject to individual judgement. Changing the roughness by a few
mm has an impact on the predicted efficiency. More sophisticated
roughness measurements may not really improve the situation be-
cause of reasons discussed below.

2. Often the roughness of pump components is not uniform
throughout the surface according to the accessibility for cleaning,
grinding, or coating.

3. The actual structureof both surface roughness and turbu-
lencenear the wall determine the influence of the roughness on
the losses. Height, pitch, and density of roughness elements as
well as their direction with respect to the flow have an important
impact on the losses. The interaction between roughness elements
and turbulence depends in particular on the density of the rough-
ness elements on the surface, this is demonstrated by Fig. 8 where
the equivalence factor is plotted against the ratio of roughness
pitch to height~data from @26# and @32#!. Equivalence factors
reported in the literature for technical surfaces can therefore as-
sume any value between 0.5 to 5; refer also to@1–4,26,28,33,34#.
Figure 8 allows to estimate the equivalence factor for a given
~measured! roughness.

4. The interaction between roughness and turbulence may be
illustrated by two extremes:~a! Tests with small grooves parallel

to the flow direction reduced disk friction losses by up to 10%,
@35#. Such grooves must be dimensioned in accordance with the
turbulence scale near the wall~Reynolds number!. ~b! A strong
increase in losses can be caused on the other hand by a ripple type
roughness perpendicular to the flow direction. Such ripples are
generated by the flow itself: wall near turbulence creates/erodes a
pattern of deposits with a regular wavy structure~as sand ripples
formed by wind or water! creating excessive pressure drop as
observed sometimes in boiler tubes or pipelines with deposits.

5. While in pipe flow ~or other flows withdp/dx,0) the
losses increase with increasing wall shear stress, losses in decel-
erated flow (dp/dx.0) grow with decreasingshear stress: at
flow separation (tw50) there are high~mixing! losses with zero
wall stress~theoretically zero ‘‘friction’’ loss!. To put it in another
way: a diffuser with rough walls has lower ‘‘friction’’ losses than
a diffuser with smooth walls, but higher overall~mixing! losses,
because the roughness leads to less uniform velocity profiles.The
effect of any given roughness on the losses therefore depends on
the velocity profiles and near-wall turbulence within the hydraulic
passages. The nonuniformity of the velocity distributions in the
hydraulic channels is expected to increase with the specific speed.
The portion of Reynolds-dependent losses on the head,zR,M /cM ,
is determined by this effect, which cannot be calculated by simple
loss models such as given in@5,13,16,17#. It is for this reason that
zR,M /cM has been determined by a correlation derived from the
test data, Eq.~12!, rather than from theoretical calculations. Also
CFD calculations appear to be unable to model losses correctly,
since often the wall shear stress is imposed by a wall function for
smooth or rough flow conditions.

6. The physical concept of ‘‘friction’’ versus ‘‘form’’ or ‘‘mix-
ing’’ losses makes sense for fully attached versus fully separated
flows. The notion appears less meaningful in decelerated flows or
flows with strongly nonuniform velocity profiles.

For very low Reynolds numbersf hh from Eq. (T19) can be-
come zero or negative. Physically this would make no sense; for
viscosities above 1000 cSt and low Reynolds numbers thermal
effects may become appreciable. The friction factors to be used in
Eq. (T19) must then be evaluated with some local viscosity.

Disk friction and volumetric lossesas calculated from the cor-
relation in Table 1 or other sources are subject to considerable
uncertainty. Again roughness effects are one of the causes; this is
true also for leakage losses~it is not correct to consider the ma-
chined surfaces of labyrinth as smooth, since the relative rough-
ness is always high because of the small absolute clearances!.
Leakage flow and disk friction interact; this interaction depends
on the velocity distribution at the impeller outlet~disk friction
decreases with growing leakage flow and circumferential velocity
at the impeller exit!, @21#. These effects and associated uncertain-
ties are important with low specific speed pumps but lose influ-

Fig. 8 Roughness equivalence factor as function of rough-
ness pitch to height
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ence with increasingnq . The uncertainty of efficiency scaling
with high nq thus is mainly influenced by the roughness
of the hydraulic passages and its interaction with local velocity
distributions.

7 Conclusions and Recommendations

• Table 1 provides a step-by-step procedure for the prediction
of roughness and Reynolds effects on overall efficiency and hy-
draulic efficiency; this includes laminar flow when pumping
highly viscous fluids.

• The procedure for efficiency scaling is based on physical
models which are valid for laminar and turbulent, smooth or fully
rough flows and the transition between any of these regimes. For
viscosities above 1000 to 2000 cSt the local heating of the fluid
and its influence on the viscosity in the boundary layer becomes
important, but no easy methods are available to calculate this
effect.

• The lower the hydraulic efficiency the higher is the gain from
surface improvement.

• The higher the Reynolds number the more is to be gained
from surface improvement.

• At a given Reynolds number therelative roughness«/r 2 is
relevant. Surface improvement with small pumps brings therefore
a higher efficiency gain than with large pumps.

• When changing the roughness or the Reynolds number the
effect on theQ-H curve is confounded with three other influences:
~1! the Q-H curve is shifted slightly to smaller flow when the
Reynolds number increases due to an increased leakage;~2! the
roughness of the impeller channels may modify the flow pattern
within the impeller due to a change in boundary layer thickness
and secondary flow, having a slight impact on slip factor and
theoretical head;~3! the pumping action of the impeller side disks
is influenced by their roughness.

• The hydraulic losses depend on the actual roughness geom-
etry, near-wall turbulence and the local velocity distributions in
the hydraulic passages. Roughness and turbulence are statistical
phenomena; the same may be said almost of velocity distributions
in impellers and diffusers—within present knowledge. These ef-
fects are not yet amenable to analysis; they inherently limit the
accuracy of any efficiency prediction procedure for decelerated
flows. More test data can improve the statistical relevance but
scarcely remove the scatter.

• When estimating the performance of highly viscous fluids the
present method should not be extrapolated to Remod,250 or
n.3000 cSt, because local heating of the fluid in the boundary
layer is not accounted for.

Nomenclature

b2 5 impeller exit width
ceq 5 roughness equivalence factor, Eq.~9!
cf 5 friction coefficient of a flat plate, Eqs. (T16),

~T17!
d2 5 impeller outer diameter

f, f h , f hh 5 ~efficiency! multipliers, Eq.~6!
f q 5 impeller eyes per impeller: single-entryf q51;

double-entryf q52
g 5 acceleration due to gravity~rounded:

g59,81 m/s2)
H 5 headper stage

ko5cu /(vr ) 5 fluid rotation factor for impeller side room, Eq.
(T8)

kRR 5 disk friction factor, Eq. (T9)
n 5 rotational speed~rpm!

nq 5 specific speed~rpm, m3/s, m!, Eq. (T1)
P 5 power at coupling, Eq.~4!

Pi 5 inner power:Pi5P2Pm
Pm 5 mechanical power losses, Eq. (T14)

PRR 5 disk friction power loss, Eq. (T9)

Pu 5 useful power transferred to fluidPu5rgHtotQ
Q 5 useful volumetric flow rate~in discharge

branch!
QE 5 flow rate through axial thrust balancing device
Qsp 5 leakage flow rate through impeller neck ring,

Eq. (T3)
Qs3 5 leakage flow rate through interstage seal
Re 5 Reynolds number, Eq. (T2)
r 2 5 impeller outer radius

sax 5 width of axial gap between impeller and casing
V 5 fraction of nonscalable losses~independent

from Re and«!, Eq. ~1!
zst 5 number of stages
« 5 equivalent sand roughness, Eq.~9!

«CLA 5 average depth of roughness~CLA, AA !, Eq.
~9!

«max 5 maximum depth of roughness, Eq.~9!
hvol 5 volumetric efficiency, Eq. (T4)

h 5 overall efficiency~at coupling!, Eq. ~4!
h i 5 inner efficiency:h i5h/hm
hh 5 hydraulic efficiency:hh5H/Hth
hm 5 mechanical efficiency:hm512Pm /P
zR 5 hydraulic friction losses~i.e., scalable losses in

impeller, volute, diffuser!
zM 5 mixing ~nonscalable! losses
lR 5 friction coefficient for pipes and channels, Eq.

~2!
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
w 5 flow coefficient:w5Q/(2pb2vr 2

2)
c 5 head coefficient:c52gH/(vr 2)2

c th 5 theoretical head coefficient~Euler head!
v 5 angular rotor velocity

vs 5 universal~dimensionless! specific speed, Eq.
(T1)

Subscripts, Superscripts, and Abbreviations

a 5 prototype, changed roughness or viscosity
M 5 model or baseline or water performance

pred 5 predicted from loss analysis method per Table 1
opt or

BEP 5 operation at maximum efficiency~BEP!
imp 5 impeller side disk~hub or shroud!
Ref 5 reference value
sp 5 gap, leakage flow

test 5 derived from experiment
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A Criterion to Define Cross-Flow
Fan Design Parameters
The paper presents an original criterion to parameterize systematically a cross-flow fan
configuration according to the most significant variables defining the geometry and then
affecting performance and efficiency. This choice of parameters has proved to be effective
in a systematic series of experimental tests aimed at investigating directions for design
improvement.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593709#

Introduction
Theoretical and experimental studies appearing in the literature,

@1–19#, do not set definite criteria about cross-flow fan design.
These mainly depend on the complexity of the flow field within
the impeller, always featuring an eccentric vortex~Fig. 1! the
shape and position of which is directly influenced by the impeller
and casing geometry, and affects fan performance and efficiency.
To define cross-flow fan geometry in a general way, many vari-
ables are required, having more or less influence on different char-
acteristics of fan performance~i.e., pressure coefficients, effi-
ciency, flow rates!.

A criterion for selecting the geometrical variables that define in
a general sense the geometry of the impeller and shape and posi-
tion of the casing walls is presented here starting with a short
review of theoretical and experimental work by others on the in-
fluence of geometrical design parameters on cross-flow fan per-
formance. The approach mainly focuses on casing geometry and
is based on the simple idea that the area around the impeller is to
be divided into sectors either ‘‘covered’’ by the casing walls or
free to form the suction and delivery zones. The geometry of rear
and vortex walls are defined to include all the positions that sup-
ply good fan performance using the minimum number of indepen-
dent variables. Experimental tests showing the effectiveness of the
presented geometry parameterization are shown in@20#.

Cross-Flow Fan Design in the Literature

Impellers. A simplified, one-dimensional, theoretical model
of the double passage through the blade cascade was proposed by
Eck @9#. He argued that the only case in which shock-free opera-
tion is possible occurs when the internal blade angle (b1 in Fig. 2!
equals 90 deg.b1 can be lowered to 75 deg if the effects of a finite
number of blades is considered. On the other hand, only the ex-
ternal blade angle (b2) is important in determining the overall
energy transfer,@9#. The lower the external blade angle, the higher
the fan performance in terms of total pressure coefficient in spite
of largely negative reactions. Ikegami and Murata@4# and Yama-
fuji @12,13# developed detailed analytical flow models in which
shockless flow inside the impeller is obtained forb1590 deg and
the total pressure coefficient depends on the only cotangent ofb2 .

Some authors in the literature,@3,6#, consider the effect of im-
peller design on cross-flow fan performance only secondary, with-
out providing clear evidence neither theoretical nor experimental.
Some others,@18,19#, propose a range of blade angles they con-
sider as optimal. Most of the researchers,@6,17,21–23#, realize
that the best performance is obtained in defined ranges based on
previous experience, and choose impeller blade angles within
those ranges.

Casing Shapes. Several experimental investigations
@6,8,9,14,15,21# have been conducted in the literature on the ef-
fects of casing shape on performance, but a general design method
is still not available. Eck’s research led to a high efficiency and
low noise patented casing configuration,@10#. The rear wall pro-
file is made up of two circular arcs and results in a small radial
width, the clearance between the nearest of the two circular arcs
and the impeller being constant. The vortex wall is thick and has
a decreasing clearance in the direction of rotation. It also shows a
diffusing section immediately before discharge.

The basic casing shape in Preszler and Lajos’s@8# test fan fea-
tures a wider rear wall having a single circular arc profile and a
vortex wall similar to Eck’s~thick wall, decreasing clearance, dif-
fusing section!. The angle of the diffusing section, vortex wall
clearance size, and suction to discharge arc ratio were varied one
at a time. Characteristic curves of head and flow coefficients were
given but information on some of the geometric parameters, the
test method, and experimental rig were omitted, as observed by
Clayton @11#.

Porter and Markland@6# simplified Eck’s vortex wall using a
straight thin wall with a simple radius close to the impeller. This
modification led to a marked increase in pressure and flow rate but
lower efficiency. Then, they introduced a log-spiral rear wall to
have a stronger vortex, placed at the internal periphery of the
impeller at all flow conditions, that moves towards the rear wall as
the flow is reduced. A stable characteristic curve was obtained,
maximum flow rate being increased by 60% and static pressure
more than doubled. Total pressure was also higher than Eck’s and
fairly constant, but peak efficiency was somewhat lower owing to
the fact that the impeller and blades pass through the closed vor-
tex for all flows.

The need of standardization was stressed in a comprehensive
review by Clayton@11#, for an even comparison of performance
characteristics obtained using different test rigs.

The design parameters chosen by Murata and Nishihara@14,15#
in a systematic investigation of fan performance were not inde-
pendent from each other. The rear wall profile is a single circular
arc of variable width. The vortex wall consists of a simple flat
plate, which can be positioned at different heights and distances
with respect to the impeller. The experimental tests showed that
lower clearances and lower heights of the vortex wall result in
higher total pressure coefficients at intermediate flow rates. These
two parameters, however, should be set together, since their mu-
tual influence on the maximum attainable total pressure coefficient
is strong. The length of the rear wall arc also has a great influence
upon both total pressure and efficiency; however, this influence
is mixed because of the interactions with the two other design
parameters.

Allen @16# demonstrated that the aerodynamic performance
mainly depends on five primary parameters of the casing, and
established limits within which rotor and casing geometry should
remain to obtain an optimal fan design. However, results were
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presented for one parameter at a time without supplying values of
the other parameters and thus can be used with some difficulty in
the overall cross-flow-fan design.

Martegani et al.@21# performed several tests on a 100 mm rotor
by varying one geometric parameter of the casing at a time. A new
criterion for the parameterization of the casing geometry and re-
sults of tests based on this criterion on a 152.4 mm rotor were then
presented by Lazzaretto et al.@22#. An extension and generaliza-
tion of that work is presented here.

Definition of Design Parameters

Parameters of the Impellers. Cross flow fan impeller blades
are usually simple forward-curved thin blades having a circular
arc profile. This shape is preferred to aerodynamic profiles be-
cause of the double passage of the flow through the blade cascade.
The following quantities are required to define univocally the ge-
ometry of the impeller~Fig. 2!: length to external diameter ratio
(L/D2), internal to external diameter ratio (D1 /D2), number of
blades (Z), and internal and external blade angles (b1 /b2).

Blade thickness is not included in the list, since it is often imposed
by structural or technological constraints. The set of parameters
defining the shape of the impeller is therefore

t15$L/D2 ,D1 /D2 ,Z,b1 ,b2%. (1)

Parameters of the Casing. The directions of inflow and out-
flow streams can be very different in cross-flow fans depending on
the application being considered. Accordingly, the casing assumes
different shapes, as shown in Fig. 3.

The question arises of how the two casing walls fill the space
around the impeller. The arc occupied by the rear wall around the
impeller ~Fig. 1! mainly depends on the directions of inlet and
outlet flows. On the other hand, the vortex wall has often a simple
shape, like the flat one, with different angles with respect to the
outflow direction. Depending on its thickness, the vortex wall
covers different arcs around the impeller, too. Besides the two
walls the space around the impeller is occupied by the inflow and
outflow zones, the extension of which depends on the dimensions
of the two walls. It is the right combination of shape and dimen-
sion of each part that leads to the best velocity and pressure dis-
tribution along suction and discharge zones and, accordingly, to
the highest throughflow and energy transfer. Thus, it is crucial to
analyze all the ways in which the two casing walls fill the space
around the impeller circumferentially and radially. Since these
ways are theoretically infinite, the problem is to find a set of polar
variables that defines good performance casing shapes. Only the

Fig. 4 Geometric variables of the casing walls

Fig. 1 A cross-flow fan configuration

Fig. 2 Impeller geometry

Fig. 3 Various cross-flow fan configurations characterized by different angles between inlet and outlet flows: „a… 90 deg,
„b… 180 deg, „c… 0 deg
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fan type in Fig. 3~a! is considered here, the most common in
industrial applications. Separate studies are needed for the other
two types in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!.

Rear Wall. The rear wall is artificially subdivided here into
two parts to analyze separately the effects on performance. The
first part ‘‘envelopes’’ the impeller and defines the rear wall angle
uR ~Fig. 4!, the second links the first part with the discharge sec-
tion. Although the whole rear wall is indeed a channeler, this
subdivision aims at verifying whether only the first part or both
parts have influence on vortex position and strength, and indi-
rectly on the energy transfer, as suggested in@6,11#. In the past,
the second part was often shaped as a diffuser to increase static
pressure. However, this solution is not so effective because of
strongly nonuniform velocity distribution in the discharge zone.
Actually, diffusion depends on the radial width of the first part of
the rear wall, which may act as a volute,@17#. Natural diffusion
effects are also due to the vortex location and generally take place
between the vortex wall and the second part of the rear wall.

To vary the radial width using a single parameter, a log-spiral
profile is considered here, as already suggested in@6#:

R5R0eu/u* 5R2S 11
eR

R2
Deu/u* (2)

whereu* is the parameter that defines the radial width. The start-
ing point of the rear wall is located at the angleus8 measured from
the vertical axis of the impeller~Fig. 4!. At this point, the radial
clearance between rear wall and impeller iseR . The log spiral arc
profile covers the angleuR , and it is followed by the duct con-
necting the fan to the discharge section, having a rectilinear shape,
as in Fig. 4, or other curved shapes. The total discharge angle
(uD) is the sum of the rear wall angleuR and the angle of the
discharge ductud ~or the equivalent heighthd8). In conclusion, the
set of parameters defining position and shape of the rear wall is

tR5$us8 ,uR ,u* ,eR /D2 ,d%. (3)

Vortex Wall. The analysis is limited here to flat and horizontal
vortex walls, the effects of other shapes being considered as mi-
nor, @6,11,16#. Porter and Markland@6# first proposed the use of a
flat and constant section vortex wall with rounded shape close to
the impeller. They stated that this wall acts mainly as a divider to
separate the inflow from the discharge and to locate the vortex
center under free blowing conditions. Tuckey et al.@17# and Allen
@16# also suggested a simple, flat wall to obtain the best design.
Several tests conducted by the author and co-workers with thin
walls having a curved leading edge, both upwards or downwards,
showed that the position of the end itself mainly acts on perfor-
mances. Very similar performances can then be obtained using flat
walls having the leading edge in the same position.

To define the shape and the position of a flat vortex wall of
constant section, the following parameters are chosen here~Fig.
4!: wall thickness~s!; radial clearance between vortex wall and
impeller (eV); vortex wall height (hd).

Parameterss andhd are not strictly consistent with the sugges-
tion of using polar variables. However, they are more practical
when considering straight horizontal walls, even though they de-
fine the position of the vortex wall only within the upper and
lower horizontal tangents to the impeller~ut and lt in Fig. 4!. On
the other hand, in most of the cross flow fans having the configu-
ration of Fig. 3~a!, the position of the vortex wall is included in
this range. Preliminary investigations performed by the present
author and co-workers confirmed that unacceptable performance
is obtained outside this range. For other configurations, as in Figs.
3~b! and 3~c!, the polar variables could be more suitable.

According to these choices, the set of nondimensional param-
eters defining the shape of the vortex wall is

tV5$s/D2 ,eV /D2 ,hd /D2%. (4)

The sets of parameters in Eqs.~3! and~4! completely define the
position and shape of the two casing walls under all the hypoth-
eses considered here. Accordingly, the angular dimensions of the
inflow and outflow zones are also defined, i.e., the inlet flow angle
(us), the total discharge angle (uD) and the angle of the discharge
duct, ud . Moreover, for a given outflow duct, the height of the
discharge sectionhd8 ~and, consequentlyhd9) is also defined~see
Fig. 4!.

Planning a Systematic Investigation of Fan Perfor-
mance and Efficiency

Ranges of Variations for Impeller Design Parameters. The
values of the variables included in the sett l ~see Eq.~1!! adopted
in experimental works in the literature are presented in Table 1.
Note that most of the analyses were performed using small diam-
eter impellers in a range of operation of low Reynolds numbers in
which the cross-flow fan is more competitive than other types,
@11#. From Table 1 we observe that

• the impeller length to diameter ratio should, in general, not be
lower than 1 to avoid strong border effects.

• many authors,@6,11#, showed that the influence of diameter
ratio is small in the range 0.7<D1 /D2<0.85.

• the number of blades in the experiments is usually 24. Japa-
nese researchers more commonly used a higher number (30,Z
,36). This design choice is a secondary issue resulting from a
compromise between structural characteristics, friction losses and
flow deflection due to cascade effect,@17#.

• blade angles can be chosen in the ranges 20 deg<b2<45 deg
and 70 deg<b1<130 deg, according to experimental works in
the literature,@6,14–16,21–23#. b1 is generally set at 90 deg
~shock-free entry in the second blade passage according to@9#!.
Preszler and Lajos@8# found that maximum pressure coefficient
and efficiency decrease abruptly for external blade angles lower
than 20 deg. Angles at the limits of the above ranges did not lead
to good performance in any of the mentioned works, and can
generally be avoided.

Table 1 Ranges of variation for the main impeller geometrical parameters according to various authors in the literature „Rey-
nolds number refers to blade chord and impeller tip speed …

Authors b1@deg# b2@deg# D2@mm# D1 /D2 L/D2 Z N(rpm) Re

Laakso@1# - - 560 0.84 1.27 - 565 49500
Tramposch@2# 90 '15 60 0.79 2.1 24 1800–3600 2400–4800
Ilberg, Sadeh@3# 90 45 230 0.74 0.26 44 1000–2600 24,000–62,000
Porter, Markland@6# 70–90 25–45 152 0.70–0.80 1.5 24 2000–2250 16,000–18,000
Preszler, Lajos@8# 90–97 22–30 - 0.80–0.86 0.94–1.0 36 - -
Yamafuji @12#, @13# '90 15–45 157–160 0.63–0.91 0.66–0.71 18–35 1200 4700
Murata, Nishihara@14#, @15# 90 25 120–240 0.80–0.83 1.17–2.33 30 600–1200 5100
Allen @16# 90 25–35 95–195 0.72–0.76 2.05–3.37 24–36 - -
Tuckey et al.@17# 90 26 625 0.78 1.6 24 400 60000
Tanaka, Murata@18#, @19# 90 25 75–200 0.85 1 36 400–2500 1700–15,000
Lazzarotto et al.@23# 70 38 86–199 0.81 1.5 24 120–2000 1000–20,000
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Ranges of Variations for Casing Design Parameters

Rear Wall. The highest performances were obtained in the
literature usinguR in the range 120–155 deg,@3,6,9,14,15,21#.
Other authors,@8,16#, do not supply exact information about this
parameter.

Various experiments conducted by the present author and co-
workers demonstrated that optimal performances are achieved for
50 deg<us8<70 deg. Allen @16# also gave similar indications.
Other authors in the literature adopt values in this range even
if they do not present specific analyses under variations of this
parameter.

Most authors in the literature,@6,9,16#, use values ofd included
in the range 20–50 deg.

Little is known on experimental tests under variation ofeR /D2 .
Various ranges were suggested in@6,14,15#. Consensus exists on
2<eR /D2<10% to get optimal design,@16,17#.

According to author’s and co-workers’ experiments, high per-
formances are obtained using 359 deg<u* <139 deg. A wider
range was tested,@6#, where, however, foru* 5126 deg~i.e., a big
radial width! a lower pressure coefficient and efficiency were ob-
tained than for a smaller radial width (u* 5191 deg). Other au-
thors presented single arc,@14,15#, or double arc,@10#, profiles
that can be approximated by values ofu* in the suggested range.

A separate discussion is to be made to account for the influence
on fan performances of the discharge duct, which does not appear
explicitly in the list of variables defining the rear wall shape.
Diffusing ducts are not considered here because their effectiveness
is penalized by largely nonuniform discharge flow. As shown in
@8#, any diffuser angle increases fan static pressure, but decreases
total pressure, flow rate, and total efficiency. A diffuser would be
moderately beneficial only with small discharge sections. When
wider rear walls are considered, two shapes can be suggested:

• a discharge duct with sinusoidal shape, linking the end of the
log-spiral profile with the discharge section. Using this duct,
the height of the discharge section (hd8) remains the same for
every rear wall for a fixed position of the vortex wall~note
that hd85hd1hd9).

• a rectilinear discharge duct. In this case the height of the
discharge section for a fixed position of the vortex wall varies
according to the rear wall width.

Vortex Wall. Tests conducted by the present author and co-
workers using thin and flat vortex walls of constant section and
rounded end~on the impeller side! showed that optimal fan per-
formances are obtained when the value of the radial clearance
between impeller and vortex wall is in the range 0.02,eV /D2
,0.1. In this range fan performances are not very sensitive to
variations ofeV . Similar indications were already given in@6,17#.

When the thickness of the vortex wall increases, author’s and
co-workers’ experiments demonstrated the advantage of using
wider clearance and decreasing values of radial clearance in the
direction of rotation to obtain high performances, as already
shown by Eck@10#. The only contrary indication is found in@3#,
where an increasing radial clearance in the direction of rotation
was adopted.

When the casing is built using rear walls having 359 deg<u*
<139 deg and thin flat vortex wall, preliminary tests and indica-
tions from the literature,@6,14,15#, demonstrated that satisfactory
performances are obtained only if the vortex wall height varies in
the range 0.05,hd /D2,0.58. Variations in vortex wall thickness

and height imply different dimensions of the suction and/or of the
discharge zones. Thus, both directions of thickness modifications
should be considered in order to take into account the correspond-
ing variations of suction and/or discharge arcs. No indication can
be found in the literature about this point, which is crucial to
determine optimum fan performance and efficiency.

Conclusions
A criterion to parameterize in a general way cross-flow fan

configurations is presented in this work. An application to the
most common case in which flow direction is changed by 90 deg
is shown. The criterion can be used in systematic tests to find
paths towards design improvements and/or cut branches that lead
to unfavorable solutions.
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A Systematic Experimental
Approach to Cross-Flow Fan
Design
A systematic investigation of cross-flow fan performances is presented according to an
original criterion for the parameterization of fan geometry. Test facility and procedures
are set up following ISO standards. The aim is to find which are the parameters most
affecting fan performances and the effects of their design choice. Indications are found to
design fans according to the desired objectives, such as maximum total pressure, total
efficiency, and flow rate.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593710#

Introduction
General design criteria are difficult to draw from the experi-

mental investigations on cross-flow fan performance performed in
the literature,@1–10#, owing to the high number of variables that
are required to define fan geometry. In spite of the many and often
systematic tests conducted in the design variable space, some
studies do not select independent variables to define fan geometry,
while others present the effect of a parameter on performance
without specifying whether or how the remaining parameters are
varied. Above all, there is a lack of test procedure standardization,
which may well account for some doubtful results obtained in the
past.

To overcome these difficulties, an original criterion for the pa-
rameterization of fan geometry and guidelines to set up a system-
atic test program are given in@11#. According to these results,
three test programs are proposed and performed here, the first two
varying casing shape and the third mainly devoted to determining
the combined effects of different casing and impeller configura-
tions. All tests are performed at fixed rotational speed using an
ISO standardized test rig.

Test Facility and Procedures
A very important point with aerodynamic tests, as various au-

thors pointed out,@12,13#, is that no standard method was used in
many experiments in the past. The inconsistency of testing meth-
ods and procedures may well account for the apparently superior
performances reported.

A fan test facility with chamber on the delivery~Fig. 1! was
built following the UNI 10531,@14#, standard on industrial fan
test methods and acceptance conditions~equivalent to ISO 5801,
@15#!. After the chamber, the air passes through a venturi nozzle, a
honeycomb straightener duct, and an auxiliary fan to overcome
pressure losses.

Static pressure measurements were performed using three water
micromanometers having a 1/100 mm precision, one being of dif-
ferential type for flow rate measurement. The direct current motor
includes a tachimetric dynamo for measuring rotational speed.
Torque was measured using a load cell arranged in the stator part
of the electrical motor. The power absorbed by mechanical de-
vices and winding was evaluated using a bladeless runner having
the same disks and moment of inertia as the actual ones.

In each test, the curves of total pressure coefficient and total
efficiency versus flow coefficient were obtained according to the
following definitions:

c t5
pt

0.5ru2
2 ; f5

q

u2D2L
; h t5

ptq

P
. (1)

Experimental data were measured from fully closed conditions
~null flow rate! to fully open conditions~null static pressure at fan
discharge!. All tests were performed at 1000 rpm and with 152.4
mm impellers.

Description of the Test Programs
The parameterization of cross-flow fan geometry defined in@11#

led to three sets of variables~Figs. 2 and 3! that describe impeller,
rear wall and vortex wall, respectively:

t l5$L/D2 ,D1 /D2 ,Z,b1 ,b2%;

tR5$us ,uR ,u* ,eR /D2 ,d%; tV5$s/D2 ,eV /D2 ,hd /D2%
(2)

The number of variables included in these sets would clearly re-
sult in too many cases to be handled if all the combinations of
values included in the chosen ranges were to be tested. It is there-
fore necessary to reduce the number of tests by organizing a se-
lected number of subprograms to be systematically investigated.
On the other hand, this reduction should not cause any loss of
generality in the analysis of the results. Three subprograms are
proposed here according to the indications given. In the first one,
the shape of casings featuring a thin vortex wall is varied and
matched with a single impeller geometry. In the second program,
casing shapes featuring different thick vortex walls are matched to
the same impeller. Finally, in the third program, different impel-
lers are matched with a selected number of casing configurations.

To further reduce the number of tests, the variables having more
separable or lighter effects are isolated and their values fixed
within the ranges discussed in@11#. According to the indications
discussed there, the values of the rear wall variablesuR , us8 ,
eR /D2 and d are fixed to uR5135 deg, us8560 deg, eR /D2
50.04 andd545 deg, and the values of the impeller variables
L/D2 ,Z and D1 /D2 are fixed toL/D251.5, Z524 andD1 /D2
50.81. The three sets of parameters associated with rear wall,
vortex wall and impeller geometry are therefore reduced to the
following:

tR85$u* %; tV85$s/D2 ,eV /D2 ,hd /D2%; t l85$b1 ,b2% (3)

Program 1: Tests Under Variation of Casing Shape„Thin
Vortex Wall …. In this program the variablesu* , eV /D2 , and
hd /D2 are varied, and the resulting casing configurations are all
matched with the same impeller, havingb1570 deg andb2
538 deg. This impeller, first proposed in@4#, was already used to
prove the validity of similarity laws in Lazzarotto et al.@16#.
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Three values ofu* are considered in the range 359 deg–
139 deg, resulting in the following rear walls:

• R1: a small width rear wall (u* 5359 deg), similar to that
patented by Eck@17#;

• R2: an intermediate width rear wall (u* 5191 deg), which
supplied the highest values of pressure coefficient in a wide
range of flow rates in@4#;

• R3: a large width rear wall (u* 5139 deg).

The rear walls R2 and R3 are named R2c and R3c if the duct
linking the end of the log spiral profile with the discharge section
has a curved sinusoidal shape or R2r and R3r if the duct is recti-
linear ~Fig. 3!.

The series of casings shapes to be tested are derived from the so
defined five rear walls, by adding athin vortex wallof constant
thickness (s/D250.13) and rounded leading edge at different ra-
dial clearances and heights. All the combinations of four values of
the radial clearanceeV /D2 ~0.02, 0.04, 0.066, and 0.1! and five
vortex wall heightshd /D2 ~0.05, 0.19, 0.32, 0.45, and 0.58! are
considered. The test ‘‘tree’’ of the program under variation of
casing shape featuring thin vortex walls is shown in Fig. 4~100
tests in total!.

Program 2: Tests Under Variation of Casing Shape„Thick
Vortex Wall …. In this program the variablesu* , s/D2 and
hd /D2 are varied and the resulting casing configurations are all
matched with the same impeller, havingb1570 deg andb2
538 deg, already used in test program 1.
The same values ofu* ~359 deg, 191 deg, and 139 deg! are con-
sidered, defining the same five rear walls~R1, R2r, R2c, R3r, and
R2c!. The casing shape is now completed by adding a thick modu-

Fig. 2 Impeller geometry

Fig. 3 Geometric variables of the casing walls

Fig. 4 Test program 1: ‘‘tree’’ of tests Fig. 5 Test program 2: ‘‘tree’’ of tests

Fig. 1 Schematic of the test facility
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lar vortex wall of variable thickness (s/D250.13, 0.26, and 0.39!
composed of modules havings/D250.13 each. Two subseries of
casings are considered:

• In the first series, one module was placed athd /D250.45,
and the second and third modules were then added on its
lower surface to increase the vortex wall thickness while
leaving unchanged the length of the inflow arcus . Accord-
ingly, the height of the discharge section is decreased
(hd /D250.32 and 0.19! as the wall thickness is increased.

• In the second series, the first module was placed athd /D2
50.19, the other two modules being added afterwards on its
upper surface to keep constant the height of the discharge
sectionhd8 .

The modules were arranged so that the radial clearance (eV /D2)
between vortex wall and impeller decreases in the rotating direc-
tion of the impeller, according to a log spiral law, fromeV /D2
50.066 toeV /D250.15

The test ‘‘tree’’ of the program under variation of casing shape
featuring thick vortex walls is shown in Fig. 5~30 tests in total!.

Program 3 Tests Under Variation of Impeller Geometry.
In this program the variablesu* , hd /D2 , b1 , andb2 are varied.
The combinations of two external anglesb2 ~25 deg and 38 deg!
and three internal anglesb1 ~70 deg, 90 deg, and 110 deg! are
considered. The resulting six impellers are named by a five-digit
number, the first two digits representing the external blade angle
and the last three representing the internal blade angle.

A subset of casing shapes featuring a thin vortex wall (s/D2
50.13) is selected on the basis of the results of the first two test
programs. The radial clearanceeV /D2 is kept constant at 0.066.
Three rear walls~R1, R2r, and R3r! and four vortex wall heights
(hd /D250.19, 0.32, 0.45, and 0.58! are matched with each of the
six impellers.

The test ‘‘tree’’ of the program under variation of impeller ge-
ometry is shown in Fig. 6~72 tests in total!.

Experimental Results

Variation of Casing Shape„Thin Vortex Wall …—Program 1.
The results of the experimental tests using thin vortex walls of
constant thickness are presented in this section. All the tests
proved that the radial clearance has little effect on performance
for any value of the other parameters, as shown, for instance, in
Fig. 7 using the rear wall R1 andhd /D250.45. In general, the
highest performance has been obtained using radial clearance val-
ues in the middle of the range considered here. For this reason,
only the results foreV /D250.066 are presented in the following.

For each rear wall, the values ofc t versusf under a variation
of hd /D2 ~for eV /D250.066) are presented in Fig. 8. The maxi-
mum values ofh t are shown in Table 1. To facilitate the compre-
hension of the results, the effect of each variable on fan perfor-
mances is analyzed separately.

Rear Wall Radial Widthu* . The radial width of the rear wall
has a remarkable effect on pressure-flow characteristics (c t-f
curves!. For a fixed position of the vortex wall, a small radial
width generally leads to unstable curves~i.e., static pressure does
not increase monotonically as flow is throttled!, and a large radial
width leads to stable curves. Thus, the radial width can be used to
‘‘control’’ the slope of these curves, and an intermediate width,
combined with the appropriate position of the vortex wall, allows
almost constant values ofc t to be obtained over the range of flow
rates. The intermediate rear wall supplies the highest values ofc t ,
and, athd /D250.32~see Table 1!, also the highest values of total
efficiency.

Vortex Wall Height hd /D2. For each rear wall considered, in-
creased values of the vortex wall height (hd /D2) lead to more
stable curves. Therefore, smaller radial width rear walls, which
are intrinsically less stable, would preferably be combined with
vortex walls having higher values ofhd /D2 to improve stability.
Lower values ofhd /D2 are preferable for larger radial width rear
walls, which are intrinsically more stable, to get higher values of
c t . This is in agreement with the results of Porter and Markland
@4#, indicating maximum fan total pressure when the vortex is free
to move along the inner impeller periphery under throttling. In
other words, there exists an optimal distancehd8 between the two
casing walls to get the maximum total pressure coefficient. The
influence of the vortex wall height (hd /D2) on total efficiency
also shows that an optimal distancehd8 exists, which is generally
different from the former. For a small radial width rear wall, lower
values ofhd /D2 lead to lower efficiencies. For a larger radial
width rear wall, a maximum is apparent and is obtained for de-
creasing values ofhd /D2 .

Discharge Duct. Higher values off are generally obtained
using the rectilinear discharge ducts~R2r, R3r! instead of the

Fig. 6 Test program 3: ‘‘tree’’ of tests

Fig. 7 Total pressure coefficient and total efficiency obtained using a small radial width
rear wall „u*Ä359 deg … and a thin vortex wall „s ÕD2Ä0.13… having h d ÕD2Ä0.45, under
variation of the radial clearance „ev ÕD2… between vortex wall and impeller
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curved ones~R2c, R3c!. Curve stability is not affected by duct
shape for R3. Curve instability at low flow rates disappears when
R2r is combined with lowhd /D2 values. On the other hand, the
rectilinear duct implies efficiency penalties, especially for the in-
termediate width rear wall.

Variation of Casing Shape „Modular Vortex Wall …—
Program 2. The results of the experimental tests using thick
vortex walls of variable thickness are presented in this section.
For each rear wall, thec t-f curves are presented in Fig. 9 for
constant inflow arc and in Fig. 10 for constant height of the dis-
charge section. The maximum values of total efficiency are shown

in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The effects of variations of the
geometrical parameters of the casing on fan performance can be
summarized as follows.

Vortex Wall Thickness s/D2. Thick vortex walls are demon-
strated to be effective mainly in raising efficiency for the small
width rear wall. In fact, the highest efficiency~42%! is obtained
with maximum vortex wall thickness and minimum radial width
of the rear wall~R1!. This is in agreement with the Eck fan patent,
@17#, similar to this fan configuration, which shows very high
efficiency. Controversial effects appear for R2 and R3: Peak effi-
ciency is obtained for the thickest wall using the rectilinear dis-
charge duct, whereas it is achieved for the single module (s/D2
50.13) using the curved discharge duct.

Both at constant inflow arc and at constant height of the dis-
charge section~Figs. 9 and 10!, an increase in the vortex wall
thickness implies more unstable curves for all the rear walls. For
the rear walls R2 and R3, growing thickness seems to create an
obstruction to the throughflow, with consequent reduction in
maximum flow rate and energy transfer. This effect does not ap-
pear for R1 wherec t increases withs/D2 . Instability effects are
stronger in the tests with constant height of the discharge section.
On the other hand, thin vortex walls at the same low height

Fig. 8 Results of test program 1: casing shapes featuring thin vortex wall

Table 1 Test program 1: maximum total efficiencies „%… in Fig.
8

hd /D2 R1 R2r R3r R2c R3c

0.05 4,5 20 16,8 22 16
0.19 8,4 26 18,4 28,8 17,7
0.32 18 26,8 17,3 34,1 19
0.45 20 24,3 16,7 32,5 18,6
0.58 21,8 20,3 14 27 17,2
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(hd /D250.19) already showed a tendency to instability. Accord-
ingly, stability is strongly determined by the height of the dis-
charge section.

Rear Wall Radial Widthu* . As for the thin vortex wall, a
larger width of the rear wall implies more stable curves and lower
efficiencies.Maximumc t is obtained for R2 combined with the
thinnest vortex wall, whereash t is maximum for R1 combined
with the thickest vortex wall, as mentioned above.

Discharge Duct. Higher flow rates are obtained using the rec-
tilinear discharge duct, as for the thin vortex wall, both at constant
inflow arc and at constant height of the discharge section. Still, the
rectilinear discharge duct increases stability at low flow rates for
the R2 rear wall. The combined effects of discharge ducts and
vortex wall thickness were already discussed above.

Shape of the Clearance Between Impeller and Vortex Wall.A
round-shaped front edge of the vortex wall was used in the ex-
perimental tests with thin vortex wall~see Fig. 8!, whereas a log
spiral law is chosen here for the modular vortex wall. Accord-
ingly, the first module has different radial clearance, the thickness

being the same. This leads to a slight decrease ofc t for the same
vortex wall height~compare thec t-f curves of the thin vortex
wall havinghd /D250.45 with those of the modular wall having
s/D250.13 in the tests with constant inflow arc, or thec t-f
curves of the thin vortex wall havinghd /D250.18 with those of
the modular wall havings/D250.13 in the tests with constant
height of the discharge section!.

Variation of Impeller Geometry –Program 3. The c t-f
curves obtained in the experimental tests of the third program are
presented in Fig. 11. It appears that the worst performance is
obtained either with the larger internal blade angle~110°! or with
the rear wall having small radial width~R1!. Independent of im-
peller blade angles, the best performance is achieved by the four
configurations having intermediate and large radial width rear
walls ~R2r and R3r! combined with the two lowest positions of
the vortex wall (hd /D250.19 and 0.32!. This result confirms the
indications about the influence of the casing shape on perfor-
mance given for the 38070 impeller. Thec t-f andh t-f curves
obtained for each of the six impellers are grouped together in Fig.
12 for each of the four best performing casings.

Fig. 9 Results of test program 2: casing shapes featuring modular vortex wall „constant
inflow arc …
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Total Pressure Coefficient.All the c t-f curves show a com-
mon characteristic behavior. The total pressure coefficient rapidly
decreases from its null-flow-rate value until a discontinuity in the
slope of the curve occurs. Both external and internal blade angles
affect the location of this point of discontinuity, in terms off. If
b1 increases, the point moves towards higher flow coefficients;
conversely, ifb2 increases, the point moves towards lower flow
coefficients. After the slope discontinuity, the behavior of the
curves strictly depends on the casing shape. For small discharge
sections~casing R2r–hd /D250.19), c t tends to increase asf
increases, intermediate values of the discharge section~casings
R2r–hd /D250.32 and R3r–hd /D250.19) lead to a fairly con-
stant c t , and when the discharge section is large~casing

R3r–hd /D250.32) c t definitely decreases asf increases. Re-
sults of test program 1 can therefore be generalized independently
of impeller blade angles.

Maximum Flow Rate. The maximum flow rate at fully open
conditions shows a characteristic behavior depending on impeller
blade angles. The maximum flow coefficient first increases when
b1 is raised from 70 deg to 90 deg, then it decreases whenb1 is
further raised to 110 deg. On the other hand, flow coefficients in
fully open conditions forb2525 deg are always higher than those
for b2538 deg.

Total Efficiency. Maximum values of total efficiency for all
impellers and all casings are obtained in a narrow range of the

Table 3 Test program 2: maximum total efficiencies „%… in Fig.
10

s/D2 R1 R2r R3r R2c R3c

0.13 10,2 26,5 18,4 28,5 17,5
0.26 21,7 19,4 16,3 24 15
0.39 42 28,9 19,1 28,3 16

Fig. 10 Results of test program 2: casing shapes featuring modular vortex wall „constant
discharge section …

Table 2 Test program 2: maximum total efficiencies „%… in Fig.
9

s/D2 R1 R2r R3r R2c R3c

0.13 23 21,8 16,7 33,4 18,3
0.26 18,7 20,9 16,2 26,7 16,4
0.39 42 28,9 19,1 28,3 16
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flow coefficient, the only exception being the 38,110 impeller,
which always leads to performances much worse than those of the
other impellers. The range is approximately centered aroundf
50.6. In the same range, except forb15110 deg, the total pres-
sure coefficient tends to a common value for each casing, inde-
pendent of the impeller blade angles. This indicates that impeller
blade angles strongly affects the maximum value ofh t , but has
almost negligible effects on flow and total pressure coefficients
corresponding to the maximumh t . Efficiencies forb2525 deg
are always higher than those forb2538 deg, the internal blade
angle being equal. On the other hand, for the same external blade
angle, the maximum efficiencies are achieved by impellers having
b1590 deg.

Many of these characteristic behaviors were observed also us-
ing other casings; results are not presented here because of their
poorer performance.

Noise Generation. Noise issues are particularly critical in
cross-flow fan design because the flow field is not axial-
symmetric and the highest radial velocities are located near the
vortex wall edge where rotor-stator interaction is maximum, re-
sulting in large fluctuations of flow quantities. The few experi-
mental measures in the literature show that noise can be lowered
by increasing the radial clearance of the vortex wall,@5,18#, of
course, as well as by reducing the interaction between the eccen-
tric vortex within the impeller and the blade cascade. This can be

Fig. 11 Results of test program 3: different impellers matched with thin vortex wall casings
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done by reducing the strength and the eccentricity of the vortex
itself, increasing vortex wall thickness,@18#, or reducing rear wall
radial width,@4#. The results of a nonstandard noise measurement
performed during test programs 1 and 2 agree with the indication
of the literature.

Conclusions
Three experimental test programs have been carried out on the

basis of the independent variables chosen in@11# to define fan
geometry. All the combinations of values for the selected variables
resulting in high performance have been investigated. Test results
demonstrated that five variables are the most significant: rear wall
radial width, vortex wall height and thickness, and internal and
external blade angles of the impeller. Among them, the radial

width of the rear wall appears to be the fundamental parameter to
define the fan characteristic curve. Three categories of machines
are observed according to a small, large or intermediate radial
width of the rear wall. Within each category, the most significant
effects on performance are given by variation of the vortex wall
height and thickness. In particular,

• small radial width rear walls combined with low height vor-
tex walls lead to unstable characteristic curves, independent of the
vortex wall thickness. Curves become more stable by increasing
the height of the vortex wall. An increase in vortex wall thickness
leads both to higher total pressure and efficiency. The maximum
values of flow coefficient are hardly higher than 0.8.

• large radial width rear walls lead to stable curves, indepen-

Fig. 11 „continued …
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dent of the height of the vortex wall. Higher thickness of the
vortex wall has a negative effect on both total pressure and effi-
ciency. The maximum value of flow coefficient is normally
around 0.9.

• intermediate radial width rear walls lead to unstable curves
for small values of the vortex wall height, and to stable curves for
large values of this height, curves being approximately flat for
intermediate heights. A higher vortex wall thickness causes a de-
crease in total pressure and an increase in total efficiency. How-
ever, the efficiencies obtained using smaller width rear walls are

not reached. These rear walls lead to the best characteristic and,
matched with rectilinear discharge ducts, to the highest values of
flow coefficient.

Impeller blade angles do not substantially alter these trends, while
generally affecting maximum efficiency and flow rate. In more
detail,

• best total efficiencies and highest flow rates are achieved for
a 90 deg internal blade angle, the external being equal, and a
25 deg external blade angle, the internal being equal.

Fig. 12 Results of test program 3: best performing casing configurations
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• blade angle influence on the total pressure and the flow rate
corresponding to maximum total efficiency seems negligible.

Less important effects have been observed for variations of the
discharge duct shape and of the radial clearance between impeller
and vortex wall:

• the radial clearance between the impeller and a thin vortex
wall does not significantly affect fan performance. However,
the clearance shape has a marked influence on performance
for the thick vortex wall, since decreasing values in the di-
rection of rotation increase both efficiency and total pressure.

• A rectilinear discharge duct generally results in higher values
of the flow coefficient and more stable curves.

It is apparent that a choice of casing design parameters is de-
rived from a compromise among the often conflicting needs of
high total pressure, high efficiency and high flow rate. In general,
if the objective is to maximize efficiency, small width rear walls
and high thickness vortex walls are to be preferred. If the objec-
tive is to maximize total pressure in a wide range of flow rates, an
intermediate width rear wall combined with a thin vortex wall is
more suitable. Maximum flow rates are obtained using intermedi-
ate to large width rear walls and, preferably, rectilinear discharge
ducts. The best tradeoffs among these objectives are usually ob-
tained with internal and external impeller blade angles equal to
90 deg and 25 deg, respectively. Although the validity of these
design indications is limited by working assumptions~fixed values
for some of the parameters defining impeller and casing shape,
fixed rotational speed, flat and horizontal vortex wall, etc.!, they
can be considered as a good starting point for the definition of
cross-flow fan design criteria.

Nomenclature

D 5 diameter~m!
e 5 radial clearance~m!
h 5 height ~m!
L 5 impeller axial length~m!
n 5 rotational speed~rpm!
p 5 pressure~Pa!
P 5 power ~W!
q 5 volumetric flow rate~m3/s!
R 5 radial coordinate of the rear wall log spiral arc~m!

Re 5 Reynolds number
s 5 thickness~m!
u 5 peripheral speed~m/s!
Z 5 number of blades

Greek

b 5 blade angle~deg!
d 5 rear wall suction angle
h 5 efficiency
u 5 angle, angular coordinate of the rear wall log spiral

arc ~rad!

f 5 flow coefficient
r 5 air density~kg/m3!
t 5 set of design variables
c 5 pressure coefficient

Subscripts

1 5 internal
2 5 external
b 5 blade
d 5 discharge
s 5 suction
t 5 total
I 5 impeller

R 5 rear wall
V 5 vortex wall
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Fluid Dynamic Aspects of
Electrostatic Precipatators:
Turbulence Characteristics in
Scale Models
The present work originated in an investigation on fluid dynamic aspects of electrostatic
precipitators performed on scale models of an industrial apparatus. The experimental
analysis of velocity and turbulence distribution, performed by hot-wire anemometry, con-
firmed that significant turbulence levels are found inside particle collectors. In fact, com-
ponents used to spatially smooth the flow and lower its velocity peaks, such as hoods with
wide divergence angles, turning vanes, and perforated plates, may also act as sources
of turbulence and reduce the efficiency of electrostatic precipitators. These observations
prompted a deeper analysis, both analytical and experimental, of the turbulence decay
downstream perforated screens. A new simple semi-empirical model of turbulence decay
is proposed, which has shown reasonably good agreement with experimental data, even
at short downstream distance from the perforated plate, 50 to 250 hydraulic diameters.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593704#

1 Introduction
Electrostatic precipitators~ESP! are well-known, highly effi-

cient devices applied in power stations and many other large-scale
industrial systems in order to reduce fly ash and fine particle
emissions. Although the first patent by F. G. Cottrell dates from
1906, it is still difficult to achieve efficiencies higher than 99%.
H. J. White @1#, in his thorough review concerning the whole
physical phenomena of the dust collecting process, stated that:
‘‘for the finer particles which are of the greatest interest in elec-
trical precipitation, the nature and properties of the gas flow es-
tablish the basic laws and patterns of particle collection.’’ In the
same book are also emphasised the complex effects of several
physical properties and operating conditions. They have to be
taken into account in order to reach a successful separation pro-
cess. The more recent literature,@2,3#, adds more insights into the
processes in electrical precipitation, particularly with reference to
‘‘grade efficiency.’’

Due to the increase of the number and unit power of industrial
plants, combined with the lowering of dust emissions standards,
the enhancement of efficiency deserves further investigation, in
spite of previous significant R&D studies. One of the most impor-
tant aspects characterising ESP is the fluid dynamics, since the
velocity field throughout the collecting region controls dust depo-
sition. In turn, the velocity field is influenced by several factors,
including the geometry of the inlet and outlet hoppers, the inner
elements inserted to equalize the flow distribution, the shape of
collecting electrodes, the electrical wind, the ‘‘leaking’’ and
‘‘snaking’’ flow pattern @1#, the onset of wakes, etc.

Concerning the secondary flow generated by the corona dis-
charge, Leonard et al.@2# examined, by means of different experi-
mental approaches, the turbulence induced by the electrostatic
field in single wire and multiwire flat-plate precipitators. More
recently, Soldati et al.@4# formulated a CFD model reproducing
the flow field and the role of dust deposition in flat plate ESP.
Leonard concluded that ‘‘for typical ESP conditions, the level of
corona-induced turbulence is significantly smaller than that result-

ing from entrance ducting and the wakes of internal structures
typical of commercial precipitators.’’ The shape of inlet and outlet
ducts is normally imposed by layout constraints. In some cases
guide vanes and perforated plates may prove ineffective or even
countereffective as flow-smoothing devices. They may even cause
flow instability, @5–7#.

Our department has been involved for many years in research
on scale models of flue gas cleaning devices, both ESP and cata-
lytic reactors ~SCR!, according to the customary procedure
adopted also by Hamon Research-Cottrell Inc. The studies con-
cern ESP and SCR apparatus in Power Plants of the national elec-
tric network of novel and retrofit buildup. The experimental work
aims to support a theoretical analysis by means of CFD commer-
cial codes. The main goal was to achieve a time-averaged velocity
field as uniform as possible, just upstream from and throughout
the cleaning devices. The first approximation parameter to assess
the flow uniformity is the percent root mean square Index~%
RMS! of the velocity distribution on a given cross section. This
parameter is commonly related to the system performance~see
Table 1!.

Other criteria based on a single statistical parameter are of the
same order of approximation. Also in the well-known Deutsch
formula,@8#, the whole complexity of the problem is brought into
the so called ‘‘migration velocity,’’ which characterizes particle
transport.

The present investigation is aimed at studying two particular
aspects influencing the turbulence inside an ESP:~a! the turbulent
kinetic energy generated downstream from a perforated plate and
its decay,~b! the mean and turbulent velocity field within the
region delimited by a pair of collecting electrodes. The impor-
tance of the first item is due to the fact that a perforated plate is
frequently inserted at the end of the upstream hopper, very close
to the first collecting stage of an ESP, and may influence its per-
formance. Some correlation concerning the decay of nearly iso-
tropic turbulence is available in the literature. Since the applica-
tion to specific cases is questionable, experiments were performed
on the same perforated plates used in the laboratory tests. More-
over, a new simplified model has been developed and checked
against our experimental data. The second item mainly concerns
the effects of the collecting electrodes on the velocity field. In
fact, the onset of local flow detachment is likely to produce tur-
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bulence close to the plates. Moreover, the evolution of the inlet
flow disturbances through a collecting stage appears of some in-
terest. On the scale model we used collecting electrodes of undu-
lated shape, which, according to various patents, are preferred to
prevent significant dust re-entrainment during the rapping process.

The final goal is to provide realistic boundary conditions for
CFD calculations and to validate the numerical simulations with
the experimental data obtained from the dust collecting stages.
The knowledge of the mean velocity field and turbulence intensity
will also allow predictions of collector efficiency, by means of a
particle transport correlation.

2 Turbulent Decay Laws
Turbulence is still one of the great unsolved problems of phys-

ics, in spite of the efforts devoted to it over more than a century
since the pioneering work of O. Reynolds. The most simplified
case is homogeneous isotropic turbulence, approximately satisfied
by the flow field downstream from a perforated plate. In fact,
grid-generated turbulence is a good approximation to homo-
geneity at a distance larger than about 50 hydraulic diameters
downstream.

No exact law is known for the decay of homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence, although many experimental studies of grid-
generated turbulence are available in the literature. The difficulty
of an exact representation lies above all in the advective terms of
Navier-Stokes equations, which are nonlinear and do not cause
decay by themselves, but redistribute turbulent kinetic energy
across the frequency spectrum,@9#. Unless we are in the final
stage of decay, we would expect the advective term to dominate
over the dissipative one. At the end of the 1930s, Loytsianski and
Milliontchikov @10# deduced an asymptotically correct decay law
suitable when turbulent energy is so small that viscous dissipation
is predominant. This law does not fit the needs of industrial equip-
ment modeling, because the most interesting stage of turbulence
decay happens earlier, when viscous dissipation is confined at the
smallest scales.

Hinze @11# reported many experimental results of grid turbu-
lence and those by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin@12# are amongst the
most complete. Provided the flow Reynolds number is large, it
was found that the decay of grid-generated turbulence may be
described by power laws such as

k~ t !5k~ t* !S t*

t D n

(1)

where t is the time elapsed since a conventional reference time,
t* . It should be noted that power laws are valid starting at some
distance downstream from the grid location, because of near-grid
effects that alter the turbulence behavior. Although power laws
like Eq. ~1! were obtained experimentally for all grid geometry,
there is no agreement on the value of the exponentn, which ap-
pears to vary significantly from grid to grid,@12#. Power laws
have only asymptotic validity and, owing to the unknown origin
of the time coordinate, it is difficult to determine the precise value
of the exponentn in any particular experiment.

3 A New Model
A new model has been developed assuming that homogeneous

turbulence is a good approximation downstream from a perforated
plate, in the sense that variations in the flow statistical properties
take place over distances larger than the turbulent length scales.

The turbulence is also approximately isotropic. Since there is little
mean shear, turbulence energy production is negligible and energy
is simply transferred from large to small scales, where it is dissi-
pated. In strictly homogeneous turbulence the diffusive term is
zero, too. In this condition we can describe the decay of turbulent
energy by the following equation,@13#,

dk

dt
52« (2)

where« represents the turbulent energy dissipation rate. This is
the one-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy equation for homo-
geneous turbulence without mean flow and no mean velocity gra-
dients. It states that, because there is no production, the turbulent
energy decreases continuously. Equation~2! gives the time rate of
change of turbulent energy per unit mass in a Lagrangian refer-
ence frame moving with the mean flow velocity,Ūz . The time is
related to downstream distance byt5z/Ūz . Thus, Eq.~2! trans-
forms into

Ūz

dk

dz
52« (3)

which contains two unknown quantities,k and «. One needs an-
other equation to solve the problem, namely a model of the tur-
bulent energy dissipation rate. We have resorted to the following
relation, which relatesk and« and is based on dimensional con-
siderations,@14,15#:

«5ak3/2 (4)

wherea is a proportionality constant depending on a characteris-
tic length scale of the system. Substituting Eq.~4! into Eq. ~3!,
writing

b5
a

2Ūz

, (5)

and performing an integration, one obtains

1

Ak~z!
2

1

Ak~0!
5bz (6)

which may be rewritten similarly to a power law

k~z!5Fbz1
1

Ak~0!
G22

(7)

wherez is the distance from the perforated plate. Notice that Eq.
~7! contains two empirical parameters,k(0) andb, to be assigned
experimentally. The proposed law has the advantage of being lin-
ear with respect to the auxiliary variablek, if one assumes‘
k51/Ak

k~z!2k~0!5bz. (8)

This property makes it easier to computeb through a linear fit of
the experimental data. Introducing the nondimensional variable
z5z/d in place ofz, and (Ūz)

2/2k instead ofk, the proposed law
for decaying homogeneous turbulence may be written in the fol-
lowing dimensionless form:

Ūz
2

2k
5

Ūz
2

2 Fbzd1
1

Ak~0!
G (9)

whered is the hydraulic diameter of the holes in the perforated
plate.

4 Experimental Setup
Measurements were obtained using a transparent scale model

~Fig. 1! reproducing a catalytic reactor inserted in a research and
demonstration power plant~volume flow rate'20,000@m3/h#

Table 1 ESP system performance based on the percent RMS
index

% RMS '10%–15% '15%–25% .30%

quality excellent satisfactory poor
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s.c.!. The scale model had rectangular cross section (514
3278 mm, hydraulic diameter,D5361 mm) and aL/D ratio
'7. Perforated screens were inserted downstream from a laminar
damper and the system was operated at Re'5463104. A ‘‘ple-
num’’ was inserted downstream from the scale model to uncouple
it from disturbances. A centrifugal fan with a throttle valve al-
lowed adjustment of the air flow-rate, measured by an orifice flow
meter.

Flow velocity was measured by a constant temperature hot-wire
anemometer~DISA 55M! with 5-mm-diameter wire probe~mod.
P11!, which ensured a frequency response adequate to the turbu-
lent spectrum. The probe was calibrated on a potential jet in the
velocity range 0.2 to 50 m/s, and installed on a carriage sliding on
a steel track and controlled by a computer-driven stepper motor.
More than 20,000 data were collected at every measurement
point, by means of a dynamical signals analyzer~Hewlett-Packard
35665A! at sampling frequency of 32 kHz, and transferred to a PC
for statistical analysis. The sampled voltages were converted into
velocities through the calibration function and then processed to
determine mean and fluctuating components. The probe wire was
aligned normally to the axial flow direction in order to be prefer-
entially sensitive to the longitudinal velocity component.

5 Experimental Results
In the experimental investigation three types of perforated

plates were used~Table 2!. Their geometry is completely de-
scribed by two quantities:hydraulic diameter dof the holes and
void ratio ~area of the holes to the total plate area!. Comparison of
experimental data with our model was carried out according to
two criteria. First we applied the standard least-squares method to
find a linear fit of the data, according to Eq.~8!.

Figures 2–4 show some examples of the linear best fits of the
experimental data. The numerical values of both coefficients of
the model, sayk8(0) and b, as deduced by the linear fit, are
reported in Table 3. In the same table is reported the measured
value ofk(0). Adequacy of the fit to experimental data was evalu-
ated by means of the percent root mean square error, which falls
in the range 1.37 to 3.86%. Since common sense suggests a mono-
tone decay line, irrespective of the analytical representation, ex-
perimental data oscillations should be interpreted as flow irregu-
larities and disturbances.

Another approach which is closer to the practice of turbulent
models in the numerical simulation of flow fields~where mainly
upstream boundary conditions are needed!, is to imposek(0), by
assigning to it the value ofk at the first measurement location, and
then to apply a least-squares linear regression analysis. With a few
symbolic manipulations, one can prove that the new value ofb is

b85
( i 52

N ~k i2k1!~zi2z1!

( i 52
N ~zi2z1!2 . (10)

Fig. 1 Schematic of the test section used to measure turbulence decay past a
perforated screen

Table 2 Characteristics of the perforated plates

Grid No.
Hole Shape and

Pattern

Hydraulic
Diameter

~mm!
Void
Ratio

1 circular holes,
triangular pattern

5 0.35

2 circular holes,
triangular pattern

6 0.53

3 square holes,
square pattern

8 0.64

Fig. 2 Measured turbulence decay for test cases 2 and 4 of
Table 2: experimental data points and their linear best fit ac-
cording to Eq. „8…

Fig. 3 Measured turbulence decay for test cases 5 and 8 of
Table 2: experimental data points and their linear best fit ac-
cording to Eq. „8…
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Notice that summations are restricted to indexes 2 toN, since
the first point is now fixed. The values ofb8 for the modified
linear fits and the corresponding RMS errors are reported in the
last two columns of Table 3. Typically the error is three to five
times larger than before. That is because the modified least-
squares method, having imposed the first point, is more severe and
less adaptive to experimental data, though closer to the practice of
numerical simulation.

It is also interesting to show the complete set of data in one
plot, in order to evaluate the turbulence model on the whole,
through comparison with the dimensionless form~9!, which is an
obvious candidate for such a task. Unfortunately, the coefficients
depend upon various quantities such asb andUz which are spe-
cific to each data set, so Eq.~9! maps each set onto a different
curve. However, with a little mathematics one can prove that in-
troducing auxiliary nondimensional coordinates

u5
z

d
1

1

bdAk~0!
; w5

1

kb2d2 (11)

Equation ~9! transforms onto one parabola of the equation
w5u2.

Plotting the experimental data in the~u, w! plane, they form a
‘‘cloud’’ of 92 data points~Fig. 5! around the parabola~solid line!,
while the least-square parabola~dashed line! fitting the same data
is represented by the equation

w50.98u220.083u120.16. (12)

Theoretical and experimental least-squares parabolas match quite
well. The scatter of the data reduces for lowu values, which refer
to relatively short distances from the turbulence-generating perfo-
rated screen, hence to a region where turbulence is likely to be
neither homogeneous nor isotropic. Obviously, this is the most
critical region for any turbulence model. Concerning the disper-
sion of experimental points around the curve, it should be noted
that the measured values ofk refer to a three-dimensional flow
field which the suggested model tries to describe with only one
spatial coordinate~as a first approach to the problem!. Conse-
quently, the accuracy is satisfactory in most cases, since even a
full-blown three-dimensional turbulence model~such as the
widely usedk-«! often misses the experimental values by 20% or
more,@16#.

6 Flow Nonuniformity
The last remark concerning the intrinsic three-dimensional

character of the flow leads to the second subject of this paper, the
flow uniformity. Its importance from the standpoint of the effi-
ciency of electrostatic precipitators may be evaluated using the
well-known formula by Deutsch@4#.

In an approximately two-dimensional velocity field, the overall
efficiency of the precipitator may be computed as the spatial av-
erage of local efficiencies, weighted with respect to flow velocity:

Fig. 4 Measured turbulence decay for test cases 10 and 11 of
Table 2: experimental data points and their linear best fit ac-
cording to Eq. „8…

Table 3 List of test cases

Test
No.

Gird
No.

k(0)31023

~m2/s2!
~Measured!

k8(0)31023

~m2/s2!
~Interpolated!

b
~m22 s!

~%! RMS
Error

b8
~m22 s!

~%! RMS
Error

1 1 2.11 2.39 22.2 1.64 21.0 7.20
2 1 1.70 2.67 23.5 2.52 18.5 7.41
3 1 1.40 2.94 26.8 1.58 18.6 4.83
4 1 1.22 2.26 27.9 1.37 20.2 5.27
5 2 2.59 1.82 20.3 3.86 24.2 13.10
6 2 2.87 1.56 18.7 2.74 25.4 11.30
7 2 3.06 1.95 17.8 2.74 22.3 10.50
8 2 3.32 2.38 17.2 2.42 20.4 7.87
9 3 2.42 1.86 21.1 1.75 24.0 7.70
10 3 2.22 1.71 21.2 1.55 24.2 4.82
11 3 2.08 1.83 21.4 2.44 22.8 13.60
12 3 1.93 2.70 22.9 1.99 19.4 6.52

Fig. 5 The complete set of data in dimensionless form. The
solid line is the parabola wÄu 2, while the dashed line repre-
sents the best fit of the data.
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(13)

whereWi are the local particle transverse migration velocities,Ui
the local flow mean velocities, andL and d are the length and
spacing of the electrodes.

The experience shows that in standard ESPh decreases mono-
tonically whenUi increases. Ducts having higherUi dominate the
overall efficiency of the precipitator, and the damage caused by
regions withUi above the average is only partially balanced by
the improvement in regions whereUi is below the average. The
assumption of uniform particle distribution was used in develop-
ing the Deutsch formula. This is valid if turbulent mixing is sig-
nificant. However, theoretical and experimental work,@2#, has
shown ‘‘that for moderate levels of turbulence, e.g., fully devel-
oped turbulent channel flow, precipitators should be far more ef-
ficient than is predicted by the Deutsch formula.’’ These results
suggest that it is desirable to minimize the generation of turbu-
lence for improved precipitator performance, since the largest dif-
fusivities produce the lowest grade efficiency,@3#. The influence
of fluid dynamics on precipitator efficiencies is worthy of inves-
tigation although the problem is complicated by secondary effects.
In real precipitators, efficiencies lower than those predicted by
the Deutsch formula may be found, probably caused by the
local structure of the electrical field, as suggested by numerical
predictions,@3#.

7 Experiments on Scale Models
The main aim of the experiments on scale models was to obtain

a better knowledge of the flow characteristics in the region of the
dust-collecting electrodes. Experimental and numerical results in-
dicate that the mean flow, the electrohydrodynamic flow and the
turbulence field undergo significant modifications caused by mu-
tual interaction, in flat-plate-wire or plate-plate collecting systems,
@17#. Industrial collecting electrodes have an undulated shape,@1#,
like those used in the present investigation~Fig. 6!, which may
induce turbulence. Moreover, hoods with wide divergence angles,
turning vanes and perforated plates also generate a turbulent~even
recirculating! flow at the inlet of the first stage, because their
geometry may not correspond to the optimum configuration,@5,7#.

As a first approach, experimental tests were performed on a
1:16 scale model of a dust-separating system including the elec-
trostatic filter, the upstream and downstream hoods and ducts. Due

to the short distance between the plate electrodes~'20 mm!,
mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles were measured
along the centreline of the first two collecting stages. Figure 7
presents the axial distribution of the relative turbulence intensity
~defined as the ratio of the local RMS fluctuating component to
the flow mean velocity!, as measured at two different depths,h,
from the upper wall of the model. It is worth noting the relatively
high inlet value followed by a rapid decay along the first collect-
ing stage and a further decrease in the second one. The small
increase in the lag between the stages is probably due to the sud-
den, though small, expansion in the cross section. The aforemen-
tioned behavior is justified by the existence of a diffuser upstream
from the filter, having an obtuse angle~about 100 deg!. In spite of
the insertion of perforated screens to make the mean flow more
uniform, vortices generated by the fluid vein detachment contrib-
ute to flow nonuniformity and increased turbulence near the wall.
This may reduce the efficiency of collecting electrodes.

These results suggested a more detailed investigation of the
two-dimensional turbulence distribution inside a 1:3 scale model
of two collecting electrodes. Their shape is shown in Fig. 6 and
the operating flow conditions were selected in order to preserve
both the geometry and flow similarity with respect to full scale
particle collectors. The investigation was aimed at reconstructing
the flow field distribution in the volume delimited by the first
stage of collecting electrodes. Measurements were carried out
considering four different experimental arrangements, in order to
ascertain the effect of inserting a perforated plate and its distance
upstream from the electrodes:
Case A: laminar damper 540 mm upstream from the scale model,
Case B: perforated plate 540 mm (z/d554) upstream,
Case C: perforated plate 190 mm (z/d519) upstream, and
Case D: perforated plate 100 mm (z/d519) upstream.

Since preliminary experiments proved the approximate symme-
try of the flow field with respect to the median horizontal plane,
measurements were carried out in the upper-half section only, on
three horizontal planes 40 mm apart, starting 200 mm below the
upper wall. Figures 8 and 9 show the isolines of mean velocity
and turbulence intensity in a section 280 mm from the top wall,
confined by the electrodes shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 8 refers to case A and indicates that the mean flow is
almost uniform at the inlet with moderate turbulence intensity,
which then increases, close to one electrode, probably due to the
corrugated plate geometry. Lower levels are found in the inner
region, where turbulence intensity falls under 10%, which is con-

Fig. 6 Schematic of the collecting electrodes used in the
present investigation

Fig. 7 Axial distribution of the relative turbulence intensity as
measured at two different depths from the upper wall of the
model
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sidered a standard value in this type of flow. Similar behavior is
found in case D~Fig. 9!. However, the turbulence level near the
wall is higher, because the grid-generated turbulence is not al-
lowed to decay sufficiently before entering the electrode stage.

Table 4 reports, for each arrangement, the average of the local
mean velocities over the entire section, together with two dimen-
sionless distribution parameters, the root mean square index~%
RMS! and skewness,S, which give indication of the flow unifor-
mity across the section. Positive values ofS denounce local high
values of the flow velocity. Values close to zero for both RMS and
S should guarantee the best configuration.

8 Conclusions
A new semi-empirical model of turbulence decay past a perfo-

rated plate was deduced and tested. The proposed model was
shown to be in good agreement with experimental data even at
relatively short distances from the perforated plate, 50 to 250
hydraulic diameters downstream. Further research is in progress
to analyze a wider range of test conditions.

The experimental results on scale models confirmed that sig-
nificant turbulence levels are found in practical ESP. In fact, in-

dustrial dust-separating systems require perforated plates or other
devices to lower the bulk kinetic energy of the main flow across
the hood between the upstream ducts and precipitators. The layout
of conventional systems has one of the perforated plates close to
the entrance of the first collecting stage. As a consequence, the
turbulence generated near the grid propagates inside the first part
of the stage. Moreover, the electrode geometry itself may further
contribute to turbulence production. It is therefore important to
optimize the overall system configuration of electrostatic precipi-
tators and particular attention should be paid to the design of the
upstream section of the first collection stage.

Experimental investigations on scale models prove useful in
achieving a better knowledge of turbulence generation and distri-
bution. The present study was also intended to provide a reliable
database for validation of CFD codes and improvement of their
predictive capability.
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Nomenclature

d 5 hydraulic diameter of the holes in the perforated
plates~m!

D 5 hydraulic diameter of the scale model~m!
h 5 depth from the upper wall~m!

Table 4 Distribution parameters for cases A to D

Quantity Case A Case B Case C Case D

Mean velocity
@m/s#

5.14 5.61 5.83 5.79

% RMS 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.19
S 0.25 20.14 0.90 20.17

Fig. 8 Mean velocity „a… and turbulence intensity „b… isolines
measured in a section 280 mm from the top wall, in a 1:3 scale
model of two collecting electrodes. Experimental case A.

Fig. 9 Mean velocity „a… and turbulence intensity „b… isolines
measured in a section 280 mm from the top wall, in a 1:3 scale
model of two collecting electrodes. Experimental case D.
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k 5 turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass~m2/s2!
L 5 length of collecting electrodes~m!

Re 5 Reynolds number
RMS 5 root mean square

S 5 dimensionless skewness
t 5 time ~s!

t* 5 reference time~s!, as defined in Eq.~1!
u, w 5 nondimensional coordinates, as defined in Eq.~11!

Ūz 5 flow mean velocity~time average! ~m/s!
W 5 transverse migration velocity of the particles
z 5 longitudinal coordinate or downstream distance~m!

Greek

a 5 empirical coefficient~m21!, as defined in Eq.~4!
b 5 empirical coefficient~m22s!, as defined in Eq.~5!
d 5 spacing of the collecting electrodes~m!
« 5 dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy~m2s23!
h 5 collection efficiency of the precipitator
k 5 auxiliary quantity~m21s!, (5k21/2)
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Experimental Study of the Flow
in a Compact Heat Exchanger
Channel With Embossed-Type
Vortex Generators
The isothermal flow in a model channel of plate-fin heat exchanger with periodically
arranged embossed-like vortex generators is investigated. Velocity measurements are per-
formed by LDA in the transitional regime (Reynolds number from 1000 up to 5000).
Strong longitudinal vortices are observed downstream of each generator. The vortex roll-
up process is highlighted by the evolution of the velocity vector field in the cross section
of the flow. The modifications of the vortex characteristics after successively encountered
generators are investigated. This work shows most of the flow features which are known
to produce heat transfer enhancement, and shows that these smooth shaped vortex gen-
erators are very promising for enhanced heat exchangers.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1595675#

1 Introduction

To enhance heat transfer in industrial compact heat exchangers,
an interesting passive method is to use longitudinal vortices in the
flow. An industrial mean to generate such vortices is to place
wings or winglets on the transfer surface, called vortex generators
~for a review, see@1,2#!. It appears that a better knowledge of
these vortex flows should enable a better design of optimized
compact heat exchangers. A lot of work has been dedicated into
analyzing the effect of vortex generators on the boundary layer of
a single plate with a uniform flow far above the surface,@3–5#.
This enabled an insight into the mechanisms of longitudinal
vortex-induced transfer enhancement. It showed the interactions
between the vortex and boundary layer,@6#, and the increase of
turbulence intensity,@7#. For example, Gentry and Jacobi@5# in-
vestigated the interactions of a vortex pair generated by delta
wings with a boundary layer, and found a 50% to 60% enhance-
ment of averaged transfer over a flat plate. However, for the issue
of compact heat exchangers, it is necessary to extend this knowl-
edge to the case of confined channel flows.

Investigation of confined channel flows with rectangular or
delta wing and winglet vortex generators has recently motivated
numerous numerical studies,@8–11# and a few experimental ones,
@12,13#. A recent numerical study,@14#, has shown the efficiency
of parallelepipedic generators. The strong confinement increases
the number of involved parameters and the complexity of the
flow. Thus, there is a real need in experimental studies to get a
better insight into the transfer enhancement mechanism. In para-
metric studies,@2,9,10,15#, recommendations for the design of
vortex generators in compact heat exchangers are given. The geo-
metrical configuration studied here~see Section 2! is chosen ac-
cording to these recommendations.

In a tube-fin exchanger, vortex generators can be obtained at
reasonable manufacturing costs by punching the fins. The ob-
tained triangular winglets perpendicular to the fins are known to
give rise to a significant transfer enhancement,@13,15#. In a plate-
fin exchanger, however, punching the fins is prohibited so as to
avoid the mixing of both fluids. Due to the constraints in manu-
facturing costs, an acceptable method of obtaining vortex genera-
tors is to emboss the plates, which results in a smooth shaped

winglet without sharp edges and of a limited height. The ability of
such rounded embossed bodies to generate efficient vortices for
transfer enhancement will be discussed.

The present work is an experimental investigation of the flow
field in a channel of a vortex enhanced heat exchanger in a geo-
metrical configuration close to industrial applications of plate-fin
exchangers, where several vortex generators are periodically ar-
ranged. In order to be able to carry out flow measurements, the
length scales are chosen to be around five times larger in the
present experiment than in practical exchangers.

The aim of this work is to show the ability of embossed vortex
generators to produce longitudinal vortices, and to precisely de-
scribe the resulting complex flow in a given geometry.

To our knowledge, the present are the first velocity measure-
ments achieved in a channel with smooth obstacles simulating
embossed vortex generators in a plate-fin exchanger. The down-
stream development of a vortex is investigated, as well as the
evolution of the flow structure after the fluid successively encoun-
ters several vortex generators. The Reynolds number effects are
also discussed. After a description of the experimental setup, re-
sults of the velocity field and the vortex characteristics are pre-
sented. Finally, the expected effects on heat transfer are discussed,
as well as how the present results may be of general interest for
the issue of vortex enhanced heat exchangers.

2 Experimental Setup
The experiments have been conducted in a hydrodynamic loop

made of a volumetric pump, two free surface buffer tanks, a test
section, and a bypass system. The test section~label~1!, on Fig. 1!
consists of a 980 mm long, 860 mm high channel, with a width
H527 mm, delimited by lateral walls made of 25 mm transparent
Perspex~2!. In the upstream settling tank~3!, diffusing plates~4!,
a honeycomb~5!, and a converging section~6! are placed to ho-

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
Apr. 4, 2002, revised manuscript received Mar. 3, 2003. Associate Editor: M. V.
Ötügen. Fig. 1 Top view of the experimental facility
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mogenize the flow at the test section inlet. A mixing tank~7! is
placed downstream the test section which is fitted with mounting
flanges~8!. Flow rates are determined by a magnetic flow meter
with a relative accuracy of 2%. The experimental setup enables to
achieve a bulk velocityUq in the range from 0.037 m/s to 0.37
m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number Re5UqH/n in the range
@1000;10000#. The inlet velocity profile cannot be measured be-
cause there is no optical access at the entrance of the test section.
Measurements in the channel without vortex generators were in
reasonable agreement with the theory of developing flows in the
entrance of a rectangular channel,@16#, and showed that the tur-
bulence intensity was always lower than 5%. At the beginning of
the channel, the flow is considered as uniform and boundary lay-
ers develop downstream along the plates. In the rectangular test
section, the flow in a plate-fin exchanger channel with embossed
vortex generators is simulated. The vortex generators are wooden
semicylinders which are attached to one of the lateral walls. Their
length and height are, respectively, 2.7H and 0.37H, and the ends
are rounded with a curvature radius of 0.37H in both directions
~1/4 of a sphere!. Vortex generator pairs are arranged in four lines
~streamwise horizontal direction:x! and four columns~transverse
vertical directiony!, as shown on Fig. 2. In a pair, generators are
symmetrically inclined with a 45° angle of attack, separated by
1.3H. Lines are separated by 6.5H, and the distance between
columns is 4H.

Velocity Measurements. To investigate the flow in the chan-
nel, the longitudinalu and verticalv velocity components were
measured by laser Doppler anemometry~LDA !. Measurement of
the spanwise velocity componentw is not possible in this experi-
ment because of the orientation of the laser beams. A Dantec
two-component LDA system with three beams is used in the back
scattering mode. A beam expander and a lens of 360 mm focal
length provide a probe volume that is 0.5 mm long in the span-
wise direction and 0.04 mm wide in the longitudinal and vertical
directions. The probe volume is traversed in the flow by a me-
chanical displacement system of absolute accuracy of 5 microns.
Thus, the uncertainty of the measurement position relative to the
walls is 0.5 mm. The water flow is seeded with Iriodine particles
of typical size of one micron. The scattered light signal is pro-
cessed by two Dantec burst spectrum analyzers. Theu and v
velocity components have been recorded in a cross section of the
flow over a grid of 20 nodes in the spanwise direction and 30
nodes in the vertical direction, with a 1.3 mm step. At each posi-
tion, a maximum of 2500 data points are collected at a typical data
rate of 50 Hz, and the mean (U,V) and rms (u8,v8) values are
computed.U andV are estimated with a relative accuracy of62%
and66%, respectively, with a confidence level of 95%. Rms val-
ues are obtained with a relative accuracy of63%.

3 Results
The whole flow is expected to be symmetrical with respect to

the streamwise center line of the test section. Moreover, the flow
behind each vortex generator pair should be symmetric with re-
spect to the center line of the pair. Velocity measurements are
carried out in one cross section downstream of each vortex gen-
erator on a single line just above the channel center line. To see
the evolution of a vortex downstream of a generator, measure-
ments have also been taken in three different cross sections behind
the second column. The location of each measurement sectionx is
shown in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 1, where the distance
downstream of the generatord is also given. Three flow rates have
been studied, corresponding to Re51000, 2000 and 5000~i.e.:
Uq50.037, 0.074 and 0.188 m/s!.

To have a first insight into the flow structure, a visualization has
been made by dye injection just upstream of the first vortex gen-
erator ~Fig. 3!. The dye line first follows the body suction side.

Fig. 3 Vortex visualization by dye injection, for Re Ä1000, be-
hind a generator of the first column

Table 1 Summary of all measurement sections’ reduced posi-
tion x ÕH, column number and corresponding reduced distance
behind the vortex generator trailing edge d ÕH

x

H
Column Number

d

H

7.1 1 2.4
9.1 0.4

10.1 2 1.4
11.1 2.4
15.1 3 2.4
19.1 4 2.4

Fig. 2 Geometry of the channel with mounted embossed-like vortex generators. All di-
mensions are in millimeters. Pairs of generators are arranged in four lines „streamwise
horizontal direction: x … and four columns „transverse vertical direction y ….
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Then a helical emission line appears after the separation point.
This visualization shows the development of a vortex and its tra-
jectory downstream of the vortex generator.

The evolution of the velocity field is investigated in detail be-
hind the second column of vortex generators. Then, global vortex
parameters are studied after a succession of generators.

3.1 Velocity Fields. First, the mean velocity components
are investigated. Velocities are scaled by the bulk velocityUq ,
and lengths are normalized by the channel widthH. Using the
measurement sections atx/H59.1, 10.1, 11.1, it is possible to

estimate]U/]x and]V/]y at the cross sectionsx/H59.6, 10.1,
and 10.6, and then to determine the third componentW using the
continuity equation~Eq. ~1!!.

]U

]x
1

]V

]y
1

]W

]z
50 (1)

The derivatives have been computed by a finite difference
method with a center scheme, and theW component has been
integrated by the trapezoid method. On the domain boundaries,
forward and backward schemes have been used. A zero value has

Fig. 4 Iso-values „%… of mean vertical velocity component VÕUqÃ100, for ReÄ1000 „a,b,c …, ReÄ2000 „d,e,f …,
and ReÄ5000 „g,h,i … behind the 2nd column at three streamwise cross sections „Oz,Oy …
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been applied to each velocity component on both walls~no slip no
through boundary condition!. Within this framework, ifU andV
measurements are considered as independent random variables,
computation of the velocity gradient]W/]z is assumed to be ac-
curate to withinUq /H. Therefore,W is estimated with an accu-
racy of 0.05Uq near the walls. In the central part of the channel,
uncertainty becomes higher, up to the order ofUq , because of
integration along thez-direction. In fact, computation of the finite
differences should eliminate the systematic errors. Another source
of error that cannot be estimated here comes from the estimation
of space derivatives by discrete finite differences. Despite this
observation of rather poor accuracy, computation of the velocity

componentW has been used to get a qualitative idea of the veloc-
ity vector field and the vortex structure at three positions down-
stream of the second vortex generator.

Velocity fields in the three cross sections behind the second
generator are shown on Fig. 4 forV and Fig. 5 forU, for the three
Reynolds numbers. Figure 6 shows the corresponding mean ve-
locity vector field in the cross section.

The existence of an intense longitudinal vortex developing
downstream of the generator is shown in the velocity fields by the
positive and negative peaks facing each other in theV distribution
~Fig. 4!, and by the longitudinal velocity deficit in theU distribu-
tion ~Fig. 5!. The vortex structure is also clearly highlighted by

Fig. 5 Iso-values „%… of mean longitudinal velocity component UÕUqÃ100, for ReÄ1000 „a,b,c …, ReÄ2000
„d,e,f …, and ReÄ5000 „g,h,i … behind the 2nd column at three streamwise cross sections „Oz,Oy …
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the vector fields in the different cross sections~Fig. 6!. With a
rather circular appearance for the lower Reynolds number, the
vortex is elongated in they-direction for Re55000. Moreover, it is
located closer to the wall where the generators are attached
(z/H.20.3), particularly for the higher Reynolds number val-
ues. It is also noticeable that the extrema of transverse velocity are
located very close to the walls~Fig. 4!. As a result, the velocity
gradients on the walls are sharp, which implies a strong momen-
tum transfer in transverse and spanwise directions.

For Re51000 at the first two locations, the top half of another

vortex appears in the bottom-right-hand corner (z/H.20.1;
y/H.20.85). This small secondary vortex, rotating in the oppo-
site direction, is induced by the main vortex in the vicinity of the
wall. It is not actually visible for higher Reynolds numbers. This
could be because it is out of the measurement area.

An important asymmetry in thez-direction in theV velocity
distribution is observed for the three cross sections and for each
Reynolds number. The negative peak ofV is much stronger than
the positive one, withVmin.20.5Uq to 20.8Uq near the wall
where the generators are attached, andVmax.0.2 to 0.3Uq near

Fig. 6 Mean velocity field in the cross section, for Re Ä1000 „a,b,c …, ReÄ2000 „d,e,f …, and ReÄ5000 „g,h,i …
behind the 2nd column at three streamwise cross sections „Oz,Oy …
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the opposite wall. This asymmetry is stronger for a higher Rey-
nolds number, and may be related to two causes. It results from
the interaction between the vortex and the neighboring wall, as
predicted by the image theory,@5,17#. But it is also an effect of a
downward deviation of the flow due to the body orientation. As
shown by Fig. 3 for Re52000, vortices are oriented with an angle
approximately equal to half the body angle of attack, showing the
flow deviation and vortices drifting along the wall.

In addition, the signature of the longitudinal vortex roll up is
shown by the longitudinal,u, velocity field ~Fig. 5!. At x/H
59.1, the longitudinal velocity presents a large area of low veloc-
ity near the wall where the bodies are attached. This region cor-
responds to the wake of the body. The vortex formation progres-
sively appears by the generation of a velocity deficit in the vortex
core, which reaches 0.45Uq . This ‘‘wake-like’’ effect results from
the slowing down of the fluid by the body, and from the vortex
development fromx/H59.6 to x/H510.1. It is noticeable that
the higher the Reynolds number, the earlier the vortex develop-
ment. In fact, the local velocity deficit in the vortex core shows up
at x/H510.1 for Re52000 and 5000, but hardly appears atx/H
511.1 for Re51000.

A local acceleration~up to 1.1Uq) is shown outside the vortex,
which verifies the mass conservation. Furthermore, a thinning of
the boundary layer shows up where the vortex induced velocities
are directed towards the wall, on the middle-right-hand side and
bottom-left-hand corner, particularly forx/H>10.1. These so-

called downwash flow regions are responsible for a local increase
in the mean momentum transfer with the wall. However, in the
regions where the vortex-induced velocities pull the fluid out of
the wall ~upwash flow regions: on the top left and bottom-right-
hand corners!, the boundary layer is obviously thicker, leading to
a decrease of local momentum transfer.

3.2 Velocity Fluctuations. The iso-values of the rms longi-
tudinal and vertical velocityu8 andv8 measured atx/H511.1 are
shown on Fig. 7. To determine whether or not these fluctuations
are associated with a coherent motion in the body wake, a spectral
analysis has been performed on the time series of the velocity
measurements, using fast Fourier transform, after re-sampling of
the LDA signals. As shown for example on Fig. 8, no significant
periodicity has been detected in any velocity time series. Then, the
rms velocity may be associated with turbulence, in the wide sense
of random fluctuations.

An interesting point is the high level of the vertical fluctuating
motion in the core of the vortex,v8/Uq.0.25 ~Fig. 7~a!!. More-
over, as a consequence of the blowing effect in the upwash region
and a redistribution between the spanwise and vertical fluctuating
components, a remarkable increase inv8 can be seen~up to
v8/Uq.0.25). As it is expected in the region where the boundary
layer is thinner, the longitudinal fluctuating velocity component is
high (u8/Uq.0.25, Fig. 7~b!!. Thus, an increase in the production
of turbulent kinetic energy, due to the shear stresses under velocity

Fig. 7 Iso-values „%… of rms vertical „a… and rms longitudinal
„b… velocity components, for Re Ä2000, behind the 2nd column,
at x ÕHÄ11.1

Fig. 8 Example of power spectral density of the transverse
velocity fluctuations v 8, recorded at x ÕHÄ19.1, y ÕHÄÀ48.1,
zÕHÄÀ82.4, for ReÄ2000, with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz

Fig. 9 Average kinetic energy of the fluctuating motion
k Õ„1Õ2…Uq

2 behind successive generators, at d ÕHÄ2.4 down-
stream of each generator

Fig. 10 Vortex maximal tangential velocity downstream of the
2nd column
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gradients in these near wall regions, is expected to have a strong
influence on the longitudinal component. Focusing our interest on
the global influence of the Reynolds number and successive gen-
erators on turbulence, we consider the space-averaged turbulent
kinetic energyk. With the assumption thatw8.v8, k may be
estimated byk5^1/2(u8212v82)&, where angular brackets de-
note a space averaging over the whole measurement cross section.
For Re51000, the turbulent kinetic energy increases from
k/1/2Uq

250.03 behind the first vortex generator (x/H57.1) to
k/1/2Uq

250.07 behind the third and fourth vortex generators
(x/H>15.1) ~Fig. 9!. For Re>2000, the turbulent kinetic energy
is neither sensitive to the Reynolds number nor to the successive
generators encountered and reachesk/1/2Uq

250.1. These results
demonstrate that the flow turbulence is developed after the first
vortex generator for Re>2000.

3.3 Vortex Parameters. In this section, the global flow
structure is analyzed from the recorded mean velocity fields in
terms of the main vortex characteristics. The vortex core size and
intensity are deduced from theV velocity component in the fol-
lowing way. The mean vortex core radiusa is defined as half the
distance between the positions of the maximumVmax and mini-
mum Vmin in the V velocity distribution~see Fig. 4!. The relative
accuracy ofa is estimated to615%. The vortex maximum tan-
gential velocity is estimated asVt max51/2(Vmax2Vmin), and the
intensity of the vortex is defined as the circulationG
52paVt max, leading to an accuracy of66% and620%, respec-
tively, for these two quantities. This method enables the determi-

nation of the vortex intensity even when the third velocity com-
ponentW is not measured. This intensity is related to the large
scale mixing effect of the vortex.

The evolution downstream of one vortex generator and the
modification of the vortex features with the successive bodies en-
countered~‘‘column effect’’! are analyzed for different values of
the Reynolds number. The maximum tangential velocityVt max
decreases downstream because of vortex dissipation~Fig. 10!. As
the transverse velocity extrema are located close to the walls, the
dissipation is mainly due to friction on the wall, which results in a
high momentum transfer to the wall. This is particularly true for
the highest Reynolds number. However, at a distanced/H52.4
behind the vortex generator, the maximal tangential velocity
Vt max/Uq.0.45 is nearly independent of Re. The vortex core size
remains quite constant downstream of a generator, but the higher
the Reynolds number, the larger the vortex~Fig. 11!. This is a
consequence of a stronger flow separation on the vortex generator
for an increasing Re. In addition, the thinning of the boundary
layer with Re allows a larger vortex to develop. The same conclu-
sion holds for the circulation: It is clearly augmented by the in-
crease of Re and a decrease is observed downstream of each gen-
erator, down toG/UqH50.72 for Re51000 andG/UqH51.15
for Re55000, atd/H52.4 behind the vortex generator~Fig. 12!.
Considering the successive generators encountered by the flow,
there is no evidence of any variation ofVt max. However, it is
interesting to note that the size of each vortex increases from the
first to the third column~Fig. 13!. This fact indicates that the

Fig. 11 Vortex core size 2 aÕH downstream of the 2nd column

Fig. 12 Vortex intensity GÕUqH downstream of the 2nd column

Fig. 13 Vortices core size 2 aÕH behind different columns, at
d ÕHÄ2.4 downstream of each generator

Fig. 14 Vortex circulation GÕUqH behind different columns, at
d ÕHÄ2.4 downstream of each generator
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vortices of successive generators interact with each other, and that
a vortex may benefit from vorticity generated upstream. Neverthe-
less, a decrease of the vortex size shows up beyond the third
column. This observation may be attributed to the development of
the boundary layer on the flat plate that limits the vortex size. A
similar behavior to the vortex size is observed for the circulation
~Fig. 14!.

4 Discussion
Like any vortex generator, embossed bodies are dedicated to

enhance heat transfer. Here, we discuss the possible effects on
heat transfer of the vortices observed in the present isothermal
flow. The first point is the vortex-induced large-scale mixing, and
its role in heat advection. Indeed, the advective heat flux per unit
surfaceq depends on the temperature difference across the vortex
DT, and the maximum tangential velocity directly linked to the
vortex intensity and size:q5rCpG/2paDT. According to Gentry
and Jacobi@5#, the location of the vortex core relative to the
thermal boundary layer is the key factor for the advective heat
transfer across the vortex. The vortex should not remain outside
the boundary layer, in order to come across an area of strong
temperature difference, leading to a high advected flux. In the
present confined geometry, and considering the large size of ob-
served vortices~from 0.5 up to 0.8H), there is no doubt that it
would spread over an area of high temperature difference, in the
corresponding heated flow. Hence, the advective flux due to the
vortex is likely to be strong.

The second point is the boundary layer thinning observed in the
downwash region. Experimental studies have shown that the thin-
ning of the boundary layer is always associated with a local in-
crease of heat transfer on the wall, both for turbulent,@6#, and
laminar,@7#, boundary layers developing over a flat plate. It may
be argued that this statement still holds in a confined channel.

The effect of the fluctuating motion on heat transfer is less
straightforward. Yanagihara and Torii@7# suggested that the trans-
fer enhancement observed in the upwash flow region may be
linked to the increase of turbulence intensity in this region, and
that this effect extends far downstream of the generator.

Finally, the isothermal vortex flow investigated here reveals
characteristic features which are known to enhance heat transfer.
The efficiency of these embossed vortex generators to enhance
transfer is supported by some preliminary results of a mass trans-
fer study made by Schulz and Fiebig, with the ammonia absorp-
tion method, in a channel with similar embossed generators,@18#.

A systematic experimental study for different geometries was
not possible at this stage, since geometric parameters are too nu-
merous. Such a parametric study should be achieved either by
numerical tools or through global heat transfer measurements.
Moreover, searching for an optimized configuration should in-
clude pressure loss measurements and other economic consider-
ations which may be different for each application. Nevertheless,
the present experimental investigation should provide data for a
better understanding of transfer enhancement mechanisms, and for
the validation of numerical tools.

5 Conclusion
The flow in a confined channel with periodically arranged

smooth-shaped vortex generators is investigated. The experiment
is designed to simulate the flow in a channel of industrial plate-fin
heat exchanger with embossed vortex generators. The mean and
fluctuating velocity fields are characterized by LDA for different
values of the Reynolds number. Measurements are performed in
several cross sections behind the successive generators. The flow
field shows the existence of strong longitudinal vortices behind
each vortex generator, which are known to give rise to significant
heat transfer enhancement,@5–7#. Indeed, the large-scale mixing
is highlighted by the large size and intensity of vortices, and a
noticeable thinning of the boundary layer is observed in the down-
wash flow regions. Moreover, local turbulent mixing is strong,

particularly in the upwash and downwash flow regions and in the
core of the vortices. Vortices are characterized by a high tangential
velocity ~0.5 to 0.8Uq) and a wake-like deficit of streamwise ve-
locity in the core. The nondimensional vortex intensity increases
with the Reynolds number due to a stronger flow separation. As
vortices are located closer to the embossed wall, heat transfer is
expected to be enhanced preferentially on this wall. An interesting
result in the periodical arrangement of the generators is the con-
tribution of the vorticity induced by the upstream generators to the
increased vortex sizes and intensities from generators located
downstream. However, saturation takes place after the third gen-
erator column. Moreover, the turbulence development is acceler-
ated by vortex generators. In fact, for a high enough Reynolds
number ~Re>2000!, the flow reaches its maximum turbulence
level after the first vortex generator column. Overall, embossed
vortex generators are shown to be a promising alternative to
punched winglets for a plate-fin type heat exchanger.
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Nomenclature

a 5 mean vortex core radius, m
Cp 5 heat capacity of the fluid, J/kg•K

d 5 distance downstream of the body trailing edge, m
H 5 channel width, m
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

q 5 advective heat flux, W/m2

Re 5 Reynolds number (5UqH/n), dimensionless
U 5 mean longitudinal velocity component, m/s

Uq 5 bulk velocity, m/s
u 5 longitudinal velocity component, m/s

u8 5 rms longitudinal velocity component, m/s
V 5 mean vertical velocity component, m/s

Vmin 5 minimum of mean vertical velocity in a cross section,
m/s

Vmax 5 maximum of mean vertical velocity in a cross sec-
tion, m/s

Vt max 5 maximum of tangential velocity in a cross section,
m/s

v 5 vertical velocity component, m/s
v8 5 rms vertical velocity component, m/s
W 5 mean spanwise velocity component, m/s
w 5 spanwise velocity component, m/s

w8 5 rms spanwise velocity component, m/s
x 5 streamwise coordinate, m
y 5 vertical coordinate, m
z 5 spanwise~normal to plates! coordinate, m

Greek Symbols

DT 5 température difference across the vortex, K
G 5 vortex circulation, m2/s
n 5 kinematic viscosity of the fluid, m2/s
r 5 density of the fluid, kg/m3
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The Forced Oscillations
of Submerged Bodies
The increasing use of very light structures in aerospace applications are given rise to the
need of taking into account the effects of the surrounding media in the motion of a
structure (as for instance, in modal testing of solar panels or antennae) as it is usually
performed in the motion of bodies submerged in water in marine applications. New
methods are in development aiming at to determine rigid-body properties (the center of
mass position and inertia properties) from the results of oscillations tests (at low frequen-
cies during modal testing, by exciting the rigid-body modes only) by using the equations
of the rigid-body dynamics. As it is shown in this paper, the effect of the surrounding
media significantly modifies the oscillation dynamics in the case of light structures and
therefore this effect should be taken into account in the development of the above-
mentioned methods. The aim of the paper is to show that, if a central point exists for the
aerodynamic forces acting on the body, the motion equations for the small amplitude
rotational and translational oscillations can be expressed in a form which is a generali-
zation of the motion equations for a body in vacuum, thus allowing to obtain a physical
idea of the motion and aerodynamic effects and also significantly simplifying the calcu-
lation of the solutions and the interpretation of the results. In the formulation developed
here the translational oscillations and the rotational motion around the center of mass are
decoupled, as is the case for the rigid-body motion in vacuum, whereas in the classical
added mass formulation the six motion equations are coupled. Also in this paper the
nonsteady motion of small amplitude of a rigid body submerged in an ideal, incompress-
ible fluid is considered in order to define the conditions for the existence of the central
point in the case of a three-dimensional body. The results here presented are also of
interest in marine applications.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1593706#

Introduction
There are an increasing interest in the determination of the

rigid-body properties~RBP! of an article by using the results of
model testing experiments at low frequencies~the rigid-body mo-
tion range! in such a way that the elastic modes are not excited,
@1–5#. This is due to that the realization of modal tests is nowa-
days easier than the ‘‘classical’’ methods~e.g., trifilar pendulum,
etc.! in a significant number of technical applications.

These new methods are based on system identification tech-
niques, which employs the rigid-body dynamic equations and the
measurements obtained during testing. In these tests several accel-
erometers placed on the body are used together with load cells
that measure the force applied by the shaker,@5#. The effect of the
surrounding air can be neglected in most of these applications,
because the articles are massive enough and their exposed surface
is not significant. However, the surrounding media can remarkably
modify the oscillation dynamics of light structures, and therefore
this effect should be taken into account in the mathematical mod-
els that the above-mentioned methods are based on.

The general problem of the surrounded body dynamics can be
very complex,@6,7#. However, there is a way of simplification in
the case that the external shape of the body is such that there is a
central point for the aerodynamic force loading, and the motion
amplitude is small~so that nonlinear terms can be neglected!.

The existence of this central point in a number of technically
interesting bodies~e.g., large and light spacecraft antennae! can be
shown, provided that their external shape fulfills some symmetry
conditions. In such a case the 636 generalized mass matrix can be
split into two 333 matrices, the added mass and the added inertia
matrices, which constitutes an extremely useful simplification for
the study of the submerged rigid-body dynamics.

The aim of the study reflected in this paper is to contribute to
the development of the analysis of the dynamics of rigid bodies
submerged in a fluid, by considering bodies whose external shape
are such that some simplifications of the equations can be ob-
tained. These shapes should show some symmetries, which is not
a very restrictive condition, and are very common in industrial
applications~e.g., satellite antennae, solar panels, etc.!.

In the first section~Section 1! the submerged body problem
formulation is presented, then~Section 2! the equations are rear-
ranged in order to obtain a more compact expression, similar to
the ones applicable to a body in vacuum. In order to show some
specific results some particular kinds of bodies whose shape al-
lows for further reduction of the equations~central point coinci-
dent with the center of mass, diagonal added mass and inertia
matrices, plates! are analyzed in the following sections~Section 3
and Section 4!.

In Section 5, in line with the classical presentation of the prob-
lem @8#, the expressions for the calculations of the net pressure
force and moment on a moving rigid body~generalized forces! as
a function of the generalized mass matrix and the generalized
speed of the body, with the simplification of small amplitude mo-
tions, are presented together with the central point concept and its
properties.

The expressions for the added mass can be obtained in a
straightforward way,@8#, if the fluid motion can be considered as
derived from a potential function~that is both, viscosity effects
can be neglected, and irrotational conditions hold!. In what fol-
lows the flow created by the body oscillations of small amplitude
is considered as a potential flow which is valid in the cases where
the condition St•Re@1 is satisfied~St is the Strouhal number and
Re is the Reynolds number!.

1 Submerged Body Motion Problem Formulation
Let us consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1. A body of

surfaceS is performing both translational and rotational oscilla-
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tions of small amplitude around a reference position. Let us define
an inertial reference system~X, Y, Z! and a moving reference
system fixed to the body~x, y, z! ~body reference frame! with the
origin at the center of mass~CM! and with the axes parallel to the
inertial axes when the body is placed at its reference position.

The force that creates the motion,Fe , is applied to a point E. It
is assumed that the geometry ofS is such that a central point~CP!
exists for the aerodynamic forces acting on the body, and there-
fore, as shown in Eq.~5!, the distributed aerodynamic loading can
be reduced to a net force,Fae, applied in the CP and a net moment
MCP .

The dynamics of the body is described by both the equations of
the center of mass motion in an inertial reference system and the
rotational dynamics around the center of mass. The first equation
is

m$R̈CM%5$Fe%1$Fae% (1a)

where$RCM% is the position of the center of mass,m is the mass
of the body,$Fe% is the net applied external force which produces
the motion,$Fae% is the net force due to the body motion and
acting at the central point.

The equations of rotational motion in the moving system fixed
to the body~x, y, z! are

@ I p#$v̇%5$Me%1$Mae% (1b)

where $Me% and $Mae% are the net moments due to the applied
force and the aerodynamic loading, respectively, calculated with
regard to the mass center,@ I p# is the body inertia tensor, and$v̇%
is the angular acceleration.

The existence of a central point~see Section 5! implies that
~1! the linear acceleration of the central point just produces

force ~and not net moment!, that is

$Fae%52@mr #$R̈CP% (2)

where$RCP% is the central point position and@mr # is the added
mass matrix, and

~2! the angular acceleration only gives rise to an aerodynamic
moment ~and not net force!, with regard to the central point,
$MCP%.

Therefore, the aerodynamic moment referred to the mass center
$Mae%, neglecting higher order terms, are given by

$Mae%5$MRa%1$MCP% (3)

where$MRa% is the moment of the net aerodynamic force,$Fae%,
applied at the central point with regard to the mass center:

$MRa%5~RCP2RCM !∧Fae5@RCP2RCM#* $Fae%5@RPM#* $Fae%
(4)

where@X#* is the matrix notation for the cross product. The aero-
dynamic force moment with regard to the central point,$MCP%, as
shown in Eq.~5! is

$MCP%52@ I r #$v̇% (5)

where@ I r # is the added inertia matrix.
The expressions~1b! and~3! implies that the added inertia ma-

trix is expressed in axes parallel to the moving axes.

2 Submerged Body Motion Equations
Let us substitute the above expression for the aerodynamic

forces and moments and the central point position in the basic
expression of the formulation~1!. Considering that

$RPM%5$RCP%2$RCM% (6)

then

$R̈CP%5$R̈CM%1@v̇#* $RPM%. (7)

Substituting~7! in ~1a! one obtains

@mT#$R̈CM%1@mr #@v̇#* $RPM%5$Fe% (8)

where@mT# is the total mass matrix

@mT#5m@1#1@mr #, (9)

@1# being the identity matrix.
By substituting~3! and~5! in ~1b! and taking into account that

$Me%5@Rem#* $Fe% (10)

where

$Rem%5$Re%2$RCM%

the following expression is obtained:

@ I pa#$v̇%2m@RPM#* $R̈CM%5@Rem2RPM#* $Fe% (11)

where@ I pa# is the combination of body and added inertia matrices

@ I pa#5@ I p#1@ I r #. (12)

The motion is therefore defined by~8! and ~11!. However, the
motion of the mass center and the rotational motion around it
appear coupled to each other. We will try to obtain a decoupled
formulation. In order to eliminate$R̈CM% in the equation of rota-
tional motion~11! let us calculate it from~8!,

$R̈CM%52@mT#21@mr #@v̇#* $RPM%1@mT#21$Fe%, (13)

and substitute it in~11! to obtain

@ I pa#$v̇%1@RPM#* @mr #~@1#2@dm# !@v̇#* $RPM%

5~2@RPM#* @ d̃m#1@Rem#* !$Fe% (14)

where the added mass coefficient matrix@dm# is given by

@dm#5@mT#21@mr #5@1#2m@mT#21

@ d̃m#5@mr #@mT#21. (15)

It can be shown that@ d̃m#5@dm#. If @mr # is diagonal then also
the added mass coefficient matrix@dm# is diagonal.

Equation~14! can be written in a more compact form by using
the following relation, derived from the properties of the cross
vector product

@X#* $A%52@A#* $X%. (16)

Fig. 1 Geometry of the body and definition of reference sys-
tems „CM: center of mass; E: point where F e is applied; CP:
central point; „O; X, Y, Z…: inertial reference system; „CM; x, y,
z…: body fixed reference system
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Then, from~14! one can obtain

$v̇%5@ I T#21@Rem8 #$Fe% (17)

where

@ I T#5@ I pa#1@ I pm# (18a)

@ I pm#52@RPM#* @mr #~@1#2@dm# !@RPM#*

52m@RPM#* @dm#@RPM#* (18b)

@Rem8 #5@Rem#* 2@RPM#* @dm# (18c)

@ I T# is the total inertia matrix,@ I pm# is a matrix representing an
effect similar to an inertia tensor due to the displacement of the
central point from the mass center~it can be shown that@ I pm# is
symmetrical!, @Rem8 # is like the cross product with a kind of cor-
rected position action point of the applied force.

Introducing~17! in ~8! the following result is obtained:

$R̈CM%5@mT#21~@1#1@D# !$Fe% (19a)

where the force correction term,@D# is given by

@D#5@mr #@RPM#* @ I T#21@Rem8 #. (19b)

This equation shows that the motion of the center of mass is
equivalent to that of a body which has a larger mass, but both its
mass is different along each axis~note that the equivalent mass is
structured as a matrix@mT#), and the equivalent force is the origi-
nal but enlarged by a factor (@1#1@D#). Observe that@D# is zero
if the central point coincides with the center of mass (@RPM#*
50). However,@D# is not zero in general, even if the force is
applied at the mass center (@Rem#* 50), because this is not a
necessary condition for making@Rem8 #50. In fact, for@Rem8 # to be
zero, according to~18c!, it is required also that@RPM#* @dm#50,
expression which involves both the position of the central point
and the added mass matrix.

Summarizing, the dynamics of the forced motion of a body
when surrounded by a fluid, has been shown to be described by
two equations~1.17! and~1.19! which have the same structure as
the classical equations of the body motion in vacuum, although
substituting the classical mass, inertia tensor and position of the
point of application of the force by the respective generalized
matrix equivalents,@mT#, @ I T#, @Rem8 #. The similarity of the struc-
ture of the equations allows one to take advantage of the results
obtained and the methods employed to solve for the case of the
oscillations of body in vacuum.

In order to better understand the meaning of@Rem8 #, let us as-
sume$Rem%5(xf ,yf ,zf) and $RPM%5$xCP ,yCP ,zCP%, and@mr #
be a diagonal matrix. Then

@Rem8 #5F 0 2zf1dmyzCP yf2dmzyCP

zf2dmxzCP 0 2xf1dmzxCP

2yf1dmxyCP xf2dmyxCP 0
G .

(20a)

If @dm#5dm@1# then the matrix@Rem8 # represents the cross prod-
uct with the vector$Rem8 % defined as follows:

$Rem8 %5$Re%2dm$RPM%5H xf2dmxCP

yf2dmyCP

zf2dmzCP

J . (20b)

Observe that, in this case, the effect of the surrounding fluid is to
modify the moment produced by the applied force by modifying
the distance from the point of action of the applied force to the
mass center by the quantitydm$RPM%.

In a general case the solution of the dynamics represented by
Eqs.~17! and ~19! is easy to obtain, as far as it is a set of linear
equations on the driving force, whose solution can be obtained by
using Fourier or Laplace transform methods. However, in some
cases the interpretation of the results may be not so easy, mainly if
the structure of the displacement inertia matrix,@ I pm#, is complex
due to the aerodynamic effects. Therefore, as no general interpre-
tation can be explained, in the following sections some simplified
cases of practical interest are presented.

3 Central Point Coincident With the Center of Mass
If the central point coincides with the center of mass,$RPM%

50, then @D#50, @Rem8 #5@Rem#, @ I pm#50, @ I T#5@ I pa#5@ I p#
1@ I r # and there are only changes both in$R̈CM%, due to the ma-
trix @mT#21, and in$v̇% due to@ I T#21. In this case the physical
interpretation is clear, the motion of the center of mass is as in
vacuum, but with a different combination, along each axis, of
responses to force due to the product@mT#21$Fe%. The rotational
motion around the center of mass is as in vacuum although now
the total inertia tensor must include the added inertia tensor com-
ing from the aerodynamic forces.

4 Diagonal Added Mass and Inertia Matrices
Let us assume that the added mass and inertia matrices are

diagonal when referred to a reference frame whose axes are par-
allel to the body reference frame. The fulfilment of these assump-
tions can be easily deduced in some cases when the external shape
of the body shows appropriate symmetry planes~see Section 5!.

If the added mass tensor is diagonal, then@dm# is also diagonal
and the displacement inertia matrix@ I pm# is reduced to the fol-
lowing expression:

@ I pm#5@ I pms#5mF dmyzCP
2 1dmzyCP

2 2dmzxCPyCP 2dmyxCPzCP

2dmzxCPyCP dmxzCP
2 1dmz

xCP
2

2dmxzCPyCP

2dmyxCPzCP 2dmxzCPyCP dmxyCP
2 1dmyxCP

2
G . (21)

Although the displacement inertia matrix@ I pm# is now somehow
simplified to the form@ I pms#, it is not diagonal, unless some of the
factors in the matrix elements outside of the main diagonal are
null. These factors have the formxixjdmxk (x15x,x25y,x35z).
For instance, as in a plate the added mass coefficients aredmx

5dmy50 ~only dmzÞ0), if in addition, one coordinate of
the central point is zero~e.g., xCP50), then the matrix@ I pms#

becomes diagonal and therefore its contribution is reduced to
just a modification of the elements of inertia matrix in the main
diagonal.

The structure of@ I pms# is typical of the contribution to the
inertia tensor of a point mass placed in (xCP ,yCP ,zCP) but the
difference is that the value of the inertia to be considered in each
direction (mdmxi along axisxi) is not the same.
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In some cases, ifxCP , yCP , andzCP are small enough,@ I pms#
could be neglected when compared to@ I p# or @ I pa#.

4.1 Plate With Diagonal Inertia Matrix and Excitation
Along a Coordinate Axis. Let us consider the body depicted in
Fig. 2, with diagonal inertia matrix. Let us assume thatdmx
5dmy5xCP50, then one obtains

@mT#5Fm 0 0

0 m 0

0 0 m1mrz

G (22a)

@ I pms#5mdmzyCP
2 F 1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
G (22b)

@ I T#5F I Tx 0 0

0 I Ty 0

0 0 I Tz

G (22c)

where

I Tx5I pax1mdmzyCP
2 ; I Ty5I pay; I Tz5I paz. (22d)

If the position of the force isxf5zf50, then

@Rem8 #5F 0 0 yf2yCPdmz

0 0 0

2yf 0 0
G (23a)

@D#52~yf2yCPdmz!
mrz

I Tx
yCPF 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1
G . (23b)

The motion equations are then

R̈CMx5
Fex

m
(24a)

R̈CMy5
Fey

m
(24b)

R̈CMz5
Fez

m1mrz
F12~yf2yCPdmz!

mrz

I Tx
yCPG (24c)

v̇x5
Fez

I Tx
~yf2yCPdmz! (24d)

v̇y50 (24e)

v̇z52
Fex

I Tz
yf . (24f)

Observe the corrections due to the surrounding fluid effect in
the simple dynamics considered: the increasing of both the mass
~for the translation alongz-axis! and the moment of inertia~for the
rotation aroundx-axis!. If yf.yCPdmz ~with yCP.0) both the
effective force component alongz and moment component alongx
decrease and vice versa.

4.2 Circular Plate. In the case of a circular plate of radius
b, made of homogeneous material with densityrm and thickness
tp , the added mass and inertia matrices are diagonal and the ele-
ments in the main diagonal are as follows:

mrx5mry50; mrz5
8

3
rab3 (25a)

I rx5I ry5
16

45
rab5; I rz50. (25b)

The displacement inertia matrix,@ I pm#5@ I pms#5@0#, as de-
duced from~22b! as the position of the central point and the
center of mass coincides,$Rpm%5$0%. The force correction term
is @D#5@0#, as@Rem#* 5@0#.

The body inertia tensor is diagonal, and the elements in the
main diagonal are given by

I px5I py5
p

4
rmb4tp; I pz5

p

2
rmb4tp (26)

The motion equations, if the force is applied at$Rem%
5$xf ,yf ,zf%, are

$R̈CM%5@mT#21$Fe%5
1

m F 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0
1

11nmz

G $Fe% (27a)

$v̇%5@ I T#21@Rem#* $Fe% (27b)

where

@ I T#5F I px1I rx 0 0

0 I py1I ry 0

0 0 I pz

G
5F I px~11n Ix! 0 0

0 I py~11n Ix! 0

0 0 I pz

G (27c)

@Rem#* 5F 0 2zf yf

zf 0 2xf

2yf xf 0
G (27d)

nmz5
mrz

m
5

8

3p

ra

rm

b

tp
(27e)

n Ix5
I rx

I px
5

64

45p

ra

rm

b

tp
. (27f)

The motion of the center of mass along axesx andy is identical as
in vacuum, but along thez-axis the response of the body corre-
sponds to one of mass increased by the factor (11nmz).

The rotational motion around the center of mass is similar to
that in vacuum with increased moment of inertia around axesx
andy by a factor (11n Ix).

In the case that there is not coincidence of the center of mass
with the central point, as in Section 4.1, and also the force is
applied atxf5zf50, yfÞ0, the following equations are obtained:

Fig. 2 Problem geometry for the plate dynamic analysis. „CM;
x, y, z …: body fixed reference system.
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R̈CMx5
Fex

m
(28a)

R̈CMy5
Fey

m
(28b)

R̈CMz5
Fez

m~11nmz!
F12S yf2yCP

nmz

11nmz
D mnmz

I p11~11n Ix!
yCPG

(28c)

v̇x5
Fez

I px~11n Ix! S yf2yCP

nmz

11nmz
D (28d)

v̇y50 (28e)

v̇z52
Fex

I pz
yf . (28f)

Observe that the rotational dynamics around thez-axis is not
changed, as well as translations along thex andy-axes. Rotation
around thex-axis and translations along thez-axis are modified,
both due to the increase of mass and moment of inertia and to the
displacement of the central point from the center of mass.

The values of the parameters that control the influence of the
surrounding fluid,nmz andn Ix , in a case with technological inter-
est ~disk antenna of 2 m diameter, of ‘‘sandwich’’ material, of
aluminum, rm52.83103 kg/m3, with total skin thicknesstp

52 mm, oscillating in air,ra'1.1 kg/m3) are

nmz50.15 and n Ix50.08 (29)

which shows the relevance of taking into account the effect of the
air when analyzing solid-body oscillations of light structures. In
the most simplified case~the central point and the mass center
coincides,yCP50) the effect amounts to a 15% increase of the
effective mass along thez-axis and an 8% in the moment of inertia
aroundx-axis.

5 Central Point
Let us consider the motion of a body in an ideal incompressible

fluid. The net pressure load on a body,Fae, and the net pressure
moment with regard to a point O,Mo , are given by@8# for small-
amplitude motions~the nonlinear terms are neglected!

2Fae>
d8Q

dt
5 (

i 51 . . . 6
k51 . . . 3

MRikU̇
iek (30)

2Mo>
d8K

dt
5 (

i 51 . . . 6
k51 . . . 3

MRi~k13!U̇
iek (31)

where the dot above the symbols represents derivation with re-
spect to time.Ui are the components of the generalized speed
projected in moving axes (Ui , if i 51,2,3 are the origin speed
components in moving axes,Uo5(U1,U2,U3), and if i 54,5,6
are the components of the angular rotation speed,v
5(U4,U5,U6)), ek are the moving axes base vectors fixed to the
body, MRik are the components of the generalized added mass
matrix @MR#, which can be obtained as explained in@8#.

In the case of small amplitude motions these results allow one
to seeMRik as an added mass or moment of inertia, that is, as the
componentk of the force or moment produced by the action of a
unitary generalized accelerationU̇ i . The symmetry of@MR# helps
in the interpretation of the results.

Note that in a general case every component of the generalized
speed contributes to the three force components and to the three
moment components.

In a general case the matrix@MR# has 36 elements, although, as
it is very well known, due to symmetry conditions (MRik
5MRki) only 21 are independent and nonzero. However, this fig-

ure is reduced if the body surface presents symmetries. One sym-
metry plane reduces the number of nonzero elements to 12. Two
symmetry planes reduce the number to eight elements and three
planes to six elements~just the ones belonging to main matrix
diagonal!.

Equations~30! and ~31! can be expressed together in a gener-
alized form,$Fi%

$Fi%52@MRik#$U̇ i% (32)

where$Fi% is defined as follows:

Fae5$F1 ,F2 ,F3%; Mo5$F4 ,F5 ,F6% (33)

which is the classical expression employed in the study of small
amplitude oscillations,@6#. Let us assume that the moments with
regard to a point caused by a pure accelerated translation motion
are zero. This point is called the central point~CP!. Vice versa,
pure accelerated rotation around CP does not produce net pressure
force. In other words, with regard CP, unsteady translations gen-
erate just only forces, and rotations just only moments.

The existence of the central point is not a general property of
bodies, although its existence can be demonstrated in some cases,
e.g., in the potential bidimensional flow,@9#.

In case of a body with central point the generalized added mass
matrix @MR# of the motion in axes with the origin at the central
point can be split in four boxes, 333 elements each,M̃Ri j , de-
fined as

@MR#5F M̃R11 M̃R12

M̃R21 M̃R22
G (34)

whereM̃R125M̃R2150. By using~30!, ~31!, and~32! one obtains

2$Fae%5@mr #$U̇CP%; @M̃R11#5@mr #; mri j 5MRi j ,i , j 51,2,3
(35)

2$MCP%5@ I r #$v̇%; @M̃R22#5@ I r #;

I ri j 5MR~ i 13!~ j 13! ,i , j 51,2,3 (36)

where@mr # and@ I r # are the added mass and inertia matrices~with
regard to the reference system used to calculate@MR#), UCP is the
central point speed.

The existence of central point can be shown in the case of a
body with at least two symmetry planes~like a spacecraft antenna!
and a plate~as a spacecraft solar panel!. Results concerning the
added mass matrix of several geometrical shapes can be found in
the classical literature,@7–11#.

Conclusions
In this paper uncoupled equations of the translational and rota-

tional dynamics for the small-amplitude motions of a submerged
body has been obtained in the case that a central point exists for
the aerodynamic forces loading generated by the surrounding
fluid. In the classical solution the six degrees-of-freedom are
coupled. The structure of the equations obtained is similar to the
ones of the motion in vacuum. In the translational motion, instead
of the usual scalar mass it appears a mass matrix@mT# and a new
forcing term proportional to the applied external force through a
matrix, @D#. The structure of the matrices shows that the effect is
in general not the same for all the directions, as it is in the case of
vacuum.

Concerning the rotational motion two main changes arise. The
first one is that the inertia tensor is substituted by another matrix
that is the composition of the body inertia tensor, the added inertia
matrix, and another inertia matrix due to the distance between the
central point and the center of mass. The second one is that the
point where the external force is applied is substituted by a new
term that resembles something like a corrected position~it is not
strictly a corrected position except in a particular case!.
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Due to the complexity that the presence of the new matrices
arise in a general case, the interpretations of the dynamics has not
been attempted in a general case. Instead, a few but technologi-
cally interesting cases have been analyzed~plates, bodies showing
symmetries!.

Also, the existence of a central point in the case of three-
dimensional bodies, with appropriate external shape, performing
small-amplitude nonsteady motions inside an ideal, incompress-
ible fluid, has been considered.

The results obtained are of special interest in the field of the
design and testing of comparatively light structures~e.g., aero-
space structures when tested in air, marine structures, etc.!.
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Nomenclature

@D# 5 force correction term, dimensionless
Fe , $Fe% 5 applied external force, N

Fae, $Fae% 5 net aerodynamic force, N
Fi 5 components of the generalized force, N ifi

51,2,3; N.m if i 54,5,6
@ I pms# 5 displacement inertia matrix,@ I pm#, in simpli-

fied form, kg.m2

@ I p# 5 body inertia tensor, kg.m2

@ I pa# 5 body plus added inertia matrix~see~12!!,
kg.m2

@ I pm# 5 inertia matrix due to central point to center of
mass displacement, kg.m2

@ I r # 5 added inertia matrix, kg.m2

@ I T# 5 total inertia matrix, kg.m2

K 5 fluid angular momentum, N.m.s
$Mae% 5 net moment of aerodynamic forces with re-

gard to the center of mass, N.m
MCP , $MCP% 5 net moment of aerodynamic forces with re-

gard to central point, N.m
$Me% 5 net moment of applied external forces with

regard to the center of mass, N.m
Mo 5 net aerodynamic torque with regard to point

O, N.m
$MRa% 5 moment of the net aerodynamic force applied

at the central point with regard to the center
of mass, N.m

@MR# 5 generalized mass matrix, kg
@M̃Ri j# 5 submatrix of the generalized mass matrix,

@MR# ~see~6c!!, kg if i 5 j 51; kg.m2 if i 5 j
52

MRik 5 components of the generalized mass matriz,
kg

Q 5 fluid momentum, N.s
RCM , $RCM% 5 position of the center of mass, m
RCP , $RCP% 5 central point position, m

$RE% 5 position of the point where the external force
is applied, m

$Rem% 5 position where the external force is applied,
with regard to the center of mass, m

@Rem8 # 5 kind of cross product with a corrected posi-
tion of the applied force application point, m

$RPM% 5 central point position with regard to the center
of mass, m

UCP 5 central point speed, m/s
Ui 5 components of the generalized speed of the

origin of the moving body axes, m/s ifi
51,2,3; rad/s ifi 54,5,6

Uo 5 generalized speed of the origin of the moving
body axes, seeUi for dimensions

V 5 fluid velocity field, m/s
~X, Y, Z! 5 inertial reference system

b 5 circular plate radius, m
ek 5 vector base of the moving reference system,

fixed to the body
m 5 mass, kg

@mr # 5 added mass matrix, kg
@mT# 5 total mass matrix, kg

n 5 coordinate along the normal to the body sur-
face

n 5 normal to the surface of the body,S, dimen-
sionless

p 5 pressure, Pa
r 5 vector traced from O tods, m

rCP 5 central point position in the initial reference
system, m

t 5 time, s
tp 5 plate thickness, m

~x,y,z! 5 body reference system~origin at the center of
mass!

@dm# 5 added mass coefficient matrix, dimensionless
ra 5 density of surrounding fluid, kg/m3

rm 5 density of material, kg/m3

nmi 5 added mass component ‘‘i’’ to body mass ra-
tio, dimensionless

$v̇% 5 angular acceleration, rad/s2

v 5 rotation speed of the moving axes relative to
inertial axes, rad/s
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Introduction
The classical theory of liquid transient flow in pipelines~water-

hammer! usually draws on the following basic assumptions,
@1–4#:

• The liquid flow is one-dimensional, that is the characteristic
quantities are cross-section averaged, remaining functions of
distance~longitudinal coordinate! and time.

• The liquid undergoes elastic deformations under pressure
surges, assuming that relative changes of the liquid density
are insignificant~low-compressible fluid!.

• The dynamic fluid-pipe interaction is neglected and a quasi-
steady pipe response to pressure surges is assumed according
to the elastic theory of deformation.

• Hydraulic losses are of a quasi-steady character that is the
same losses are assumed for a steady and transient flow at
given mean velocity of the liquid.

• The liquid velocity is small compared to the pressure wave
speed.

The governing equations of conservation of mass and momen-
tum describing the transient flow in closed conduits, correspond-
ing to the above assumptions, take the well-known forms@3,4#:

• continuity equation

]H

]t
1

a2

g

]V

]x
50, (1)

dynamics equation~equation of motion!

]H

]x
1

1

g

]V

]t
1

l

2gD
VuVu50. (2)

The survey of the literature and the author’s experience,@5,6#,
indicate that the above mentioned assumptions and the corre-
sponding Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be useful for prediction of many
typical cases of unsteady flow in pipelines. However, the assump-
tions of quasi-steady character of hydraulic losses~friction losses!
and quasi-steady response of the pipeline structure to pressure
surges are often debated. These assumptions, for some types of
pipes and occurring flow disturbances, can give rise to excessive
discrepancies between the theory and experiment. Therefore, fur-
ther investigations are in progress in order to extend the classical
theory of transient flow by better recognition and improvement of
the mathematical description of the following phenomena:

• dynamic interaction between the liquid and a pipeline struc-
ture, @7–11#,

• unsteady dissipation of energy in the liquid and pipe structure,
@1,7,12–15#,

• transient cavitation or liquid column separation,@16–18#.
There are also other problems not successfully explained and

solved in the classical theory of waterhammer. An example is the

treatment of conduits with expanding or contracting cross sec-
tions, presented in this paper. Equations~1! and ~2! are used in
most cases, although it is worthwhile to notice that they, mainly
due to the continuity Eq.~1!, are valid for pipes with constant
cross sections. Application of these equations for multipipe sys-
tems requires the use of so-called ‘‘junction boundary condi-
tions.’’ These conditions describe the relationship between the
flow parameters across the joints between pipe segments of dif-
ferent size. Sometimes pipelines of variable cross section are ap-
proximated by use of an equivalent uniform pipeline elements,
according to the generally accepted similarity laws~conditions!—
see Appendix A. Practically, such approach is mostly used for
spanning the size changes of serially connected pipes along the
pipeline length. For pipe element whose cross-sectional area is a
continuous function of the length, for example a cone-shaped sec-
tion, a more general model can be implemented. A continuity
equation for conduits whose shapes can be described by differen-
tiable functions was derived by Bednarczyk@19#. A less general
form of the continuity equation for cone-shaped pipes can be
found in monographs,@3,4#. For conical pipes, the numerical so-
lution presented by Bednarczyk@19# gives lower—whereas that
presented by Wylie and Streeter@3,4# higher—pressure ampli-
tudes than the solution based on the model that assumes an
equivalent element of constant cross section.

In the present paper, the problem of transient flow of liquid in
tapered or expanding pipes is discussed. A mathematical model
based on the one-dimensional theory of the unsteady flow is pro-
posed. The paper explains also the differences in methods of com-
putation of the considered problem found in the literature.

Basic Equations
The equations describing the transient liquid flow in conduits

with variable cross sections written below can be obtained draw-
ing on the basic assumptions presented in the Introduction of this
paper.

Continuity Equation. The equation of continuity derived by
Bednarczyk@19# contains a term that can take into account pipes
with variable cross sections. It may be written as follows~Appen-
dix B!:

]H

]t
1

a2

g

]V

]x
1

a2

g
V

] ln A

]x
50. (3)

The convective acceleration of pressure was left out in this equa-
tion as negligible, compared to the local time derivative, and the
relationshipp5rg(H2z) was introduced. The last left-hand side
term of this equation is an extension of Eq.~1!. Although the
model of liquid flow is one-dimensional, the form of this addi-
tional term is of a general character and should not be questioned.
The continuity equation for a cone-shaped pipe,@3,4#, is a particu-
lar case of Eq.~3!.

Let us now modify Eq.~3! by introduction of the volume flow
rate Q. By settingV5Q/A and performing appropriate transfor-
mation of Eq.~3!, we obtain
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]H

]t
1

a2

gA

]Q

]x
50. (4)

Equation~4! is of a much simpler form than Eq.~3!. The addi-
tional term with the derivative] ln A/]x disappears, as a result of
introduction of the quantityQ and calculation of the derivative
]V/]x5](Q/A)/]x. This term is present only if the continuity
equation is expressed in terms ofV, not Q. It should also be
noticed that Eq.~4! has the same form as the continuity equation
known from the theory of waterhammer for pipes of constant
diameter,@1–4#.

Equation of Motion. Besides hydraulic losses due to shear
stress~friction!, there are other sources of loss in pipes with vari-
able cross-sections, namely additional losses due to the pipe ex-
pansion or contraction. The total hydraulic losses are approxi-
mately proportional to the square of the flow rate. The equation of
liquid motion can therefore be written in the form

]H

]x
1

1

gA

]Q

]t
1r QQuQu50, (5)

where the last left-hand side term represents hydraulic losses in a
general way (r Q5l/(2gDA2) for pipes of constant diameter!.
The approximate method of determining the hydraulic losses is
proposed in Appendix C.

Equations~4! and ~5! form a closed system of partial differen-
tial equations where the unknowns are the pressure headH(x,t)
and flow rateQ(x,t). Solving these equations requires determina-
tion of the boundary conditions as well as introduction of the
functionA(x) describing variation of the cross-sectional area with
the pipe length. The formulation of the boundary conditions will
not be a subject of the present paper.

Numerical Solution
The system of Eqs.~4! and ~5! can be solved by different nu-

merical methods, among others,@3,4#:

• method of characteristics,
• finite difference method,
• finite element method.

The method of characteristics is the most popular for solving hy-
draulic transient problems. According to this method the hyper-
bolic partial differential equations are first converted into ordinary
differential equations, which are then solved by the finite differ-
ence technique.

In order to enable a comparison with the works of Bednarczyk
@19# and Wylie and Streeter@3,4# let us apply the method of char-
acteristics. The system of Eqs.~4! and~5! can be then transformed
into the following set of ordinary differential equations:

dH

dt
1

a

gA

dQ

dt
1arQQuQu50 (6)

along the characteristic lines

C1
dx

dt
51a (7)

dH

dt
2

a

gA

dQ

dt
1arQQuQu50 (8)

along the characteristic lines

C2
dx

dt
52a. (9)

Let us also apply the method of characteristics to transform the
system of Eqs.~2! and ~3!. Then, the following equations corre-
sponding to Eqs.~6! and ~8! can be derived:

for C1:
dH

dt
1

a

g

dV

dt
1

a2

g
V

] ln A

]x
1arVVuVu50 (10)

for C2:
dH

dt
2

a

g

dV

dt
1

a2

g
V

] ln A

]x
1arVVuVu50, (11)

where the last left-hand side term represents hydraulic losses in a
general way (r V5l/(2gD) for pipes of constant diameter!.

The system of Eqs.~6!, ~7!, ~8!, and ~9! or ~7!, ~10!, ~9!, and
~11! can be integrated approximately for differentiable functions
A5A(x). The trapezoid method can be utilized even if the pres-
sure wave speeda does not remain constant in cases where the
ratio of the pipe diameter to the pipe wall thickness varies along
the pipe length. Let us assume that its value for the given compu-
tational pipe segments can be calculated based on the principle of
conservation of the pressure wave propagation time—see Appen-
dix A, Eq. ~A2!. Let us assume further that the quantitya is inde-
pendent of the flow parameters, mainly the pressure. The pre-
sented model concerns only the single-phase flow. Therefore, for
the assumed integration step, a grid of characteristic lines can be
found from Eqs.~7! and ~9!—Fig. 1.

As an example, let us integrate Eqs.~6! and ~8!, or Eqs.~10!
and ~11!, in consistence with the above assumptions, between
pointsA andP as well asB andP, lying on the characteristic lines
C1 andC2, respectively~see Fig. 1!. The following functions of
the pipe cross-sectional area will be adopted for an unpressurized
pipeline

A~x!50.25p@Di1Kd~x2xi !#
2, where

Kd5~Di 1 l2Di !/~xi 1 l2xi ! (12)

A~x!5Ai1Ka~x2xi !, where Ka5~Ai 1 l2Ai !/~xi 1 l2xi !
(13)

A~x!5Ai3exp~Ke~x2xi !!, where

Ke5 ln~Ai 1 l /Ai !/~xi 1 l2xi !. (14)

As a result of integration, Eqs.~6! and~8! or ~10! and~11! can be
presented in the following difference form:

HP2HA1
aA2P

g

QP2QA

AzA2P
1RA2PQPuQAu50 (15)

HP2HB2
aB2P

g

QP2QB

AzB2P
1RB2PQPuQBu50 (16)

Fig. 1 Grid of characteristic lines described by equations
dx ÕdtÄa and dx ÕdtÄÀa for the assumed time step Dt
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where constantsAz andR assume values resulting from the given
function A(x). These constants can be evaluated between the
points A and P on the characteristic lineC1 from the following
relationships~Appendix C!:

• for A(x)50.25p@DA1Kd(x2xA)#2

AzA2P5~APAA!0.5, (17)

RA2P5
lA2P~xP2xA!

8g~DP2DA! S 1

AA
2
2

1

AP
2 D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

(18)

• for A(x)5AA1Ka(x2xA)

AzA2P5
AP2AA

ln~AA /AP!
, (19)

RA2P5
lA2Pp0.5~xP2xA!

6g~AP2AA! S 1

AA
1.5

2
1

AP
1.5D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

(20)

• for A(x)5AA3exp@Ke(x2xA)#

AzA2P5
AA ln~AP /AA!

~12AA /AP!)
, (21)

RA2P5
la2P~xP2xA!

5g~ ln AP2 ln AA! S 1

DAAA
2
2

1

DPAP
2 D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

. (22)

Similar relationships, for computing theAzB2P andRB2P val-
ues, can be found by integration of Eq.~8! or Eq. ~11! along the
characteristic lineC2 between pointsB andP.

Comparison of the Methods
Let us first compare the above presented method with the

method of equivalent pipe segments. It is easy to show that the
obtained relationships Eqs.~17!–~22! are the same as those to be
found from Eqs. ~A1!, ~A3!, and ~A4! for equivalent pipe
segments—Appendix A. The same principle of conservation of
pressure wave propagation time has been also used—Appendix A,
Eq. ~A2!. Therefore, for the given assumptions the above pre-
sented method yields identical results as the method of equivalent
segments. In what follows these methods will be compared with
the methods presented by Bednarczyk@19# and Wylie and Streeter
@3,4#. They also assumed a constant wave speed in a given pipe
segment, and one can suppose that it is computed based on the
conservation of pressure wave propagation time. No explicit state-
ment on this assumption is to be found in either. We shall neglect
hydraulic losses in our further considerations. Appropriate repre-
sentation of inertia forces has a greater effect on the prediction of
pressure variations than modelling of friction forces. Moreover,
due to the lack of a general theory of hydraulic resistances, the
prediction of hydraulic losses during transient liquid flows is still
an approximation.

Making use of the relationship (] ln A/]x)dt51/a(] ln A/]x)dx
5(1/a)d ln A, Bednarczyk@19# has substituted Eq.~10! with the
equation

dH1
a

g
dV1

aV

g
d ln A50, (23)

which can be written in the difference form obtained after integra-
tion applied by @19# along the characteristic lineC1 between
pointsA andP:

HP2HA1
aA2P

g S QP

AP
2

QA

AA
D1

aA2P

2g S QP

AP
1

QA

AA
D ln

AP

AA
50.

(24)

Equations~10! and ~23! are equivalent. Their integration yields
different results, depending upon the manner of treating the non-
linearity. The appropriate treatment of the nonlinear term should

be guided by physical requirements. In the integration presented
above, Eq.~24!, the form of theA(x) function was excluded from
consideration. Independently of the pipe segment shape, the aver-
age liquid velocityVm50.5(QP /AP1QA /AA) was assumed and
the increment of the pipe cross-sectional area within the integra-
tion limits—computational ends of the pipe segment—was taken
into account. As a result, Eq.~24! was obtained, which, as it can
be easily noticed, is not valid for steady flow as a particular case
of the transient flow.~When we omit hydraulic losses and velocity
head for steady flow,QP5QA , we cannot getHP5HA from Eq.
~24!.!

The compatibility equation along the characteristic lineC1

given in @3,4#, after elimination of a likely error in print~the units
in the last term of Eqs.~16–8!, p. 403, are inconsistent, and likely
Dx should be replaced by 1! can be written as follows:

HP2HA1
aA2P

g FQP

AP
2

QA

AA
2

1

2
~QP1QA!S 1

AP
2

1

AA
D G50.

(25)

The above equation can be derived by integration of Eqs.~6! or
~10! between pointsA andP for a cone-shaped pipe, assuming the
average flow rateQm50.5(QP1QA)50.5(VPAP1VAAA). It
should be stressed here that by assuming a linear change of the
flow rate~according to the trapezoidal rule of integration! between
pointsA andP, one can get Eq.~15! with Az determined from the
relationship Eq.~17!. It can be therefore supposed that integration
based on the average flow rate yields less accurate approximation.

Equations~15!, ~24!, and ~25! differ considerably from each
other, independently of the method of accounting for hydraulic
losses. This is not due to different forms of differential equations
assumed for description of the transient flow in pipes with vari-
able cross sections, but only due to the applied methods of inte-
gration. The integration presented in this paper leads to the rela-
tionships consistent with the method of equivalent pipes based on
the generally accepted similarity conditions. By introducing the
flow rate Q, instead of velocityV, the equations governing un-
steady flow in a pipeline with variable cross section obtain simple
forms, and, therefore, their integration, with correct accounting for
theA(x) function, is easier than that of earlier equations,@3,4,17#.
Additionally, it can be worthy to stress that the assumption of a
constant equivalent pressure wave speed based on conservation of
wave propagation time allows for simpler solutions. However, one
can imagine a more general approach—with account of pressure
wave speed variation along the pipe length taken directly in inte-
gration of the governing equations. Such an approach would be
very complicated and could be a subject of a separate paper.

In order to better illustrate the differences between the com-
pared methods, let us consider a case of an immediate flow shut-
down in a cone-shaped pipe. Because of neglecting the hydraulic
resistance, it is easy to determine the waterhammer pressure rises
based on the considered methods and to relate the obtained values
to the pressure rises calculated for an equivalent pipe segment.
The results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 2, showing
the pressure changes as a function of the conical pipe contraction
or expansion ratioD2 /D1 (D1 and D2 are the diameters of the
pipe segment at its ends!. The graphs illustrate differences be-
tween the compared methods. It is clear that the method described
by Bednarczyk@19# yields lower, whereas that presented by Wylie
and Streeter@3,4# higher values of the computed pressure rises
than the method of equivalent pipe segments with a constant sub-
stitute cross section, and also the method described in the present
contribution. From a practical point of view, it can be also inter-
esting to compare the results of pressure rises obtained by means
of the proposed method~and also according to the method of
equivalent pipes! for pipes described by Eqs.~12!–~14!, with the
pressure rises for pipes whose diameter or cross-section area is an
arithmetic average of diameters or cross section areas at their
ends, respectively. It can be expected that replacing of cone-
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shaped pipeline segments with segments of averaged diameters or
external cross section areas is a common practice in pipeline cal-
culations performed for engineering purposes.

The results referring to the first case are displayed in Fig. 3, the
second case is illustrated in Fig. 4. The presented results show that
appropriate representation of variations in the pipe cross-sectional
area has a great effect on the accuracy of computed flow tran-
sients. For example, if a cone-shaped pipe with diameter ratio
D2 /D152 is replaced by a pipe of arithmetical average diameter
the discrepancy in prediction of the pressure rise can be as high as
12%—Fig. 3.

Conclusions
The considerations conducted in this paper prove that the con-

tinuity equation of one-dimensional unsteady liquid flow, ex-
pressed in terms of the flow rate, assumes the same form for pipes
with constant and variable cross sections. This result is not true
for the continuity equation written in terms of the liquid velocity.
According to the classical theory of waterhammer, the latter re-
mains valid only for pipes of a constant cross-sectional area. Ex-
tending the validity of this equation on pipes with expanding or
contracting sections requires introduction of an additional term.

It has been shown that, assuming an equivalent wave speed in
computational pipe segments, the analysis of waterhammer based
on the direct solution of the equations governing one-dimensional
transient liquid flows in pipes with variable cross sections gives
identical results to those following from the analysis based on
equivalent pipe segments. The above-mentioned conclusion is in
contradiction with the treatments given by Bednarczyk,@19#, and
Wylie and Streeter@3,4#. For conical pipes, the numerical method
presented by Bednarczyk@19# yields a lower, whereas the method
presented by Wylie and Streeter,@3,4#, higher pressure rises that
the method of equivalent pipe segments of constant cross sections.
The discrepancies increase with the degree of pipe expansion or
contraction. The reason for these discrepancies has been ex-
plained.

It has been also proved that the degree of pipe expansion or
contraction as well as the type of function describing changes in
the pipe shape have a considerable effect on the inaccuracy in
computations made while the pipe with expanding or contracting
sections is replaced by a uniform pipe whose diameter or cross-
section area are arithmetic averages of the respective values at the
pipe ends.

Nomenclature

a 5 pressure wave speed
A 5 pipe cross-sectional area
c 5 pipe constraint coefficient~dimensionless param-

eter that describes the effect of pipe constraint
condition on the wave speed!

C1, C2 5 name of the characteristics equations

Fig. 2 Differences in the prediction of pressure rises in cone-
shaped pipes with different expanding coefficients obtained by
means of the methods under comparison

Fig. 3 Comparison of pressure rises „DHz… obtained using the
method of equivalent pipes for different pipe geometries „linear
variation of diameter, linear variation of cross section area, and
exponential variation of cross section area … and calculated
„DHdm … for a uniform pipe with diameter equal to the arithmetic
average of diameters at both ends of the segment under con-
sideration

Fig. 4 Comparison of pressure changes „DHz… obtained using
the method of equivalent pipes for different pipe geometries
„linear variation of diameter, linear variation of cross section
area, and exponential variation of cross section area … and cal-
culated „DHam… for a uniform pipe with cross section area
equal arithmetic average of cross-section areas at both ends of
the segment under consideration
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D 5 pipe inner diameter
e 5 pipe wall thickness
E 5 pipe wall modulus of elasticity

Er 5 liquid bulk modulus of elasticity
g 5 gravitational acceleration
H 5 pressure~piezometric! head
K 5 pipe expansion~contraction! coefficient
L 5 pipe length
p 5 pressure

r V 5 hydraulic loss coefficient defined by the formula
r V5DHr /(VuVuDx); (r V5l/(2gD) for pipes of
constant diameter!

r Q 5 hydraulic loss coefficient defined by the formula
r Q5DHr /(QuQuDx); (r Q5l/(2gDA2) for pipes
of constant diameter!

Re 5 Reynolds number
Q 5 volumetric flow rate
V 5 liquid mean velocity
x 5 distance along the pipe~longitudinal coordinate!
t 5 time
z 5 elevation of centerline of pipe above datum
l 5 Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
n 5 Poisson’s ratio
r 5 liquid mass density
j 5 coefficient of hydraulic losses due to pipe expan-

sion or contraction

Subscripts and Superscripts

1, 2 5 internal cross sections of a pipe segment at its
ends

A, B, P 5 nodes of characteristic lines grid
a 5 pipe with a linear change of the inner cross-

sectional area
d 5 conical pipe~with a linear change of the inner

diameter!
e 5 pipe with an exponential change of the inner

cross-sectional area
r 5 hydraulic losses
i 5 pipe cross section

m 5 average value
z 5 equivalent~substitute! value
l 5 friction losses

Appendix A

Transformation of Real Pipes With Expanding or Contract-
ing Sections to Equivalent Pipe Segments of Constant Dimen-
sion. The similarity conditions should be preserved in order to
transform a pipe with expanding or contracting sections to an
equivalent uniform pipe segment. These conditions imply that the
following properties should not change in the equivalent pipe seg-
ment, compared to the real pipe of the same lengthL:

~1! inertia forces due to the same way of flow shutdown,
~2! pressure wave propagation time, and
~3! hydraulic losses.
Condition~1! leads to the following formula for the equivalent

cross-sectional areaAz of the pipe segment:

Az5
L

E
0

L dx

A~x!

. (A1)

The equivalent pressure wave speedaz can be found from the
condition ~2!:

az5
L

E
0

L dx

a~x!

. (A2)

Condition ~3! for the hydraulic losses can be rewritten as

• for losses due to friction

lzL

Dz
5

5E
0

L l

D5
dx S lzLQ2

2gDzAz
2

5E
0

L lQ2

2gDA2
dxD (A3)

• for losses due to shape changes

jz

Dz
4

5
j

D4 S jzQ
2

2gAz
2

5
jQ2

2gA2D . (A4)

Appendix B

Continuity Equation. The principle of mass conservation in
the pipe flow leads to the following equation:

]~rAV!

]x
1

]~rA!

]t
50 (B1)

or, after a simple expanding the derivative of the product of terms,
to

]V

]x
1

1

r S ]r

]t
1V

]r

]xD1
1

A S ]A

]t
1V

]A

]x D50. (B2)

Making use of the definition of the modulus of elasticity, one can
get

1

r S ]r

]t
1V

]r

]xD5
1

Er
S ]p

]t
1V

]p

]x D . (B3)

In the case under consideration, changes inA take place not only
due to pressure rise, but also due to longitudinal changes in the
shape of the pipe shell. Therefore we can write as follows:

1

A S ]A

]t
1V

]A

]x D5
V

A

]A

]x
1

1

A

]A

]p S ]p

]t
1V

]p

]x D . (B4)

The quantity 1/A]A/]p can be determined from the Hooke’s law
for a pipe shell elastically deformed under pressure. Setting Eqs.
~B3! and ~B4! into Eq. ~B2!, we get

]p

]t
1V

]p

]x
1ra2

]V

]x
1ra2V

] ln A

]x
50 (B5)

where the quantitya—the pressure wave speed—is defined by the
formula

a5S Er

r D 0.5S 11
Er

A

]A

]p D 20.5

. (B6)

In case of a cylindrical pipe Eq.~B6! takes the form

a5S Er

r D 0.5S 11
cDEr

eE D 20.5

. (B7)

The coefficientc depends on the pipe constraints and after Wylie
and Streeter@3,4# can be found from one of the following rela-
tionships:

• for a pipe anchored against longitudinal movement

c512n2, (B8)

• for a pipe anchored at one end only

c5120.5n, (B9)

• for a pipe anchored with expansion joints throughout

c51. (B10)

Appendix C

Integration Method. The expressions obtained as a result of
integration of terms in Eq.~6! along the characteristic lineC1

between pointsA andP ~Fig. 1! are presented below. The integra-
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tion has been carried out by means of the trapezoid method, i.e.,
assuming linear variation of the flow quantitiesQ andH along the
integrating lines.

Term I.

E
tA

tP dH

dt
dt5

HP2HA

tP2tA
E

tA

tP

dt5HP2HA

Term II. A constant equivalent pressure wave speed based on
conservation of wave propagation time has been assumed. Such
assumption, applied also by Bednarczyk@19# and Wylie and
Streeter,@3,4#, allows to simplify the integration as presented be-
low and to derive exact results.

Cone-shaped pipe. D5DA1Kd3(x2xA), where Kd5(DP
2DA)/(xP2xA)

E
tA

tP a

gA

dQ

dt
dt5

4

pg

QP2QA

tP2tA
E

xA

xPS DA1
DP2DA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D 22

dx

52S DA1
DP2DA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D 21U

xA

xP

3
xP2xA

DP2DA

4

pg

QP2QA

tP2tA

5
4a

pg S 1

DA
2

1

DP
D QP2QA

DP2DA

5
4a

pg

QP2QA

DADP
5

a

g

QP2QA

Az

Pipe with a linear change of the cross-sectional area.

A5AA1Ka3~x2xA! where Ka5~AP2AA!/~xP2xA!

E
tA

tP a

gA

dQ

dt
dt5

1

g

QP2QA

tP2tA
E

xA

xPS AA1
AP2AA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D 21

dx

5
1

g

QP2QA

tP2tA

xP2xA

AP2AA

3 lnS AA1
AP2AA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D U

xA

xP

5
a

g

QP2QA

AP2AA
lnS AP

AA
D5

a

g

QP2QA

Az

Pipe with an exponential change of the cross-sectional area.

A5AA3 exp@Ke~x2xA!# where Ke5 ln~AP /AA!/~xP2xA!

E
tA

tP a

gA

dQ

dt
dt5

1

g

QP2QA

tP2tA

3E
xA

xPS AA expS ln AP2 ln AA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D D 21

dx

5
1

g

QP2QA

tP2tA

xP2xA

ln AP2 ln AA

3S 2AA expS ln AP2 ln AA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D D 21U

xA

xP

5
a

g

QP2QA

ln~AP /AA
S 1

AA
2

1

AP
D5

a

g

QP2QA

Az

Term III. The prediction of hydraulic losses occurring during
transient flows still draws on approximation. This is not only due

to the lack of a general theory of turbulent pipe friction, but also
due to the nonlinear form of the last term in Eqs.~6! and ~8!.
According to Wylie and Streeter@4#, friction losses can be fairly
predicted with the aid of the relationshipDHr5R* QPuQAu,
whereQP and QA denote the flow rates at the ends of the com-
putational pipe segment. In pipes with variable cross sections,
besides friction losses, losses due to the pipe expansion or con-
traction should be also taken into account. Let the total losses in a
pipe segment be expressed as follows:

DHr5E
tA

tP

arQQuQudt

5E
xA

xP

r QQuQudx

5DHl1DHj

5E
xA

xP l

2gDA2
QuQudx1

j

2gAP
2

QPuQAu.

In order to integrate the friction loss term, let us assume the fric-
tion coefficientl from the preceding step of integration. For a
pipe with internal diameter described byD5DA1Kd(x2xA), we
can get the friction loss expressed as follows:

DHl5E
xA

xP l

2gDA2
QuQudx

5
8lA2PQPuQAu

p2g
E

xA

xPS DA1
DP2DA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D 25

dx

52
2lA2PQPuQAu

p2g

xP2xA

DP2DA
S DA1

DP2DA

xP2xA
~x2xA! D 24U

xA

xP

5
lA2P~xP2xA!

8g~DP2DA! S 1

AA
2
2

1

AP
2 D QPuQAu5RlQPuQAu

whereas the total losses in the computational pipe segment can be
presented in the form

R5Rl1Rj5
lA2P~xP2xA!

8g~DP2DA! S 1

AA
2
2

1

AP
2 D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

.

We can obtain in a similar way

• for a pipe with linear cross section area variation,A5AA
1Ka(x2xA):

R5
lA2Pp0.5~xP2xA!

6g~AP2AA! S 1

AA
1.5

2
1

AP
1.5D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

• for a pipe with an exponential cross section area variation,
A5AA exp@Ke(x2xA)#:

R5
lA2P~xP2xA!

5g~ ln AP2 ln AA! S 1

DAAA
2
2

1

DPAP
2 D 1

jA2P

2gAP
2

.

It is worthwhile to notice that the empirical coefficientj of losses
due to shape changes can assume different values depending on
the flow direction. It is generally know that hydraulic resistance in
diverging pipes is considerably higher than that in converging
pipes for the same ratio of the inlet to outlet or outlet to inlet
cross-sectional area, respectively.
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Application of an Angular
Momentum Balance Method for
Investigating Numerical Accuracy
in Swirling Flow
This work derives and applies a method for the investigation of numerical accuracy in
computational fluid dynamics. The method is used to investigate discretization errors in
computations of swirling flow in water turbines. The work focuses on the conservation of
a subset of the angular momentum equations that is particularly important to swirling
flow in water turbines. The method is based on the fact that the discretized angular
momentum equations are not necessarily conserved when the discretized linear momen-
tum equations are solved. However, the method can be used to investigate the effect
of discretization on any equation that should be conserved in the correct solution, and
the application is not limited to water turbines. Computations made for two Kaplan
water turbine runners and a simplified geometry of one of the Kaplan runner ducts
are investigated to highlight the general and simple applicability of the method.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1595673#

1 Background
The use of computational fluid dynamics~CFD! in industry has

increased dramatically in recent decades and is now used in many
fields as a complement to model testing. Computational results
obtained in industrial applications are usually claimed to be quali-
tatively correct, i.e., they can be used to identify trends but not to
establish the quantitatively correct values. There are several rea-
sons why the industrial computational results are not quantita-
tively correct. First, the physics of the applications and the bound-
ary conditions are approximated using more or less sophisticated
methods. Secondly, the resulting approximated physical applica-
tion is computed by a numerical method that uses further approxi-
mations and computational limitations.

To study the accuracy of the numerical method, an assumption
can be made that the physics of the application and the boundary
conditions are approximated consistently. The accuracy of a com-
putation then depends on the resolution of the discretized prob-
lem. A sufficiently fine resolution will thus give the correct solu-
tion to the approximated problem if the iterative convergence and
round-off errors are small. Fine resolutions cannot be used in in-
dustrial applications, however, because of restrictions on compu-
tational power and time limitations. The resolutions used in indus-
trial applications are usually not even close to a sufficiently fine
resolution. This has lead to an increased interest in methods for
studying the accuracy of CFD results,@1,2#, and many scientific
journals have adopted statement policies about this,@3,4#.

When CFD is applied to turbulent flow in complex geometries
it is often difficult to obtain an iteratively converged solution, i.e.,
a solution that satisfies the discretized equations, for the reason
that the preferred higher order discretization schemes are highly
unstable when the computational grid has very skewed and thin
control volumes. One way of dealing with this is to use stable
discretization schemes. A number of discretization schemes of
varying stability are available in the literature. Depending on the
complexity of the flow and the geometry, a discretization scheme
that gives an iteratively converged solution usually has an ob-

served discretization order that lies between the first and second
order. Figure 1 shows the computed flow above and below a Ka-
plan runner using the first-order hybrid scheme and the second-
order Van Leer scheme. The influence of the discretization scheme
is striking.

Stable discretization schemes introduce discretization errors
that must be investigated before it is possible to achieve reliable
computational results.

One approach to studying the accuracy of CFD results is to
look at the sensitivity to grid refinement using the Richardson
extrapolation method,@5–7#. The Richardson method uses results
from three grids of different refinement to estimate the grid con-
vergence error. Ifh is a geometric discretization parameter repre-
sentative of the grid spacing of the finest grid (h15h), the sub-
sequent grids are coarsened according toh25rh and h35r 2h.
The refinement parameter can for instance be chosen to ber 52.
The main requirement of the Richardson method is that the solu-
tions at all the grids must be in the asymptotic range. This require-
ment can be met in some cases. In general three-dimensional in-
dustrial computations, however, where it is difficult to get even
the finest solution in the asymptotic range, the method cannot be
used to its full extent,@8,9#. Another major drawback of the
method is that time constraints do not allow computations on sev-
eral grids in industry. The original Richardson paper,@10#, exam-
ined the difference between a low-order solution and a high-order
solution on the same grid. This requires computations of two so-
lutions, which is time-consuming, and makes it necessary to ob-
tain a high-order computation, which is not always the case in
industrial CFD. A fast and simple method that investigates the
discretization error of a single solution on a single~coarse! grid is
therefore needed.

The present method uses a single computational result from a
single grid to investigate the accuracy of that computational result.
Most CFD codes use conservation of mass and linear momentum
to compute the flow. Hence, imbalances in angular momentum,
kinetic energy and higher moments reflect the numerical accuracy,
@11,12#. The CFD codes may be rewritten to conserve other than
mass and linear momentum, but, in any numerical approach, there
will be nonconserved quantities that can serve as candidates for
numerical accuracy assessment. Since all quantities of the flow
cannot be investigated, it is necessary to choose quantities that are
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particularly important to the flow. A set of important quantities
can be specified for each industrial application. The method de-
scribed in this work can be used to estimate the accuracy with
respect to those quantities. When all important quantities of the
flow are conserved, the computational results can be considered
correct. Angular momentum is one important quantity in swirling
flow in water turbines, which is studied in the present work.

2 Derivation of the Angular Momentum Balance
The derivation of the angular momentum balance starts with the

Reynolds transport theorem for an arbitrarily moving deformable
control volume,@13,14#,

dBsyst

dt
5

d

dt S ECV
brdVD 1E

CS
br~Ur"n!dA

where B is a property of the fluid,b5dB/dm is the intensive
value orB per unit mass, anddBsyst/dt is the rate of change ofB
of a system~material region! confined in a control volume that
instantaneously comprises the system. This expression is thus a
conversion formula between a system and a control volume that
instantaneously occupies the same space and, in other words, is a
coupling between the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions. The
velocity relative to that of the control volume surface isUr
5U(r ,t)2Us(r ,t), whereU(r ,t) is the fluid velocity andUs(r ,t)
is the control volume surface velocity. The Reynolds transport
theorem can be used to write all the basic laws in integral form
and can thus be used to derive the mass balance (B5m, b
5dm/dm51), the linear momentum balance~Navier Stokes,B
5mU, b5dmU/dm5U), the energy balance (B5E, b
5dE/dm5e), and the angular momentum balance (B5Ho
5*syst(rÃU)dm, b5dHo /dm5rÃU).

The angular momentum balance for an arbitrarily moving de-
formable control volume is

dHo

dt U
syst

5
d

dt S ECV
~rÃU!rdVD 1E

CS
~rÃU!r~Ur"n!dA. (1)

According to the laws of mechanics, the rate of change of the
angular momentum of the system is equal to the sum of all the
moments about an arbitrary pointo acting on a control volume
that instantaneously comprises the system, yielding an expression
for the left-hand side of Eq.~1! as ~@15#!

dHo

dt U
syst

5E
CS

rÃFsdA1E
CV

rÃFbrdV2E
CV

~rÃa!rdV,

(2)

whereFs is the surface force~both viscous, turbulent shear, and
normal forces! per unit area acting on the control volume surface
and Fb is the body force per unit mass acting inside the control
volume. The vector,a, is the acceleration of the coordinate sys-
tem, @14#,

a5
d2R

dt2
1

dV

dt
3r12VÃU1V3~VÃr !, (3)

where R is the position vector of the origin of the noninertial
coordinate system relative to an inertial coordinate system,r is the
position vector relative to the non-inertial coordinate system, and
V is the angular velocity of the noninertial coordinate system. The
terms on the right hand side in the equation correspond to system
acceleration, system angular acceleration, Coriolis acceleration
and centripetal acceleration.

If the control volume is nondeformable and the flow is steady,
the time derivative of the volume integral in Eq.~1! vanishes.
Further, if the control volume is rotating at a constantV about a
stationary origin, the angular momentum balance~Eqs. ~1!–~3!!
reads

E
CS

rÃFsdA1E
CV

rÃFbrdV2E
CV

r3~2VÃU!rdV

2E
CV

r3~V3~VÃr !!rdV5E
CS

~rÃU!r~U"n!dA. (4)

This is an extremely complicated relation that contains all the
features of the linear momentum balance. In addition, it should be
recalled that it was derived from the change in angular momentum
about pointo, which has not yet been specified. Relation~4! is
obviously valid for all possible choices ofo!

If the position vector,r , can be approximated as constant over
the volume of integration, the angular momentum and linear mo-
mentum balances are equivalent in continuum mechanics,@13#,
and the angular momentum balance can be derived from the vec-
tor product ofr and the linear momentum balance. However, since
the computational control volumes are not infinitesimal, the dis-
cretized angular momentum balance is not necessarily satisfied
simply because the discretized linear momentum balance is satis-
fied. It is thus up to the discretization scheme to conserve both
angular and linear momentum.

2.1 Angular Momentum Balance in Turbomachinery. In
turbomachinery, the axial component of the angular momentum
balance about the axis of rotation transfers torque to the rotating
shaft. Assuming thatV5Vez (ez is the unit vector in the
z-direction! is aligned with the shaft, the axial component of the
angular momentum balance~Eq. ~4!! about the axis of rotation
reads

Fig. 1 Circumferentially averaged velocity coefficients above
and below a Kaplan runner „Kaplan 1 …. Solid lines: tangential
velocity; dashed lines: axial velocity. Markers: n: first-order hy-
brid scheme; s: second-order Van Leer scheme. The velocities
are normalized by the runner radius and the runner angular
velocity. „a… Above the runner, „b… below the runner.
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E
CS

rF sudA1E
CV

rF budV1E
CV

2rVUrrdV

5E
CS

rU ur~U"n!dA (5)

wherer is the cylindrical radial direction andu is the tangential
direction. The term involvingV originates from the Coriolis term
of the angular momentum balance. There is no effect of the cen-
tripetal term, however, since the coordinate system rotation vector,
V, is aligned with the axial component of the balance. Further, if
gravity, as in the present work, is the only body force,
*CVrF budV50. Equation~5! is the central equation in the present
work.

Equation~5! can be further reduced for simple investigations of
the flow in turbomachines. This is done in the remainder of this
section. When applied to a thin stationary axisymmetric stream
tube (r'const at inlet and outlet! with uniform inlet~index 1! and
outlet ~index 2! velocities and negligible surface forces, Eq.~5! is
reduced to

E
CV

rF budV5Dṁ~r 2Uu22r 1Uu1!

whereDṁ is the mass flow through the stream tube. IfFbu in-
cludes all the tangential body forces from the blades in a turbo-
machine, we obtain the power balance for the stream tube,@15#,

2DPshaft5DṁV~r 2Uu22r 1Uu1!. (6)

This is thegeneral Euler equation for turbomachinery, @15#, re-
lating the input shaft power to the change in angular momentum
for a thin axisymmetric stream tube, which highlights the impor-
tance of the angular momentum balance in this kind of flow.

Equation~6! can be used to verify the numerical results to some
extent. One can assume that the thicknesses of the stream tubes
through the domain are proportional to the channel width, and that
the mass flow through all the stream tubes is the same,@16#. These
are not accurate assumptions, which is one of the reasons that this
simplified method is not complete. Further, the shaft power in
each stream tube is difficult to obtain, and thus the general Euler
equation is not easily applicable in the region where the runner
blades are located. However, the distribution ofrU u should be
approximately conserved in each stream tube in regions where
there are no runner blades (DPshaft50). Figure 2 shows the an-
gular momentum distribution of the circumferentially averaged
flow at the inlet and a section above the runner of a Kaplan runner

~the Kaplan 1 runner described later! for both the first-order hy-
brid and the second-order Van Leer discretization schemes~using
the tangential velocities in Fig. 1~a!!. It is obvious that the hybrid
computation does not satisfy the general Euler equation while the
Van Leer computation works well. The Van Leer computations
were carried out and analyzed by Nilsson and Davidson@17# ~the
k15 case!, which gives detailed information on the analysis in
Fig. 2.

The present work uses Eq.~5!, without further assumptions, to
investigate numerical accuracy of the computational results.

3 The Computational Method
The computations used for the investigations in the present

work were made using the CALC-PMB finite volume CFD code.
The main features of the CALC-PMB CFD code are its use of
conformal block structured boundary fitted coordinates, a pressure
correction scheme~SIMPLEC @18#!, Cartesian velocity compo-
nents as the principal unknowns, and a collocated grid arrange-
ment together with Rhie and Chow interpolation. The computa-
tional blocks are solved in parallel with Dirichlet-Dirichlet
coupling using PVM~parallel virtual machine! or MPI ~message
passing interface!. The parallel efficiency is excellent, with super
scalar speed-up for load balanced applications,@19#. The ICEM
CFD/CAE grid generator is used for grid generation, and Ensight
and Matlab are used for post-processing.

Coriolis and centripetal effects are included in the momentum
equations when the computational domain is rotating, but the low-
Reynoldsk2v turbulence model of Wilcox@20#, which can be
integrated all the way to the wall, is used without terms for rota-
tional effects. This is common in turbomachinery computations
for reasons of numerical stability and the small impact of such
terms in these kinds of industrial applications.

This work investigates the computational results obtained using
two different discretization schemes, the hybrid scheme, and the
Van Leer scheme. Equations and discretization schemes are de-
scribed in the following sections.

3.1 Equations. The steady Reynolds time-averaged conti-
nuity and Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow in a
rotating frame of reference read~@21,22#!

]rUi

]xi
50

]rUiU j

]xj
52

]P

]xi
1

]

]xj
S ~m1m t!

]Ui

]xj
D

1rgi2re i jkeklmV jV lxm22re i jkV jUk

where2e i jkeklmV jV lxm is the centripetal term and22e i jkV jUk
is the Coriolis term, owing to the rotating coordinate system. Be-
cause of the potential nature of the pressure, gravitational and
centripetal terms,@22#, they are put together during the computa-
tions in what is often referred to as areducedpressure gradient

2
]P*

]xi
52

]P

]xi
1rgi2re i jkeklmV jV lxm .

Thus, a relation for thereducedpressure is

P* 5P2rgixi1re i jkeklmV jV lxmxi .

In post-processing, the variation of the gravity term is assumed
to be negligible and the centripetal term is simply subtracted from
the reducedpressure.

The k2v model of Wilcox @20# for the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy,k, and the specific dissipation rate,v, reads

Fig. 2 Angular momentum distributions at the inlet and a sec-
tion before the runner of a Kaplan runner „Kaplan 1 …. The dis-
tribution at the inlet should be approximately conserved at the
section before the runner in a correct solution, i.e., the curves
should coincide. Markers: h: inlet distribution; n: first-order
hybrid scheme, before the runner; s: second-order Van Leer
scheme, before the runner. The angular momentum is normal-
ized by the runner radius and the runner angular velocity.
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]rU jk

]xj
5

]

]xj
F S m1

m t

sk
D ]k

]xj
G1Pk2rb* vk

]rU jv

]xj
5

]

]xj
F S m1

m t

sv
D ]v

]xj
G1

v

k
~cv1Pk2cv2rkv!

where the turbulent viscosity,m t , is defined as

m t5r
k

v
.

The production term reads

Pk5m tS ]Ui

]xj
1

]U j

]xi
D ]Ui

]xj

and the closure coefficients are given by

b* 50.09, cv15
5

9
, cv25

3

40
, sk52 and sv52.

A no-slip wall boundary condition is applied for the velocities
and k50 at the walls. The specific dissipation at the first node
normal to the wall~at y1,2.5) is set tov56n/(Cv2n2), where
n denotes the normal distance to the wall. For the pressure,
]2P/]n250 at all boundaries. Dirichlet boundary conditions are
applied at the inlet and Neumann boundary conditions are applied
at the outlet for the velocity components and for the turbulent
quantities.

3.2 Discretization Schemes. To solve the discretized linear
momentum equations, the fluxes through the faces of the compu-
tational control volumes must be known. Since all variables are
calculated at the nodes, some kind of interpolation must be used to
obtain the fluxes through the computational control volume faces.
A number of ways of doing this are described in the literature.
This work studies the numerical solutions obtained when using
the hybrid and the Van Leer@23# discretization schemes. Both
discretization schemes are bounded and use upwinding for the
convective terms. They are briefly described in the following
sections.

3.2.1 The Hybrid Scheme.The hybrid scheme is a combina-
tion of the central and the first-order upwind schemes. It uses
central differencing if the magnitude of the Peclet number is be-
low two and first-order upwind differencing otherwise, i.e.,

Fe5FP for Ue.0 and uPeeu>2

Fe5FE for Ue,0 and uPeeu>2

Fe5 f eFE1~12 f e!FP for uPeeu,2.

The Peclet number reads

Pee5
Fe

De

whereFe is the convective mass flux andDe is the diffusion flux
at the computational control volume faces. The factorf e that ap-
pears in the central scheme is a linear interpolation factor that
allows the grid to be nonuniform; for uniform grids,f e50.5. The
hybrid scheme thus uses the first-order upwind scheme if convec-
tion is dominant and the central scheme if diffusion is not negli-
gible. The diffusion is discretized using central differencing for
uPeeu,2 and is neglected otherwise.

The major drawback of the hybrid scheme is that convection is
dominant in most flows, and the scheme can thus be regarded as a
first-order upwind scheme.

3.2.2 The Van Leer Scheme.The scheme of Van Leer@23# is
of second-order accuracy except at local minima or maxima,
where its accuracy is of the first order. One advantage of this
scheme is that it is bounded. For the east face, it can be written

Ue.0⇒H Fe5FP if uFE22FP1FWu>uFE2FWu

Fe5FP1
~FE2FP!~FP2FW!

FE2FW
otherwise

Ue,0⇒H Fe5FE if uFP22FE1FEEu>uFP2FEEu

Fe5FE1
~FP2FE!~FE2FEE!

FP2FEE
otherwise

.

The diffusion is discretized using central differencing.
This scheme is thus a bounded first-order upwind scheme with

a correction term, which makes it second-order accurate.

3.3 Convergence, Verification, and Validation. An itera-
tively converged solution is assumed to have been reached when
the largest normalized residual of the momentum equations, the
continuity equation and the turbulence equations is reduced to
1023, @24#. The residuals of the momentum equation are normal-
ized by the sum of the mass flow through the turbine and the mass
flow through the periodic surfaces multiplied by the largest veloc-
ity component in the computational domain. The residual of the
continuity equation is normalized by the sum of the mass flow
through the turbine and the mass flow through the periodic sur-
faces. The residuals of the turbulence equations are normalized by
the largest residual during the iterations.

The iteratively converged results of a correctly implemented
finite volume method should be conservative with respect to the
computed equations. The computational results of the continuity
and linear momentum equations have been verified by the method
described in this work. The result from this verification corre-
sponds to the iterative convergence limit. The information ob-
tained from the angular momentum balance can not be obtained
from the mass or linear momentum balances, however, since the
finite volume formulation conserves mass and linear momentum
when the residuals are small.

The CALC-PMB CFD code has been extensively validated
against the GAMM Francis runner, the Ho¨lleforsen~Turbine 99–
II ! Kaplan runner, the Ho¨lleforsen distributor and academic test
cases,@25#. The code has also been used and validated in other
industrial applications, such as: LES of the flow around a simpli-
fied bus, LES of a high-lift air foil and heat transfer in gas
turbines.

The code uses double precision real numbers to avoid numeri-
cal cancellation.

4 Cases
The angular momentum balance method described in the

present work is applied to the flow in water turbines. There are
numerous types and configurations of water turbines, each opti-
mized for the conditions of the specific power plant. The water
turbines studied in this work are low-head Kaplan turbines, which
are the most common water turbines in Sweden.

The geometry and flow features in the vicinity of a Kaplan
water turbine runner comprises an axisymmetric duct with radial
swirling inflow above the runner and axial~ideally nonswirling!
flow through a short axisymmetric diffusor below the runner. The
angular momentum balance method is applied to two Kaplan run-
ners and a simplified geometry of the axisymmetric duct of one of
the Kaplan runners without the runner blades~see Fig. 3!.

The cases are briefly described in the following sections.

4.1 Simplified Geometry. Figure 4 shows the meridional
contour of the simplified geometry and two computational grids
with 14,378 and 31,521 control volumes. The complete geometry
is the axisymmetric volume obtained from revolving this geom-
etry around theZ-axis. The grids have different grid density in the
through-flow direction and similar grid distributions in the other
two directions. There are seven computational control volumes in
the periodic direction, covering 10 deg of the total circumference.
Periodic boundary conditions are used in the circumferential di-
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rection. The velocity profile at the inlet is a turbulent 1/7 profile
with a swirling component,@24#, and the steady axisymmetric
flow in the inertial coordinate system is computed.

4.2 Kaplan Runners. Two different Kaplan runners are in-
vestigated in the present work. For both cases, the steady flow is
computed in a single rotating blade passage employing periodic
boundary conditions. Inlet boundary conditions are taken from
separate computations of the flow in the upstream guide vane
passage.

Detailed information on the first Kaplan runner case~denoted
Kaplan 1! can be found in the literature,@24,25#, where it is de-
noted case k15. The simplified geometry in this work is the same
as the upper part of the duct of this Kaplan runner, where the error
is greatest for the hybrid discretization scheme.

The computational results of the flow in the Ho¨lleforsen Kaplan

runner~denoted Kaplan 2! were thoroughly investigated and vali-
dated against measurements at the Turbine 99–II workshop. The
investigations included in the present work use the computation
that was denoted the standard case in the workshop paper,@26#,
which used the Van Leer discretization scheme. A computation
with the hybrid discretization scheme has also been made to show
the difference in the angular momentum balance between the two
schemes.

Both Kaplan cases include the clearance between the runner
blade tips and the shroud, which makes structured multiblock grid
generation very complicated.

5 The Angular Momentum Balance Method

5.1 Implementation. The fundamental idea of the angular
momentum balance method is to compute the flux of angular mo-
mentum through the computational control volume faces using
exactly the same discretization scheme as was used for the flux of
linear momentum in the CFD solver~see Section 3.2!. It is very
important that this implementation is made correctly since small
errors in computing the fluxes make it impossible to investigate
the balance error. The angular momentum fluxes are used to com-
pute a control volume angular momentum balance error by sum-
ming up the flux into the control volume and generation inside the
control volume, and normalizing by the flux into the computa-
tional domain, i.e.,~c.f. Eq. ~5!!

e5S E
CS

rF sudA1E
CV

rF budV1E
CV

2rVUrrdV

2E
CS

rU ur~U"n!dAD Y E
INLET

rU ur~U"n!dA.

The control volume investigated can be a computational control
volume or a control volume that comprises several of the compu-
tational control volumes. When computing a balance error over
several computational control volumes, a summation of the bal-
ance errors over the computational control volumes cancels the
fluxes through internal faces, which results in a balance error of
the composite control volume.

In the present work the angular momentum balance method is
applied to through-flow investigations,@27#. Applying the method
between two cross-flow planes~axisymmetric in turbomachine
runners! yields the angular momentum balance error between
those planes. Placing the first cross-flow plane at the inlet and
moving the second cross-flow plane from the inlet to the outlet
~from plane 1 to plane 26 in Fig. 5~a!! yields the global angular
momentum balance error evolution along the flow path. This can
be easily done in the CFD code if there are cross-flow grid planes
that can serve as boundaries for the control volumes investigated.

A more general method for summing the balance error over a
subdomain of the computational domain is to save the computa-
tional control volume balances as an element-based~constant in

Fig. 3 The three geometries studied in this work. In all cases
the flow is swirling radially inwards at the top and axially down-
wards at the bottom. „a… The simplified geometry, „b… Kaplan 1,
„c… Kaplan 2.

Fig. 4 Meridional view of the coarse „left … and fine „right … grid
of the simplified geometry. The grid densities and distributions
differ mainly in the through-flow direction.
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each computational control volume! error density, i.e., the balance
divided by the volume of the computational control volume. Us-
ing a post-processing tool such as Ensight, the sum over any sub-
domain can be derived by an element-based volume integral of the
error density over the subdomain. There is then no need for ex-
plicit grid planes at the cross-flow surfaces, and they can cut ar-
bitrarily through the geometry~see Figs. 5~b,c!!. The only require-
ments on the post-processing tool are that it can cut out arbitrary
parts of the computational domain and compute the volumes of
the computational control volumes correctly. The element-based
volume integral is then obtained by multiplying the volume of the
computational control volume by the local balance, which is con-
stant in each computational control volume. The overall balance
and volume of the computational domain were conserved in the
analysis by Ensight, and the investigation of the simplified geom-
etry gave the same result in both the analysis by the CFD code
and in the analysis by Ensight. This shows that no significant
errors are introduced in the post-processing by Ensight.

5.2 Results. Figure 6 shows the local~between two neigh-
boring axisymmetric surfaces! and cumulative~from the inlet! an-
gular momentum balance error distributions from inlet to outlet
~see Section 5.1! in the simplified geometry. The overall balance
~from inlet to outlet! is obviously not necessarily representative of
the accuracy of the computations since the errors in different parts
of the domain might cancel each other. The coarse grid hybrid
analysis in Fig. 6~a! highlights this problem, where the total error
of the domain is small but the error in different subdomains is
large.

Both the hybrid and the Van Leer discretization schemes yield
small local errors. The cumulative errors show, however, that the
hybrid scheme accumulates the local errors while the Van Leer
scheme cancels the local errors. Both schemes have problems at

Fig. 5 Definitions of the cross-flow axisymmetric surfaces.
The numbered surfaces „represented by thin lines … are grid sur-
faces for the simplified case and general control surfaces for
the Kaplan cases. „a… The simplified geometry with numbered
axisymmetric cross-flow grid surfaces corresponding to the
coarse grid. „b… The meridional contour of the Kaplan 1 runner
„thick lines …. The dashed lines show the computational domain.
„c… The meridional contour of the Kaplan 2 runner „thick lines ….
The dashed lines show the computational domain.

Fig. 6 Local and cumulative error distributions from inlet to
outlet of the simplified geometry. Dashed line: Van-Leer, local
error; dotted line: hybrid, local error; solid line: Van-Leer, cu-
mulative error; dashed-dotted line: hybrid, cumulative error. „a…
Coarse grid, „b… fine grid.
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the inlet and at sharp geometric corners~located at computational
control volume planes 8, 12, 16, and 18 for the coarse grid and 17,
26, 35, and 40 for the fine grid!.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative angular momentum balance er-
ror distributions in the Kaplan runners from inlet to outlet~see
Section 5.1!. The angular momentum balance method clearly
shows the difference between the Van Leer scheme and the hybrid
scheme. The hybrid scheme accumulates the local errors while the
Van Leer scheme cancels the local errors.

The analysis shows that the hybrid scheme performs worst in
the first part of the Kaplan 1 computational domain and best in the
first part of the Kaplan 2 computational domain~from the inlet to
axisymmetric surface 5!.

Table 1 shows the global estimations of the angular momentum
balance error, which correspond to the overall cumulative values
in Figs. 6 and 7. The global angular momentum balance error of
the hybrid scheme are about 30 times larger than that of the Van
Leer scheme in the Kaplan cases.

It may seem that a 0.7% angular momentum balance error
~Table 1, Van Leer, Kaplan 2! is rather good, but there are at least
two reasons why the error should be reduced:~1! the linear mo-
mentum is better predicted,~2! water turbine efficiencies are very
high ~about 95%! and the improvements that can be made are in
the range of 0.1% in efficiency. Since the efficiency of water
turbines is closely related to the angular momentum balance~see
Section 2.1! it is interesting to further investigate the angular mo-
mentum balance for the Van Leer scheme. Figure 8 shows iso-
surfaces of the largest angular momentum balance error magni-
tude for the Kaplan 2 Van Leer computations. This gives an
indication of where to start the quest for improved results with the
Van Leer scheme and the present grid.

6 Conclusion
This work presents a method of investigating the discretization

error in swirling flow computations. The method is based on the
fact that the discretized angular momentum equations are not nec-
essarily conserved when the discretized linear momentum equa-
tions are solved. The method is applied to the first-order hybrid

and the second-order Van Leer discretization schemes in swirling
flow in water turbines. The angular momentum balance method is
applied to through-flow investigations. It is shown that the hybrid
scheme cannot be used and that the Van Leer scheme needs im-
provement to give quantitatively correct results for these kinds of
applications. The global angular momentum balance errors of the
hybrid scheme are shown to be about 30 times larger than for the
Van Leer scheme.

This work has studied only a small part of the angular momen-
tum balance that is important to a single vortex with known fea-
tures. There are, however, several vortices of unknown features in
turbomachinery flow~and most other flows as well! that must also
be resolved. A discretization scheme that simultaneously preserves
both the linear momentum balance and thegeneralangular mo-
mentum balance is needed.
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This note presents observations on@1# relevant to the evaluation
of the adequacy of the conservatism of my grid convergence index
~GCI! method of uniform reporting of grid convergence studies
for verification of calculations,@2#. This is a timely issue, perti-
nent to current interest in revised publication standards for JFE in
computational fluid dynamics.

The authors,@1#, present a uniquely far-ranging application of
the GCI. They treat the following seven problems, any one of
which would constitute a study worthy of publication: two-
dimensional driven cavity ~laminar!, variants with two-
dimensional inclined walls, with five levels of grid refinement;
three-dimensional driven cavity~laminar!, with four levels of grid
refinement; axisymmetric turbulent flow~low Re k-«) through a
compressor valve,tanh stretching, zonal refinement, power-law
advection differencing, with five levels of grid refinement; three-
dimensional premixed methane/air laminar flat flame on a perfo-
rated burner, with seven levels of grid refinement; free convection
heat transfer from isothermal cylinder in a square duct, three
zones,tanh stretching of body-fitted grid, with five levels of grid
refinement; two-dimensional linear advection-diffusion model
problem, rotated one-dimensional exact solution, with six levels
of grid refinement. Both global and local GCI are calculated. Car-
tesian staggered and boundary-fitted nonstaggered grids are used,
with two numerical schemes~upwind differencing and SMART
or power-law differencing!. As recommended,@2#, when three
or more grid solutions are used to calculate an observed rate of
convergencep, the authors use GCI with factor of safetyFs
51.25. They test all nodes for monotone or oscillatory conver-
gence~as observed over the grid set used!. A global observedp
is used in the local GCIs.~Using local p is erratic, @3#.! The
authors present local observedp and local volume-weighted GCI,
deviations from global values, and fraction of nodes that are os-
cillatory versus~observed! monotone.~Boundary nodes are ex-
cluded.! As many as 1/3 of the nodes are determined to be oscil-
latory. The exact solutions being unknown, the benchmark or
reference solutions are those obtained using the highest order
method on the finest grid. As in all such exercises, this makes the
GCI evaluation less conclusive for the finest grid sequences, but
the evaluations from the other grid sequences should not be sig-
nificantly affected.

The authors’ conclusions include the following. For the linear
model problem with exact solution: ‘‘The GCI has predicted the
real absolute discretization error for all the studied situations quite
well.’’ For all problems: ‘‘The certainty of the error band esti-
mators has been checked by comparing its value to the ‘‘exact’’
@reference value, highest-order method on finest grid# absolute
error of the numerical solutions, always obtaining very reasonable
values.’’

Here, I summarize some conclusions obtained from examina-
tion of the results in@1# which shed light on the question of the
conservative~or nonconservative! character of the GCI in the en-
gineering sense. That is, how often is the actual error greater than
that banded by the GCI? My stated goal has been the 95% cer-
tainty ~5% uncertainty, what would be roughly a 2s error band
if the distribution were Gaussian! error band typical of experi-
mentalists, i.e.,;19 out of 20 cases produce GCI,actual error,
over an ensemble of CFD problems, including physical problem,
grid sequence, and numerical methods. The results are most en-
couraging for my recommended factor of safetyFs51.25 for
three or more grids.~A more detailed summary is available from
the author.!

Briefly, the net result is 14 NC~nonconservative! of 176 entries,
or 8.0%. Restricting the count to the SMART algorithm, the net
result is 2 NC of 88 entries, or 2.3%. For the UDS algorithm, the
net result is 12 NC of 88 entries, or 13.6%. This justifies the claim
in @2# and elsewhere that lower order methods are not only less
accurate, but their error estimates~and error bands! are less reli-
able. Neglecting all cases withp,1, which might arguably be
considered, we would obtain a net 13/127 for 10.2%. It is seen
that discardingp,1 cases discards proportionately more conser-
vative results. This probably is due to the fact thatp is increasing
as convergence is approached, so that the lag effect makes the
estimator and error band more conservative. That is, the fine grid
calculation has ap larger than the average~observed! p over the
three grids.

In summary, from the limited perspective and interest of
determining the conservativeness of using the GCI withFs
51.25, the results of Cadafalch et al.@1# lead to the following
conclusions.

1. Confirm that the recommendedFs51.25 used with three-
grid studies to determine the observedp is roughly compatible
with the target error band~5% uncertainty!.

2. Confirm that UDS is not only less accurate than higher order
methods but is less reliable, i.e., the error estimates and error
bands are not as reliable~or ‘‘credible’’ !.

3. Suggest that reliable GCI may be calculated using a global
observedp even though as many as;1/3 of the node values are
known to be converging nonmonotonically.

4. Suggest that there is no necessity to discard results
with observedp,1, probably becausep is increasing as con-
vergence is approached, so that the lag effect makes the estimator
and error band more conservative. This leads to excessively con-
servative GCI for SMART calculations, but this is not an impedi-
ment to publication standards. These conclusions from the seven
different physical problems computed in Cadafalch et al. agree
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with my own experiments on the Burgers equation and
with other papers cited in@2#, provided that those papers also
use careful multigrid studies with experimental determination of
observedp.
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Criticisms of the ‘‘Correction Factor’’
Verification Method

Patrick J. Roache
Consultant, 1215 Apache Drive, Socorro, NM 87801
e-mail: hermosa@swcp.com

This note presents criticisms of the verification methods pre-
sented in@1,2# and modified in@3#. Therein, the ‘‘correction fac-
tor’’ verification procedure of the authors is contrasted to my grid
convergence index~GCI! method first presented in@4# and later
refined to include a more general factor of safety,@5#. In @1–3# the
authors refer to the GCI as the ‘‘factor of safety’’ method, but here
I retain the original descriptor, already well established in the
literature.

Details and several additional minor points are available from
the author.

1 50% Uncertainty
By the authors’ design, the correction factorCk→1 as Dx

→0. This means the method reverts to Richardson Extrapolation,
which, being the best estimate possible with the available infor-
mation, produces~by definition! ;50% uncertainty estimate. This
violates the intention explicitly stated in@1–3# and shared in@4,5#
of achieving a 95% certainty~or 5% uncertainty, what would be
roughly a 2s error band if the distribution were Gaussian!. It is a
mistake to think that the goal of 95% certainty is appropriate only
outside the asymptotic regime; ‘‘asymptotic range’’ does not im-
ply zero error.

2 Use of Theoretical Rather Than Observed Conver-
gence Rate

The authors use ‘‘at least three’’ grid solutions to experi-
mentally determine the order of convergencep, but then often
use a theoretical value for the estimated asymptoticp; this negates
the value of performing three-grid studies and determining
observedp.

3 Equivalence of theCk and GCI Methods
The authors’ correction factor procedure,@1,2#, is in fact

equivalent to the GCI method, with a different procedure for
choosing the factor of safety. This equivalence has since been
acknowledged by the authors in@3#. Unfortunately, as noted under
#1, their method gives;50% uncertainty, which is not acceptable.

4 Claims of Excessive Conservatism of GCI
The authors’ claims that the GCI withFs51.25 is excessively

conservative compared to their own method are not justifiable. In

fact, in two of their own cases, theirCk methods are more con-
servative than the GCI.~See discussion of Table 3 of@2# on page
807, and discussion of Table 4 of@3# on page 8. In the first case,
their correction factor produces an equivalentFs56.4, hence the
excessive conservatism.! This occurs again for a third problem by
Ebert and Gorski@6#. ~In this work, theCk method was exces-
sively conservative compared even to the very conservative GCI
using Fs53 for a minimal two-grid study.! At the very worst,
with their uncertainty estimator usingCk51, the reported GCI
usingFs51.25 would be 25% larger. To put this into perspective,
a Ck51 best estimate for grid convergence of 2% would be re-
ported as a GCI52.5%. This is hardly excessive conservatism,
and produces something more like the desired 5% uncertainty
rather than the;50% uncertainty ofCk51.

5 Uncertainty Estimates for the Corrected
„Richardson-Extrapolated… Solutions

The authors claim to have extended their own correction factor
method and the GCI to cover the case when the corrected~Rich-
ardson Extrapolated! solution is actually used as the final solution
~rather than RE just being used to estimate the error for the fine
grid solution!. This extension is not correct in its asymptotic be-
havior, is grossly unconservative, and ignores my heuristic but
more conservative formulation previously suggested two decades
earlier, @7#; see Eq.~5.6.4! of @5# and discussion therein.~As L.
Eça ~pers. comm.! has recently pointed out, that equation is lim-
ited to r 52, p52.) The poverty of their concept is shown by the
fact that, in the asymptotic regime wherein by their designCk
51, their extensions yield the meaningless uncertainty estimates
Uc50. ~Eça and Hoekstra@8# have described the performance of
these uncertainty estimates as ‘‘a complete fiasco.’’ See also@9#.!

Aside from the evident failure of this procedure, the authors
have simply claimed that their use of the corrected solution ad-
dresses the criticisms of Oberkampf and Trucano@10# by making
the treatment of the numerical error stochastic rather than deter-
ministic. This claim is unsupported.

6 Determining Conservatism
Attempts to assess the adequacy of the conservatism of the GCI

or the Ck in @1–3# and elsewhere by looking at the ‘‘conserva-
tism’’ of GCI for a single problem miss the point. The only way to
assess this is to consider an ensemble of problems, as in@5#. The
new data by Cadafalch et al.@11#, which covers seven physical
problems from laminar planar flows to turbulent axisymmetric
flows, are still supportive of the conclusion given in@5# that the
GCI method withFs51.25 correlates roughly with the desired
5% uncertainty.

7 Apparent Monotone Convergence
The papers@1–3# ignore the possibility that observed monotone

grid convergence may only be apparent, due to sampling error.
This is common, almost universal practice, and is not much of a
criticism, except for the fact that~some of! the same authors else-
where,@12#, have pointed out the possibility. This issue, and more
generally nonconstantp, has been addressed seriously only by Ec¸a
and Hoekstra@8,9# who use a least-squares approach to evaluate
observedp over a minimum of a four-grid set.~Note that more
than a three-grid set is required to detect variable observedp.! The
unique Ec¸a and Hoekstra method is recommended for noisy data
far from the asymptotic regime.

Final Comment
The present criticisms and those given earlier by Oberkampf

@13#, even if taken at face value, should not detract from the many
valuable aspects of the papers@1–3#. These include~a! candid
presentation of many numerical details for a real and difficult
engineering problem which are often glossed over in similar pa-
pers, including issues of maintaining a near-constant grid refine-
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ment ratio with nonorthogonal boundary-fitted grids,~b! consid-
eration of the interaction of iterative convergence criteria with the
grid convergence study, and~c! incorporation of modifications in
the validation metric of@14# to include a programmatic tolerance
as recommended in@15# and/or validation atE level when E
.Uv whereE is the discrepancy between simulation and experi-
ment.~See Case 4 of Section 4.1 of@1#.!
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In this note, my objectives are to clarify the ideas in a previously
published quantitative verification and validation (V&V) ap-
proach that is based on experimental uncertainty analysis con-
cepts; to suggest a new viewpoint (and nomenclature) for assess-
ment of the results of V&V efforts; and to discuss an inherent
ambiguity in the interpretation of results of grid refinement studies
that are used in verification approaches.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1588694#

To my knowledge, the only published verification and valida-
tion ~V&V ! approach,@1–3#, for computational mechanics simu-
lations that produces quantitative validation results is based on the
concepts and definitions used in experimental uncertainty analy-
sis. Since these are generally not familiar to those who have no
occasion to apply experimental uncertainty analysis in their work,
I have noted a number of misconceptions in V&V discussions in
papers, articles, and reports in the past several years. My objec-
tives in this note are to clarify the ideas in this quantitative V&V
approach; to suggest a new viewpoint~and nomenclature! for as-
sessment of the results of V&V efforts; and to discuss an inherent
ambiguity in the interpretation of results of grid refinement studies
that are used in verification approaches.

Verification and Validation „V&V … From an Experimen-
tal Uncertainty Analysis Perspective

The schematic in Fig. 1 shows my view of the V&V process
from the perspective of the definitions and concepts used in ex-
perimental uncertainty analysis,@4–6#. The sources of errors are
shown in the ovals, and the corresponding symbols for the errors
~d! and the uncertainties~U! are indicated adjacent to them. Per-
tinent definitions are,@5,6#: ~A! error~of measurement!: result of a
measurement minus a true value of the measurand; and~B! uncer-
tainty ~of measurement!: parameter, associated with the result of a
measurement, that characterizes the dispersion of the values that
could reasonably be attributed to the measurand~also, from the
1984 first edition of@6#: an estimate characterizing the range of
values within which the true value of a measurand lies!. As first
presented by Coleman and Stern@1#, these concepts were ex-
tended to apply to a simulation result as well as an experimental
result, and the definitions include both random errors/uncertainties
and systematic errors/uncertainties~which are the type affecting
the simulation result in most instances!.

The ‘‘truth’’ is the real value of a quantity of interest defined by
the observer and, as pointed out by a reviewer, is an abstraction.
As an example for this note, define the reality of interest~the
truth! as the drag force on a perfectly made, perfectly smooth
specific aircraft model suspended without support in a uniform,
infinite flow of specified velocity of a designated fluid at desig-
nated thermodynamic conditions, etc. This truth is independent of
experiment or simulation; however, incomplete definition of the
quantity gives rise to an additional uncertainty,@5#. ~As discussed
later, in the special case of the experiment as run being defined as
the reality of interest, the truth is obviously not independent of the
experiment.!

In the Coleman and Stern V&V approach@1–3,7#, we defined
three categories into which all of the errors~d! in a simulation
result, S, were assigned. The categories are those errors (dSMA)
due to modeling assumptions, those (dSPD) due to the use of
previous experimental data~which contains errors!, and those
(dSN) due to the numerical solution of the equations. The corre-
sponding uncertainties are designated USMA, USPD, and USN,
respectively, and are interpreted such that the interval6USN ~for
example! containsdSN 95 times out of 100.

Examples of possible contributors toUSMA are uncertainties
due to the turbulence model used and those due to assumptions of
incompressibility, two-dimensionality, etc.

Contributors toUSPD are the uncertainties in code inputs such
as material properties. To estimateUSPD for a case in which the
simulation uses previous datadi in m instances,@1#, one must
evaluate

USPD
2 5(

i 51

m S ]S

]di
D 2

~Udi
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where theUdi
are the uncertainties in the input data. Note that a

sensitivity coefficient must be determined for eachdi—in com-
plex cases~with combustion and heat transfer, for example! this
might require more resources than those required by multigrid
convergence studies.

For USN, an important contributor is usually the uncertainty
arising from the size and type of grid used in solving the dis-
cretized equations, along with other contributors such as iterative
convergence, etc.

The experimental result isD, and its associated uncertaintyUD
is estimated using experimental uncertainty analysis procedures
that have been well established,@4,5#. UD is the uncertainty esti-
mate appropriate forD—it includes all effects of averaging, in-
cludes all random and systematic uncertainty components, and
includes any correlations of errors/uncertainties~nonzero covari-
ances! and any other factors that influenceD and UD . In some
instances,@8–10#, D and UD have mistakenly been assumed as
pertaining to a single experimental result or measurement and not
including the possibility of averaged results or systematic errors/
uncertainties or correlated uncertainty effects—leading then to a
misinterpretation of the basic ideas in the approach,@1–3#.

In the schematic, I have divided the errors inD into categories
of ~1! errorsdDA due to the actual experiment approximating the
reality of interest~truth! and~2! experimental errorsdDEXP occur-
ring in the actual test as it is constructed and executed. The cor-
responding uncertainties are designatedUDA and UDEXP . If the
aircraft model is tested in a wind tunnel, then the uncertainty inD
arising from effects of the finite extent, nonuniform flow in the
actual experiment could be assigned to theUDA category, while
the uncertainty in the simulation due to actually solving the equa-
tions on a finite domain would be assigned to theUSMA category.
Uncertainty due to measurement error is one of the contributors to
the UDEXP category.

If truth is defined as the drag force on the modelin the experi-
ment as run, thenUDA50 and the ‘‘Experiment’’ and ‘‘Reality of
Interest’’ boxes in the figure are one and the same. This is the only
case in which the experiment as run and the defined ‘‘truth’’ are
the same. As pointed out by Roache@12#, in the sense used here
the experiment is always a reality but is not always the reality of
interest.

Three metrics~E, UVAL , andUreqd) are used in the Coleman
and Stern V&V approach,@1–3,7#. The comparison errorE is the
difference between the experimental resultD and the simulation
resultS—it is the resultant of all of the errors that influenceD and
S. The validation uncertaintyUVAL ~originally designatedUV) is
the combination of all of the experimental uncertainties (UD) and
the uncertainties in the simulation due to the use of previous ex-
perimental data (USPD) and due to the numerical solution of the
equations (USN). UVAL can be viewed as the noise level imposed
by all of the uncertainties inD and those uncertainties inSdue to
the use of previous experimental data and due to the numerical
solution of the equations—this means thatE would lie in the
range 6UVAL 95 times out of 100 ifdSMA50. Thus, if uEu
@UVAL then the sign and magnitude ofE can be taken as indica-
tive of the modeling errordSMA. On the other hand ifuEu
,UVAL or uEu'UVAL , then from an uncertainty point of view
nothing definitive can be concluded about the sign or magnitude
of dSMA ~other than observing that the combination ofdSMA with
all of the other errors is less thanUVAL).

~I know of no way of estimatingUSMA ~or dSMA) before imple-
mentation of the validation process, so theUs in Fig. 1 cannot be
estimated a priori.!

The third metricUreqd is the level of validation required from a
programmatic standpoint. If, for example, one must be able to
compute the drag force to within 1% for the simulation to be
useful in a design process, thenU reqd51%. The V&V process

Fig. 1 A view of the verification and validation process „sources of error shown in ovals …
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does not require specification of a value forUreqd , but if a value
of Ureqd is known it can be used to establish maximum allowable
uncertainties during the planning and design of the validation
experiment.

An alternate viewpoint and approach to V&V,@8,9,11#, uses the
definitions: ‘‘Uncertainty: A potential deficiency in any phase or
activity of the modeling process that is due to lack of knowledge’’
and ‘‘Error: A recognizable deficiency in any phase or activity of
modeling and simulation that is not due to lack of knowledge.’’
Use of these definitions to estimate uncertainties or to achieve
quantification of the result of a V&V effort has not yet been pub-
lished.

Comments on the Assessment of V&V Results
Definitions of verification that are in current use are: ‘‘verifica-

tion is the process of determining that a model implementation
accurately represents the developer’s conceptual description of the
model and the solution to the model,’’@8,9,11#, and ‘‘verification
is defined as a process for assessing simulation numerical uncer-
tainty . . . ,’’ @7#. Definitions of validation that are in current use
are: ‘‘validation is defined as the process of determining the de-
gree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real
world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model,’’
@8,9,11#, and ‘‘validation is defined as a process for assessing
simulation modeling uncertainty by using benchmark experimen-
tal data and, when conditions permit, estimating the sign and mag-
nitude of the modeling error itself.’’@7#. ~The words ‘‘from the
perspective of the intended uses of the model’’ should be inter-
preted,@12#, as referring to the variable~s! and set point chosen for
the validation effort—a different interpretation of the phrase than
had been made previously by myself and others.!

More succinct but conceptually descriptive definitions were
given by Roache@13#: verification—solving the equations right;
and validation—solving the right equations. These can be para-
phrased in a syntax similar to the definitions in the previous para-
graph: Verification is the process of assessing how correctly the
equations are solved; and validation is the process of assessing
how closely the equations model the reality of interest.

The verification process does not require nor use experimental
data and can be performed in the absence of a validation effort.
Thevalidation process does require experimental data with which
simulation results can be compared, and, as formulated in@1# and
viewed in Fig. 1, completion of the validation process also re-
quires that verification has been performed and an estimate ofUSN
has been made.

In recent V&V efforts, @1–3,7–9,11,13,14#, for example#,
workers in the area~myself included! have used phraseology in-
dicating that a simulation or code had been or had not been ‘‘vali-
dated’’ or that validation had been or had not been ‘‘achieved.’’ In
the original Coleman and Stern publication,@1#, we proposed to
call a simulation validated or not validated based on the relative
magnitudes ofE and UVAL . I now believe that a more logical
interpretation that is consistent with the meanings of the defini-
tions in the preceding paragraphs is the following.

A validated simulation is simply one that has undergone the
validation process. As a result of that process, alevel of validation
(the larger of uEu and UVAL) is established for a variable at a
given set point, and that level is independent of whether a Ureqd is
specified or not. The phrase ‘‘validated simulation’’ is thus not an
indicator of the degree of goodness of the simulation.

The validation uncertaintyUVAL sets the best~tightest, lowest!
level of validation possible under the circumstances that exist, so
it must be estimated if any informed statement about the
level of validation is to be made. IfuEu is less thanUVAL then the
level of validation can be said to beUVAL but notuEu, sinceuEu is
below the noise level set by the existing uncertainties. IfuEu is

greater thanUVAL then the level of validation isuEu. So, in a
sense, a validation effort can be considered successful ifuEu and
UVAL are determined, regardless of their values. As a result of the
validation effort, one knows ‘‘how good’’ the simulation is~for
particular variables and for a particular set point, of course!.
Whether or not the result of the effort isgood enough is influ-
enced byUreqd and is considered by some to be a part of certifi-
cation rather than validation,@12#.

The Ambiguity Problem in Grid Refinement Studies
Grid refinement studies have been and continue to be used

and/or cited,@7–9,11,13,14#, for example# as a means to demon-
strate convergence and assess the numerical uncertaintyUSN. In
@15#, however, it was shown that grid refinement studies can er-
roneously indicate monotonic convergence when the real~but un-
known! behavior is actually oscillatory. In fact, monotonic con-
vergence can also be indicated when the real~but unknown!
behavior is oscillatorydivergence. To use results of a three-grid
refinement study to show monotonic convergence, one must as-
sume a priori that the real behavior is monotonic convergence.
Monotonic convergence indications from refinement studies using
four or more grids may make one feel more confident, but in
principle the ambiguity still remains.

I suggest that as results of grid refinement studies are used in
the future to evaluate convergence and assessUSN, the ambiguity
must at least be acknowledged to exist when results are reported.
I also think that this ambiguous trait inherent in grid refinement
methods emphasizes the need for development of other defen-
sible, economically feasible approaches for demonstrating conver-
gence and estimatingUSN as we strive to develop V&V ap-
proaches that can actually be useful in science and engineering
applications.
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1 Introduction
The water hammer phenomena caused by a sudden valve clo-

sure in gas-liquid or vapor-liquid two-phase flows must be clari-
fied for the safety analysis in chemical plants, power plants, and
pipeline transport of fluids such as petroleum and natural gas. It is
well known that when a valve is closed suddenly, the upstream
pressure rises sharply owing to the inertia of the fluid and the
pressure wave propagates through the fluid, which causes tran-
sient flows through a straight pipe have been investigated in detail
for many years,@1,2#. There are none on such a gas-liquid two-

phase flow through a 90 deg bend pipe that must be common in
the pipeline system. This investigation is intended to make it clear.

In general, the factors affecting the flow characteristics of the
water hammer through a 90 deg bend pipe such as pressure po-
tential surge and propagation speed are as follows: superficial ve-
locity, void fraction, and valve closing time.

The experiments were conducted in a horizontal tube of 25.4
mm in inner diameter and 2.5 in ratio of the curvature radius to
the inner diameter of the bend tube in the ranges of superficial
velocity j L from 0.2 to 1.64 m/s and of void fraction from 0.036%
to 0.96%, using air and water as the working fluid under the
general temperature. The profiles of transient pressure, the value
of potential surge and its attenuation, and propagation velocity of
the compression waves were obtained and discussed, comparing
them with those in single-phase water flow.

2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It is composed of a horizontal test tube~5!, a
sudden closure valve~6!, downstream and upstream tanks~3,8!,
with size 2.030.830.8 m3, a circulation pump~1!, a laser source
with lens assembly, a CCD camera to measure the void fractiona.
The sudden closure valve~6! was a ball valve. The duration of
valve closure was about 14 ms.

For two-phase flow, the propagation speed of compression
wave in uniform bubbly flow is given by the following equation,
@3#:

CTP5H 1

Fa21a~12a!
rL

rg
G1F ~12a!21a~12a!

rg

rL
G DpTP

rgCL
2

•

DpTP

rg J 1/2

(1)

whereDpTP is the magnitude of the initial maximum pressure rise
~that is, potential surge!.

To observe the flow pattern and measure the void fractiona
with PIV, a 50-cm glass pipe in length was installed in the pipeline
~Fig. 1, ~7!!.

The experimental procedure was as follows. The pressure, the
flow rate, and the air input were set to five values for a steady-
state. Next, after closing the end valve~6! suddenly and operating
the solenoid valves~2 and 9!, the pressuresp1 to p10 were mea-
sured. The pressures were recorded on an oscillograph~SC20/16!
via a strain-gauge-type pressure transducer and an amplifier which
links with a microcomputer. In this study, void fractiona were
measured using the particle image velocimetry~PIV! system de-
veloped by Chen and Fan@4#. This PIV technique consists of laser
sheeting, video recording, and image processing as the three ma-
jor parts. It is able to measure the full-field flow information in-
cluding void fraction, velocity vectors, and acceleration,@5#.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 The Pressure Rise in Single-Phase Flow.First experi-
ments on the water hammer in the liquid single-phase flow were
carried out to verify the experimental accuracy and to compare it

with the case of two-phase flows at a constant initial temperature
of about 18° C and an initial superficial water velocity ofj L from
0.23 m/s to 1.64 m/s. At the locations 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10 shown in
Fig. 2, the initial potential surgeDpSP agrees well with the results
calculated by Joukowsky’s equation:

DpSP5cL rL j L (2)

where cL is the propagation speed of the pressure wave in the
water,rL is working fluid density, andj L is the superficial liquid
velocity. In the bend tube, the initial potential surge using the
following equation:

DpSP5cL rL j L~11l j L!. (3)

Coefficientl is relevant with the locations in the bend tube, and
at location 3,l50.072, and at the location 8,l520.056. The
pressure wave through a bend tube, on the centrifugal effect, the
initial potential surge is obviously different.
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3.2 The Potential Surge in Two-Phase Flow

3.2.1 Effect of Void Fractions and Superficial Liquid Veloci-
ties. Experiments were conducted for void fractions were
0.035% to 0.96% under a constant temperature of 18° C, superfi-
cial liquid velocities were in the range from 0.2 m/s to 1.63 m/s
~a50.16%,2.85%!.

The initial pressure rise at locations 1 and 2 can be calculated
with the following equation:

DpTP5CTP rTP j TP (4)

whereCTP is the propagation speed of the pressure wave as given
by Eq. ~2!, rTP is the mean density of two-phase flow$'(1
2a)rL%, and j TP is the mean velocity of two-phase flow
$' j L /(12a)%.

The initial pressure rise in bend pipe is correlated by the fol-
lowing equation:

DpTP5CTP rTP j TP~11k j TP!. (5)

Coefficientk is only relevant with the locations in the bent tube,
and at the location 3k50.058, at the location 8,k520.042.

3.2.2 Attenuation of the Potential Surge.The initial pressure
rise DpPS caused by a sudden valve closure decreased through a
90 deg bend tube. The attenuating ratew(w5DpTP /DpSP) with
void fraction is correlated by

w50.98720.274a0.558. (6)

4 Conclusions
The water hammer phenomena caused by a rapid valve closure

in a two-phase flow were investigated experimentally using air
and water as working fluids. The results are summarized as fol-
lows:

• The profile of the pressure transients is characterized by the
existence of a sharp initial pressure rise and the value of
potential surge at location 3~Fig. 2! is bigger than the value
of potential surge at location 1 or 2~inlet!, and the value of
potential surge at the location 8 is less than the value of
potential surge at the location 1 or 2.

• In a straight line, the potential surge can be calculated using
Eq. ~2! for single-phase flow and Eq.~4! for two-phase flow.
In the bend pipe Eq.~3! can be used for single-flow, and Eq.
~5! for two-phase flow.

• The value of the attenuating ratew can be calculated by Eq.
~6!

• That can be figured out the effect of the curvature radius of a
bend tube on the pressure rise is prominent. Under the same
conditions, the smaller the curvature radius of the bend tube,
the bigger the pressure rise.

Nomenclature

j 5 superficial velocity~m/s!
c 5 propagation speed of compression wave~m/s!

Dp 5 potential surge~Pa!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
a 5 void fraction
w 5 decayed rate of potential surge

TP 5 two-phase flow
SP 5 single phase flow

L 5 liquid phase
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the test section

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental facility
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A careful review to the previous study of Srinivasan and Vafai on
the linear encroachment in two-immiscible fluid systems in a po-
rous medium reveals some typos in their analytical solution. In the
present study, an accurate analytical solution, which accounts for
boundary and inertia effects, is obtained to predict the movement
of the interfacial front and corrections to previous results are
provided wherever necessary. Despite the similarity in the general
behavior of the present accurate solution and the previous one,
the existence of an accurate analytical solution is essential for
future numerical and experimental studies.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1588696#

Introduction
Linear encroachment of two-immiscible fluid systems is an im-

portant problem in many engineering applications such as die fill-
ing and injection molding. Muskat@1# considered a one-
dimensional Darcy’s flow model to study the linear encroachment
of two fluids in a narrow channel. An analytical solution for linear
encroachment in two-immiscible fluid systems in a porous mate-
rial was presented in Srinivasan and Vafai@2# where boundary and
inertia effects are accounted for. It is found that using this analyti-
cal solution is required in the vicinity of solid boundaries and/or
faster moving flows where Muskat’s model fails to predict the
necessary time for the encroaching fluid to completely displace
the second fluid. In addition, Srinivasan and Vafai@2# show that
implementing their analytical solution is essential for cases of low
mobility ratio as well as higher values of permeability.

A schematic diagram of the flow configuration and the coordi-
nate system is shown in Fig. 1. Governing equations and boundary
conditions for the problem under consideration are provided in
Srinivasan and Vafai@2#. Unfortunately a small typo in the exact
solution caused a defection in some of the results. The purpose of
this note is to correct these typos and adjust the dependent results
accordingly.

Results
The same procedures used in@2# are used here to correct the

analytical solution. As mentioned earlier, all governing equations
and boundary conditions given in@2# are correct. The first typo is
found in Eq.~21!, which should read as follows:

uD5
K1

m1

Pin2Pe

~12e!X0
M2L

(1)
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Fig. 2 Prediction of the location of interface using Darcy’s
model for different mobility ratios ‘‘ e’’ with dÄ0.45, DPÄ2.25
Ã107, m1Ä0.01002, KÄ1Ã10À10, and LÄ1 m

Fig. 3 Progress of the interfacial front at yÄAK Õd „hÄ1…,
dÄ0.45, DPÄ2.25Ã107, m1Ä0.01002, KÄ1Ã10À10, and LÄ1 m
using different models

Fig. 4 Progress of the interfacial front, eÄ0.1, dÄ0.45, DP
Ä2.25Ã107, m1Ä0.01002, KÄ1Ã10À10, and LÄ1 m

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the problem
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There are two typos in Eq.~23!, which should read as follows:

S X0
M

L
21D S X0

M

L
~12e!2~11e! D 2

2K1

m1d

~Pin2Pe!

L2
t50. (2)

As a result, the obtained analytical solution in@2# ~Eq. ~24!!
should be replaced by

X0
M

L
5

22A414~12e!H 2K1

m1d

Pin2Pe

L2
t2~11e!J

2~12e!
. (3)

The singular perturbation used to find the inertial and boundary
effects in @2# are found to be accurate. This makes it easy to
incorporate the expression of the velocity in the boundary region
as well as the expression of the velocity in the core region to the
analytical solution in Eq.~3!. Using these expressions along with
the analytical solution for the Darcian free-surface front position,
the analytical solution inside the boundary layer region and the
analytical solution in the core region, respectively, are

~12e!S X0
M

L D 2

22S X0
M

L D
2H 2K1

m1d

~Pin2Pe!

L2
~ub

01dub
11d2ub

21 . . . !t2~11e!J
50 (4)

~12e!S X0
M

L D 2

22S X0
M

L D
2H 2K1

m1d

~Pin2Pe!

L2
~12bd12b2d225b3d3!t2~11e!J

50. (5)

The above two equations~4!, ~5! are to replace Eqs.~25! and~26!
in @2#. Figures 2–4 are to replace Figs. 2, 4, and 5 in@2#, respec-
tively. Other Figs. in@2# are not corrected here for the sake of
brevity. In fact, Figs. 6, 7 in@2# are similar to Fig. 5 while results
in Fig. 3 can be deduced from Eq.~1!. Finally, a summary of the
main findings is shown in Table 1.

Conclusions
Analytical solution for the problem of linear encroachment in

two-immiscible fluid systems in a porous material is obtained. The
main characteristics of the previous results in@2# are unaffected.
However, it is believed that the existence of an accurate analytical
solution is essential for future numerical and experimental studies.

Nomenclature

H 5 width of the channel~m!
K 5 permeability of the porous structure~m2!
L 5 horizontal extent of the channel~m!
P 5 pressure~Nm22!

Pe 5 pressure at exit~Nm22!
Pin 5 pressure at inlet~Nm22!

t 5 time ~s!
ub 5 dimensionless velocity field in the boundary layer re-

gion ~ms21!
uD 5 Darcian convective velocity~ms21!

x 5 coordinate along the horizontal length of the channel
from left to right as shown in Fig. 1~m!

X 5 coordinate along the horizontal length of the channel
from right to left as shown in Fig. 1~m!

X0 5 location of the interface using the generalized model
~m!

X0
M 5 location of the interface using the Muskat’s model~m!
y 5 coordinate along the vertical length of the channel~m!
b 5 parameter defined as the product of the Reynolds num-

ber and the empirical functionF
d 5 porosity of the porous medium
h 5 dimensionless vertical coordinate
m 5 fluid viscosity ~kg m21 s21!
e 5 mobility ratio
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Table 1 Summary of the corrections

Present Srinivasan and Vafai@2#

X0
M

L
5

12Ae21~12e!H 2K1

m1d

Pin2Pe

L2
tJ

~12e!

Xa
M

L
5

2e1A12~12e!H 2K1

m1d

Pin2Pe

L2
tJ

~12e!

uD5
K1

m1

Pin2Pe

~12e!X0
M2L

uD5
K1

m1

Pin2Pe

~12e!X0
M1eL
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